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S. 39, HEARING ON THE REAUTHORIZATION
OF THE MAGNUSON FISHERY CONSERVA-
TION AND MANAGEMENT ACT

SATURDAY, MARCH 18, 1995

U.S. Senate,
Subcommittee on Oceans and Fisheries

Committee on Commerce, Science, and Transportation,
Seattle, Washington

The subcommittee met, pursuant to notice, at 8 a.m., in the
Seattle-Tacoma International Airport, Main Terminal, room 6011,
Seattle, WA, Hon. Ted Stevens (chairman of the subcommittee)
presiding.

Staff members assigned to this hearing: Thomas O. Melius, pro-

fessional staff member, and John Trevor McCabe, professional staff

member; and Penelope D. Dalton, minority senior professional staff

member, and Lila H. Helms, minority professional staff member.

OPENING STATEMENT OF SENATOR STEVENS
Senator Stevens. Slade and I are really pleased that you have

joined us this morning. This is the third in a series of five or six

field hearings that the Oceans and Fisheries Subcommittee of the
Commerce Committee will hold nationwide. We've already been to

Rockport, Maine and Boston, Massachusetts. Next weekend we will

be in Anchorage and we have scheduled hearings in New Orleans,
Gulf Port, Mississippi, and Charleston.

It was our feeling that we would be better off to take this bill

and the changes proposed to you in the fishing industry and those
who are interested beyond the fishing industry for your comments
and your suggestions rather than make you all come to Washing-
ton.

This is not a new process. We started over 2 years ago, and with
the help of Senator Gorton, we changed our framework of the Com-
merce Committee so that we now have this Oceans and Fisheries
Subcommittee, which will help us concentrate on issues such as the
Magnuson Reauthorization.
My goal is that we will have this bill ready sometime about the

first of June to take to full committee, and that we will be able to

convince the House to join us and send it to the President before
we recess for the summer vacation. I think we can do that.

As Senator Magnuson and I did during the time when we were
considering the original Magnuson Act, Senator Gorton and I have
always been able to work out differences between our two States
and the fishermen of our States to find a common ground to pre-

(1)



serve the species for all of us. These fishery resources are so valu-
able to all of us in the Pacific Northwest and Alaska.
There are over 18 witnesses today and this is going to be a short

statement for me. We intend to run through and take a short re-

cess around 11, and then go until 1:30, and call it a day. Some peo-
ple have told me they want to go to a ball game, and I would like

to catch an airplane.

You have seen the statements that Senator Kerrv and I made
when we introduced S. 39 and the summary of the bill. I know that
some of you do not like the idea, but we do like to have you keep
your testimony to 5 minutes long. We will print your statements
in the record in full, but we would like to have time to ask ques-
tions of witnesses at the end of each panel. We are going to keep
the record open for anyone who wants to send us additional written
testimony.

Senator Packwood has asked that we put a statement for him
into the record here today. He cannot be here.

[The prepared statement of Senator Packwood follows:]

Prepared Statement of Senator Packwood

Thank you very much Chairman Stevens, for holding a hearing in the Pacific

Northwest on the reauthorization of the Magnuson Fishery Conservation and Man-
agement Act. I heartily support bringing the hearing to a location where we can
hear from those people most intimately involved and those most directly impacted
by any Magnuson reauthorization decisions we in Congress may make. I am pleased
that you are hearing today from those Oregonians who have truly been the nistori-

cal fishermen as defined in the Magnuson Act, such as Captain Barry Fisher and
Joe Easley, and those directly involved in the Regional Council process, such as
Council Chairman Frank Warrens of Portland, and Council member Pete Leipzig of
California, and also former Congressional staff aide, Rod Moore.

I was very proud to be involved in the creation and passage of the Magnuson Act
of 1976, and, along with my colleagues on the Commerce Committee, Senators Ste-
vens and Gorton, Ihave actively worked to make the Act stronger through the past
16 years. I am also pleased that some of these changes occurred when I was serving
as Chairman of the Committee.
As you well understand, Mr. Chairman, up until the Magnuson Act was passed

in 1976, foreign vessels were sweeping through our fisheries, denying our fishermen
the economic benefits of our natural resources. Because the Magnuson Act set up
an exclusive economic zone, or EEZ, between 3 and 200 miles off the coast of the
United States, we now have exclusive authority in conserving and managing almost
all of the wealth of our fishery resources. I believe all those here today know that
we have to work together to better manage and better conserve these resources, so

that we indeed will not be fighting over the last fish.

The Magnuson Act set up eight Regional Councils made up of responsible and in-

novative people. They are appointed to the Councils for the very reason that they
know and understand their own region's fisheries. At a Magnuson hearing I held
in Newport, Oregon two summers ago, the fishermen, the processors, and the town
and state officials—everyone at the roundtable—endorsed the Magnuson council

process.

I can speak to the successes of our Pacific Fishery Management Council, one being
its oversight in incrementally "Americanizing" the Pacific whiting fishery off the Or-
egon coast. Incidently, the whiting fishery has been a truly economic bright spot in

an area where we have seen the coastal ocean salmon season crash this past year
and where continued closures may most likely occur.

The Pacific Council, realizing that the whiting off the Oregon Coast were being
caught by foreign vessels, helped the industry move throu^ joint ventures to share
some of the whiting harvest. Now, a good portion of the whiting is being delivered

shoreside to our now active processing plants. Long overlookea by the U. S. as a
trash fish, the whiting industry expects to bring in $100 million over the next few
years to those coastal communities who have also been hard hit by the region's on-

going timber crisis.

In recent years, the Pacific Council and I, have been struggling to win Commerce
Department approval in Washington, D.C. for the Council's recommendations on al-



locating the whiting harvest each year. Unfortunately, political decisions at the
Commerce Department have greatly unpacled the Council's recommendations to

have more whiting delivered shoreside, where processing would employ hundreds of

people and would^eep the hard earned dollars at home.
Because of the bureaucratic uncertainty and the resultant economic losses, I am

gleased that my amendment to the Magnuson reauthorization has been included in

enator Stevens' recently introduced S. 39. The amendment will expedite the ap-
proval of Regional CouncU recommendations at the federal level. This should allevi-

ate the horror of a few years ago, when a decision reversing the Pacific CouncU's
recommendations was made on the very day the fishing season was due to open.
It took hundreds of thousands of dollars out of the coastal communities. We must
not let this happen again. We must allow the Council process under the Magnuson
Act to work, and recognize that there are Regional Councils who take their charge
very seriously, and work very hard to make the best economical and social decisions

possible while conserving our nation's fisheries. More Council control seems appro-
priate, not less.

I would like to add a concern I have that may affect the Pacific CouncU's already
approved allocations for this year's whiting fishing season. I would like to suggest
to the Chair that the regulatory moratorium now before Congress be considered
very carefully so as not to adversely impact allocations decisions already in place

for the 1995 whiting fishing season. These allocations were made through consensus
with all the industry groups involved in the fishery, and the allocations were rec-

ommended by the Council and approved by the Department of Commerce. While we
all realize that some regulatory relief is needed in many areas of the federal govern-
ment, I caution any scheme that would lead to an open or "derby" whiting fishing
season this year, as this would lead to great economic harm to our coastal commu-
nities in Oregon. I look forward to working with the Chair to make sure we exempt
fishery management regulations already in place.

Congress is very much aware of the dynamics affecting our natural resources and
of the politics that should be addressed to make Magnuson work even better.
Thanks to Senator Steven's subcommittee leadership, we are well down the road to-

wards doing just this through a regional hearings process throughout the fishing re-

gions of the country.
Any reauthorization must reflect the entire spirit and success of the Magnuson

Fishery Conservation and Management Act and recognize that the law is stUT doing
much of what we in Congress intended many years ago. At the same time, we must
be aware of the impacts to fisheries management and conservation that have come
about because our technologies have gotten so much better for harvesting our fish-

eries, while the fish stocks themselves have not increased. In some fisheries we are
facing a serious decline. Some fisheries have been negatively impacted by
overfishing, or underutilization of harvests, or high rates of bycatch, along with en-
vironmental insults, some out of our control, like the past and present El Ninos off

the Pacific Coast.
With a reauthorized Magnuson Act, we can win one for the fish—and the fisher-

men. I thank the Chair.

Senator Stevens. Senator Murray similarly has submitted a
statement for the record.

[The prepared statement of Senator Murray follows:]



STATEMENT OF SENATOR PATTY MURRAY ON THE REAUTHORIZATION OF THE
MAGNUSON FISHERY CONSERVATION AND MANAGEMENT ACT

COMMERCE, SCIENCE, AND TECHNOLOGY COMMITTEE
SEATTLE-TACOMA INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT, WASHINGTON

MARCH 18, 1995

Chairman Pressler, Chairman Stevens, and Members of the
Committee, I would like to thank-you for holding this field hearing in
Seattle on the reauthorization of the Magnuson Fishery Conservation
and Management Act. Fishing is an extremely important industry for
the state of Washington and we appreciate the opportunity you have
provided for affected Washington citizens to comment on the proposed
legislation. I also want to thank you for the opportunity to
personally comment on the Senate bill, S.39. I am honored to now
occupy the seat once held by the distinguished Senator Magnuson. I am
proud of his legacy and the leadership role he took almost 20 years
ago to save our fishery resources from foreign fleets and to conserve
them for future generations. The drafters of the original legislation
demonstrated great insight and foresight into the dynamics of ocean
fisheries management. The framework they developed has enabled us to
entirely reclaim the fishery resources off our coasts from foreign
fleets and in many cases to develop healthy harvest regimes that
benefit fishers, their commionities, and the nation. However, not all
fisheries have been so effectively handled. Since enactment, we have
learned that modifications and improvements to the structures
established by Sen. Magnuson and his colleagues are necessary to
ensure that his vision of effectively managed and conserved fishing
stocks is a reality.

In Washington State we have watched with fearful eyes the demise
of fisheries around the world and have vowed to keep our Northwest
stocks from suffering the same consequences. We have begun to see
some of the signs of ineffective management and need to head it off
before the drastic measures necessary in places like New England
become our only option. However, I am convinced that if it were not
for the management and conservation system established by the Magnuson
Act, our fisheries would be in far worse shape.

Several areas of concern have become evident over the past years
of fishery management and, although there are differences of opinion
over how to appropriately address those areas, there is a great deal
of consensus on what the problems are. The four main areas of concern
are; overfishing, bycatch and discards, ecosystem management, and
fisheries management council reform.

National Marine Fisheries Service reports that of 231 fish
species reviewed, 65 are being overutilized (Our Living Oceans, 1993) .

The prevention of overfishing is one of the primary goals of effective
conservation and management practices and in many cases is simply not
happening. There are two major reasons presented as the cause of
overfishing; open access to the fisheries with the resultant
overcapitalization of the fishing fleets, and the somewhat ambiguous
definition of 'optimum yield' in the current statute. Almost everyone
agrees that the current method of unlimited entry into many fisheries
simply cannot be maintained. In fact, fisheries resources are the
only publicly owned natural resource which anyone can harvest without



as much as a user fee. This has resulted in too many boats fishing
for too few fish. In fact, here in the Pacific Northwest we have
fisheries so heavily overcapitalized that they are only open for a few
days or even hours in order to prevent overfishing. These 'derby'
fisheries compel fishers to head out to sea in all types of weather
and ocean conditions, often at the expense of vessel and crew safety
in order to get a piece of the pie. In addition, the short and
intense supply of fresh fish to the market creates a glut, lowering
the price, and reducing the prof itability of the fishery. Clearly a

means of limiting access to the fishery is needed and in fact, the
Pacific Fisheries Management Council has taken steps to do just that
in the halibut/sablefish fishery with the introduction of a quota
system.

The Fisheries Management Councils need to be further encouraged
to develop means of limiting access that are appropriate for the
fisheries they manage. The methods of limiting access to fishery
resources should not and, in fact, cannot be the same for every
fishery. There are difficult questions to answer when considering how
to limit access that will vary among the fisheries. Answers to
questions like who deserves access and how will access be limited need
to take into consideration the nature of the fishery, the historical
and current participants, the diversity of participants in terms of
gear type, ownership, and size, and the way in which new participants
can gain access to the fishery, as well as the conservation of a
healthy fish stock. Decisions about who gets to fish need to be made
in a fair and equitable manner without discriminating against
particular fishing groups or individual fishers. All fishing
interests, from large corporate factory trawlers to small family-owned
catcher boats and long- liners need to be included.

In deciding how to limit access to a fishery, all available
options need to be considered. These include license limitations,
time and place limitations, user fees, and individual transferable
quotas, or ITQs to name a few. There is a fair degree of controversy
over ITQs and whether or not they will work. I think it is clear that
they are not necessarily correct for every fishery but they probably
are for some and must be considered as a possible means of limiting
access. Many of the concerns over ITQs can be addressed by
establishing appropriate criteria for their implementation.
Guidelines that ensure representation of the diverse fishing interests
in the allocations, prevent a monopoly of the fishery, and provide for
new entrants should be evaluated when developing plans for an ITQ
program.

The other facet of fishery management related to overfishing is
the current definition of optimum yield. Although theoretically based
on the biologically defined maximum sustainable yield (MSY) , current
law allows the optimum yield to be modified by any relevant economic,
social, or ecological factor. Although this kind of flexibility in
defining optimum yield sounds good, it has too often resulted in the
establishment of a harvest in excess of the MSY. Although
occasionally exceeding the MSY for a fishery can occur without long-
term detriment to the fish stock, continually exceeding of the MSY can
only lead, by definition, to the collapse of the fishery. It is
important that the concept of optimum yield be strengthened and



clarified to ensure that the MSY of a stock is not habitually exceeded
so that the long-term health of the stock can be ensured.

The overfishing and depletion of fishery resources I have just
discussed are complicated by another important fishery management
issue: bycatch and discards. To put it simply, bycatch and discards
need to be reduced. There are two major reasons for this; bycatch
and discards can negatively affect not only the target stock but also
other important fish stocks, and they can negatively affect the
dynamics of the marine ecosystem. Their negative affect on fish
stocks results from the fact that much of the bycatch and discards are
not viably returned to the sea. Therefore, these catches are
essentially an additional harvest and should be included in estimates
of the total harvest. There is a great deal of uncertainty about the
magnitude and composition of bycatch and discards due to a virtual
lack of monitoring. Methods of estimating the magnitude and
composition of bycatch and discards must be implemented in order to
understand their impact on fishery resources. In many cases measuring
and analyzing bycatch and discards can occur without further impacting
fishery resources because much of the bycatch and discards are already
dead. However, common sense implementation of bycatch monitoring must
occur so that the opportunity to return bycatch with a high
probability of long-term survival will not be lost. In addition, the
logic of returning non-viable bycatch to the ocean needs to be
reconsidered. Clearly, allowing fishers to keep and profit from their
bycatch should not be allowed since it fails to create the
disincentives necessary to reduce bycatch. However, alternatives to
dumping them over the side need to be explored.

In addition, the impact of bycatch and discards on the marine
ecosystem needs to be evaluated. An understanding of the impact of
bycatch on non- commercial fish stocks is just as important as
evaluating its' impact on importcint commercial stocks because of the
complexity and interconnectedness of the marine food web which we are
just beginning to understand. Depletion of non-commercial stocks has
unknown and potentially disastrous consequences for the populations we
exploit either by reducing the food supply or increasing the predation
pressure for a commercially important stock. Similarly, the spatially
and temporally concentrated introduction of large c[uantities of
organic matter (dead fish and fish waste) into the ocean changes the
bottom communities as well as the distribution of bird populations.
These changes could potentially cause ripple effects throughout the
marine ecosystem with far-reaching consequences of which we are
unaware

.

Therefore, attempts to reduce bycatch and discards need to be
encouraged and potentially rewarded. It's important to remember,
however, that different fishing methods have different inherent
bycatch difficulties. There is also a great deal of variation in the
efficiencies of these different methods, in the percentage of the
harvest that they catch, in the number of people they employ, and in
their contribution to the local and national economy. Therefore,
careful consideration needs to be given to any proposals to reward any
given group over cuiother for its' inherently lower levels of bycatch
and discards . All gear groups need to be encouraged to reduce bycatch
and discards. Efforts to reduce bycatch cind discards within all gear



groups may need to be rewarded to create appropriate incentives to
acheive this end.

This brings me to the third area of concern for fisheries
management, the appropriateness of an ecosystem approach to
management. Traditionally, we have managed our natural resources on a
species by species basis, failing to take into account the complex
interactions of those species with other species and with the non-
living components of the environment. In recent years, , we have begun
to realize that this approach is too simplistic and can lead to
ineffective and even adverse management practices. There are some
that would argue that the concept of ecosystem management is just a

fad, a politically correct way of looking at natural resources. I

disagree, I think it is a direct outgrowth of our expanding scientific
understanding of our natural world, the ecosystems and habitats that
comprise it, and the effects that out actions have upon it. In order
to effectively manage a fish stock to ensure sustainable harvests , we
must have an understanding of all the factors affecting the viability
of that stock. That means knowing and having input into decisions
that will affect essential fish habitat. Some people claim that
habitat is an elusive concept and therefore too difficult to try and
manage. I think it is more expansive than elusive. Essential habitat
is all those factors which either affect or are effected by an
organism, both living and non-living, throughout its' lifecycle.
Although this definition may sound overwhelming, I think it is within
the grasp of experts like fisheries scientists, ecologists, and
natural resource managers to work together towards effective long-term
management of fishery resources with a much greater degree of
certainty and confidence.

Lastly, I would like to talk about one of the more controversial
concerns affecting fishery management , council reform. The original
drafters of the Magnuson Act predicted that the best individuals to
make decisions about fishery resources would be those with a direct
interest in the fish, that is, fishers. Although I think that idea is
correct in general, recent events have suggested that some
modifications are necessary. There have been instances where fishery
management decisions have been made to the benefit of short-term
economic interests at the expense of long-term fishery sustainability

.

In order to encourage the councils to make better long-term decisions,
it may be necessary to modify the council process to include more
perspectives including those of fisheries scientists and
conservationists, to bring representatives of all affected parties to
the council, and to reduce the appearance, real or perceived, of
conflicts of interest on the council by requiring financial
disclosures and recusal from decisions which would directly and
exclusively affect the financial interests of a given council member.
It should be remembered that these conflict of interest provisions are
not excessive, they are standard for all other federal decision-
makers. These revisions to the council process need to be thoroughly
evaluated to determine whether they will effectively empower the
councils to consistently make fishery management decisions that
achieve long-term sustainability of the fish stocks. During the 103rd
Congress, fishers came together to make an industry-wide proposal on
council reform. Their efforts to reach a consensus on meaningful
reform need to be comended. Last year, their proposal was used as the
basis for S. 2360, Sen. Breauxs ' Magnuson Act Reauthorization bill

.

I cosponsored this bill because I thought it contained meaningful
council reform proposals . It is clear that aspects of that bill have



been incorporated into S.39. I encourage the committee to continue to
evaluate the provisions of the Breaux bill as you proceed with the
refinement of this legislation.

In conclusion, I would like to once again thank the committee for
holding this hearing in Seattle. I am committed to working with the
affected parties aind with the committee during mark-up and floor
consideration to ensure that the Magnuson Act is revised to meet the
complex needs of effective fisheries conservation and management . I

am confident that the committee will carefully consider the comments
made here today and at other field hearings and will put together a
final version of the Magnuson Act reauthorization that will help us
achieve the vision of Sen. Magnuson and his colleagues.

Thank-you.

Senator Patty Murray



Senator Stevens. At the end of the testimony from the witnesses

on the list, we will have a period of time, I hope, if we all stick

to our time limits, when anyone in the audience who wants to

make a statement will be able to do so. We will ask you to fill out

a little form that the staff has here so we will know who you are

and who you represent for the record, as we will ask all others who
appear and testify.

Now, the staff has put together the panels. They are really an
attempt to accommodate the people who asked to appear, or who
were requested by members of the committee be invited to testify.

So if there are any additional people who want to formally testify

and submit a statement or make a statement here today, please

contact our staff here at this table. Let me turn to my good friend,

the Senator from Washington.

STATEMENT OF SENATOR GORTON
Senator Gorton. As Senator Stevens has already said, this Mag-

nuson Act revision here in Seattle is one of the series. The Magnu-
son Act has a tremendous impact on the fishery here in the Pacific

Northwest and in Alaska, but it also governs the way in which fish-

eries are managed in the Gulf and in the Atlantic. It is truly a na-

tional issue.

I believe that it is probably a tribute to the people of the North-
west and of Alaska that, with all of our controversies, we do not

have a situation that is as desperate as it is in New England in

the northeastern part of the United States, where the system obvi-

ously has not worked at all.

The news in the last week of the Canadian arrest of a Spanish
ship in international waters and a true international controversy
arising from that arrest indicates just how bad the situation is in

other parts of the country.

The Magnuson Act and the various Councils that are formed pur-

suant to it are designed first to see to it that the resource is pre-

served; that we do not overfish; that we do not create a situation

in which there is nothing for anyone. It also, of course, deals with
the way we divide up the harvest of those fish that are subject to

harvest.
Each of these fields is replete with controversy among the var-

ious groups and various attitudes in places around the region and
around the country as a whole.
As a consequence, in renewing the Magnuson Act, we who set

policies must consider both overriding national and international

issues and local issues as well. We have got to represent our own
constituents, but we have to represent what is best for the people
in the United States as a whole, as well.

So, it is a real tribute, in my opinion, to Senator Stevens that

he is willing to go all over the United States, not just here in areas
that affect nim and his constituents, but to go an over the United
States gathering information and advice from people on what we
ought to do; how we can improve the present situation; how we can
preserve what is right about it. I trust that this will lead to a suffi-

cient degree of wisdom on the part of members of the Commerce
Committee in the Senate, the Senate as a whole, and the House
as a whole, so we can do the job right, preserve trie resource, and
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see to it that those who live by that resource continue to be able
to do so.

Senator Stevens. Thank you very much, Slade. The first panel
incudes Frank Warrens, chairman of Pacific Fishery Management
Council fi'om Portland; Ms. Judy Freeman, Director of the Depart-
ment of Fisheries from the State of Washington; and Billy Frank,
chairman of the Northwest Indian Fisheries Commission from
Olympia.
As you can see, we have roughly an hour per panel, so we are

going to be a little—come on up if you would, first panel—we are
going to be lenient with the time we take with you all, because you
represent the Grovemment framework of what we are dealing with.

If it is agreeable with everyone, Mr. Frank has a colleague with
him. Would you give us your name please, sir.

Mr. Harp. My name is Jim Harp. I am the treasurer for the
Northwest Indian Fisheries.

Senator Stevens. It is nice to have you here. I talked with the
Chief about you.
We would appreciate if you would keep your statements as short

as possible since we have questions for each of you. I would like

to lead off with you, Mr. Warrens, if that is agreeable.

STATEMENT OF FRANK WARRENS, CHAIRMAN, PACIFIC
FISHERY MANAGEMENT FROM PORTLAND

Mr. Warrens. Grood morning. Senator Stevens and Senator Gor-
ton. I am Frank Warrens, chairman of the Pacific Fishery Manage-
ment Council. Thank you for inviting the Council to testify on S.

39.

Our written statement addresses 15 issues covered by the Senate
bill of concern to the Council. My oral remarks will concentrate on
some of these issues.

With respect to bycatch, the Council supports the definitions and
requirements concerning bycatch in S. 39 with a caveat that the
Council have the authority and flexibility to determine appropriate
methods of estimating bycatch. Also we recommend adding a new
national standard requiring measures to minimize bycatch to the
extent practicable.

On conflict of interest, this has been one of the more difficult

amendment issues for the Council to address. While we do not feel

that this has been a problem with the Pacific Council, we support
amendments to the Act so that the credibility of the Councils is re-

stored and maintained. We prefer the Senate version. The more re-

strictive provisions of the House bill could discourage participation

by well qualified members of the fishing industry contrary to the
intent of the Act.

On habitat issues, the Council appreciates the language in S. 39
concerning habitat. Habitat protection and restoration are critical

to rebuilding depressed salmon stocks in this region. The Council
and its habitat committee have been very active in recommending
actions by other entities which would mitigate adverse impacts on
freshwater habitat of anadromous fish. It is unfortunate, however,
that fisheries agencies have little or no authority to affect activities

by other agencies.
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On the subject of fees, the Council continues to support amend-
ments that would provide discretionary authority for Councils to

recommend fees to cover the costs of special programs including at-

sea data collection programs and limited access systems. Fees must
be capped, deposited in a dedicated account, and the funds made
available to the region and the progpram for which fees were as-

sessed.
Overfishing, We support provisions of S. 39 dealing with

overfishing and rebuilding, although we recommend that the 10-

year maximum for rebuilding schedule be deleted. This is too short
a timeframe for some stocks. The Council should be given flexibility

to develop rebuilding schedules on a case-by-case basis with the ad-
vice of scientists, fisner, and the public. The Secretary has the au-
thority to approve or disapprove the Council's recommendations.
On review of regulations, we appreciate this much needed statu-

tory time limit and process for secretarial review of regulations

adopted by the Council. It contains the necessary interaction be-

tween Councils and the Secretary in the event of disapproval. We
would suggest, however, a 90-day time limit on the process.

On the subject of individual quotas, if Congress feels that na-
tional guidelines are necessary for individual quota programs, we
would ask that there be a deadline in the Act for development of
g^delines so that Councils considering IQ programs can proceed in

a timely way.
On the issue of a tribal member on the Pacific Council, we would

prefer that the Council membership be increased by one to accom-
modate the tribal member. This would return the position currently
occupied by the tribal representative to the State of Washington.
On Council procedures, we recommend that any request to mod-

ify agendas be made at least 30 days prior to the meetings so that
we can provide appropriate notice to the public. Also, we are con-
cerned about the requirement that any oral or written statement
include a description of qualifications and interest of the testifier.

We can obtain this information when needed without this require-
ment.

Finally, we are concerned that new sections dealing with nego-
tiated measures and gear evaluations are not necessary and may
be counterproductive. We believe the current act is sufficient to

deal with these issues.

Thank you again for this opportunity, and we would be glad to

provide any additional information for the record, if you desire.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Warren follows:]
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The Pacific Fishery Management Council (hereinafter the "Council") appreciates this opportunity

to present its comments on S. 39, a bill to amend the Magnuson Fishery Conservation and

Management Act. Our comments are organized by issue.

Bycatch

The Council supports the definitions and requirements concerning bycatch in S. 39 with the

caveat that the councils retain the authority and flexibility to devise the appropriate methods to

estimate bycatch. In addition, we recommend the Committee consider adding a new national

standard requiring conservation and management measures to minimize bycatch, to the extent

practicable.

Conflict of Interest

We are aware that there is a perception by some that councils cannot be trusted to develop

management policy because certain members have flnancial interests in the fisheries. Our

experience does not match this perception. Nevertheless, in order to restore and maintain the

credibility of the council system, some changes to the Act are needed. We prefer the Senate

language addressing conflict of interest and recusal. The definition of a significant and

predictable effect on a financial interest appropriately limits the circumstances requiring recusal.

However, the definition may be very difficult to interpret and implement in practice, and may
be very divisive in some councils. There will be a lot of pressure on the "designated official"

at council meetings, and meetings may be delayed considerably. The language of the Secretarial

guidelines may be critical to the implementation of the new process. We support the use of

guidelines as opposed to rules, prohibitions and removal which are contained in the House bill.

The more onerous provisions of the House bill could discourage participation by well qualified

members of the fishing industry, contrary to the intent of the Act. We also support the provision

that prevents a council decision from being invalidated by a Secretarial reversal of a designated

official determination.

Council Member Compensation

The Act should be amended to remove the reference to pay grade GS-16, which no longer exists,

and to insert appropriate language that maintains the current rate of compensation.

Council Procedures

We recommend that any requests to modify agendas be made at least 30 days prior to meetings,

so that appropriate public notice and publication in the Federal Register can be accommodated.

We do not support the amendment to Section 302(j) which would require any oral or written

statement to include a brief description of the qualifications and interests of the testifier. Council

members can obtain this information as needed without this requirement.
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Habitat

The Council appreciates the language in S. 39 to strengthen habitat provisions, because habitat

protection and restoration are critical to rebuilding salmon stocks and fisheries in this region.

The Council and its Habitat Committee have been very active to the extent that limited resources

allow. We note, however, that the amendments do not provide the councils or the Secretary with

additional authority over activities which adversely affect habitat. The new requirements of

Section 303(a) will create additional work for councils which will be difficult to accomplish with

current resources. The Senate version appears to have the least impact on council work load.

Fishery Dependent Communities

We believe that the needs of fishing communities are important, and the Council considers these

needs when making management recommendations. The Council does not support the addition

of a new national standard which requires that management measures take into account the

importance of harvest to fishery dependent communities. We believe this will encourage

additional allocation disputes on the West Coast which would likely be unnecessary or

inappropriate.

Fees

We appreciate and support the provision requiring fees to be assessed to support individual quota

programs. In addition, we continue to support broad discretionary authority for councils to

recommend fee programs through plan amendments to cover the cost of special programs,

including but not limited to at-sea data collection programs and limited access systems. Fees

must be capped, deposited in a dedicated account, and the funds made available to the region and

program for which fees were assessed.

Councils may determine that observer programs arc the best way to collect bycatch and other

data necessary for management. These programs can be expensive. Federal funding may be

neither available nor appropriate for such programs.

Overfishing

The Council generally endorses the proposed revisions in S. 39 dealing with overfishing and

rebuilding. These include the definitions of optimum yield and overfishing, the change to

national standard one, the annual report of the Secretary, and requirements for councils to prevent

overfishing. We recommend that the bill not include an arbitrary time limit for rebuilding

schedules, such as ten years. Ten years may be too much time or not enough time, depending

on the stock.

For salmon, environmental factors could keep some stocks at low levels for a long time

regardless of the fishing regime adopted by the Council. For long-lived groundfish stocks which

are part of a multispecies fishery, rebuilding depressed stocks can take longer than ten years if

mother nature docs not provide good recruitment.
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Councils should be given the lead in developing rebuilding schedules with the advice of

scientists, fishers and the public. The Secretary can then review the councils' recommendations.

Review of Regulations

We wholeheartedly support and appreciate the new process for Secretarial review of council-

proposed regulations. The Council proposed a similar process in 1993. Rather than providing

a range of 60 to 105 days for Secretarial review, we suggest the bill specify a 90-day time limit.

Emergency Regulations

We support the amendment to increase the duration of emergency actions. This will reduce the

need for extensions, and if extensions are needed, the period will be adequate to cover an entire

year.

Individual Quotas (lOt

The Council tabled consideration of an individual transferable quota for sablefish largely in

deference to a request from some members of the West Coast Congressional delegation who were

concerned that we would adopt a program before national guidelines were established. We are

not convinced that the Act needs to be amended to address IQs, but if Congress believes that

guidelines are necessary, we request that a deadline for development of the guidelines be included

in the Act so that councils considering IQs are not unduly restrained.

Tribal Member on the Pacific Fishery Management Council

The Council recommends that an additional seat be added specifically for a representative of a

tribe with federally recognized fishing rights. This would return the position currently occupied

by the tribal representative to the State of Washington.

Negotiated Measures

Councils have the ability to create special advisory groups under the current law. We have used

this method very successfully, for instance, in resolving the whiting allocation issue. The

language in S. 39 puts time limits and other restrictions on the process, including a mandate that

the recommendations of the panels be adopted to the maximum extent possible. This appears

to be inconsistent with current language in Section 302(g)(4) that such recommendations are only

advisory in nature. We would prefer not to have a rigid time frame and process.

Gear Evaluation and Notification of Entry

Our fishery management plans define legal gear. Anything other than legal gear is not

authorized, except under an experimental fishing permit. This approach has worked well. The

language in S. 39 could allow a new gear into a fishery which was not authorized by a plan, if

the Secretary did not meet the 90-day review limit. This language may also hinder innovation

and testing of new gear which may help reduce bycatch. We recommend that this section be

deleted.
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Sustainable Fisheries

The Council generally supports the concept of vessel/permit buyback presented in S. 39, but we
recommend that the councils have the discretionary authority through plans or plan amendments,

rather than the Secretary. Also, we believe that councils should not be limited to reducing fleet

size through programs such as buyouts only when overfishing exists. Councils should be free

to initiate such actions to help prevent overfishing, to address national standards, or for other

reasons appropriately justified by councils.

PFMC
3/14/95
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Senator Stevens. Thank you, Mr. Warrens. That is very provoca-

tive, as a matter of fact. Ms. Freeman?

STATEMENT OF JUDITH FREEMAN, DEPUTY DIRECTOR FOR
DEPARTMENT OF FISH AND WILDLIFE, STATE OF WASHING-
TON
Ms. Freeman. I am Judith Freeman, Deputy Director for the De-

partment of Fish and Wildlife. I appreciate the opportunity to pro-

vide you some comments on S. 39—provide you some lengthy writ-

ten comments and shorter oral comments.
The Department serves on both the North Pacific and the Pacific

Fishery Management Council, and we are strongly supportive of

the Regional Council process and concept, but it is important to

know that the issues that these Councils face are increasingly com-
plex; bycatch issues, habitat issues; all of these not easily resolv-

able issues. But that the commitment to the process is unwavering
by those who are a part of it, but in order for it to continue to be
successful, it must be fiilly funded, so I urge Congress to provide

full funding to those Coimcils so they are able to fulfill the statu-

tory obligations and ensure conservation and appropriate manage-
ment of tne resources.

Habitat is another area which is extremely important to us in

Washington. It has become the largest priority within our depart-

ment, and we are supportive of the provisions in this bill that im-

prove fish habitat protection.

Unfortunately, while habitat protection is probably our best tool

in order to ensure and maintain our resources, it is also the tool

that is most removed from our authorities. Given that, we must be
creative about how we use our authorities and we must build coop-

erative partnerships with other habitat-controlling entities where
our authorities do not reach.

State and local actions, as well as Federal ones, should be consid-

ered in their effects, beneficial or adverse, in the long-term protec-

tion of essential fish habitats.

Also, the definition in the bill of essential fish habitat is broad,

and I caution that while it may be broad because it needed to en-

compass a lot of different species, that broadness may cause it to

be inadvertently demanding. I would suggest that the Councils
would be best able to define and describe essential fish habitat

within their respective jurisdictions and within specific FMPs.
Conflict of interest is another issue that has been an important

one to the State of Washington. Regional fishery management
Councils should be free of conflicts, and management decision

should be made in fair and equitable manners. A rigorous recusal
mechanism could accomplish this, and we do not think that Senate
Bill S. 39 goes far enough in that regard.
There have been a number of recusal mechanisms suggested.

They are extremely complex, and I am not here to offer up one or

another. A simpler way to address this may be to require two-

thirds vote on issues of allocation or delegation of management;
this coupled with the Secretary using his or her discretion in ap-
pointments to ensure that the Councils are well-balanced and well-

qualified, I think should go a long way in addressing the conflict

of interest issue.
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I would also believe that S. 39 inappropriately exempts the
Council's executive directors from disclosure of financial interests.

Those executive directors are in a position to influence the Council
process, and as such, I do think that they should be required to

continue to provide that financial interest, if any.
On Council composition, I also agree with the Pacific Council

that you add, not redesignate, seats to represent Indians with trea-

ties which reserve fishing rights. The treaty tribes have reserved
management responsibility, and in accordance with their Govern-
mental status, it is appropriate that tribal representation be as-

sured and not be dependent upon the discretion of a State—Gov-
ernor.
When the Councils were established, it was determined that 13

seats were necessary to appropriately represent the four States
that are represented on the Pacific Council. Some years ago, one
of those seats was informally assigned to a tribal representative,
and that has continued to be the case for a number of years. I

think adding a seat, rather than redesignating, recognizes the larg-

er tribal role that exists in government today and also remains
true to the original intent of the Magnuson Act relative to that
Council.
The Pacific Council adopted a position, which I support, to delete

all references in every section of the bill to fishery dependent com-
munities. Implementation of this ambiguous concept lead to dif-

ficult allocation dispute and will divert the attention of the Coun-
cils from crucial issues, such as overfishing, bycatch, and habitat
protection.

Consideration of economic and social needs of all communities is

addressed in National Standard No. 1. With regard to those na-
tional standards, I do not support weakening National Standard 5
from "promote" to "shall consider." I think that change destroys the
intent of that standard.

I would also suggest that you add a standard for consideration
of safety of life and property at sea. I recognize that that has been
proposed as a provision of the fishery management plans, but I do
think it is of significant importance and should be best addressed
as a national standard.

I do not support the formal establishment of negotiations panels.

I think it is an unnecessary bureaucratic burden, and I think the
Councils, particularly the Pacific Council, have shown their ability

to use this process in an informal way and to use it successfully.

I suggest that they be allowed to continue to do so.

We support initiatives to reduce waste in the nation's fisheries.

It is clearly in the interest of national resources that we manage
to avoid catch of unutilized resources. This problem is currently
one of great social concern. The language in the Magnuson Act
should direct the Councils to take all reasonable steps to effect a
reduction of waste to the extent practicable. I do not believe it is

necessary for the act to be prescriptive with respect to the methods,
just direct them and let the Councils do that. I also fail to under-
stand the need to stipulate particular provisions to the North Pa-
cific Council relative to bycatch.
On the issue of individual transferable quotas, I want to state

that the Magnuson Act is clearly directed at the regulation of fish-
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ing and fisheries and not at the regulation of ancillary economic
sectors such as processing; we object to the inclusion of the phrase
"authorization to process in the definition of ITQs.
We also think that requiring open access opportunity within an

ITQ-managed fishery is an unnecessary stipulation. There are op-

portunities for entry-level fisheries to purchase their way into fish-

eries. This is what is currently done in any limited access system
throughout the nation, and I think that it will work for ITQs. I

want to make it clear that we are supportive of the concept of ITQs
and will judge the merit of any proposed ITQ system that comes
before the Councils that we sit on independently, species by spe-

cies. There exists a widely referenced letter from WDFW which will

be used or has been used to indicate that we do not support the

development of an ITQ system for crab fisheries in Alaska.

I want to make clear that our position is that we support ITQs
where they can work. If crab abundance were to be assessed prior

to a fishing season, and a catch quota set, then an ITQ regime
could be fashioned for that fishery.

As you know, the former Department of Fisheries was involved

in a buyback program firom 1978 to 1986. It began with vessel and
gear purchases and envolved to the purchase of licenses only —
To minimize program administration costs, enforcement issues,

and a host of problems that we saw associated with vessel and gear
purchases, we would strongly urge that any future proposal be lim-

ited to license purchase only.

We also suggest that task force membership include individuals

familiar with local fisheries and local economies, but without vest-

ed interest, and that assistance programs be designed and devel-

oped, partially at least, at the State level to address local needs.
I hope these comments are helpfiil in ensuring that the reauthor-

ization of the Magnuson Act will result in Coimcils which are

equipped both fiscally and statutorily to meet the growing chal-

lenges of conserving and managing this nation's fishery resources.

Thank you for providing me the opportunity to testify.

[The prepared statement of Ms. Freeman follows:]
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UNITED STATES SENATE
Committee on Commerce, Science, and Transportation

Subcommittee on Oceans and Fisheries

TESTIMONY ON S. 39

Judith Freeman

Deputy Director

Washington Department of Fish and Wildlife

Good Morning. I am Judith Freeman, Deputy Director of the Washington Department of Fish

and Wildlife (WDFW). I appreciate the opportunity to provide you with comments on S. 39, the

Sustainable Fisheries Act, which authorizes appropriations and provides for amendments to the

Magnuson Fishery Conservation and Management Act (Magnuson Act).

WDFW serves on both the Pacific and the North Pacific Fisheries Management Councils, and is

fiilly supportive ofthe regional fisheries management system. The issues presented to these two

councils are increasingly complex, the workload grows with each meeting, but the commitment to

the process and to the sustainability of the resources entrusted to these councils is unwavering.

Their continued success is, however, dependent upon adequate funding; I strongly urge Congress

to provide fiiU fiinding to the councils so they are able to fiilfill their statutory obligations, and

thereby ensure conservation and appropriate management of the fishery resources.

I would now like to comment on a few specific amendments to the Magnuson Act, as proposed in

S. 39.

1, HABITAT: I am extremely supportive of provisions to improve fish habitat protection.

Habitat protection is our most important tool in achieving and maintaining sustainable fisheries,

yet this tool is the one most removed fi-om the control offish management agencies or the

councils. We must be creative about how we use our authorities, and build cooperative

partnerships with other habitat-controlling entities where our authorities do not reach. State and

local actions, as well as federal ones, should be considered in their effects—beneficial or adverse—

on the long-term protection of essential fish habitats.

We believe Congress should acknowledge that habitat protection must be maintained for healthy

stocks offish as well as weak and threatened stocks. This acknowledgement should also include

protection of hatchery water supplies as essential to maintaining healthy stocks offish.

The definition of essential fish habitat is broad—perhaps driven by the need to encompass the

many fish species, their life stages, and specific habitat requirements—and may be ineflfectual or

inadvertently demanding in that broadness. The councils are best able to define and describe

essential fish habitats within their respective jurisdictions and within specific federal management

plans.

Section 305(c)(4) of the bill can be strengthened by amending the second sentence as follows:

"The response shall include a description of measures which will be used by the agency for
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avoiding, mitigating, or off-setting the impact ofthe activity on such habitat and a time line for

implementing these measures."

2. CONFLICT OF INTEREST: Regional fishery management councils should be fi-ee of

conflicts of interest and management decisions should be made in a fair and equitable manner. A
rigorous recusal mechanism could accomplish this; that proposed in S. 39 is inadequate. A
simpler way to address perceived or real conflicts of interest may be to require a two-thirds

majority vote on issues of allocation and delegation of management. A two-thirds vote, together

with the Secretary selecting council members which result in well-balanced councils, can relieve

the confilict of interest issue within the regional council system.

S. 39 inappropriately exempts the councils' executive directors fi-om disclosure of financial

interest. An executive director is in a position to influence the council process to be advantageous

to his or her financial interest, and thus should be compelled to disclose that financial interest.

3. COUNCIL COMPOSITION: I ask that you add-not redesignate~a seat to the Pacific

Fishery Management Council to represent Indians with treaty-reserved fishing rights; this position

is supported by the Pacific Council. Treaty tribes have reserved management responsibility and

should be guaranteed council representation. In accordance with their governmental status, it is

appropriate that tribal representation be assured and not dependent upon the discretion of a state

governor.

When this council was established, it was determined that 13 seats were necessary to

appropriately represent the four states of Idaho, California, Oregon, and Washington. Some years

ago, the Secretary filled the emerging tribal need by taking a seat previously filled by a

Washington state representative. Adding a fourteenth seat recognizes the larger role tribal

governments today assume in the council process while remaining true to the original intent of the

Magnuson Act relative to the Pacific Council.

4. REVIEW OF REGULATIONS AND EMERGENCY ACTIONS: I concur with the

Pacific Council in its approval ofthe language of S. 39, including the modification to specify a 90-

day time limit for Secretarial review. I also endorse extension ofemergency regulations fi^om 90

to 180 days plus an extension ofup to 180 days. The extension should be granted based on public

comment and evidence that the council is preparing a plan amendment to resolve the issue.

5. FISHERY DEPENDENT COMMUNITY: The Pacific Council adopted the position, which

I support, to delete all references in every section of the bill to fishery dependent

communities. Implementation of this ambiguous concept will lead to difificult allocation disputes,

diverting the attention of the councils fi'om crucial issues such as overfishing, bycatch, and habitat

protection. Consideration of the economic and social needs of all communities is addressed in

National Standard 1, which requires managers to achieve optimum yield since optimum yield

includes consideration of relevant social and economic factors.

A community can be historically, culturally, socially, and economically tied to fishing, whether or

not it is "substantially dependent on fishery resources to meet social and economic needs." Seattle

is a major economic center with a multitude of opportunities for employment, yet no one would
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argue that the Ballard community, a neighborhood in Seattle, with its long history of social and

cultural links to fishing is not dependent on continued access to fishery resources. We believe

current National Standards provide ample protection for continued community access to fishery

resources provided those standards are uniformly applied.

6. NATIONAL STANDARDS: I do not support weakening National Standard 5 fi-om "shall

promote" to "shall consider efiBciency in the utilization of fishery resources;...." The change

destroys the intent ofthe standard.

While consideration of safety of life and property at sea has been proposed by S. 39 as a required

provision of a fishery management plan, I believe the issue to be ofparamount importance and

would be best addressed as a new national standard.

7. NEGOTIATED CONSERVATION AND MANAGEMENT MEASURES: Formal

establishment of negotiation panels, as proposed in S. 39 is an unnecessary and costly

bureaucratic burden, and should not be adopted into law. Councils can create informal

negotiating teams in a timely and cost-effective manner, and have done so successfiilly. Such was
the case ofthe Pacific Council, which established an informal team to resolve the whiting

allocation issue.

8. FEES: I support the Pacific Council's position that councils should have broad discretionary

authority to recommend fees through a plan amendment to cover the costs of special progrjuns,

not just ITQ programs. Fees should be capped, deposited in a dedicated account, and the funds

made available to the specific region and program for which the fees were assessed.

9. PROVISIONS OF BYCATCH, ECONOMIC AND REGULATORY DISCARDS:
WDFW supports initiatives to reduce waste in the nation's fisheries. It is clearly in the interest of

natural resources we manage to avoid the catch ofunutilized resources. This problem has become
an issue of great social concern. I believe that language in the Magnuson Act should direct the

Councils to take all reasonable steps to effect a reduction of waste to the extent practicable. I do

not believe that it is necessary for the Act to be prescriptive with respect to the methods Councils

may employ in their attempts to reduce fisheries waste.

S.39 contains a host ofwaste reduction provisions aimed exclusively at the North Pacific Fishery

Management Council. We fail to understand the need to stipulate these provision in the

Magnuson Act. IfCongress thinks these concepts are necessary for one Council, why are they

not appropriate for all Councils? Proposed amendments directed exclusively at the North Pacific

Council usurp the authority of the Council, under provisions of this Act, to choose and promote

necessary conservation and management measures for FMP regulated fisheries.

Finally, within the amendments aimed at the North Pacific Council are requirements to develop

the harvest of arrowtooth flounder. The harvest of this species is currently constrained by the

halibut and crab bycatch reduction measures in place in the North Pacific. Promoting increased

harvest of this species will do nothing but exacerbate halibut and crab bycatch.
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10. PROVISIONS OF INDIVIDUAL TRANSFERABLE QUOTAS (ITQs): The Magnuson

Act is clearly directed at the regulation of "fishing" and "fisheries," not at the regulation of

ancillary economic sectors such as processing. Fishing is defined in the Act, in SEC.3(10)(A)-

(D), as the catching, taking or harvesting offish, attempted catching, taking or harvesting, any

activity which can reasonably result in the catching, taking or harvesting offish, or operations at

sea in support of catching, taking or harvesting. We object to the phrase "authorization to

process" in the definition of ITQs. The allocation of total allowable catch is an allocation among

fishers, as defined in SEC. 3(10), and as constrained in National Standard 4.

Proposed amendments to Section 303(b) authorize Councils to develop FMPs with limited access

systems, including ITQs, only ifthey take into account, among other things, "... the cultural and
socialframework relevant to thefishery and fishery dependent communities. " In SEC

.

1 1 l(f)(2)(iv) of S.39, the Secretary is required to ensure that individual transferable quota systems

"...minimize negative social and economic impact onfishery dependent communities" . As we
have stated elsewhere in these remarks, we do not support the concept of fishery dependent

communities as proposed in S.39. Subsequently, we do not support language constraining limited

access systems or ITQ systems to be considerate of "fishery dependent communities."

In SEC.303(f)(2)(B) of the Act as amended, the bill requires the Secretary to develop guideUnes

for ITQ systems which shall address "... mechanisms to provide a portion of the annual harvest

for entry-levelfisherman or small vessel owners who do not hold an individual transferrable

quotas;... ". We think this is an unnecessary stipulation. Entry level fishers can purchase their

way into the fishery like any other fisher. This is current practice in limited access systems

throughout the nation. Should Congress wish to aid entry level fishers they can do so by

providing tax breaks, small business loans, or fishery development loans to these individuals.

WDFW is supportive of the concept of ITQs, and will judge the merits ofproposed ITQ systems

independently, species by species. A widely referenced letter, written by WDFW, stated that the

perceived inability to predict crab production would complicate development of an ITQ system

for crab fisheries in Alaska. Some have taken this reference as an agency position on crab ITQs.

It is not. The reference to crab production modeling is based on our experience with Dungeness

crab and it would be inappropriate to conclude that such difficulties would automatically apply to

other crab species. Any quota-managed fishery can be allocated through an ITQ program. If crab

abundance were to be assessed prior to the fishing season, and a catch quota set, an ITQ program

could be fashioned for that fishery.

n. PROVISIONS ON OVERFISHING: We support amendments to define overfishing and

promote the rebuilding of overfished stocks. However, S.39 requires overfished stocks to be

rebuilt within 10 years. Any plan which reserves a portion of the estimated surplus production

fi-om a stock will affect its rebuilding. The length of time allotted for a stock to reach maximum
sustainable production, or its reasonable proxy, is therefore an economic decision rather than a

conservation decision. The growth rate ofsome stocks, e.g.. Pacific ocean perch, is so low that

the current value of the foregone catch exceeds the future value of the stock at recovery. It may
be in the economic interest of the fishery to adopt a slow recovery rate under such circumstances.

Ten year recovery rates are unachievable for slow growing stocks even if all fishing were

prohibited. The proposed amendments need to provide greater flexibility on the length of the
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rebuild period.

12. TRANSITION TO SUSTAINABLE FISHERIES: This proposed section creates a Buy-

out Program for fishing vessels or permits and a Task Force to assist in its development; caps the

federal share of program costs at 50%; and authorizes a fee system to collect the non-federal

share of costs.

WDFW (as the former Washington Department of Fisheries) administered a federally funded fleet

adjustment program from 1978 through 1986. The program began with vessel/gear purchases and

evolved with experience and the need for cost containment into license only purchases. To
minimize program administration costs, we would strongly urge any future proposal be limited to

license purchase only, and obviously only in limited entry fisheries. Compelling reasons include

the staff time and dollar cost of determining a vessel's fair market value, providing temporary

storage and security arrangements for vessels; coordinating auction processes to get rid of surplus

vessels and to recoup partial costs; data management and on-going tracking of purchased vessels

to ensure they do not participate again in affected fisheries or add to overcapitalization of other

fisheries; litigation costs for appeals. Increased program complexity increases costs geometrically.

Task Force membership should also include individuals familiar with local fisheries/local

economies, but without vested interests in the compensation being offered. Assistance programs

must be designed and developed at the state level to address local needs.

I hope that these comments will be helpful in ensuring that the reauthorization of the Magnuson

Act will result in councils which are equipped, both fiscally and statutorally, to meet the growing

challenges of conserving and managing this nation's fishery resources

Thank you for providing me an opportunity to testify today.
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Senator Stevens. Mr. Frank?
Mr. Frank. Grood morning. Thank you, Senator Stevens, for

Senator Stevens. Pull the mike up a little bit.

STATEMENT OF BILLY FRANK, CHAIRMAN, NORTHWEST IN-
DIAN FISHERIES COMMISSION; ACCOMPANIED BY JIM HARP,
REPRESENTATIVE OF THE PACIFIC FISHERIES MANAGE-
MENT COUNCIL
Mr. Frank. Good morning. Thank vou. Senator Stevens for com-

ing to the g^eat Northwest and thank you, Mr. Gorton, for getting
Senator Stevens out here.

My name is Billy Frank. I am chairman of the Northwest Indian
Fisheries Commission. Today I have with me Jim Harp who is on
the fish commission, and is a representative for the Pacific Fish-
eries Management Council, and he will be here to answer questions
a little later. I have several points that I would like to make.
We would like to see amendments consistent with the treaty

rights, mandate adequate tribal voting representation. The tribes
have participated since 1976. We bring to the table very positive
things for fishery management and that protection of our natural
resource throughout our range. We are the only management entity
without mandated governmental representation on the Regional
Council. The tribe should have equal statute with the ability to ap-
point designees to address regional or stock-specific issues; consist-
ency with Federal trust responsibility needed; U.S. review of Coun-
cil recommendations; fishery regulation should not rest with indus-
try body; amend act to require habitat protection; comprehensive
plans by State and tribes for years; implementation requires broad
regional coordination; Council should review State and Federal ac-
tions that may negatively impact essential fisheries habitat;
streamline procedures for implementing and enforcing comprehen-
sive management plans; secretarial review and action and timely
fashion require that the secretarial deviation from Council propos-
als to be justified; amend act to require fishery management plans
include bycatch and measures to minimize such bycatch.
We appreciate your consideration for the five points, which are

critical to effective reauthorization of the important act. The fish-

eries resource is vitally important to everyone in the Pacific North-
west, from the economic as well as the spiritual perspective. Your
leadership is needed to help assure the Magnuson Fishery Manage-
ment Conservation Act is reauthorized with full consideration for
both Indian and non-Indian interest £ind concerns.
Thank you. I think, Senator Stevens, this is just another step for

all of us to protect our national resource in our Pacific range.
Thank you.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Frank follows:]
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March 18, 1995, Seattle, Washington

Mr. Chairman, honorable members of the Committee, the treaty tribes represented by the

Northwest Indian Fisheries Commission appreciate the opportunity to testify on re-authorization

of the Magnuson Fishery Management and Conservation Act (MFCMA). My name is Bill Frank,

Jr. I am chairman of the Commission.

We support the regional council system established under the MFCMA. The Pacific and North

Pacific Councils are responsible for developing plans and recommendations for fisheries affecting

the salmon and other resources that are vital to our cultures and economies. However, we believe

the form and function of the councils can be substantially improved. We request the Committee's

consideration of the following proposals for amendment of the MFCMA:

• First and foremost, as a matter of law, the regional councils must act in a manner

consistent with our established treaty rights. The MFCMA should mandate voting

representation on relevant regional councils for tribal governments with recognized

federally-reserved fishing rights. Our responsibilities as resource managers are broadly

recognized by the United States government, the Congress, the courts, state agencies,

private industry, and even foreign nations. Representatives fi^om the Northwest tribes

have actively participated in the regional council process since its inception in 1976 and

provide important data for development of fishery management plans. Yet, we are the

only managers without mandated governmental representation on the regional councils

The tribes should have designated representation on the Pacific Council of equal stature to

that of the other managers. Included with this designation should be the ability to appoint

designees to address regional or stock-specific issues.

• Second, the Secretary of Commerce should be required to confer with the Secretary ofthe

Interior to determine if proposed actions are consistent with federal trust responsibilities

toward Indian tribes. Regional councils should continue to monitor and develop

management recommendations for consideration and review by representatives of the

United States. We do not believe that final authority for approval of fishery regulations

should rest wholly with an industry-oriented and dominated body.
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• Third, the MFCMA should be amended so as to require regional councils to adopt

management measures that are consistent with comprehensive plans to protect and restore

salmon resources and their habitats. Such plans have been under development by state

and tribal governments for the past several years, but their effective implementation

requires broad regional coordination. Regional councils should be required to identify

physical and biological habitat standards which are based on the best available scientific

information. Provision should be included in the act to require regional councils to review

and comment on proposed state and federal actions which may negatively impact essential

fisheries habitat.

• Fourth, we also suggest that preemption procedures be streamlined to provide an effective

mechanism for implementing and enforcing comprehensive management plans. Secretarial

review and action on implementing proposed regulations needs to occur in a timely

fashion. Secretarial action which deviates from regional council proposals should be

required to include supporting justification and rationale for the action.

• Fifth, the MFCMA should be amended to require fishery management plans, including

provisions for the collection of by-catch data from fisheries, and measures to minimize by-

catch and mortalities caused by economic and regulatory discards. Regional councils must

begin to develop work plans to address by-catch and discard mortalities. Targeted goals

for reduction and time tables for achieving these goals need to be established by the

regional councils for fisheries under their jurisdiction.

We appreciate your consideration of these five points, which are critical to the eflFective

reauthorization of this important act. The fisheries resource is vitally important to everyone in the

Pacific Northwest from an economic as well as spiritual perspective. Your leadership is needed to

help assure that the Magnuson Fishery Management and Conservation Act is reauthorized, with

full consideration of both Indian and non-Indian interests and concerns.

Thank you.

TSECFrrR.20
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Senator Stevens. Thank you very much. Senator Grorton?

Senator GrORTON. Billy, can you outline for me as of today how
constructive, what kind of relationships you have with the various
State departments on the Pacific Council. Particularly with the
States, how are you working together with, and is it working?
Mr. Frank. Well, yeah, it is working very well, sir, and it is

working very well as far as looking into the fiiture for a vision for

the future of our national resource.

We put together the For the Sake of Salmon, an initiative we are
trying to move. We do not have a name on it, but we are trying
to move it through the Federal system as well as the regional. We
have put together a lot of initiatives to get ahead of the endangered
species, kind of an all-species initiatives. We are working on those
as we speak and different other initiatives throughout our range
with the industry, with the cities and local governments, and with
our international treaty, working with Alaska fishery and the
North Pacific Council. I think we have done and will continue to

bring initiatives to the table to bring us all together in a coopera-
tive management.

Senator Gorton. Do you agree with the recommendations that
were made earlier that the member of the—tribal member of the
Pacific Council be an additional designated member?
Mr. Frank. Yes.
Senator Gorton. Ms. Freeman, do you want to comment?
How are the relationships with the various tribal authorities

working out?
Ms. Freeman. I think they are working very well. I think that

we have had a number of years now where we have learned what
cooperative management means and how to implement it and that
communication is a big part of that.

We are in constant communication with the tribes over the re-

sources that we share and manage and an issues, such as habitat
degradation, that are threatening those resources, and so I think
we work very closely together.

Senator CtORTON. You mentioned in passing the authority of the
Secretary of Commerce. Would you expand on that? Do you believe
that the supervisory or review authority of the Secretary should be
enhanced or increased over what it is under the present Magnuson
Act?
Ms. Freeman. In my statement about the conflict of interest

issue no, I do not. I just think that as long as the Secretary takes
seriously and considers the names before him or her—him at this

point—and looks at the makeup of the Council, that that is all that
needs to be done relative to the authority of the Secretary.

In terms of conflict of interest, though, solutions would be cou-

pled with the Secretary making appropriate appointments. I do
think some changes need to occur, and maybe they are recusal
mechanisms, or two-thirds vote on some issues.

Senator Gorton. But you are not recommending that the actual
review authority of the Secretary be increased; that he be able to

substitute his judgment in some cases for that of the Councils?
Ms. Freeman. No, I am not.

Senator Stevens. Thank you very much. Let me go through
these one at a time, if I may. By the way, can you all hear back
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there? I hope that, as Slade indicated in the beginning, we all keep
in mind the national scope of this legislation even while we con-

sider the issues important to the Pacific Northwest and Alaska.

Mr. Warrens, you indicated your support for several provisions.

I see that you support our provision that prevents a Council's deci-

sion from being invalidatea by secretarial reversal of a designated

official determination. Could you comment further?

Mr. Warrens. Senator Stevens, I believe that portion that you
are reading in our testimony, written testimony, relates to a des-

ignated person on the Council to, for the lack of a better word, ref-

eree decisions or implement some sort of recusal mechanism, if

that is the section that you are reading
Senator Stevens. The recusal and conflict of interest section,

yes.

Mr. Warrens. I mean the official determination of

Senator Stevens. To the conflict?

Mr. Warrens. Right. There were two scenarios. One of them
would be a secretarial review of a vote of the Council where there

was perceived a real conflict of interest. I believe that our testi-

mony requests if there is a person who is designated, that that be
someone who is on the Council, assuming in our case it would be
the regional directors or their counterpart.

Senator Stevens. In your comment on overfishing, you indicated

that the proposed 10-year plan is too short and that rebuilding the

fish stocks can take longer.

I have to tell you that in New England we were criticized for the

length of time, and they want it to be done sooner. Would it be pos-

sible, in your opinion, to provide for regional variation in that? You
are in direct conflict with some of the New England suggestions 2

weeks ago.

Mr. Warrens. We firmly believe that there are species—and I

am not familiar with all of those species in the New England
area—but there are species, for example. Pacific ocean perch, off"

our coast which have been in a rebuilding mode now for many
years with no targeted fishery on those species, and that a 10-year

limitation that would then default to a more stringent method is

simply not practical.

There are some long-lived species of groundfish off" the coast here
that—and as I say an example would be Pacific ocean perch—that

respond much slower than a 10-year timeframe.
Senator Stevens. Is it sufficient for us just to say that if a Coun-

cil finds a necessity for rebuilding, it shall set the timeframe for

each species, rather than have us mandate the maximum time-

frame?
Would that be acceptable for you?
Mr. Warrens. It should be, first of all, subject to review by all

the Council, scientific entities and input from the fishing comrnu-
nity, as well as managers, to determine on a species-by-species

basis what is an appropriate timeframe of rebuilding that stock,

given the conditions that which caused it to become depressed.
Senator Stevens. You also mentioned the ITQ guidelines in S.

39 and suggested that a short deadline for the development guide-

lines be included in the Act so that Councils considering ITQ's are
not unduly restrained. What type of deadline would you envision?
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Mr. Warrens. I believe that on the issue of deadline for guide-
lines for ITQ programs, for example, we have experienced in the
past some delay in decisions on the part of the Secretary or Na-
tional Fishery Service that tend to inhibit the normal flow of
progress on these kinds of issues, and again, I believe the intent
of the statement that we made to you on this issue requests that
in the reauthorization of the Magnuson Act that specific guidelines
with respect to that issue be implemented obviously as early as
possible so that ongoing programs for IQ—ongoing IQ programs
could then progress at a reasonable rate. If we were held hostage
to guidelines that were not definitive in the foreseeable future, it

makes the job of progress on IQ programs that much more difficult.

Senator Gorton. You want the Act itself to tell you how long you
have got?
Mr. Warrens. I believe that that was the intent of our state-

ment.
Senator Stevens. What kind of timeframe would you want us to

put in if it is going to affect you? What timeframe do you envision?
Mr. Warrens. I am going to have to, without advice of counsel

from the rest of the Council members, give you a timeframe of
probably not more than a year.
Senator Stevens. All right. Thank you. You have all commented

about the tribal seat in the Pacific Council. As I mentioned, this

is a national bill. As you may know, we have 270 tribes in Alaska.
Several of them are treaty tribes. I do not know how many there
are in California and Oregon. Billy, do you know?
Mr. Frank. Several hundred, I think.

Senator Stevens. My problem is, if we do what you ask and re-

turn the position to the State of Washington and add a position for

a tribal representative, I assume we are going to find a similar re-

quest from each Council area.

How do we figure out which tribe will get that seat? Is it going
to be a secretarial appointment? Normally the Council members
come from a Governor's nomination, and in this instance, it has
been from Washington; but I do not know, I assume there are some
of the California tribes that have treaty rights. Does anyone know?
I know that there are at least two in Alaska that have treaty and
fishing rights. What kind of Pandora's Box lid are we opening with
this? Has anyone scoped it out nationally to see if we granted
Washington's request what might happen? Sir?

Mr. Warrens. Senator Stevens, I have had—I have sat on the
Klamath Fishery Management Council, and we are side by side

with members of those two tribes in that system. They appear to

—

not appear to, they obviously are under the Department of Interior,

and I—and obviously the answer to your question would ultimately
reside from a tribal opinion or collection of tribal opinions on this

issue, but it would appear logical to me, having dealt in that forum,
that the Interior Department seems to be a logical entity to help
Commerce Department to make that decision. I am not sure that
is appropriate.

Senator Stevens. I was Solicitor of the Interior Department for

awhile back in the Eisenhower administration.
I appreciate that comment. I think that there is no question

about it. They have the ability to determine normal tribal represen-
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tation, but what it would amount to, in my judgment, would be
taking away from the Governors the right to name the Council
members if we give additional authority to the Secretary of Interior

to name a representative of tribes to the Pacific Council.

Maybe we should ask Mr. Frank or his advisor. It does seem to

me that it is entirely possible that the tribal representative, if we
create a seat on the Pacific Fishery Management Council as re-

quested, would not be a representative of the Washington tribes. It

could well be a California or Oregon member. What do you think

about that?
Mr. Frank. Could I refer to Mr. Harp for—^he sits on the Council

and works with all the tribes along the Pacific coast.

Senator Stevens. Yes, sir.

Mr. Harp. Yes, Senator Stevens. What the intent there was we
were trying to pattern after the Pacific Salmon Treaty itself that

came about after Magnuson.
The Pacific Salmon Treaty has been in effect since 1985, and

within the treaty itself it has specific language about the composi-

tion of the Pacific Salmon Commission, its commissioners, as well

as its panels. The Pacific Salmon Commission panels—the tribal

representative are nominated and appointed by the Secretary of in-

terior. The commissioners themselves are Presidential appoint-

ments. To back up a step

Senator Stevens. There is an Indian representative on the Pa-
cific Salmon Commission, correct?

Mr. Harp. Pardon?
Senator Stevens. There is a mandated Tribal commissioner on

the U.S. section of the Pacific Salmon Commission, isn't there?

Mr. Harp. Yes, there is. There is a commissioner and an alter-

nate at the commission level, and the panels themselves have
panel representatives. That is what we are patterning this after.

The rationale behind our recommendation was that, over the
years, the Governors have recognized tribes as comanagers. That
the agencies have been working with tribes on a comanagement
basis, and one of the things that we were hoping for is to get a des-

ignated tribal seat similar to what State agencies have where spe-

cific issues, the tribal voting position could have the discretion of

having a person from that particular region sit in on that particu-

lar issue and vote on it.

For example, I currently am the incumbent on the Pacific Fish-

ery Management Council, and issues involving the Klamath River,

if this were incorporated into the reauthorization, I could get up
from the table and allow a designated representative from that

area sit at the table during that particular issue that is very
knowledgeable about the issue at hand.

Senator Stevens. I do not have a specific problem with the In-

dian seat on the Pacific Council. We have got that in the bill, but
the question that has always come to me when I look at that is

what is going to happen in other States. Is Alaska going to have
a Council seat for Metlakatla or Tyonek. Are tribes in the North
Atlantic area going to ask for people? We do have some treaty fish-

ing rights up there now. I do not know where we are going with
this.
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Ms. Freeman. I do not think you have the extent of cooperative
management in those other areas that you do in the Pacific Fishery
Management Council.

Senator Stevens. What species, other than salmon, are tribes in-

volved in managing?
Ms. Freeman. They are halibut, herring, and a recent ruling in-

dicates that all shellfish also will be cooperatively managed, al-

though we do not know how that is going to be implemented. Es-
sentially the treaty tribes have 50 percent of the salmon, the her-

ring, the halibut, and the shellfish. Also the Justice Department
determined that insofar as the groundfish species off the coast that
are managed by the Council, that it is their understanding that
there exists a treaty right of 50 percent in their usual and accus-
tomed area.

Senator Stevens. I was not familiar with that ruling. Thank you
very much. I learned something.
Do you suggest, Ms. Freeman, that we not direct the Councils to

define the fish habitats within their jurisdictions and within spe-

cific Federal management plans? Do you think our definition is too

broad?
Ms. Freeman. The concern about the definition is that it basi-

cally says that wherever fish live is critical habitat and therefore,

the implication is Councils must take some action, based on that
broad definition.

I think it leaves us vulnerable to protest that we are not doing
enough when, in fact, we defined the whole world as the critical

habitat, and we are not going to be successful in terms of the whole
world, and it would be better to define that relative to particular
species and then say this is what we are going to go off and do.

So, that is my concern about it being overly broad.
Senator Stevens. We will take a look at that. Mr. Warrens, what

do you think about Ms. Freeman's idea about having a two-thirds
vote required for allocation issues and in order to eliminate some
of the problems with conflicts of interest on the Councils?
Mr. Warrens. Well, I fully respect Ms. Freeman's opinion on

that issue. The Council chairs in the past three annual meetings
now have discussed this issue at length. In fact, it has dominated
at the last two meetings.

I can tell you that speaking for at least a perception of the Pa-
cific Council and the other Regional Council chairs, that it is their

opinion it is more of a perceived problem. We have had some rather
bitter allocation disputes on the Pacific Council with respect to

competing interests, and I understand fiilly that her suggestion of

a two-thirds majority may be an answer to that problem.
I feel strongly, however, that rigorous recusal mechanisms that

would inhibit input from knowledgeable people within the fishery

is not in the best interest of the fishery that we are managing, the
industry that would be affected.

So, in lieu of strict recusal mechanisms, the two-thirds majority
may be a fallback position on hard allocation issues. I cannot state

that as a policy for the Pacific Council, because we feel that the
secretarial—^when our decisions get to the Secretary, that he or she
ultimately has the authority to overturn a Council decision on alio-
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cation, and we have had this experience, as you well know, some
years past.

Senator Stevens. There is no question that there are a lot of

comments coming to us. I am sure Senator Gorton is getting them,
too, about conflicts of interest on the Councils. I think we should
urge people who are interested here to give us their ideas about
that.

Should the executive director be required to have a financial in-

terest disclosure, too? We have addressed this in S. 39 at Senator
Kerry's suggestion. Penny Dalton is here on behalf of Senator
Kerry. Ms. Dalton would you mind describing the provision?

Ms. Dalton. As currently written, section 3020c) of the Magnu-
son Act treats the Council executive director the same as a Council
member, requiring filing of a financial disclosure and providing an
exemption from tne conflict-of-interest provisions of the Federal
criminal code (18 U.S.C. 208). However, unlike Council members,
the executive director fills a flilltime, administrative position at the
Council and does not represent active participants in the fishery.

S. 39 proposes to drop reference to the executive director under sec-

tion 302(k), thus placing him or her under the same Federal con-

flict-of-interest and financial disclosure requirements as all other
full-time Council staff and Grovernment employees.

Senator Stevens. So the financial disclosure requirement for the
executive directors would still be covered, right?

Ms. Dalton. It falls under the Federal employees requirements.
Senator Stevens. We do have some disclosure, not the same dis-

closure, however.
Last, Ms. Freeman, you have a comment about the provision

with regard to the elimination of gear. You want us to provide, as
I understand it, that if there is a mandatory reduction, it would
apply only to the permit or license; right?

Ms. Freeman. Correct.
Senator Stevens. What happens, the gear just goes into another

fishery, does it not?
Ms. Freeman. Well, our experience has been that if you do buy

back the vessels, you either have to store them or find a place to

get rid of them. They somehow may work their way back into the
fishery anyway. You can have a vessel, but if you do not have a
license, you cannot fish. So, it is really the license that is the limit-

ing factor. If the vessels are still out there, they are not capable
of continuing to participate when you have removed a piece of
paper that is what allows you on the water.
Senator Stevens. New England has got a real plan that can re-

duce vessels, and if they did it your way, they would all be here
the next month. I think you are inclined to look at only your own
Council area. That is going to be a substantial problem all over the
country if we really decide not to give the Council the authority to

reduce the number of vessels in any area. The Canadians, you
know, finally burned some of their vessels.

Ms. Freeman. Maybe I am not quite understanding what you are
saying, but my point is that you can have all these vessels, but if

they do not have a permit, they cannot fish, so all the vessels on
the East Coast cannot come out here and fish. They have to buy
a permit to do that, and there are only a limited number available.
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Senator Stevens. Can they not come and fish for other species?

You have a total

Ms. Freeman. But we have limited entry in most if not all fish-

eries. More and more of our species that have limited entry, but
yes, the vessels can come into fisheries that are not limited, but
that is unlikely.

Senator Gorton. It is tough. If you have any unlimited entry,

what Senator Stevens says is going to happen, is it not?
Ms. Freeman. I am trying to think of what limited or unlimited

entry we have left anymore. We have limited entry in pretty much
all of our major fisheries, and I am not coming up with one in

which we do not, so we do not see the risk.

We are currently involved in a buy-back program, as you may
know, right now, a license buy-back program for salmon. I am just
telling you fi-om our experience that these boats out there being
available are not a concern to us, because the access to the fishery

is limited by law. So, without a permit, they will not be able to fisn

and if you want to cut down on a particular fishery, the most effec-

tive way to do it, the most cost-effective way, the least administra-
tively costly without putting a burden on enforcement, is just to re-

move those permits alone.

Senator Stevens. I appreciate the comments. I have always won-
dered who is going to check your list in our State which has half
the coastline in the United States. I sort of think any vessel that
wants to come up there and fish, can fish there for a year or two
before they find out what they are fishing for. It is a very difficult

thing.

I would also urge you to talk to the people in the New England
Council to see what they are going to do. Their problem is acute.

They are going into a vessel retirement program, and they have got
to, I think. That was in their testimony to us.

Mr. Frank, I have a little bit better understanding from this

hearing of what you are involved with, but want to ask if there are
any other provisions of this bill that you think impact the Indian
interest in this Council area?
You can submit a statement for the record, if you will in addition

to the specific comments you have already made. What about con-

flict of interest? How do we determine where there is a conflict of

interest with regard to the Indian or native representatives? How
do we deal with some of these other issues here? Will you be af-

fected by the ITQs in any way? I would like to have the comments
of your people with regard to these specific suggestions for modi-
fication of the Magnuson Act within this bill, if you would not
mind.
Mr. Harp. I would not mind. Senator Stevens. Thank you.
With regard to conflict of interest, we feel it is a perception. We

feel it is not a real issue in the Pacific Council, whether it be the
tribal rep or any other member of the Pacific Council, so we do not
see that that is a problem.
With regard to ITQs, the tribal fisheries themselves are designed

where they have a less formal mechanism, but they are limited by
their own capacity, so ITQs are not really appropriate at this time
for the tribal fleets, so we are not as concerned about that.
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We suggested that measures of streamlining the process for the
Council's recommendation to Secretary of Commerce to follow along
with the Pacific Council's recommendation of the 90-day timeline.

We support that.

We are concerned about the issue of bycatch in the fisheries. We
have been trying to address that for a few years, in particular with
the example of species like halibut and other fisheries like that, so

we are concerned about bycatch. We have been trying to address
that through the Pacific Council as well as the International Pacific

Halibut Commission Process and will continue to work toward try-

ing to resolve bycatch issues on a regional basis.

As Mr. Frank said, we are involved with other initiatives, like he
mentioned. For the Sake of the Salmon, and will continue to do
that. That is not a Magnuson issue, but just to share with you how
we are involved regionally. Part of that For the Sake of Salmon
issue does address some of the habitat concerns that the tribes

have, though, so that is why we are mentioning that. I guess that
pretty much concludes the concerns and comments from the tribes.

Senator Stevens.
Senator Stevens. Let me ask you all one more question. I am

going to try to ask each panel. Has the amount of litigation that
has arisen under the Magnuson Act as it stands now been a prob-
lem for you? Have you been involved in excessive litigation in

terms of the administration of the Act, Mr. Warrens?
Mr. Warrens. My answer to that question would be to a fair de-

gree.

Senator Stevens. Have you ever had any ideas how we might
limit some of that?
Mr. Warrens. I believe that some of the proposed amendments

to the Act may go a way, a long way, to help limit it. I do not think
it will ever eliminate it.

Senator Stevens. I think there are constitutional rights some-
where, but I think some of it has become picky and holds up the
industry at times. I would like to find a way to limit unnecessary
and sort of vindictive litigation, but we are involved with that
across the board, as a matter of fact, nationally.
Ms. Freeman, what you do you think?
Ms. Freeman. Our department is certainly involved in a lot of

litigation and historically has been. I think the litigation that is

relative to the Magnuson Act usually comes about when we have
very big issues we are dealing with, whether it's ITQ programs or
important allocation issues. Avoiding either the perception of con-
flict of interest or a real conflict of interest—and I am not saying
it is one or the other; I will not—I cannot cite specific examples of
problems, but giving people an assurance that the issues are going
to be heard and that the decisions are going to be made based on
preponderance of evidence is probably your best vehicle to head off
these lawsuits.
There was language to that effect in bills that were discussed

last year. I do not think there is language about preponderance of
the evidence this year, but I think to be able to follow a train of
thought and reason that gets you to your decision, particularly
those controversial ones, is going to be your avenue to minimizing
litigation in my view.
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Senator Stevens. The provision you mentioned just increases the
probabiHty of prolonged Htigation.

Senator Gorton. It sure does.

Senator Stevens. What we are trying to do is reduce it. I think
what we want to see some concept whereby a court can get in-

volved to require the Council to do its job, but cannot substitute its

decision for that of the Council, which has included the Federal,
State and local governments in canying out its function. I am wor-
ried about the expansion of litigation under the Magnuson Act. In
my opinion, it has been excessive.

Do you have any suggestion on limiting it, Ms. Freeman?
Ms. Freeman. I guess I would like to say that just by judging

the litigation that we see in our State and directed at our depart-
ment, that as these resources become more and more fully utilized,

then we see more and more of the litigation.

So, part of it is a function of there not being any place for people
to go, and so everyone has to kind of stand there and fight over
the resource.

Senator Stevens. So, it is a result of overutilization. Any more
questions? Thank you very much, first panel. We have greatly ap-
preciated your testimony.
Senator Stevens. Our next panel will be Joe Blum, executive di-

rector of the American Factory Trawler Association; Vincent Curry,
president of the Pacific Seafood Processors Association; Robert
Alverson, manager of Fishing Vessel Owner's Association; John
Bundy, president of the Glacier Fish Company of Seattle; Dale
Alberda, vice-president of Key Bank of Seattle.

We will take about a 5-minute stretch while they are changing.
Is that all right with you?
Senator Gk)RTON. Just before this panel starts, I would like to

make an introduction. As all of you from the State of Washington
and many of the others of you know, you have dealt for a long time
with my Legislative Assistant, Terrie Claffey, who last week moved
on and is now working for MCI. I think she deliberately chose it

because MCI has no interest in fisheries, whatsoever.
Her successor, as of the middle of next month, will be Jeanne

Bumpus. Jeanne, would you stand up in the audience.
Jeanne, at the present time, is an associate of my former law

firm Davis, Wright, Tremaine. She is here to begin to learn this

business and will be on the job in mid-April. So, some of you may
want to take this opportimity to begin to get to know her, because
this issue will be a major part of her responsibilities.

Senator Stevens. Thank you, very much. I would be happy to

have your new staff member join us, if you would like, Slade. Now,
we are going to go through the second panel. Mr. Blum, please?

STATEMENT OF JOE BLUM, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, AMERICAN
FACTORY TRAWLER ASSOCIATION

Mr. Blum. Thank you, Senator Stevens, Senator Gorton.
We very much appreciate the subcommittee coming to Seattle.

Also the list of other places you are going to visit is quite impres-
sive. I share, obviously, Senator Gorton's thoughts, Senator Ste-

vens, that you are doing a great job in going around and finding

out what is really happening with the people most effected by this
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legislation. We appreciate that you have come here, and we appre-
ciate the leadership that both of you have shown over the years in

this issue. There are, as you know, probably as well as most, there
are not a lot of winners in the politics of the fish business. For the
two of you to continue to carry the ball the way you have is much
appreciated.

As a quick aside. Senator Gorton, we are very much going to

miss Ms. Claffey. She was an excellent staff person, knew the is-

sues, and was available to talk about them. We are sure that Ms.
Bumpus will be the same, but we are going to miss Terry, and I

would like for you to pass that on for us.

Senator Stevens, we have submitted lengthy testimony, and I am
not going to bore you with reading it. I am going to focus on a cou-

ple of topics that we know that you, all of the fishing community,
and the Nation are concerned about. We are going to focus our tes-

timony on those items. They are individual transferable quotas,
bycatch, and discards.

We think they are a single topic, but we are going to talk about
them or I am going to talk about them, separately, but that is

where my testimony is going to focus.

We think S. 39 has done an excellent job in outlining the guide-
lines for the Nation to follow with respect to ITQs. I am going to

go over very briefly what those are. Number 1: Quotas need to be
set in a quota system using the best scientific evidence available.

That is an absolute prerequisite and must be a guideline that you
and this bill address.

It cannot be left to the quota shareholders to set a quota. It has
got to be done scientifically. You have talked a lot today already
about the problems of New England. Those are not the problems
of the Pacific and North Pacific. They need to be kept fi*om being
the problems. The way you do that is the continuing effort to use
science. Those two Council areas have done that, and the quality
of the available resource shows that.

Quota shares are a harvest privilege and not a property right.

You gentleman both know the distinction between that, and it is

very important to the people of the Nation that they understand
that we are not talking about a property right. We are talking
about another animal entirely. We also firmly believe, and you
have made way for it in the bill, that there be a user fee associated
with quota shares.
Again, quite ironic in the New England situation last year they

were asking you folks for somewhere between $30- and $100-mil-
lion, maybe even larger now, to bail out the problem fisheries up
there. At the same time, a large part of the North Pacific harvest-
ing sector was back saying we are prepared to pay a 4 percent fee

to get a management system that allows us to continue what we
have been doing, and that came out to about 30-million.

So, on the one coast, they are asking for 30-million, and on the
other coast, we are willing to provide it to get a management sys-

tem that is going to keep us around and keep the resource healthy
for a long time.

Quota shares must be revokable without compensation.
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There must be very strong penalties associated with people that
play games in the quota share business. Those are two provisions
that you call for and ones that we very strongly support.

Quota shares need to be a percentage of the total allowable catch
and not make the mistake that New Zealand did early on and give
them as a fixed poundage or tonnage. They have got to be a per-

centage to make it float with the strength of the stocks. That is the
only way the system will work.

Finally, there has to be a lien registry associated, so that the fi-

nancial community and that the market and quota shares can be
business-like, if you will.

Your bill, the somewhat companion-like bill of Mr. Young, many
of the bills last year that were in the arena of Magnuson Act Reau-
thorization were targeting on discards and processing wastes and
obviously bycatch. Before we get into the specific comments on
that, we need to once again put in context what it is we are talking
about in the North Pacific.

In the context of the North Pacific, and I would call your atten-

tion to a document that the Coimcil has put out in the last 10 days
or so that sort of reviews the history of the North Pacific Council,
what it has done science-wise, and the issues it is working on. Ev-
erything that your bill talks about, that Council is currently work-
ing on.

The health of the North Pacific stocks is without parallel. The
management—conservative management within the North Pacific

is without parallel. There are some numbers in here that I think
will positively amaze you.
Senator Stevens, bycatch and discards are solvable with ITQs.

The provisions of the bill with harvest priority and with full reten-
tion and full utilization do not solve the root problem. The root

problem. Senator Stevens, Senator Grorton, is very nicely found on
the very first add of National Fisherman from February 1995:
Whoever gets to the fish first wins. That is the root problem with
bycatch and discards.

ITQs are the only tool available that will slow that race down
and allow all of the other things that you and the people of the Na-
tion are seeking in accomplishing more efficient, cleaner, in some
people's mind, fisheries. If we continue to reward the race for fish,

we are going to continue to have bycatch, discards, and we are
going to have problems in the North Pacific. You could solve that
with individual quotas.
The other items that I have identified, the harvest preference,

full retention, and full utilization do not stop the race for fish. They
may change the character of the race for fish, but they do not stop
it. As long as you have the race for fish, you are going to have un-
acceptable levels of bycatch and discard. You are going to have peo-
ple die and you are going to be wasting fish and you are going to

have an economically unhealthy fishery.

It is our very firm belief, and we have said this many times to

you, that ITQs, under the guidelines that you propose of letting the
Councils work out the details, not having a national advisory com-
mittee telling Councils what they ought to be doing—we do not
want New England telling us what we ought to be doing in Alas-
ka—we think our bill, with some modifications, shows the way to
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the future. Thank you very much, and I apologize for going over
the time.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Blum follows:]
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TESTIMONY OF

JOSEPH R. BLUM

EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR OF THE

AMERICAN FACTORY TRAWLER ASSOCIATION

BEFORE THE U.S. SENATE COMMERCE COMMITTEE'S

SUBCOMMITTEE ON OCEANS AND FISHERIES

Seattle, Hashington

March 18; 1995

Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I am Joe Blum, Executive Director of

the American Factory Trawler Association (AFTA). I appreciate the

subcommittee's invitation to testify at this reauthorization

hearing on the Magnuson Fishery Conservation and Management Act.

I appreciate also the subcommittee's considerable efforts to

conduct Magnuson Act hearings in the regions, to hear the concerns

of the fishing community. On behalf of the association's

membership, welcome, to the Pacific Northwest.

Congress recognized Senator Warren Magnuson 's contributions to

passing the Fishery Conservation and Management Act of 1976 and

honored him by renaming the Act. Today, we are given an

opportunity to recognize and appreciate the significant

contributions and continuing efforts of Chairman Stevens and

Senator Gorton In developing and maintaining a comprehensive

national fisheries policy.
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In the North Pacific, Congress' original commitment to

"Americanizing" the vast groundfish resources created opportunities

for the U.S. -flag at-sea processing fleet and for other harvesters

and processors who now participate in that fishery. To bring

economic stability of this still young industry, AFTA asks Congress

to give the regional fishery management councils additional policy

guidance to better manage the North Pacific groundfish fishery.

Although North Pacific fish stocks remain healthy, economic and

social Instability and dislocation continue to plague Washington

State fishermen. Also, all sectors of the fishing industry

continue to grapple with the Issues of discards and processing

waste In the fisheries. AFTA's testimony comments on the elements

of S. 39 that address these concerns, and we suggest some changes

to the bill.

1 . Individual Transferable Quotas ( ITQs )

.

a. North Pacific Fisheries. In discussing North Pacific

fisheries, most fishing industry participants, federal managers,

academicians and others, recognize that an ITQ system is the most

effective measure for resolving extant problems in the North

Pacific groundfish fisheries. The North Pacific Fishery Management

Coixncil (the Council) has published analyses confirming that ITQs

address problems regarding crewmember and vessel safety,

overcapitalization, discards, and other evident management

problems.

AFTA concurs with the Council staff's findings and the views

of those identified above, and we urge Congress to encourage the
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Council to move forward with a rational, market-based management

system. Harvesting and processing overcapacity must be reduced and

the race for fish must end. Otherwise, the fishery management

problems listed above will continue.

It may surprise you to hear fishermen say to Congress that we

are volunteering to pay additional taxes In exchange for an

allocation of an undetermined amount of fish that Is subject to

revocation by the federal government, but that Is what we are

saying. To us, that Is rational management. Perhaps, that Just

Illustrates how Irrational the existing open access management

regime Is. We hope. It demonstrates also how earnest we are about

attaining Increased certainty In our business and greater

utilization of fishery resources.

b. National ITQ Policy Guidelines. S. 39 recognizes that an

Individual transferable quota (ITQ) system can be an effective

fishery management measure, and that certain national policy

guidelines must be established to ensure that the public's Interest

Is protected when an ITQ system Is adopted. AFTA strongly endorses

provisions of the Senate bill that 1) make clear that quota shares

Issued under an ITQ regime do not constitute a property right, 2)

that quota shares can be revoked for cause by the Secretary of

Commerce, 3) that participants In an ITQ-managed fishery should pay

a user fee, 4) that a quota share represents a percentage of the

annual total allowable catch of a stock of fish, and 5) that

establishing a national lien registry system Is necessary to

facilitate administration of ITQ programs.
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The national policy guidelines outlined above are necessary

prerequisites for development of a North Pacific groundfish ITQ

program. However, other provisions of S. 39 could retard much

needed progress. For example, the bill creates a national advisory

panel charged with providing to the Secretary of Commerce (the

Secretary) recommendations for ITQ implementing regulations. No

deadline is set for final action by the panel, nor for promulgation

of ITQ implementing regulations by the Secretary. It is unlikely

that the Council will move ahead on a North Pacific groundfish ITQ

plan until the recommendations of the national panel are known and

acted upon by the Secretary. This could easily delay consideration

of a groundfish ITQ plan for three years or more and would serve no

clear purpose.

The bill also requires additional, but unnecessary, national

guidelines pertaining to opportunities for new entrants into ITQ-

managed fisheries, limits on aggregation of quota share by a

particular person or entity, ownership eligibility for quota share

holders, etc. AFTA recommends that S. 39 Include the five national

ITQ policy guidelines identified at the beginning of this

subheading, but forego national micromanagement of individual ITQ

programs by eliminating the proposed advisory panel and additional

management requirements. Virtually all participants in the fishery

management process agree that ITQs are appropriate for some but not

all fisheries, and that each ITQ plan must be tailored for the

specific fishery in question.
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For Instance, many management provisions contained In the

present hallbut/sableflsh IFQ program are not relevant or

appropriate for the groundflsh fishery which, unlike the

hallbut/sableflsh fishery, has relatively few participants engaged

In a high volume fishery In which the unprocessed per pound value

of the product Is usually quite low. The decision to Include In

ITQ plans such provisions as limits on aggregation of quota shares,

and other elements proposed In the legislation, is best left to the

regional fishery management councils. The authority for councils

to make those decisions is already contained in the Magnuson Act.

2. Addressing Discards and Processing Waste in the Fisheries.

S. 39 contains certain provisions regarding discards and

processing waste in the Nation's fisheries, but the legislation

focuses on the North Pacific fisheries. As a result of this focus,

many might misinterpret the bill's Intent and fail to recognize

that North Pacific fish stocks are healthy. In our fisheries,

managers set annual harvest limits for each species at levels below

the scientifically allowable catch. Most vessels carry onboard

federal fishery observers and all harvested fish, whether retained

or discarded, are counted against the overall harvest level. Most

of our fisheries are subject to bycatch caps. This means a fishery

must limit its bycatch, or it is shut down. If this hearing were

being conducted on the east coast, these concepts would require

amplification, for such management measures have never been applied

there

.
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While it is important to note that sound conservation of North

Pacific fish stocks is observed, it is undeniable that discards and

processing waste, though not a conservation concern, must be

reduced, nonetheless. In the North Pacific groundfish fisheries

(including, trawl and longline fisheries), about fifteen (15)

percent of the annual harvest is discarded. It does not matter

that that number might be relatively low compared with discard

rates in other parts of the U.S., or that S. 39 focuses on the

North Pacific and not other regions, the fact remains that we must

reduce discards and processing waste in the North Pacific. Federal

fisheries In the North Pacific account for more than half the fish

caught in U.S. waters, and though discard rates might be relatively

low, the total amount of fish discarded is considerable due to the

sheer size of the fisheries.

But to address the problem, we must understand the causes. It

appears Incongruous that fishermen, who are in business to catch

and sell fish, throw away fish. And given the severe economic

problems in the fishing Industry (the Commerce Department estimates

that the factory trawler fleet alone lost approximately $300

million In 1993), it Is clear that fishermen are not simply

maximizing profits by keeping higher valued species and discarding

fish of lower value. The issue of reducing discards and minimizing

processing waste is complex; this legislation and these hearings

can help examine the issue and facilitate a resolution of the

problem.
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The legislation's definition of "bycatch" is an excellent

beginning in helping to address the discard issue. The bill

defines "bycatch" as fish harvested, but not retained. In short,

the bill recognizes that mixed species harvests occur, and that

there is nothing inherently wrong with harvesting more than one

species at a time as long as the fish are retained for use. Too

often, discussion is focused on whether a species of fish is a

targeted or non-targeted species, not whether the fishermen and

processors retain and use the catch.

AFTA maintains that adoption of an ITQ plan is the single most

effective management measure to reduce discards and minimize

processing waste in the groundfish fisheries. When fishermen are

allowed to conduct fishing operations at a deliberate pace, they

can more effectively avoid incidental harvests of species which

they are required by regulation to discard. An ITQ system also

creates economic disincentives for harvesting non-target species

since a fisherman will be required to pay a user fee on all fish

harvested and will need to purchase quota share on the open market

to cover any harvests for which he or she does not have an ITQ.

These economic disincentives for avoiding incidental harvests also

create economic Incentives to use as much of the catch ( incidental

or otherwise) as possible, in order to recover costs incurred from

purchasing quota shares and paying user fees on incidental catches.

(John Bundy of Glacier Fish Company has submitted excellent

testimony to the subcommittee on how factory trawler fishing

activities under the Community Development Quota (CDQ) program
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provide a model for documenting how discards and processing waste

will be reduced under an ITQ program).

The balance of my comments concern provisions of S. 39 in

which Congress imposes very specific management measures on the

North Pacific fisheries. These measures, which include harvest

preference and full retention and full utilization, are currently

being analyzed by the Council. AFTA agrees with many other members

of the fishing industry that management measures such as harvest

preference and full retention and full utilization are unworkable,

and that the Council's analysis will support that view. It would

be precipitous, and unfortunate, for Congress to impose regulatory

measures on fishermen that have not been studied, and are unlikely

to improve management of the fisheries.

a. Harvest Preference. S. 39 advocates providing a harvest

preference to fishermen who achieve certain goals, including

attaining a lower rate of discards or reduced processing waste.

While the objective may be laudable on its face, the harvest

preference proposal is seriously flawed because it Ignores the

product forms produced and economic contributions made by competing

Industry members. In practice, harvest preference threatens

substantial market disruptions without achieving any meaningful

increase in the utilization of fishery resources.

One example, and there are others, is harvest preference

assigned to a person based on achieving lower amounts of processing

waste than one's competitors. Consider how this would be applied.

By and large, pollock processors who make surimi (a protein-rich

8
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fish paste used In the production of imitation crab products)

achieve a slightly lower processing yield than processors making

fillets. That Is to say, a greater portion of a whole pollock is

used in the manufacture of fillets than in the production of

surlml

.

Will harvest preference favor fillet processors over surlml

producers? What about the fillet processors who service a niche

market for "deep skin" pollock fillets? Deep skin pollock

production entails removing an extra layer of pollock membrane

during filleting operations, reducing yields below those realized

by processors of regular fillets and surlml, but significantly

increasing the product's value. The deep skin fillet product form

is much in demand by major domestic seafood buyers. Processors

responding to market demands and shifting production to value-added

products risk being penalized under the harvest preference

management regime. To carry this example further, a processor that

reduces the whole fish to meal, a product worth about 25 cents a

pound gains a preference over one producing fillets that sell at

the retail level for four dollars a pound or more.

In sum, harvest preference might well reward those who provide

significantly less national economic benefit and do not achieve

meaningful increased utilization of national resources. Such a

result would be ludicrous. We urge the subcommittee to reconsider

the harvest preference provision.
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b. Full Retention and Full Utilization. AFTA agrees with

conunents on S. 39 submitted by the Alaska Groundfish Data Bank and

Aleutians East Borough that a requirement of full retention and

full utilization will result in retention of undersized fish ( fish

only suitable for reduction to fish meal ) that might otherwise be

returned to the sea. AFTA also agrees with these two organizations

that requiring that the heads, skin, viscera, etc. be reduced to

meal, rather than being ground-up and returned to the sea, serves

no useful purpose and unnecessarily removes valuable nutrients from

the ocean. (Ironically, much of the fish meal produced in the

North Pacific is sold to aquaculture projects in Southeast Asia.

For what purpose? To feed fish). Scientists are continuing to

consider the effect of removing permanently from the ecosystem

hundreds of thousands of tons of fish waste. It would be a

critical mistake indeed for Congress to mandate such a dramatic

change given the possible negative conservation impact.

Again, AFTA recognizes that the status quo is unacceptable;

across all industry sectors there is a need to utilize more of the

harvested catch and to better avoid species that are not used

either because regulations or economics dictate that course of

action. The best management measure is one that ends the race for

fish; there are other short term measures that might work, but the

Council, not Congress, is better suited to choose those options.

3. Fishery Dependent Coamrunity.

The bill creates a new term, "fishery dependent community",

within the Act, then Imposes a national standard that requires

10
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management measures to provide preferential treatment to fishermen

residing in so-called fishery dependent communities. If the intent

of these proposed changes is to authorize the existing Community

Development Quota (CDQ) program, then the legislative language

should be drafted to specifically authorize CDQs and set the

necessary parameters for that program.

On the other hand, the term fishery dependent community is

broad and vague, and introduces into the Act a concept much

different than the CDQ concept. As drafted, S. 39 will encourage

fishermen residing in fishery dependent communities to petition a

council for preferential access to fishery resources at the expense

of fishermen who reside in economically diverse areas. Nothing in

the existing national standards of the Magnuson Act encourages

government involvement in determining winners and losers in the

marketplace. That long-standing approach should not be altered

now.

Even if Congress determined that allocations to fishermen be

made on the basis of the community in which they live, S. 39 does

not ensure that a new emphasis on "social engineering" by the

councils will result in sound public policy. Northwest fishermen,

pioneers in the "Americanization" of the Bering Sea groundfish

fishery, may reside in communities more dependent on the timber

Industry or aircraft manufacturing than on the fishing Industry.

It would be unfair to promote fishery allocation actions that

deprive fishermen of their livelihood because they reside in

economically diverse communities. A fishing Industry job in an

11
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economically diverse community is just as important to an

individual fisherman (and to his or her family) as is a fishing

industry job to a fisherman living in a fishery dependent

community.

Moreover, the preferential access to fishery resources

proposed in S. 39 is not based upon a finding of economic need,

only a simple finding that a community is dependent on a single

industry. Allocation preferences would accrue to fishery dependent

communities, even if they are economically healthy. These

preferences would come at the expense of fishermen, or those

seeking an opportunity in the fishing industry, who come from

economically diverse, but economically distressed areas, including

many Northwest timber communities.

Again, if Congress determines that there is a need to

authorize and set parameters for the CDQ program, then the

provisions relating to fishery dependent community should be

redrafted to reflect that intent, replacing the overly broad term

fishery dependent community.

4. Administration of the Regional Fishery Management Councils.

The regional fishery management council process is a unique

regulatory regime in which those affected by federal rules play a

significant role in making those rules. In the New England region,

participants in the fisheries have been heavily represented on the

New England council. This council has an abysmal record in

conserving federal fisheries. The North Pacific Council has

avoided the pitfalls of Its New England counterpart with regard to

12
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maintaining healthy fish stocks. However, major allocation actions

taken by the North Pacific Council In the 1990 's. Including

approval of the hallbut/sableflsh IFQ program and adoption of the

Bering Sea pollock onshore/offshore allocation, have focused

considerable attention on a management regime in which competitors

regulate one another.

S. 39 recognizes that confidence in regional fishery

management councils is sagging and the bill seeks to remedy this

situation. The bill deals with regional council failures, such as

the New England experience, with tough and important new language

to prevent overfishing. With regard to addressing concerns about

allocation Issues, however, many of the provisions of S. 39

intended to tighten up council procedures fall short of the mark,

at least as they apply to the North Pacific Council. For example,

the Council's advisory panel meets before every Council meeting,

official minutes of the Council meetings are prepared, and roll

call votes are held and records of the votes are kept on file.

Though the Senate bill would make these procedures mandatory, they

are currently in place, but contribute little to Increasing public

confidence In the council process.

The negotiated rulemaking provision contained in S. 39 does

suggest a promising approach. As currently drafted, a negotiation

panel can be formed at the discretion of the relevant council. The

panel, to be comprised of all identified Interests, is formed for

the purpose of achieving a consensus on proposed management actions

and recommending a course of action to the relevant council.

13
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Emphasizing a conflict resolution process that includes industry

participants euid other affected parties is a key element to

restoring public confidence in the management process. AFTA

suggests further strengthening this provision by requiring councils

to seek consensus before undertaking major controversial regulatory

actions.

5. Additional Comments and Concerns.

a. iVmendment to National Standard #5. The bill suggests a

curious change in existing law. S. 39 proposes amending National

Standard #5 which requires that management measures "promote"

efficiency. The bill amends this provision, requiring only that

management measures "consider" efficiency. This change contradicts

ongoing Congressional regulatory reform efforts, which recognize

the need to consider benefits and costs and the impact of onerous

regulation on business competitiveness. Particularly with respect

to groundfish products, which are commodities sold in the

international marketplace, U.S. industry must be efficient in order

to effectively compete.

We urge no change in current law that will raise prices for

consumers, reduce the ability of seafood companies to export U.S.

fishery products, and increase costs for fishermen.

b. Restrictions on Innovations in Fishing Gear Technology.

The legislation prohibits the introduction of new fishing

technology into a fishery unless notice is first provided to the

relevant fishery management council; the council may choose to ban

the use of the proposed technology. AFTA is concerned that this

14
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provision could stifle Innovation in the fisheries; fishermen are

constantly experimenting with their fishing gear in order to gain

a competitive advantage. This innovative spirit should not be

discouraged.

c. Extending Duration of Emergency Rules. Currently,

Justification for issuing emergency fishery management rules is not

limited to responding to resource, or conservation, emergencies.

The rulemaking process is clogged with so-called emergency rules

that do not relate to conservation and, some would argue, strain

even the most liberal Interpretation of what constitutes an

emergency. This situation is particularly disconcerting since

emergency rules are developed on a fast track with little analysis

and limited opportunity for public comment.

Under current law, emergency rules can be issued for 90 days

with provision for extending the rule for an additional 90 day

period. S. 39 proposes to double the duration of emergency rules.

Greater Justification for what qualifies as a legitimate emergency

should accompany any efforts to expand emergency rulemaking

authority.

d. Observer Wage Claims as Haritime Liens. The legislation

provides that wage claims filed by federal fishery observers

monitoring vessel harvests shall be considered maritime liens

against the vessel. Under the newly Implemented North Pacific

Fisheries Research Plan, which determines levels of observer

coverage for fishing vessels, vessel owners subject to the plan pay

a fee Into a general fund. Observers are then compensated from

15
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fees collected under the research plan. The Senate bill should

exempt vessels subject to the North Pacific Fisheries Research Plan

from this provision. Otherwise, a wage claim submitted by an

observer will be considered a maritime lien even though the owner

of the vessel on which the observer served paid his or her

assessment in accordance with provisions of the research plan.

That concludes my testimony, Mr. Chairman. Once again, the

association appreciates the subcommittee conducting this field

hearing. Thank you, for considering our views.
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Senator Stevens. Mr. Curry?

STATEMENT OF VINCENT CURRY, PRESmENT, PACIFIC
SEAFOOD PROCESSORS ASSOCIATION

Mr. Curry. Good morning Senator Stevens. Good morning,
Senator Gorton. Thank you very much for the opportunity to

appear before you this morning.
The fundamental message that I would like to convey to you

today on behalf of PSPA is that the Act continues to work well in

the North Pacific, and the fisheries under the management of
North Pacific Fishery Management Council are, with few excep-
tions, in good shape.
We note that the Alaska Salmon Resource has been producing

record runs for most of the decade. We see no reason that this pat-
tern will change, barring some kind of ecological shift. Basically,

we are pleased with the way the Act has worked in the North Pa-
cific, but to summarize my comments with regard to S. 39, I note
that we are very pleased to see that the section on individual
transferable quotas includes on-shore processors as a group eligible

to receive initial allocations of harvesting or processing quota
shares.

We have argued for some time that a move to ITQ system in any
fishery will result in complete and radical restructuring of how that
fishery operates. We have also argued that if such radical change
is to take place, fairness dictates that onshore processor not be ex-

cluded from the initial awarding of the ITQ shares.
The initial allocation of shares will largely decide who the even-

tual winners and losers will be in any ITQ fishery. The awarding
of shares will completely revamp the economic landscape of the
fishery. If you are excluded, your chances of continuing to be a suc-
cessful participant in that fishery are virtually nonexistent.
We have attached to our testimony a summary of some of the

economic analysis which has brought us to the conclusion that we
must be treated equally with other fishermen and other processors
in order to survive in an ITQ system. Once again, we would like

to thank the committee for addressing this equal treatment issue

by clarifying an issue that on-shore processors are eligible for the
initial awarding of processing and harvesting of shares.
The issue of fees which would support an ITQ system, not sur-

prisingly, has also been veiy controversial. We do not see how tax-

ation to finance operation of the ITQ system can be avoided.
The public will not accept privatization of a resource which rep-

resents a windfall to the firms involved, and yet be willing to con-
tinue to pay the taxes necessary to support the management of
what will effectively become a privately owned asset. Whether 4
percent is the right number or 3 percent, whether a tax on ITQ
transfers is appropriate, or whether there is some other viable sys-

tem we think probably needs more debate. It seems inevitable that
fees will be a part of the system.
With regard to the fees though, we would like to make an addi-

tional comment regarding the structure of fees. In the event that
ITQs or groundfish or crab do become a reality, it is imperative
that the processors be included, as I have mentioned, in the addi-
tional awarding of the quota snares. Although we are still at an
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early stage in that process, it appears that a system of symmetrical
processor and harvester shares is gaining general acceptance.

In any event, if the current debate leads to both the imposition
of ITQs and the imposition of a fee system, we strongly urge that
the total fee collected be comprised of equal portions from both the
harvesting and processing sectors. Whatever percentage is chosen,
the tax payment should be split between the two sectors holding
the share quotas.
Neither we, nor, I imagine, the fishermen want to see the situa-

tion where 3 or 4 percent is collected from harvesters and an addi-

tional 3 or 4 percent from the processors is collected on the same
poundage of fish. The total fee should be determined and then di-

vided equally between the two sectors.

S. 39 also contains extensive provisions for dealing with fishery

waste and bycatch. We are in agreement with the direction of these
proposals are headed.
As far as the onshore processing sector is considered, we are

pleased to say that our operations are already close to meeting
each of these new performance standards specified in the bill.

Those standards which remain to be set, we are confident that we
will be able to bring ourself within compliance within any allotted

time.

Let me emphasize that our sector of the industry is proud of its

record of low discards, high utilization, and efficiency in processing.
However, when the public reads stories in the press about the high
rates of waste and discard, the entire industry is painted with a
black brush.

It is hard to distinguish between the various good operators and
those who may have a problem. We think that the direction of the
Act will rectify that situation, and it is an appropriate step for you
to take.

This concludes the summary of my testimony, and thank you for
inviting the PSPA to testify for you today.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Curry follows:]
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Mr. Name is Vincent A. Cuiry. I am the President of the Pacific Seafood Processors

Association (PSPA).

PSPA is a Seattle based trade group which represents companies involved in the

commercial processing of various seafood products throughout the Northwest and

Alaska. The member firms which comprise the Association handle a wide variety of

species and product forms, including salmon (fiesh, frozen, canned and smoked), crab,

halibut and numerous species of groundfish such as pollock and cod. The Association is

now in its 81st year, and some of the member companies have been in existence even

longer than that

The main function of the Association is to provide a forum for communication and action

by the members on issues of common concern. These issues, which are both regulatory

and legislative, appear on the local, state and federal levels. The Association provides

the membership widi an opportunity to debate these issues, to form opinions, to craft

action plans, and to deliver the Association's message ro the relevant decision makers.

We are pleased to once again have the opportunity to participate in a reauthorization of

the Magnuson Act PSPA was actively involved at the time of the Act's inception and we

have continued to offer our dioughts each time it has been amended.

The fundamental message which I bring to you today on behalf of the member

companies of the Association is that the Act continues to work well in the North Pacific.

The fisheries under die managonent of the North Pacific Fishery Management Council

(NPFMQ are. with a few exceptions, in good shape. The Alaska salmon resource has
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been producing record runs for most of this decade and there is no reason to think that

this pattern will change, barring some type of major ecological shift

It is our view that the success of the management pracdces in the North Pacific stem

from two factors. First, the Council and the industry inherited stocks which were

basically healthy at the time the 200 mile zone was implemented. This gave us a good

start and a real advantage over other parts of the cotmtry. The second factor is the

conservative management philosophy of the North Pacific CouncU. Even as its

membership has changed since 1976 the Council as a whole has remained committed to

preserving the long-term health of the resources under its jurisdiction. For instance, the

Council has frequently set catch limits which are actually below the amount which

fishery biologists have said could be harvested. In our view, such actions are an example

of one of the primary benefits of having fishermen on -lie council. Fishermen tend to use

their own e3q)eriences in their decision making. They also tend to have a healthy dose of

skepticism when it comes to estimates of "how many fish are in the sea". Since their

livelihood depends on maintaining healthy stocks into the future, they will often err on

the side of caution as opposed to fishing right up to the maximum biological limits which

may be recommended in any given year. We applacd them for this approach, and we

applaud Congress for having rejected the call by those who argue that the Councils

should be weakened or even eliminated. Perhaps the worst mistake Congress could make

would be to centralize fishery management decisions in Washington, D.C. This is not

meant as a criticism of the National Marine Fisheries Service or its leadership. In fact, I

think Rollie Schmitten would probably agree that even the recent increase in NMFS

funding still leaves the agency far short of what it would need to take on major new

responsibilities. In addition, the 104th Congress certainly seems to be a believer in

regional decision making as opposed to consolidating power in Washington, D.C.
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Turning to our comments on S.39, we can generally say that we approve of the direction

the amendments are heading. They retain flexibility within the Council process while

attempting to improve accountability. The amendments also take important steps toward

addressing the waste and bycatch issue. We agree strongly with the position of Senator

Stevens that if the commercial fishing industry doesn't improve its performance in this

area there will be a public backlash. This has been a view which Senator Stevens has

consistently held for many years, and we hope that 1995 will see his concerns translated

into legislative action.

I would now like to make some specific comments on S.39:

The bill authorizes the Councils to use negotiating panels in a more formal way than has

been done in the past Although this technique of resolving disputes has been used

successfully by some Councils in the past (Pacific whiting allocations, for instance), it is

probably a good idea to set up a more formal structure. However, we are concerned

about the bill's requirement that the Councils "will use the consensus of the negotiation

panel ...as the basis for the development of the conservation and management measures

to be adopted by the Council ...".

Our concerns with the "win use" language are severaL First, given the nature of the

fishing industry, any negotiation panel which is discussing management of a major

fishery will not be able to include every group which feels it is being affected. To begin

with, you have fishermen, processors, suppliers, local communities, re-processors,

wholesalers, transportation companies and other groups who will want to participate.

You are also likely to have environmental interests seeking a seat at the table. However,

within each of ±ese groups you have divergent viewpoints, right down to the individual

boat or company level ftom a logistical point of view we do not see how everyone with

an interest can be guaranteed a seat at the table. Plus, if the bill requires the Council to

90-456 95-3
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use the consensus of the group as the basis for Council action, we are concerned that

those left out of the process may have a basis for legal action should the outcome not be

to their liking.

We suggest that even if the "will use" language is dropped from the bill that the Councils

will still give great weight to the outcome of any negotiating process. The Councils, like

Congress, do not seek out difBcult decisions to make. If there is indeed a consensus

within broad industry sectors dien diat fact will certainly influence the Council and may

well form the basis for eventual Council action.

Also, if the "will use" language is dropped from the bill then it becomes less important to

have a definition of "consensus". The current definition of consensus in the bill may

result in negotiating paneb spending a great deal of time trying to decide how to define

the term prior to the start of any substantive talks. There is less pressure on the panel

members and the stakes are lowered if the outcome of the discussion will not necessarily

form the basis for Council actions.

Our next concern is with the section on recusal In general, we think the process outlined

in the biU is well thought out and wiU help deal with the perception being fostered by

some in the press that Council members are feathering their own nests. Our one caudon

is that allowing appeals of rulings by the "designated official" could hamper the ability of

Councils to conduct business in an orderly fashion. We understand that an appeal to the

Secretary will not change the outcome of an earlier vote, and we support this idea.

However, we suggest that it might be better to simply make the decision of the

"designated official" the final word on recusals. Having a final decision on die spot

would eliminate confusion and second-guessing regarding the validity of Council votes.
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There may be legal reasom for aa appeal that we are not aware of, but we suggest that

recusal decisions be made as simple and clear as possible.

We are very pleased to see that the section on Individual Transferable Quotas (TTQs)

includes onshore processors as a group eligible to receive an initial award of either

harvesting of processing quota shares. We have argued for quite some time that a move

to an TIQ system in any fishery will result in a complete and radical restructuring of how

that fishery operates. We have also argued that if such a radical change is to take place,

fairness dictates that we not be excluded from the initial awarding of ITQ shares. The

initial allocation of shares 'vill largely decide who the eventual winners and losers will be

in any ITQ fishery. The awarding of shares so completely redraws the economic

landscape of a fishery that if you are excluded your chances of continuing to be a

successful participant in that fishery are virtually nonexistenL We have attached to our

testimony a summary of some of the economic analysis which has brought us to the

conclusion that we must be treated equally with other fishermen and processors in order

to survive under an ITQ regime. (The full reports are available if the Committee would

like them.)

Once again, we thank the Committee for addressing this equal treatment issue by

clarifying in statute that onshore processors are eligible for the initial awarding of

processing and harvesting shares.

One of the more controversial aspects of S39's ITQ provision is the requirement that

mandatory guidelines be developed by the Commerce Department The Councils must

then use these guidelines in crafting future ITQ systems, as well as in amending current

ITQ plans. As we have already mentioned in our testimony, the move to an ITQ system

results in drastic changes in how a fishery operates. Given the significance of a shift to
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ITQ's, we feel Congress is making a wise decision by requiring that some standards be

set. The first domestic ITQ system for a major fishery, sablefish/halibut, is just now

being implemented. No one knows how it will work. Although we are not close to

implementa^on of any other large FTQ systems, it seems logical to us that we take

advantage of what we can learn from implementation of the sablefish/halibut ITQ plan.

This knowledge can then be used in crafting a set of guidelines which will be available to

the Councils as they move toward ITQ's in other fisheries.

The issue of fees, not surprisingly, has also been one of the most controversial aspects of

the riQ debate. Let me say that no member of PSPA likes paying fees, even when those

fees are voluntary such as the ones we assess on ourselves to support the Fisheries

Research Instimte at the University of Washington, the North Pacific Universities Marine

Mammal Heseaich Consortium (Steller sea lion research being conducted by 4

universities) and various other projects. However, our members like paying fees even

less when they are mandatory, such as the S60 million in taxes which we pay to various

levels of government in the state of Alaska each year. However, having said that, we do

not see how taxation to finance operation of an ITQ system can be avoided. When a

company has been given the exclusive ri^t to use a public resource (whether you call it

ownership or not) it would seem inescapable that this company must pay for the cost of

research and management which support that fishery. The public will not accept the

privatization of a resource ^viach represents a windfall to the firms involved and yet be

willing to continue to pay the taxes necessary to support die management of what has

efifectively become a privately owned asset Whether four percent is the right number for

a fee, whether a tax on FTQ transfers is appropriate, or whether there is some odier

system, needs a great deal more debate. It seems inevitable to us, however, that some

type of ITQ taxation is inevitable for all ITQ fisheries.
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I would like to make one additional comment regarding possible fee structures for ITQ

fisheries. In the event that ITQ's for groundfish or crab do become a reality, it is

imperative, as I have already mentioned, that the processing sector be included in the

initial awarding of quota shares. Although we are still at an early suge of the process, it

appears that a system of symmetrical processor and harvester shares is gaining general

acceptance (or perhaps acquiescence is a better terra). In any event, if the current debate

leads to both the imposition of ITQ's and the imposition of a fee system, we strongly

urge that the total fee collected be comprised of equal portions from the harvesting and

processing sectors. Whatever percentage is chosen, the tax payments should be split

between the two sectors holding the share quotas. Neither we, nor, I imagine, the

fishermen, want to see a situation where three or four percent is collected from the

harvester and then an additional three or four percent from the processor. The total fee

should be determined and then divided equally between the two sectors.

S.39 contains extensive provisions for dealing with fishery waste and bycatch. Although

these provision are applicable only to the North Pacific, we strongly support efforts to

improve the conduct of these fisheries. Once again, the North Pacific industry is setting

the standard for proper conservation and wise use of these public resources.

The bill calls for action by a date certain in the following areas:

^ reduction of bycatch

^ total catch measurement

^ a system of rewards and penalties to encourage reductions in bycatch & discards

^ allocation of ITQ bycatch species

^ full retention of catch by fishermen

^ full utilization of deliveries by processors

8
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^ standards for percentages of species which most be processed for human consumptioa

^ minimization of regulatory discards (prohibited species)

^ 100% observer coverage on all vessels capable of carrying an observer

We are in complete i^reement with the direction these proposals are headed. Although

there is a long way to go from enactment of these measures to their implementation, we

feel that unless Congress gives this direction the progress toward diese goals will be slow

and uneven. Someone needs to set the standard. In this case it will be Congress. It will

then be up to each industry sector to bring itself into compliance with the new standards.

As far as the onshore processing sector is concerned, we are pleased to say that our

operatioiis are already close to meeting each of the new perfomiance standards specified

in the bill. For those standards which remain to be set we are confident that we will be

able to bring ourselves into compliance within the allotted dme. Let me emphasize that

our sector of the industry is proud of its record of 'ow discards, high utilization and

efficiency in processing. However, when the public reads stories about in the press about

the high rates of waste and discard by other sectors of the industry they do not distinguish

between the good operators and those who are wasteful The entire industry gets painted

as being unconcerned about the needless discard of millions of pounds of a publicly

owned resource which should be providing nutritious meals.

As an example of this problem we have attached to our testimony some press clippings

which focus on the waste issue. We have also attached some statistics from the most

recent fishing year which detail the monxious variance between industry sectors in terms

of discards, level of utilization and processing efficiency. We provide dns data not as a

means of bashing other operators, but as a way of showing that it is possible, under

current fishery management rules, to achieve die perfonnance standards outlined in the
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bill. Those who criticize these standards are doing so, we believe, not because they

cannot comply, but instead because it is easier and more profitable to continue operating

in a manner which shows little concern for waste. This is a dangerous and short-sighted

approach because until the entire industry is able to meet higher standards we will all be

blamed equally. As Senator Stevens has been telling us for many years now; if we aren't

proactive in dealing with these problems we will eventually have a solution forced upon

us that might be so stringent that we could not live with it It is far preferable, in our

opinion, to use the Council process to craft solutions -vhich accomplish the goal without

putting us all out of business.

This concludes my testimony. Thank you for inviting PSPA to appear today.

10
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Senator Stevens. Thank you, very much. Mr. Alverson?

STATEMENT OF ROBERT ALVERSON, MANAGER, FISHING
VESSEL OWNER'S ASSOCIATION

Mr. Alverson. Senator Stevens, Senator Gorton, I appreciate the
opportunity to testify this morning. I am Bob Alverson, represent-
ing the Fishery Vessel Owners' Association out of Seattle.

I would like to begin by referencing the recent Alaska Fisher-
men's Journal publication. Front page title is: Price Versus Ice. It

shows a crab boat laden with ice after fishing in the winter storms
in the Bering Sea.
As you know, Halibut/Sablefish ITQ program has began on

March 15th. It was blowing 70 yesterday in Sitka. It was blowing
50 this morning, I was told. One of the duties of our IFQ program
is we do not have to go fish in storms like this. We do not nave
to make the choice to chip ice. We can stay in port, and if you look
at the waterfront, the majority of the Seattle online fleet is still in

town, and they do not want to fish during the spring equinox. That
is the beauty of an IFQ program.
The rest of my testimony. Senator Stevens, focuses on Page 41

through 44 of the Guidelines On Individual Transferable Quotas.
We are concerned with four of those new guidelines.

The first one is in the middle of Page 41. It deals with fees. We
have testified in favor of fees. We have promoted fees in terms of
an IFQ program. However, we do note on Page 53 that our East
Coast brethren have a 5-year reprieve on not paying any fees on
IFQs. We feel if it is good enough for the West Coast, it is good
enough for the East Coast.
The next guideline
Senator Stevens. Cannot take blood out of a turnip.

Mr. Alverson. I represent a bunch of turnips. The second guide-
line says: Minimizes negative social and economic impacts on fish-

ery dependent communities. I refer to in our packets to a letter to

Earl Comstock fi-om our legal council, George Mannina. In regards
to this guideline, he says: This guideline will create litigation op-
tions. Local communities are specifically mentioned and given spe-
cial status. Congress has singled them out for special consideration.

We are not sure that that is exactly the case. We are concerned
that there may be a conflict with national standards for this, and
that you are not supposed to discriminate between residents of dif-

ferent States. In the past, fishery dependent communities seem to

have not included Bellingham and Poulsbo, but have been inter-

preted as those communities adjacent to the fish—where the fish-

eries are caught.
Our third concern is on Page 42, We are very concerned—right

in the middle of that page: This would require an open entry fish-

ery to be overlaid on top of our current IFQ program for halibut
and black cod which was just implemented on March 15th. There
is a requirement that in 3 years this would have to be done on
Page 43.

Allegedly this open fishery is designed for entry level fishermen.
The North Pacific Council, which is dominated fairly by Alaskans
on the Council, designed our program with ownership caps, vessel
size categories, block progjram, a bona fide crewmen definition. In
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addition to that, the State of Alaska provides for Alaska soft loans
through the Alaska Fishermen's Loan Program. The fees that are
mentioned in here, Senator Stevens, could be used to augment
those soft loans in Alaska, and the Capital Construction Fund
could be expanded to include crewmen so they can enjoy upward
mobility and purchase IFQs or Alaska licenses and salmon.
With regards to this particular guideline, I would quote from a

letter in our packet from the Kodiak Longline Vessel Association.

They state: This would cause—meaning this guideline—would
cause great economic and emotion turmoil. The programs are al-

ready in place, and investments in and decisions based on these
programs have taken place. These programs—meaning the guide-

lines—would result in mass confusion and economic hardship. They
proposed a savings clause for the halibut/sablefish program which
we endorse also.

Governor Tony Knowles, in a letter on the business side of not
entering IFQ litigation, states: Alaskans have borrowed and lent

money to buy and sell quota shares. A last minute disruption of the
program would cause hardship and uncertainty for many Alaskan
families and businesses. The 3-year requirement to roll over and
take these guidelines to existing IFQ programs would provide 3

years of uncertainty and probably an additional 2 years of litiga-

tion. As you know, we are already in litigation on the current IFQ
program.
On Page 44 is talked about the addition of survey processors and

processors being able to own IFQs. We support that. We suggest
the word "may" oe added in Line 15. Thank you.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Alverson follows:]
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Statement of Robert Alverson

Manager, Fishing Vessel Owners' Association

Before the

Subcommittee on Oceans and Fisheries

Senate Committee on Commerce, Science, and

Transportation

March 18, 1995

Mr. Chairman:

I appreciate the opportunity to provide a statement to the Subcommittee on the

subject of reauthorization ofthe Magnuson Fishery Conservation and Management Act. I

am mjinager of the Fishing Vessel Owners' Association, which is a trade association

representing owners of 85 hook-and-line fishing vessels. FVOA is based in Seattle. Our

vessels operate fi^om California to Alaska. I recently completed two terms of service as a

Member of the North Pacific Fishery Management Council.

The current reauthorization process for the Magnuson Fishery Conservation and

Management Act provides the Congress the opportunity to ensure that our system of

federal fisheries management serves fiindamental conservation goals and improves the

safety of our fisheries. I would especially ask the Subcommittee to consider the usefiilness

of individual fishing quotas as a device for achieving conservation and management goals

that are beyond the effective reach oftraditional regulatory measures. I am not proposing

that the Act be amended to mandate the establishment ofDFQs, because I do not regard

IFQs (or ITQs—individual transferable quotas) to be a universal panacea. There may be
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many cases in which other management measures are more appropriate, or where IFQs

cannot be rationally applied. However, because IFQs can be very helpful in addressing the

problems of various fisheries, the Act should not create disincentives or unwarranted

hurdles in the way that management option.

As the term suggests, EFQs provide specific quotas offish to particular individuals.

At the outset, quotas are based on historical panicipation in the fisheries and the prevailing

condition of the resources. IFQs can be transferred, subject to conditions and restrictions

calculated to achieve various management goals. Within broad parameters, EFQ holders

may harvest their quotas when the weather is safe and the markets are good. The holders

of IFQs thus enjoy fishing privileges that are aimed at effectively conserving the stocks,

promoting safety of life and property at sea, and maximizing the value of the product. If a

problem arises in the system, the responsible fishery management council and the

Commerce Department may adopt changes—or abandon IFQs altogether. If the Congress

finds that one or more IFQ programs give rise to major policy problems, remedial

legislation may be enacted. EFQs do not convey property rights for which there is a

Constititutional right of compensation to holders, in the event that the quotas are changed

or revoked. The public remains in flill and effective control of the resource.

I add that, wdth proper management, the harvest of renewable fisheries resources

provides economic benefits to productive members of our society, while depriving the

public of nothing. This, of course, distinguishes fisheries from non-renewable resources,

such as oil and gas, and hard rock minerals.

I have put a great deal of effort into the establishment of an IFQ system for the

halibut and sablefish fisheries in federal waters off the coast of Alaska. I supported that

system, because those fisheries simply could not be sustained with the continued use of
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traditional time and area closures and trip limits. There were too many vessels applying

too much effort to the harvest ofvery limited resources. In fact, over the years, the fleet

grew from hundreds to thousands of vessels, and the halibut season was reduced to a few

days of hysterical fishing per year. The sablefish fishery also suffered from increasing

pressure, and was destined to become as dangerous and wasteful as the halibut fishery. In

both the halibut and sablefish fisheries, people lost their lives and their vessels, product

quality declined, prices fell from episodic gluts in the market, and much of the catch was

wasted by hasty and otherwise bad handling practices.

For me, the loss of life in these fisheries was the major consideration in my move

toward a system of IFQs. I saw no alternative method of addressing compressed seasons

and overcrowded fishing grounds, in which the fishermen's fatigue and nature's violence

took an ever-increasing toll ofhuman lives. From that standpoint, the prevailing

management system could not be maintained, because its human cost was simply

intolerable. In the years, 1991-1993, there were 216 search and rescue efforts in the

halibut openings, alone. And that occurred over a total of 12 days of fishing in the three-

year period.

From the perspective of conservation, as well, the traditional management tools

could not produce sustainable halibut and sablefish fisheries. With thousands of vessels

operating in relatively small areas on discrete fish populations, time and area closures

could not be tightly enough configured to avoid excessive harvests and massive waste.

Shorter openings led fishermen to increase their gear and to fish 'round the clock.

Unlimited entry resulted in such great numbers of vessels that fisheries would spill over

onto less productive grounds, where bycatch impacts were greatly aggravated. Trip limits

led to "high-grading", that is, to the discard of large quantities offish, in order to ensure

that only the most valuable were retained. The sudden flood of product at the end of each
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opening led to oversupply and to depressed market prices. By way of example in relation

to the last point, the prices for U.S. halibut have typically been $1 .50 lower per pound

than for Canadian halibut that are harvested under an IFQ system. I will not go into detail

concerning the additional benefits ofthe IFQ system, but I will call your attention to

Congressional correspondence which called on the Secretary ofCommerce to approve the

new program. That correspondence is also attached to my prepared statement.

I feel that I must also focus on a particular aspect of S.39, the Sustainable Fisheries

Act", that is extremely troubling. S.39 would apply new statutory standards retroactively

to the existing Halibut/Sablefish I Fishing Qs. This proposal, if enacted, would unfairly

place this IFQ program, and its many benefits, in jeopardy.

The Halibut/Sablefish IFQ program emerged after a long history of carefiil

consideration by the North Pacific Fishery Management Council, the Commerce

Department, and the Congress. The first consideration of the program began in 1984, and

it was addressed by the Council in scores of meetings in the ten years following.

Testimony was received by the Council fi^om hundreds ofmembers of the public. The

program was subjected to the requisite scrutiny of the Department ofCommerce, during

the course ofwhich, interested Members of Congress urged approval and prompt

implementation. Most recently, the program withstood a challenge in federal District

Court in Alaska.

As in the case of any IFQ program, the one for halibut and sablefish conveys only

harvest privileges, not property rights for which a taking by the government would require

compensation under the United States Constitution. Therefore, the administering agency

and the Congress may readily choose to modify or even terminate this program.
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However, the legal right to change the program does not equate with sound policy reasons

for doing so at this time.

The program enters into effect on March 18, 1995. By the time the Act is

reauthorized, the program will have been operating for a matter of months. Therefor, any

action by Congress in the present reauthorization cycle to change the basic statutory rules

and to require consequent modification of the program would be entirely premature.

I urge that this program be given a reasonable opportunity to work. Then, if

Congress finds that there is a need to apply new statutory rules, because there are

significant problems that the Council and the Commerce Department cannot or will not

address, legislation can be enacted. For the many people, in government and in the private

sector, who labored for years to bring the program into being, a change of the rules just as

the program is being implemented would be entirely unfair.

It is also important to recognize that new statutory rules could lead to renewed

litigation. An error in the administrative process of applying the new rules to the existing

program could lead to a return to open access, derby fishing—precisely the result sought

by the plaintiffs in the litigation which has already occurred, and which is noticed for

appeal to the federal Circuit Court. The imposition by Congress of a fiirther risk to the

lives of fishermen, who now look forward to a system that will end the deadly race for fish

and reduce the threats to their lives, is entirely unjustifiable. The adverse conservation and

economic effects would also be very serious, were the program to be overturned.

Consequently, as this new and promising program gets underway, the opposition to

legislation carrying the risk of a retreat to the evils of the old system will be very intense.
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There are certain, discrete and relatively non-controversial issues—requirements for

fees and a system of lien registry for EFQs—that Congress may properly choose to address

in a manner that applies to all IFQ programs. These issues do not threaten the basic fabric

and benefits of the Halibut/Sablefish IFQ program. As for other matters, such as the

fundamental standards applying to that program, a more conservative, wait-and-see

approach to legislation is in order at this time.

An "anti-retroactivity provision" is proposed for inclusion in any legislation that

would otherwise apply new standards to the existing Halibut/Sablefish IFQ program. This

provision of course leaves open the option to change the statutory rules for the program in

future, should developments warrant, and to modify the program through the

administrative process under the prevailing provisions of the Act, in the meantime. I note

that the pending legislation might properly require the Secretary ofCommerce to provide

annual reports on the Halibut/Sablefish EFQ program and similar such programs to the

Congress. That would facilitate the identification of any problems that might require

legislative solutions.

In closing, I would like to make it clear that I am not here as a missionary for IFQs

in all fisheries, nationwide. It vAW be up to responsible government officials and fishermen

to decide how the various fisheries should be managed. However, after years of

experience in fisheries management and based upon close analysis, I have every reason to

believe IFQs v«ll ensure that the halibut and sablefish fisheries~and perhaps others-will

be sustainable for the indefinite future.

Thank you.
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Propnstd Amendment to H.R. 39 and S.39

"Aati-retroacdvity PTOvisioiL-(a) Nothing in this Act shall be apphed retroactively to (1) the

Regulatory Amendment Aifecting the Fishery for Pacific Halibut in and off the State of Alaska,

Amendment 15 to tiie Fishery Management Plan for the Groundiish Fishery of the Bering Sea

and Aleutian Islands, and Amendment 20 to the Fishery Management Plan for Groundfish ofthe

GulfofAlaska, approved by the Secretaiy on January 29, 1993, and the regulations promulgated

in iniplementatlon ofeach such Amendment on November 9, 1993 ; and (2) any amendment to

any such Amendment and any regulations promulgated pursuant to any amendment

"(b) ExceptiotL-Subsection (a) shall not apply to fees or a hen registry system that may be

established pursuant to the provisions of this Act"
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Explanation of Anti-retroactivity Provision

S.39 would apply new statutory standards r^roactively to the existing Halibut/Sablefish Individual

Fishing Quotas in Alaskan waters. It is possible that H.R.39 may be amended to include a similar

requirement. Such a proposal, if enacted, would unfairly place this IFQ program, and its many benefits,

in jeopardy.

The Halibut/Sablefish IFQ program emerged after a long history of careftil consideration by the North

Pacific Fisher>' Management Council, the Commerce Department, and the Congress. The first

consideration of the program began in 1984, and it was addressed by the Council in scores of meetings in

the ten years following. Testimony was received by the Council from himdreds of members of the public.

The program was subjected to the requisite scrutiny of the Department of Commerce, during the course of

which, interested Members of Congress urged approval and prompt implementation. Most recently, the

program withstood a challenge in federal District Court in Alaska.

The program conveys only harvest privileges, not property rights for which a taking by the government

would require compensation imder the United States Constitution. Therefore, the administering agency

and the Congress may readily choose to roodiiy or even terminate the program. However, the legal right

to change the program does not equate with sound policy reasons for doing so at this time.

The program enters into effect on March 15, 1995. Any action this year by Congress to change the basic

statutory rules and to require consequent modification of the program would be entirely premature. The
program should be given a reasonable opportunity to work, and then, if Congress finds that there is a need

to apply new rules because there are significant problems that the Council and the Commerce Department

caimot or will not address, legislation can be enacted. For the many people, in government and in the

private sector, who labored for years to bring the program into being, a change of the rules just as the

program is being implemented would be entirely im&ir.

It is also important to recognize that new statutory rules could lead to renewed litigation. An error in the

administrative process of applying the new rules to the existing program could lead to a return to open

access, derby fishing-precisely the result sought by the plaintiffs in the litigation which has already

occured, and which is noticed for appeal to the federal Circuit Court. The imposition by Congress of a

further risk to the lives of fishermen, who now look forward to a system that will end the deadly race for

fish and reduce the threats to their lives, is entirely unjustifiable. The adverse conservation and economic

effects would also be very serious, were the program to be overturned. Consequently, the opposition to

legislation carrying that risk will be very intense.

There are certain, discrete and relatively non-controversial issues—requirements for fees and a system of

lien registry for IFQs-that Congress may properly choose to address in a manner that applies to all IFQ
programs. These issues do not threaten the basic fiibric and benefits of the Halibut/Sablefish IFQ
program. As for other matters, such as the fimdamental standards applying to that program, a more
conservative, wait-and-see approach to legislation is in order.

•
An "Anti-retroactivity provision" is proposed for iiKlusion in any legislation that would otherwise apply

new standards to the existing HaUbut/Sablefish IFQ program. This provision leaves open the option to

change the statutory rules for the program in fiiture, should developments warrant. Accordingly, the

pending legislation might properly require the Secretary of Commerce to provide atmual reports to the

Congress on that program.
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O'CONNOR & HANNAN, l.L.P.
ATTORNEYS AT LAW

SUITE 800
»I9 FCNNSYLVANIA AVENUE N.W

VUASHIN6TON. ac. 20006-3483

I20SI B87-I400

OEORGE J, MANNINA, JR. FAX 1208) 466-SIBa

March 14, 1995
j

Via Telefax

Mr. Earl Comstock

Legislative Director

Office of Senator Ted Stevens

522 Hart Sepatc Office Building

Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Bad:

Per OUT conversation, I have reviewed the ITQ piovinons in S.39. There were several

technical issues I spotted which I thought I would call to your attention foi you to decide whether

they are consistent with the intended policy of S.39. For example, on page 44, lines 8-9, S.39

states an ITQ does not constitute a property right. Do youmean ITQs do not constitute property

for any purpose or do you mean ITQs do not constitute a property right for which compensation

must be paid pursuant to the U.S. Constitution ifthere is an amendment to the FMP which

modifies or revokes the ITQ? Applicable Judicial precedents provide that federal or state permits

may be property for certain purposes such as collateral for loans, inheritance, etc., but arc not

property with respect to the takings provision of the U.S. Constitution. Although language at

page 44, lines 9-14 suggests this provision is intended to address the takings issue, the language

at lines 8-9 appears much broader.

At page 4 1 , lines 1 0- 1 2, S.39 imposes a requirement that all ITQ plans be "consistent

with the requirements fbr limited access established under Section 303(b}(<r)." Since an ITQ plan

is considered a limited access system under existing precedent and is already governed by

Section 303(b)(c), a court could reasonably Assume Congress acted with some newpurposp in

approving this part of S.39. One possible interpretation is that use ofthe word "consistent" on

page 41, line 10 requires something more than is now required under Section 303(b)(6).

Existing Section 303(b)(6) requires the Secretary to "take into account" certain factors in

establishing a limited access systetiL The words "take into account" have been interpreted as

meaning the Secretary must consider these &ctors but need not structure a limited access system

such that each factor is a required component ofthe limbed access system. Does use ofthe word
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Mr. Earl Comslock

March 14, 1995

Page 2

"consistent" mean that each fector is a required element vrbich must be included in an ITQ plan?

If it is your intent to change the existlag Section 303(bX6) requirements, you may wish to spell it

out to avoid future litigation involvioe the interpretation ofthe language. I^ however, your

intent is to simply restate the applicability of Section 303(bX6) without change, you may wish to

delete the language at page 41, lines 10-12 and rely on existing precedent Alternatively, you

could insert language in S.39 stating an ITQ system is considered a limited access system, thus

providing by statute that the Section 303(b)(6) ftctors are considered in developing an ITQ
program.

Similarly, at page 41, line 13, S39 provides an ITQ system must promote conservation.

Since an ITQ system is conaidered an allocation, the promotion of conservation requirement

would already apply because ofNational Standard 4. I am not certain why promoting

conservation is set out separately Jn S.39 unless your purpose is to provide by law that an ITQ
system is considered an allocation. If so, you could also accomplish your purpose by stating an

ITQ system is an allocation within the meaning ofNational Standard 4.

The issue ofthe relationship between S.39 and the existing provisions ofNational

Standard 4 raises other questions with respect to the language on page 4 1 , lines 1 7-20. As you

know, National Standard 4 requires diat any allocation be "&ir and equitable." Since that would

already apply to any ITQ system, the question becomes what is intended by the additional

language in S.39 that the allocation be &ir and equitable "and" minimize negative social ana

economic impacts on fishery dependent communities. Using "and" as the word linking these

clauses establishes them as co-equal requirements which must be satisfied. Thus, if the Council

is considering several ITQ systems, all ofwhich are fair and equitable, the Council would be

required to adopt the one which "minimizes" adverse impacts on local communities. This will

create litigation options in which plainti£Gs' attorneys will argue that local commimities are in the

most favored position since the ITQ plan must "minimize" any adverse impact on such

communities. Thus, a court might rule that when a conflict occurs between the fair and equitable

clause and the "minimize" clause, the local communities prevail since they are specifically

mentioned and given special status. Alternatively, it is possible a court could reconcile any

conflict between the two clauses by asserting they are sequential in that first you minimize

impacts on local communities since Congress has singled them out for special consideration and

whatever is left is allocated &irly and equitably among other interests. Is the policy of S.39 that

local conunuxiities be given a {seeminent and special position or is the policy that their needs be

given consideration consistent with the fair and equitable standard? The language of S.39 may
well lead to litigation by people suggesting it is the former. It would be helpful to clarify your

intent

The language on page 42, lines 3-16 raises questions regarding how these provisions

relate to existing Section 303(bX6). For example, on page 42. at lines 8-10, S.39 requires the

Council to address "factors" in maldng initial allocations and in determining ITQ ownership

eligibility. Are those factors different from the considerations included in Section 303(b)(6)(A)
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Mr. EbtI Comstock

March 14. 1995

Page 3

and (B)7 Similarly, does the language regarding limitations on coosolidating ITQs at page 42,

lines 10-1 1 imply something different fiiom the restriction on the acquisition ofexcessive shares

offishing privileges in National Standard 4? RegaidlesB ofhow these issues are resolved, you

may wish to consider what is intended by the word "address" on page 42, line 3. Do you mean

the Council is to take the five issues listed in subparagraph (B) into account and consider them,

or do you mean that the Council must specifically establish a system which contains provisions

focused on each of these issues? .

The language at page 42, lines 17-23 may raise constitutional issues. As you know, a

similar proposal was considered in the contend of the halibut and sablefish ITQ plan. NMFS
attorneys raised questions whether this provision would violate the port preference clause of the

Constitution.

Having raised these technical/policy issues, I would like to turn to the principal issue of

concern to the Fishing Vessel Owners Association. The Association would like to avoid having

to re-litigate the halibut and sablefish ITQ plan based on the retroactive application ofnew

standards of law. Depending on how some of the issues discussed above are resolved, the

requirement of S.39 that all the plans be brought into compliance with S.39 within three years

could result in the Council reconsidering and redoing the plan, thereby leading to new litigation.

Even if the Council determines the existing halibut and sablefish ITQ plan meets the relevant

requirements, it is reasonable to assume that opponents ofthe plan will initiate litigation arguing

the Council has misinterpreted these standards and that the halibut and sablefish ITQ plan does

not comply with the standards.

After you have had an opportunity to review this, I would be pleased to talk further with

you.

With warm peraonal regards.

/)kp.]367l
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ftugwiit 11, 1993

Th« Henorabl* B^rbAfa nrnnklin
9«or«tAry of Coaaaro* '

V,». 0«p«rtaent of CoMMro*
Conatltutlon Jkv«. t "" 8t. V.H.
Mk«)an9tMI, O.C. 30339

0««r S«crstary nranXllni

Aa ito«>)B«ra of th« Waahln^ton ec«t« cangr*»»ionftl «»l«g«^«A,
w« reproMnc nunarndo ckf flahanwn «tio harvaat halibut vA
aablaf lah off tha cnaat of Alaaka. N* hava ravtawad tha (

potantial of tha prenant proooaal t>y tA« NortA Paolfio FiktMry
K«na^a»«nt Counoil. for Individual vlahlng Quotaa (IWQ>9), Mi
tKarafor* racoawmtf approv*! and adoption ot Xbm m /!• tor
theaa flaharlaOi

IM atronqly (wllav* that teha i»piawawta>iaiv eC zrc'a wauld
JBrlna vitAl improvaaenea to ttia ooRMirvation and MM^oaent Qt
th« VKluabl* halibut and aabjaftah fiahariod byt

— iaprovlng •^f^^Yi inoKMalng h«rva*t vtiuo and quality o<
preduot tot conauaara. and raduelno a**' loaaaa through
allainatloa of tha "apan aoeaaa eiabln« darbiaa* that
liava baan charaotarlsad by traqlo Injurlaa and loaaaa «t
lira, vaataful dlaoaron ac laaa aarkatabla fiah* paOT
product ouallty, and ooatly gaar oonf lloca^

» dlntrltnitlng "Quota Sharaa" aqultably tbrouqb a foraula
baaad an hlaverioal partioipatlon in taa tlaftaclaai

•• allowing a narkat-baaad crana'ar of flahln^ prlvllagaa/
untla prot«<:tlng tha broad aaployaant baaa, Haintalivliiq
tha divacalty or ovnarahlp or tko f la«tai and pvaaaievinf
tha ralativa partlojpatlon of tba lar^ar and aaallar
vaaaala through roaaonabla llNltii on tba ooneantration
ana tranaxar of quo^a aharaai

— providing auatalnabla aconoalo davalopaant opportunltiaa
(or aaall ouaatal oa—unitlaa • in Alaaka throtagh a
guarantaa of tha availability of a ai«aifleant portion of
tha raaouroa t»r thai* uaa<

M you ara awara, tha Mortb Paoifie Piahary ManagaMtit
Counoil casafiUiy Uitvwlwiiad tb« propoaad m ayataa ovar a pariod
o< fiva yaara, tUiing a vaat array of nanaga«ant altamativaa
into aooount. Tha publio partiolp«tad fully w4 OM MafcloMA

J
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•nd polioy guiaaoo* tbruugbout the proo«»t. «• b«ll«v« tiMt th«
zro ayaCM off^rA urgantly n««4«<l raltaf (ro» X»* mym* MCaty,
eenvfttfvktlon, and aaonoMle preblama whloh bitv* lacrwvuinvly
plagued th*M ov«fMpXt«lli«d ri«h«rl«i<

N« rvquast that tlM XnaividiMl figttinq Qiwtu (XrQ) vystM
IM lii]plnMnt«4 without dtlay.

/T^ >*^ aino»r»iy.

71>^Afla^

UM.kU
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State of Alaska

Office of the Governor

TONY KNOWLES
Governor

P.O. Box 110001
JuiMau, Alaska 99811-0001

NEWS RELEASE
i-mi

Bob King
Praas SecTBtaiy

907-46S-3S00

FAX: 907-466-3533

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE: March 9, 1995 95-61

\

KNOWLES ANNOUNCES RESOLUTION OF IFQ

JURISDICTIONAL QUESTION

Federal CtHnmitmenl is Factor in State Doclnon
to not Join IFQ App«al

Governor Tony Knowles announced today that he has obtained commitnients from

the federal goverrunent reaffirming the state's authoritY to manage fisheries within

state territorial waters. The National Marina Fisheries Service INMFS) has also

committed to coordinate with the state to resolve future juriBdictional issues. Those
statements, contained In a racent letter to Knowles, were a key factor in the

state's decision not to file a briaf in support of a lawsuit challenging the federal

government's ref:ent decision to implement a quota share system in the sablefish

and halibut fisheries off Alaska.

Many Alaska fishenTwn have objected to the quota shore system, known as

Individual Fishing Quotas or IFQs, fearing it may exclude many resident, small-boat

fishermen. The state raised its own concerns regarding jurisdiction. The state

objected to the process used by the federal government to extend sablefish IFQs

into a small portion of state waters. But the federal government has now agreed to

follow a process in the future which recognizes and protects the state's

jurisdictional rights.

According to NMFS regional director Steve Pennoyer, "NMFS concedes that all

existing state laws governing fishing in state waters would remain in effect and the

state would retain jurisdiction and authority to promulgate additior^al fishery laws

that could nullify these federal measures in state waters.* I

"It is not NMFS' intent to challenge the state's authority to manage fisheries in

state waters,* Pennoyer added.

Resolving the jurisdictional issue was a main factor in the state's decision not to

file a brief in support of the Alliance Against IFQ's in their ongoing lawsuit against

the quota share program. The Alliance is planning to appeal an unfavorable ruling

to the 9th Circuit Court arKl had requested that the state join in the case as a friend

of the court.
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Jurisdiction -2-2-2- March 9, 1995

"A portion of the IFQ suit which has direct implications for the state, and one
which I feel compelled to address as Governor, is that of jurisdiction," Knowles
said in a letter to Alliance members. "It Is Important that the federal government
understand that the state objects to the specific way that the preemption was
handled in this instance, and that we will not tolerate preemption actions without
the strict adherence to Magnuson Act procedures In the future. I am confident that

the process to which NMFS has agreed offers the state at least as much assurance

and protection as we could have gained in the courtroom."

The state has other concerns with the Alliance lawsuit. The suit initially challenged

the Community Development Quota (CDQ) program as a part of the IFQ regime.

Knowles is a strong advocate of the CDQ program, which has brought fishing jobs

and income to many residents of western Alaska. While the Alliance does not

intend to pursue the CDQ portion of their suit in their appeal, Knowles said that the

Issues may not be severable and may, in fact, put a portion of the CDQ program at

risk.

While saying that he is still uncomfortable with aspects of the IFQ plan, Knowles
pointed to the fact that the halibut season, under the IFQ system, is scheduled to

open lees than one week from now. The Alliance's appeal Is likely to be filed as

fishermen bait their hooks.

"Thousands of Alaskans, even many who have objected to the IFQ program, have

resigned themselves to the fact that this program is becon^ng a reality and are

endeavoring to move ahead and participate in these fisheries," Knowles said.

"Fishermen and processors have essentially begun their season assuming an IFQ

management regime will be in place. Boats and gear are being purchased, upgraded
and worked on. Alaskans have borrowed and lent money to buy and sell quota

shares. While I agree that the IFQ program presents some potential negative

impacts, I must also acknowledge that a last minute disruption of the program

would also cause hardship and uncertainty for many Alaska families and

businesses.

"At this point, the rrtost constructive thing for those of us with concerns about the

ha libul ami tiab lgfish IFQ program to do. Is to put our heads together and took for

ways to improve this program and address the problems it presents to Alaskans,"

Knowles said.

-30-
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Statf o» Alaska
o«d or t>« auMIMMI

The AUiince Againsi WQa
P.O. Box 237

.Seldovia, AK 99663

neir Memben oFtbe Alliance Astinit IFOf:

1 «n writing to Infoim you that ibe ttaiB will not lUe m Anucw Brief widi the 9th Ciniult

Court in the upcomiog q>petl of the AIEance kwsat cfaaUoigiog the hBlibnt and ubleflub
Individual Fishery QiotB QFO) program, and to explain ny ntaata tot this dedsioiL

My personal phiJotophy is to b.\ct open aK>x$s nmmsenmoi of flaheriec aid to oppoiic

privatization of public rtsourccs. There are tqany aapeOi, both ijemnl and iptcHic, about thfi

halibut and sablefisb D-'Q ptogntn whldi ercatiy concern mc. As you know, I tertifled against

TFQs at The Notth Pacific Fi^herv- MaaafemoU Couai:il. It is tnily unfortunate Qiat this

program was pushed through the proceis befotc Hi itaay flawj, loopholw, and polentially

negalive ixnpiieUi could be ctMTCClcd.

I hove given careflil eonsidctation to ihe lan-suil ajipeal, and li) the legal and practical optioiu

and asiped« of State invoWcmcnL A decbicn had to be reached wttiin the cottfoxt of bow far

along we were in (he iinpiernenliitloii of the IFQ pfOiapaiiL WUIe the prospect of diinipling

progress of the IPQ prognm may have be«n an a|«p«aljiig option yeats, or even several montlu
Hi;o. we cannot ignotr fiie fad ttiat the halibu: fishktg aetton is now scheduled to begia under

this systetn in less that) a week. Thousands Of Alariiina. even tnaiiy who have objected to the

WQ pmgram, have concluded that this program is btcoiniflf a reali^. Fishermen aikd

procetsors have etseatially begun their seuoti assuming aa IFQ managetnoit rvgiine. Boab
and gear arc being purchased, upioade^ «k] worked on. Alaskaos have borrowed and lent

money to buy and seU quota »han:s. Whik I cooeiir thai Ae i?Q program pfeteots SOffle*

potential negative impBeta. I must also ackno«-lede» that htsl-tnhiute disruption of tha

proKram would also cause hardship and tucenasnty for OVIOy Alaska families and businesses.

A puillon of (ha tPQ uat which has dkod implications for the state, nod one which I Ibol

compelled to addtcwi u Oovouoi. ij (hail uTjunsdiction. That issue. wUdi was
(he tubjcct of the Aiaictii Brief filed by the slate hi iho lower cuiirt, is (he ({uestion of whether

the National Marine Fisheries Service 04MFS) followed the proper prcctnptivo proce(lur<)i, as

spelled out in the Magnuson Act. when BssumtDB managgaicnt judsdiciioa over state waters for

the .^ablc^lsh IFO prognun. It b knpoftaot thai the federal gaVcmmcnt underaland tiJiot Ibe

Mate objects to the specific way the pRMinpdon wu handled in this instance, and that wt will

not (ol«Tal« pfcemptiOQ iicUaas without auict'adh«anee to Magmiaan Act procedures In tnc

future.
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Alliuce Against IFQa

March 9, 1995

Page Two

My AdmiiuBtration inhiBled disca^sinni with tfie NMTS ea this mutter. I aai plaased to np^n
that this effbtt hu been jucccssful. NMFS has acknowledged the itate's authority lA nanagr
fiahehes in state waters, 1 am confident that the praceu to which tht NMFS kw agMefl ntbn
the state at least as mudi B»sunu)cc and protection a$ we couid liave gained in the ccurtrooni

Enclosed for your inibimatioiu is a copy <.>r a letter si^ed by Steve Pennoyer. AJaaka Region
director ofNMFS. la this letter Mf. Penni^ycr acknowied^s the stale's CotKcni and layi out n
ftamework for a process within which the state and federal govcmncnt will handle prwoiptiou

actions in the fiihire.

As a fiaal point, while I understand that the Alliance dans not pbm to appeal the >ptd6a

challenge to the Community Ocvclopmem Quota (CDQ) pmgnm cootained in your Itwsuit b
Ibc lower court there it a qu^tion about whether CDOt would bl found to be severable tta^

the rest of the JFQ protrain. Furthcmioie. 1 undontand that die Alliance will arj|ue a(»init

cverability of the two issues if the question arises in the appeal. As I am sure you are aware,

I am a strong advocate of tht current CDO program. 1 believe it is one of (h« moit successful

fffibrts ever undertaken In rural economic developmcut. and its henofits reach Rtatewidt!. I find

tbo potential riak to the CDQ proisrain to be a main detcnott to stale Involvement hi the IFQ
lawsuit appeal.

I know that the AlUance and nuuiy others will be deeply disappointed thai the state has decided

not to file a brief in your appeal. While 1 share many of your concents about the IFQ
progrann, my responsibility is to weigh the many aspects of the isMC and take state action

which I believe to be the best and most approptiat* ai Ifais lime.

Ai this point, the most constructive diing for us to do b to put our hc&ds toeether and look for

ways to ioiprovc this proeram. We must fnid ways to tnalic this program work for the

Alaskan jobs, famihes, Dod coastal communities which are so dependent upon these &^eiies.

We nixd to ensure adequate enforcement and safety, and access to financing of quota share

purebaaes for Alaskan Ssbenncn. I look forward to woikinjt with you on our many otantnon

goals, and hope that you will continue to share your ideas and coacems with my ofiice.

Smceruly,

A^ /iu^

, Eiidmun; . .
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March 10, 1995

Honorable Don Young, Chainnaa

House Committee oa Rcsoarc«s

U.S. House of Representattv««

Washington, D.C

Fax; (202) 225-1542

RE: Magnusoo Act Ameodments

Congressman Yousg:

Tlie Kodiak Longline Vessel Owoen' Association represents €bied-gear fisliermcn involved

in crab and groundflsli fisheries in the Gutf of Alaska and die North PadSo. We are writing

to sliare with yoa our coocems about proposed amendments to the Magnuson Act and the

possible adverse repercussions they will have.

It [$ our understanding that certain language in the correat draft (tf S 39 will be included

in a draft of H-R. 39 updated by the Fisheries Subcommittee. Of particular concern to us

is the language jvoposed to amend Section 303, sabsectfams (0(2)(B)} and (0(3)-

The language io subsection (f)(3) win serve to eviscerate the current North Pacific haUbut
and sableSsh [TQ programs. Requiring that the maoagement plan including these ITQ
program! 'be amended...to be consistent with this eubtection and any other applicable

provisions of this Act* would only cause the entire issue of halibut and sablefish ITQ
programs to be revisited. This would cause great economic and emotional turmoil.

Considering that: the programs are already in place; investmeBts io and decisions based on

these programs have already taken place; and the season is poised to open on March 15,

any such belated efforts to 'amend" these programs would result in mass confusion stid

economic hardshqi. We propose the following addition:

"(a) Nothing in this Act shaD be applied retrooctb^ to the Regulatoiy

Amendment Affecting the Fbhery for PadSc Halibut in and off the State of

Alaska, Amendment IS to the Fishery Management Plan for the GroundGsh

Fishery of the Bering Sea and Aleutian Islands, and Amendment 20 to the

Fishery Management Plan for Croundfish of the Gulf of Alaska, approved by
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tbe Secretary on Jamiaiy 29, 1993, and the regulations promulgated in

implemestatioD of each such Amendinent on November 9, 1993 Attd on any

date subsequent thereto.

(b) Ejiception. - Subsection (a) shall not apply to fees or a lien regbtiy

system that may established pursuant to the provisions of this Act"

The reference in subsections (0(2)(B) to 'piovjde a portioo of tbe annual harvest for estiy-

level fishenuen or small vessel owners who do not hold individual transferable quotks"

would not only be redundant, in light of current regulations in the halibut and sablefish

programs, but would further dilute the harvest available to cnnent ITQ participimts. A
limited entry program is, as its natne implies, avaihible to only a limited number of

participants.

There arc already regulatoiy provisions in the haUbut and sablefiah programs to provide

small amounts, or "blocks" of quota share for entiy-level fishermen or small vessel owners.

These blocks are protected firoffl consolidation so that they will endure is attainable

amounts. Protected to such an extent that in some cases it win not be ecoaomlcal]y feasible

to harvest such small amount!) even for the eatiy-levtl fisherman or anall vessel owner.

Any portions withheld from the annual harvest, purportedly to assist the entry-level

fisherman, would only further the devaluation of these blocks; thereby decreasiiig real

economic opportunities for entry-level fishing. In order to keep these fisheries truly

accessible on an entry-level, we would like this lan^age to be deleted from any proposed

draftofRR. 39.

We hope that you will carefully consider tbe proposals we have presented and the possible

implications if these concerns are not addressed.

Sincerely,

Bin Wolfe

Trevor McCabe
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KOOIAK LONGUNE *I^M 326 center avenue, pjo. box
VESSEL OWNERS'ASSOCIAnON W^T^w ^

^kodiak. Alaska weis

HALIBUr • SABLEFISH • PAOFICCOD • CRAB

March 10, 1995

Honoiabk Pon Youogi Chaiiman

House Committee on Resources

U.S. House of Rcprescntalives

Washington, D.C

Fax: (202) 22S-1542

RE: Magnuson Act Amcndmcoti

Coagressmaa Youn^

The Kodiak Longlinc Vcsel Owners' Association reprcsoits fixed-gear fishermen inched
in crab and groandfiah Baheiies in the Golf of Alaska and &e North Pacific. We are writing

to share with you our ooocems about propoied amendments to the Magnuson Act and the

possible adverse repetcussions they will have.

It is our understanding that certain language in the current draft of S 39 win be included

in a draft of RR. 39 updated by the Fisheries Sabcommittee. Of paiticiilar concern to us

is the language proposed to amend Scctioii 3f3, sabsecthniK (1)(2)(B); and (0(3).

The language hi subsection (f)(?) win serve to eviscerate the current North Pacific halibut

and sablefish ITQ programs. Requiring that the managonent plan including these ITQ
programs lie amended-to be consistent with this sutnection and any other applicable

provisions of this Act* would only cause the enth-e issue of haUrat and sable&h ITQ
programs to be revialed. This would cause great economic and emotional tuimoiL

Considering that: the programs are already in place; investments in aixl decisions based on

these programs have alrotdy taken place; and the season is poised to open on March 15,

any such bdated efforts to 'amend* these programs would result in mass confusion and
economic hardship. We propose the fc^Iowing addjlicw:

*(a) Nothing in this Act shall be applied retroactively to the Regulatory

Amendment Affecting die Fishery for PadQc Halibut hi and off the State of

Alaska. Amendment 15 bi the nshery Managicmcst Plan for the Groundfish

Fishery of the Bering Sea and Aleutian islaads, and Amendment 20 to the

Fisbeiy Management Plan for Groundfish of the Gulfd Alaska, approved by
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the Secretaiy on Januaiy 29, 1993, and the regolations promulgated in

implemestatioii of each such Afflendment on November 9, 1993 and oa any

date subsequent thereto.

(b) Ezcepb'on. - Subseotioo (a) shall not apply to fees or a lien registiy

tystem that may established pursuant to the provisions of this Act"

The reference In subsections (fi(2)(B) to 'provide a portion of the annual harvest for 4ntry-

level fishermen or small vessel owners vlho do not hold individual transferable quotas"

would not only be reduadaot, in light of current regulations In the hafibut and sahlefish

programs, but would further dihite the harvest available to current ITQ participants. A
limited entiy program is, as its name implies, available to onfy a limited number of

participants.

There are already regulatory provisions in the bah'but and sablefish programs to provide

small amounts:, or "blocks' of quota share for entiy^level Qshennen or smaQ vessel owners.

These blocks are protected firom consolidation so that they wiU endure ia attainable

amounts. Protected to such an extent that io some cases it will not be economically feasible

to harvest such smaQ amounts, even for the entiy-level Ssherman or small vessel owner.

Any portions withheld from the annual harvest, puiportedfy to assist the entry-level

fisherman, would only further the devaluation of these bloolo; thereby decreasing real

economic opportunities for entiy-level fishing. In order to keep these fisheries truly

accessible on ao entiy-Ievel, we would like this language to be deleted from any proposed

draftofRR. 39.

AVe hope that you will carefully consider the proposals we have presented and the possibk

implications if these concerns are not addressed.

Sincerely,

Robert J. V^jim

President

cc: BiU Wolfe

Trevor McCabe
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Drew Seal zl
41AB3 Redoubt CJrc1«
Homar , M aska 99&03
ph 707-235-6359
fax 907-23S-427B

Senator Ted Stevens
United Stattia Sonato
Si22 Hart B)d9.
Washington, D.C. 209l<>--0201

March 1 , X995

Dear ^nator Stavsnsi

About « week ago I spoke with Carl Comstock re9ar*dln9 the
reauthourlzatlon o-f Magnutson and Sanate Bill 39 introduced
by you and Senator nurkowsKl. Earl to his credit has laid to)

refit fievera) concerns many of us have had regarding the
bill.

Earl assures me that the IFQ pi an for hal Ibut and
sableflab Mould not be reaubinltted for revien by the
Secretary of Comnerce unless it was inconslstant with the
MagnuBon rewrite. This Is comforting only if we know it will
remain conslstant after the rsHrlte. To be consistant we
Mill be at the whims of future councils which is subject to
appointment oy a democratic governor who does not like IFQsi

This concerns us !

Much heart and soul was put into the IFQ plan by the
"small boat fleet". Now, comments from other groups
designing the comprehensive rationalization plan, are
wanting to revisit the hal ibut/sablef ish plan in a few
yearsi This is certainly inappropriate. Those who opposed
the 1 ongi Ine plan, chose to fight each other in the
allocation battles, and now er^e still at great odds at
addressing the by-catch issue, are thos« Mho wish to revisit
our plan in a few years, and for what purpose 7 I'm sure wa
Mill find a few bugs in the system but, wa will address then
through the cauncil process with regulatory amendment. We do
not need tha direct ion from the trawl fleet or special
interact groups dictating change to the hal ibut/sablsf ish
IKQ plan.
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One 1««t thing ws -FvmI noedo c1 arW Icatien 1« the sntry
level Accfisfl 'for fishermen. If this is up to tha «r8«
councils, then A^aln we can live with this. If by our
reading of this ws Are correct in *«s<.iailng the Sitka Block
amendment does not qualify for •ntry I awl fishermen i thfch

our plan is Already inconals^tent.

PI esse clarify «nd estffbl ish that the entry level ia
determined by the councils. To the secretary entry level nay
mean purchase of shares not required versus InltlAl
investAient purchasing a ttnall amount •

Senator thanfc-you for al 1 your work on Magnusen and many
of U3 here on the Kenai Peninsula wish you all the success
on this very important piece of legislation.

Sincesrely

Drew Seal 3

i
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Senator Stevens. I am trying to keep up with where you were.
You ran through that very fast. Next is John Bundy.

STATEMENT OF JOHN BUNDY, PRESIDENT, GLACIER FISH
COMPANY, SEATTLE, WASHINGTON

Mr. BuNDY. Senator Stevens, I am John Bundy, manager of the
Glacier Fish Company, and I appreciate you and Senator Gorton's
interest in fisheries issues in the North Pacific.

Our company is owned and operated by fishermen. We own and
operate two factory trawlers. In addition to that, we own and oper-

ate a factory longliner jointly with our CDQ partner. Our CDQ
partner is Norton Sound, which represents the 15 northernmost
CDQ communities. We employ 250 employee annually, mostly from
the States of Washington and Alaska. Our Alaska employees are
mostly from the CDQ communities. Our work force is very diverse.

We pay wages that have allowed even our lowest paid processors
to purchase homes and attend colleges and start businesses. I am
very proud to be associated with the factory trawler fleet and in

particular, Glacier Fish Company.
I am also very proud of our CDQ partnership with the Norton

Sound people. Our fleet, the factory trawler fleet, created the
American cod fishery in the Bering Sea in the early 1980's and cre-

ated the American pollock fishery in the Bering Sea in the mid-
80's. More recently we have pioneered development of several
value-added product lines. Since 1992, the factory trawler fleet has
provided the economic engine that drives the CDQ programs.

In my testimony this morning, I would like to touch on three
general areas involved in the Act. One is the State of the fisheries

in the North Pacific; one is CDQ and one is ITQs.
I have been quite surprised by the attacks that we have experi-

enced on those who have risked their lives and fortunes to Ameri-
canize the fisheries, and we would appeal to you.
Senator Stevens, and you. Senator Gorton, to be aware of certain

basic facts, and I know you already are aware about the North Pa-
cific fisheries.

Those are; one, the fisheries—the groundfish stocks—are in fact

healthy. Two Bering Sea is not overfished. I want to repeat the
simple fact that we have heard already this morning that the Ber-
ing Sea groundfish stocks are very conservatively managed. I have
attached in my testimony the 8-year history of groundfish stocks,

which illustrates the scientific evidence showing that actual har-
vests over the past 8 years have been 25 percent less than the al-

lowable biological eaten.

In contrast to charges from alarmists, discards in the Bering Sea
do not constitute a biological problem. So, let us put this in context.

The overall rate of discards from the Eastern Bering Sea ground-
fish fisheries by all ^ear groups is less than most major U.S. fish-

eries. Also, our primary fishery in the Eastern Bering Sea,
midwater pollock, has the highest retention rate of any fishery in

the world and one of the lowest bycatch rates in the world.
Let me turn to the CDQs. The CDQ experience teaches how we

can improve our healthy resource even further and enhance its val-

ues. The pollock CDQ program has an amazing success story in the
short amount of time that it has existed. By the end of this year,
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it will have accomplished $80-million in revenues to CDQ commu-
nities from pollock quota; $4-million paid in direct wages by factory
trawler companies to residents from CDQ communities; 700 people
trained and emploved in pollock harvesting and processing, almost
all on factory trawlers.
The CDQ-related employment now accounts for 18 percent of all

private sector employment in the CDQ communities, A percentage
that is equivalent to Boeing's employment in our region here. The
genius of this program is its simplicity. It blends expertise and eco-

nomic incentive of private business with the resourcefulness and
local concerns of the Western Alaska residents.

It is based on just a few pages in the Federal regulations. It has
worked because the management and the economic details were
left to private business and local interests to work out, rather than
to government. We support extension and expansion to other spe-
cies of CDQ programs in the Bering Sea.
With regard to ITQs, it is now clear that an ITQ system properly

designed is the superior management system for the North Pacific

groundfish fisheries. It has also been proven by the CDQ experi-

ence that an ITQ would work well in the Bering Sea cod and pol-

lock fisheries.

Our CDQ experience shows deliberate fishing adds value. The
marketplace responds to the added value. Bycatch is better con-
trolled. A study done for the Alaska Fish & Game concludes that
the CDQ fishery allows harvesting to be conducted in a more effi-

cient manner with less waste and discards. Economic efficiency is

enhanced.
In summary, I would like to propose the following principles that

should guide any legislation applicable to the North Pacific and in-

deed to all the Councils.

We should proceed in a cooperative fashion as is exemplified by
the CDQ program. We should foster a management system that
both protects and enhances the value of the resource. We should
adopt a system that is market driven, will pay for itself, and reduce
inefficient bureaucracies.
We should commit to a fair and objective evaluation to ensure

that management is based on fact, not rhetoric, emotion, or per-

sonal gain.

I thank you Senator Stevens and Senator Gorton.
[The prepared statement of Mr, Bundy follows:]
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Testimony of

JOHN BUNDY

on Behalf of

Glacier Fish Company

Regarding

Reauthorization of the Magnuson Fishery

Conservation and Management Act

Presented to the

Subcommittee on Oceans and Fisheries

of the

Senate Conunittee on Commerce,
Science and Transportation

Seattle, Washington

March 18, 1995

Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I appreciate the opportunity to appear before the

Subcommittee on Oceans and Fisheries to discuss issues related to re-authorization of

the Magnuson Fishery Conservation and Management Act. My name is John Bundy.

I am Business Manager of Glacier Fish Company.
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My remarks today will be confined to just a few of the important issues

involved in re-authorization, including the state of the fisheries in the Bering Sea,

Community Development Quotas (CDQs), and Individual Transferable Quotas (TTQs).

Glacier Fish Company is owned and operated by fishermen. We own and

operate two factory trawlers: the NORTHERN GLACIER, 200 feet in length, and the

PACIFIC GLACIER, 276 feet. The NORTHERN GLACIER was built new in

Tacoma, Washington and was one of the first U.S. factory trawlers to fish off Alaska.

In addition, we operate a factory longliner, the NORTON SOUND, which we own

jointly with our CDQ partner. Our CDQ partner is Norton Sound Economic

Development Corporation (NSEDC) which represents the northernmost CDQ

communities: Nome, Savoonga, Gambell, Elim, Wales, Diomede, Unalakleet,

Shaktoolik, Koyuk, Stebbins, Saint Michael, Golovin, Teller, Brevig Mission and

White Mountain. Our factory trawlers are used primarily to catch and process pollock

in the Bering Sea, including 20,000 metric tons of CDQ pollock quota annually. In

addition, our factory trawlers catch and process Pacific cod in the Bering Sea, and are

used as processors of pink salmon in Norton Sound and Prince William Sound. One

of our factory trawlers also catches and processes hake off the coasts of Oregon and

Washington. Our jointly-owned factory longliner is involved in the Pacific cod

longline fishery in the Bering Sea, and also has a sablefish CDQ quota in the Bering
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Sea and Aleutian Islands. Finally, our factory longliner will process salmon in Norton

Sound from June through August, caught and sold by fishermen from the CDQ

communities.

Our administrative offices are in Seattle. As you see, we conduct operations

from Oregon to the Bering Sea. We employ 250 people annually, mostly from the

states of Washington and Alaska. Most of our Alaska employees are from the CDQ

communities of Norton Sound. We manufacture wholesome fish products made from

very fresh fish processed and frozen at sea. Most of our production is exported to

Asia and Europe, but millions of pounds of our production annually are sold in the

United States and Canada. Our workforce is very diverse, and we pay wages that

have allowed many of even our lowest paid processors to purchase homes, attend

college, and start businesses.

I am very proud to be associated with the factory trawler fleet and, in

particular, with Glacier Fish Company. And, for reasons that will become apparent, I

am also very proud of our CDQ partnership with the people of Norton Sound. Our

company, along with others like it, created the American cod fishery in the Bering Sea

in the early 1980s. The factory trawler fleet created the American pollock fishery in

the mid-1980s. We took over both the harvesting and processing of the vast North

3-
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Pacific groundfish resources and displaced the foreign fleets. We pioneered the

development of several value-added product lines: shatterpack cod fillets in 1982,

pollock fillets in 1986, and surimi in 1987. Currently, we are working on new value-

added products made from pink salmon. In short, the factory trawler fleet

Americanized the groundfish fisheries in the North Pacific as envisioned by the

Magnuson Act and its principal authors. Senators Magnuson and Stevens. In more

recent times, starting in 1992 and up to the present, we have provided the economic

engine that drives the CDQ programs from the Aleutians to Diomede Island.

State of the Fisheries . The politics of fisheries is fierce. Frankly, I am amazed

at the lengths to which some will go to attack those who have risked their lives and

fortunes to Americanize the fisheries in the North Pacific, thus creating an American

industry that employs thousands of American workers and generates hundreds of

millions of dollars in exports, which did not exist just fifteen years ago.

These attacks come in ail sorts of forms, including outright lies published in

fiill page ads in the national press. The sources of attacks include some sincere but

misguided local environmental groups, but also powerful international groups that seek

to raise money by making dramatic claims without much regard to truth.

Unfortunately, these attacks are too often the result of in-fighting within our own
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fishing industry, pitting one fishing constituency against another in a battle to wrest

away resource ft-om those who Americanized the fisheries. The most ftiistrating of

these attacks come firom commercial interests parading as environmental groups that

hire lawyers to spout politically correct environmental rhetoric.

The scary thing is this: these attacks, carried out through the print media,

television, and so-called grass roots environmental organizations, have caused

erroneous public perceptions which result in misguided political pressure on our

elected representatives as well as the North Pacific Council.

Let me be fi-ank. The public perception being fostered is this: that factory

trawlers are death ships destroying the Bering Sea, resulting in an imminent collapse

of the fisheries. In short, these prophets of doom preach that the sky is falling and all

ills, real or imagined, are caused by factory trawlers which must be stopped. The

facts reveal an entirely different picture.

Mr. Chairman, we appeal to you. Senator Gorton, and other members of

Congress to be aware of certain basic facts when confronted with these narrow interest

groups and constituents that repeat these phony charges. Here are the basic facts

-5
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about the state of the fisheries where our factory trawler fleet operates: the Bering

Sea.

1. The groundfish stocks in the Bering Sea are healthy. In fact, the

primary fisheries of factory trawlers ~ pollock, cod and flatfish ~ are flourishing.

There is growing scientific evidence that some stocks, primarily flatfish, are in fact

too healthy and, by preying on crab larvae and juvenile stocks, are primary

contributors to the decline in crab stocks.

2. The Bering Sea is not overfished, nor is it in imminent danger of

collapse. Only an irresponsible pseudo-environmental group, desperate to protect its

cash flow by raising money from a gullible public, would make such charges. The fact

is that the Bering Sea is conservatively managed, and many of the groundfish species

are underfished. I want to repeat this simple fact: the Bering Sea groundfish stocks

are very conservatively managed . I have attached as Exhibits A and B the eight year

history (1988 - 1995) of groundfish stocks in the Bering Sea/Aleutian Islands. These

are provided by Dr. Loh Lee Low, a fisheries scientist for the National Marine

Fisheries Service and chair of the Bering Sea/Aleutian Islands Plan Team for the

North Pacific Council. These graphically show the following: the annual harvestable

surplus of groundfish (the acceptable biological catch, or "ABC") has varied from

-6-
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about 2.5 million metric tons to over 2.9 million metric tons; in fact, the harvestable

surplus in 1995 is near the top of the eight year history; the allowable catch level has

been capped each year by the Council at no more than 2 million metric tons;

therefore, in every year, we harvest substantially less groundfish than the scientists

would allow for a healthy biomass. To put it another way, from 1988 through 1995,

the scientists found that a healthy harvest of groundfish would have been over 22

million metric tons, but actual harvest will be less than 16 million metric tons.

3. Contrary to charges from alarmists, discards of fish in the Bering Sea are

not a biological problem. All discards count against the harvest quotas that are set for

each groundfish species on an annual basis. As explained above, these quotas have

been conservatively set as a result of the 2 million metric ton cap. This discard

controversy is not an issue of overfishing or biological degradation. Before rushing to

draconian measures that would hobble fishermen, let's put this in context:

(a) According to a comprehensive United Nations study, the overall

rate of by-catch and discard in the Eastern Bering Sea groundfish fisheries by all gear

groups is less than most other major U.S. fisheries, and is less than 50% of the

average global rate.
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(b) According to the same study, the main fishery in the Eastern

Bering Sea ~ midwater pollock ~ has the highest retention rate of any fishery in the

world, and one of the lowest by-catch rates in the world.

Of course, there is by-catch in the Bering Sea. No one denies that it is an issue

that needs additional work. However, we need properly to define the problem before

we settle on a solution. It is primarily an issue of economic waste caused by the open

access race for fish. And, since it is an economic problem, it affects the fisherman

first and foremost. We have the greatest interest and motivation to reduce waste and

increase economic value fi-om the resource. We are not stupid. It would seem in this

environment of the Republican Revolution it would be readily understood, without

complicated explanations, that proper alignment of economic incentives with the needs

of resource protection and management would be the best way to solve the discard

problem. I will touch on this fiirther in my discussion about CDQs and ITQs.

It should also be noted that our trade association has a strong record of

addressing by-catch issues in a cooperative fashion. A case in point is the issue of

chum salmon by-catch which was on the front burner in 1993. In fact, Mr.

Chairman, I think you conducted some hearings in Western Alaska on the issue. In

response, the American Factory Trawler Association (AFTA) conceived of and co-
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sponsored the establishment of the Salmon Foundation which was approved by the

North Pacific Council. The Foundation has on its Board four representatives from

Western Alaska, as well as representatives from industry and the scientific

community. The purpose of the Foundation was to use computer and satellite

technology and industry cooperation to reduce chum by-catch. Costs of the

Foundation were covered by self assessments on industry. In 1994, chum by-catch by

all factory trawlers in the Bering Sea was 31,676 fish. To alarmists, this might sound

like a big number, until put into context. It represents a 48% reduction in chum by-

catch by factory trawlers as compared to 1993. It represents a mere .00016 of the

commercial harvest of salmon in Alaska in 1994. It compares very favorably to the

700,000 chum cap that the State of Alaska management regime allows to be

intercepted by local Alaska fishermen in the False Pass management area.

CDOs and Their Future . Whether by genius or luck or something in between,

the pollock CDQ program has been an amazing success story in the very short time it

has existed. It is surprising to reflect that CDQ fishing started in December 1992 ~

barely two years and three months ago. By the end of the first phase on December

31, 1995, the pollock CDQ program will have accomplished the following:

• Up to $80 million in revenues to CDQ communities for pollock quota.
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• $4 million paid in direct wages by factory trawler companies to residents from

CDQ communities hired by factory trawler companies.

• Over $4 million paid out in other employment wages to residents of CDQ

communities.

• 700 people trained and employed in pollock harvesting and processing, almost

all on factory trawlers.

• Hundreds of local fishermen with new markets for herring and salmon created

with the help of factory trawler companies.

• Millions of dollars invested in education endowment fiinds.

Another remarkable statistic is that CDQ-related employment now accounts for

18% of all private sector employment in the CDQ communities. By comparison,

that's at least the equivalent to the importance of Boeing employment to the Puget

Sound region.

10
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Other results, more difficult to measure, include a general boost to the economy

of the Western Alaska region, resulting in greater purchasing in local stores, purchase

of homes, equipment, and development of small business. Finally, we have heard

from many individuals in the region that there is a realization of greater opportunity

and a renewed sense of hope among the people. And, as we have heard in testimony

from community elders, there has been a reduction in the incidence of alcoholism and

suicide among the young.

The genius of the program, intended or not, is in its simplicity and the blending

of the expertise and economic incentive of private business with the resourcefulness

and local concerns of the Western Alaska leaders and residents. It is based upon just

a few pages of federal regulations, and the rest was left up to regional interests and

private business to work out. It is a prime example of a quota-based system of

resource management that properly aligns economic interest with, in this case,

regional and community-based economic and social concerns. It has worked, in large

part, because the management and economic details have been left to private business

to work out, rather than to government. I submit, Mr. Chairman, that no government

program could achieve as much for the Western Alaska region as the partnership

between private business and CDQ communities.

11
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Mr. Chairman, it is fitting that we acknowledge some of the people who have

actually made the CDQ program a success. Many of them are Alaskans, like Henry

Mitchell, Harold Sparck and Clem Tillion, who conceived of the idea and guided it

through the Council process. There are Western Alaskans, like John Jemewouk, Joe

Paniak, Robin Samuelson and Henry Ivanoff, who saw the vision and provided the

leadership to organize their regions and win CDQ allocations. There are other

Alaskans from state government ~ like Donna Parker, Dave Benton and John Walsh ~

who have provided invaluable instruction, guidance, discipline and supervision to the

CDQ programs. Finally, there are the factory trawler companies that provide the

economic engine that drives the CDQ programs and provide much of the creativity

that distinguishes this partnership between private business and the Western Alaska

communities.

Let me mention just a small development that occurred in Norton Sound and is

an example of the creativity that I have mentioned. When we started the program, the

Norton Sound fishermen told us that they had never had a decent market for their pink

salmon which are so plentiful that they clog up their rivers and rot in the valleys.

They asked for our help and, together, we developed a plan that would apply factory

trawler technology to this underutilized species in the Sound — the pink salmon. Since

extreme freshness is a requirement for a decent frozen product from pink salmon, the

-12
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Norton Sound fishermen had to learn new techniques to preserve salmon quality.

Working together, Glacier Fish Company purchased one million pink salmon from

Norton Sound fishermen last summer, paying about $450,000 to local fishermen firom

the CDQ communities. This represented a commercial harvest of pink salmon in

Norton Sound at least three times greater than any previous harvest in the history in

the State of Alaska. In fact, the Norton Sound salmon fishery, which our company

and the people of Norton Sound have developed together, literally smashes all

previous records of Norton Sound commercial harvests. This is perhaps a small

accomplishment in the overall Alaska salmon fishery, but rest assured it is extremely

important to us who are concerned about economic development in Norton Sound.

Are there problems with CDQ programs? Of course there are, not the least of

which is that CDQs are a reallocation of resource away from others who have

developed a fishery. Controversy is inevitable. And, as with any multi-million dollar

business that has grown up in barely two years, there is need for more financial and

business planning and controls on spending. On balance, however, the CDQ

programs are a clear success, to the credit of the CDQ groups themselves, the factory

trawler companies that are their partners, and the State of Alaska officials who

administer the program.

-13-
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We support extension and expansion to other species of CDQ programs in the

Bering Sea, but before discussing the future of CDQs, I would like to direct my

remarks to another, closely related quota based system of resource management ~

Individual Transferable Quotas (ITQs).

ITOs . The CDQ program was seen by many as a precursor to an ITQ

program. It was adopted in 1992 as part of the same FMP amendment in which the

Secretary of Commerce reluctantly approved the controversial on-shore allocation

scheme. In doing so, the Secretary urged the North Pacific Council to get on with

developing a comprehensive, rational, market-driven system of management.

At this point, the intellectual debate about ITQs is over. The overwhelming

majority of academicians, economists, fisheries managers and government regulators

who have studied this subject and observed similar programs in numerous countries

around the world agree that a quota-based system, if properly designed, is the superior

management system for fisheries such as North Pacific groundfish. It is also now

proven by the CDQ experience that an ITQ system would work well in the Bering Sea

cod and pollock fisheries. Now, the only real opposition is political from those who

are relative latecomers to the fisheries and a few environmental groups which have a

peculiar social agenda that is inherently opposed to a free market system.

14-
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In the real world, of course, political debate may trump objective analysis and

it is important that we who work for ITQs state the case in the political arena as best

we can. And, in the political arena, sometimes principle is persuasive. I start from

this thesis: an ITQ system of management for North Pacific groundfish, if properly

designed, is clearly superior to the race for fish system because it will enhance the

value of the resource and, at the same time, protect the resource. Since the CDQ

program is itself a quota-based management system, we should be able to gain some

insight about this thesis by examination of the CDQ experience. I will use our own

experience at Glacier Fish Company to comment.

(a) Deliberate Fishing Adds Value . When free access fishing ends

and CDQ fishing begins, our entire mode of operation slows and the vessel skipper

shifts gears ft'om focusing on the number of fish to the value of fish he catches each

day. Our quota is in the water and will stay there until we are ready to take it out.

In the meantime, the fish remain fipesh, and we incur no cold storage costs. Some will

say that an ITQ system won't change anything in the short roe season because we will

race to catch as many fish as possible in the shortest amount of time. Not true. We

are fishing CDQ roe fish right now, and we take extra time to locate better roe fish

and to sort them more carefully in order to earn higher prices in the Japanese market.

Also, during CDQ fishing we have die time to experiment with new product forms for

15
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new markets; we have the time to enhance the appearance and quality of our pack;

and we have the time to process damaged fish that might otherwise be discarded in the

ft"antic pace of open access fishing. It is abundantly clear from our daily production

reports that when the pace slows, our crew is able to rest more and work more safely,

and quality takes precedence over sheer production.

(b) The Marketplace . Proof is in the pudding. We are told by the

marketplace — both here and in Japan ~ that our CDQ pollock quota gives extra

value. We are better able to schedule a steady flow of fresh product to our customers

over a longer period of time. When the Japanese harvested the pollock in the U.S.

200 mile zone, they had a quota system. Still today, members of the association of

kamaboko makers in Japan ~ Zenkama ~ constantly ask us when we will be able to

go to an ITQ system because they know the quality of surimi will increase.

Domestically, Long John Silver, one of the largest buyers of white fish in the United

States, seeks out companies with CDQs to be their suppliers.

(c) By-catch . The Alaska Department of Fish & Game commissioned a

study which concludes that "the CDQ fishery allows harvesting of the Bering Sea

pollock resource to be conducted in a much more efficient manner with less waste and

discards." Slower, more deliberate fishing results in fewer regulatory and economic
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discards. For example, we work with our CDQ partner specifically on the issue of

salmon by-catch. If it is a problem during CDQ pollock fishing, we simply take the

time to move to grounds where we are not encountering salmon.

Our by-catch during CDQ pollock fishing is carefully monitored at all times by

two federal observers on each factory trawler and is also reported by our CDQ partner

to the State of Alaska. In 1994, our by-catch rate of all non-target species during

CDQ pollock fishing was 1.76%. This means that all by-catch from 20,792 metric

tons of pollock equalled just 366 metric tons. Alarmists will say: "That's terrible,

that's more than 800,000 pounds of dead or dying fish, which is 900,000 meals,

which could feed the entire City of Seattle, or maybe the entire State of Alaska, and is

more fish than the New England fleet takes in a year. " In short, the alarmists would

again claim the sky is falling and factory trawlers are to blame. At this point, I'm

reminded of the old saying: there are lies, damn lies, and statistics. The meaningful

conclusion, of course, is that a by-catch rate of 1 .76% during CDQ fishing is lower

than any significant commercial fishery in the State of Alaska, including the salmon

fisheries administered by the State of Alaska. It is by far lower than the by-catch rate

for recreational fishing (150%) and is lower than virtually any major commercial

fishery in the worid.
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(d) Economic Efficiency . The proposition that an ITQ system will solve the

over-capitalization problem is self-evident, proven by common sense, and is borne out

by the CDQ experience. What is lacking in the fishing business, more than any other,

is the ability to plan and to match capital investment to economic return. Even

farmers at least have finite acreage, known historical yield and time to adjust to

emergencies. By contrast, a factory trawler that experiences an engine problem in the

middle of a 26-day roe season, as happened last month to the ALASKA OCEAN,

faces possible economic disaster. With a quota, such a situation could be salvaged by

leasing out the quota for use by others; or by delaying fishing operations until a

mechanical problem could be fixed.

With CDQ, because it is a quota, we are able to schedule fishing activity in a

manner that will reduce costs and maximize value by timing production to the market.

For example, if we have a gap of two weeks between cod fishing and hake fishing, we

are able to fill it with CDQ pollock; we don't have to rather fly entire crews to and

from home or have them sit idle between the seasons. And, with a known quantity of

fish, we are able to make decisions about capital investment much more efficiently.

The Future . It is important to say here that the opinions I state are solely my

own and those of my company, and I do not speak for AFTA or anyone else. My
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opinion is that the interests of CDQ and ITQ should be allowed to converge naturally

for the benefit of the Western Alaska communities and the entire fishing industry, as

well as the resource.

The CDQ experience clearly shows the way for the future if we will only be

bold enough to overcome the politics of self interest. The vision is simple and, if we

have the will, we can enhance the value of our resource for everyone while protecting

the resource. We can create enough value enhancement that the industry will be

willing and able to pay the cost of enforcement, thus avoiding any burden on

taxpayers. We can dramatically reduce the bureaucracy of fish management, as has

occurred in New Zealand. And, we can achieve permanent quotas for the Western

Alaska communities that will serve Alaska well into the next century.

Let's look for a minute at the central problem with CDQ. It is controversial,

both inside and outside the State of Alaska, because it reallocates resource away from

those who have invested their lives and financial resources to create American

fisheries and does so at a time when the fisheries are already overcapitalized. No

matter the good reasons for doing so, whether based on social equity or other high

principles, those who experience a reduction in their fishery, that they have helped
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create and that they need to survive, will perceive an injustice greater than any other.

This central fact is the greatest obstacle for the Western Alaska communities to

achieve what they need and want ~ a permanent quota system in pollock and further

expansion of the system to other species as we have already seen with halibut and

sablefish. The solution, if we choose to pursue it, is a principled one in which we

recognize what the CDQ experience has shown: that a quota-based system is superior

for management because it enhances the value of the fisheries and protects the

resource. If we choose principle over self interest, we will institute a permanent CDQ

system in the context of a comprehensive ITQ system, giving a superior management

system to all. By correcting the evils of the race for fish management style, we will

greatly improve the business climate for those who have invested themselves in the

American fisheries and we will make it easier to see the wisdom of sharing the

resource with coastal residents who have traditionally not participated.

Summary . I don't have specific recommendations about Senate Bill 39, the

Sustainable Fisheries Act. Instead, I would like to propose general principles that

should guide any legislation which is applicable to the North Pacific.
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1

.

We should seek to proceed in a cooperative fashion, as exemplified by

the CDQ program which joins the principles of good business with social and

economic concerns of Western Alaska.

2. We should foster a management system that enhances the value of the

fishery while protecting the resource by following the CDQ experience that allows a

more proper alignment of economic incentives with conservation concerns.

3. We should foster a management system that is market driven, will pay

for itself, and reduce inefficient bureaucracies, both at the state and federal levels.

4. We should commit ourselves to tell the truth, and to challenge those who

would attempt to mislead the American public for their own personal gain and narrow

agendas. In this regard, I would like to acknowledge the leadership and example of

Suzanne ludicello, Vice-President and General Counsel of the Center for Marine

Conservation, an environmental organization. Ms. ludicello, at a recent seminar on

by-catch in Seattle, proposed that representatives of environmental and industry

interests pledge to tell the truth, to work together in a cooperative fashion to find what

works and makes sense and, once we figure it out, to bring it into practice.

21-
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In short, we should state in a straightforward fashion in the Magnuson Act that

the Western Alaska CDQ programs are permissible. We should encourage solutions

by cooperation, as exemplified by the partnership between private business and the

Western Alaska communities. And, consistent with the times, we should provide that

the Councils are encouraged and directed to develop market driven management

systems which properly align economic incentives with conservation concerns.
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EXHIBIT A
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EXHIBIT B
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Senator Stevens. Mr. Alberda?

STATEMENT OF DALE ALBERDA, VICE-PRESIDENT, KEY BANK
OF SEATTLE

Mr. Alberda. Good morning. I am Dale Alberda. I am currently

employed by Key Bank with responsibility for supporting the exist-

ing fishing and seafood portfolio and for providing recommenda-
tions related to the bank's future objectives and policies within this

industry. I appreciate this opportunity to specifically address cer-

tain aspects of the proposed amendments to the Magnuson Act.

As you know, the banking industry is facing many of the same
risks as the equity participants, including market risk, natural re-

source risk, ecological risk, collateral risk, ownership and manage-
ment risk, cash-flow risk, and political and regulatory risk. My
comments are based on the hope that improvements can be accom-
plished without serious financial consequences to one sector with
benefit to another.

Section 110 of the proposed bill provides for a New Negotiation

Panel which would be established by the Council. This may provide

a more expeditious vehicle for developing management methods,
but it may diminish the influence of the Advisory Panel.

I would prefer to see language in the bill that creates assurance
that the existing AP comprises a reasonable representation of all

segments of the industry. This way the Council should be assured
of negotiated advice reaching the Council. I am curious how the

Council will determine the finite number of unidentifiable interest

in order to establish a balanced Negotiations Panel, but I am not
opposed to anything that may expedite a negotiated change.

I would like to strongly endorse the enforcement of Section 111
of the proposed bill which provides an outline for implementing an
ITQ system. I believe the crab industry has been hurt the most
with the existing system, particularly as the crab Opilia quotas
have been declining and the vessel owners and crews are forced to

maximize production within decreasing numbers of operating days.

I do not believe the safety of my friends and my associates

should be viewed as a statistic. There is little reason to delay im-
plementation of the ITQ system which will improve the quality of

the pollock and cod fishery as well. In addition to my primary con-

cern of safety within the industry, the existing Olympic system re-

sults in higher operating cost including maintenance, crew shares,

and insurance.
The proposed g^delines for establishing an ITQ system address-

es some of the concerns of the banking industry. Paragraph
(f)(2)(A)(iv), in particular, would seem to ensure that there will not

be a significant reallocation of the resources.
Although the industry is in some degree of economic stress, there

are still profitable operators within each of the segments of the in-

dustry, and future reallocations should be avoided. We also appre-
ciate Subparagraph 5 which calls for a national lien registry sys-

tem which will eliminate the confusion and potential fraud related

to the sale or transfer of ITQ shares and will give the lenders a
better method of protecting their security interest in the event ITQ
shares are pledged and assigned to the bank as collateral. This lien
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registry provision also suggests a market driven system which I

strongly endorse.
However, this type of registry is of little value to a lender, if as

contained in paragraph (f)(2)(D), a penalty could include revocation

of the ITQ shares. It is my recommendation in event of the revoca-
tion of a penalty to include either a provision for buyback of the
quota by the Federal Government or an auction to third parties

with first priority of proceeds to satisfy debt obligations secured
with these ITQ snares.

Likewise as described in Paragraph (f)(5), the Secretary can ter-

minate an ITQ at any time without compensation to the holder.
Then the ability to borrow money to acquire additional ITQs is lost,

because the lender has no assurance of the continuation of the ben-
efit. This will have a detrimental impact on anyone needing finan-
cial assistance to participate in the fishery.

Incidentally, I concur with the provision of the bill contained in

Title 3 providing Title 11 refinancing capabilities in distressed fish-

eries as well as a possible vessel buy-back program. I also agree
with the added flexibility provided to NMFS with an option to uti-

lize the Federal financing bank, rather than traditional third-party
lenders, requiring full-faith and credit guarantees.

Finally I would like to briefly comment on Section 118 of the pro-

posed bill. Although the objectives found in this section are stated
as waste reduction, the impact of implementation is an economic
cost primarily to the relatively small bottom trawlers that process
and freeze their catch. However, understanding the national con-
cern for improved utilization of all fish caught, then a gradual im-
plementation is recommended. We will have to depend on the
Council to create incentives which will offset some of the costs to

this segment of the industry.
For example, it longer fishing seasons or larger quotas are made

available for those participants who meet objectives, we could prob-
ably bet on improvemervts by the fishermen. Positive reinforcement
for desirable fishing behavior will probably be met with little oppo-
sition.

It is interesting to note that the estimated biomass for many of
the flatfish, including sole and especially arrowtooth flounder are
considered underutilized, but with increase in pressure against use
of bottom trawlers due to bycatch, these species will remain
underutilized.

I would like to thank the committee and Chairman Stevens and
Senator Gorton for listening to my comments.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Alberda follows:]
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Mr. Dale Alberda

Vice President

Key Bank of Washington
1536 NW Market Street

Seattle. Washington 98107

March 15, 1995

Senator Ted Stevens, Chainnao
Subcommittee on Oceans and Fisheries of the

Senate Committee on Commerce, Science, and Transportation

United States Senate
Washington, DC 20510-6125

Re: Testimony Related to SJ9, Sustainable Fisiieries Act, a bill to amend the

Magnuson Fishery Conservation and Management Act

The following testimony is submitted for your consideration and reference.

My name is Dale Alberda and I currently am employed by Key Bank of Washington

with responsibility for support of the Bank's existing fishing and seafood portfoUo as

well as providing reccHnmendations related to the Bank's future poUcy and objectives

within the industry.

I have spent more than twenty years employed in financial management and banking

positions within the marine, seafood and fishing industries.

During the late 1970's I observed the financial rewards earned by the king crab

fishermen, only to later experience the financial stress experienced by everyone as a

result of the demise of the long crab resource during the early 1980's. A similar

cycle occurred when the opportunities resulting from "Americanization" of the

groundfish industry in the mid 1980's recently became a period of financial stress, not

from diminishing resources but from over capitahzation.

As a genera] comment, I would like to say that the economic difficulties created by

over capitalization are more tolerable than a disappearing resource. Many of us

within the industry become frustrated with the regulatory process but allocative issues

will never be accomplished without compromise. In the long run, those providing

financing to this industry will be thanldiil for some "law and order", particularly if the

resources can be maintained.

I appreciate this opportunity to specifically address certain aspects of the proposed

amendments to the Magnuson Act. However, I thought it may be useful for the

Committee to be provided with a quick summary of how a commercial lender views

the risks associated with the North Pacific fishery as part of any credit approval.
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The risks which we include in our analysis include:

1) Market risk

2) Natural resource risk

3) Political and regulatory risk

4) Environmental and ecological risk

5) Collateral risk

6) Ownership and management risk

7) Financial (operating cash flows) risk

Market risk: We view the market both from a destination and price basis and study

the historical prices, trends, and impact of foreign exchange rate when the product is

exported. We need to understand the impact on market prices resulting from
changes in the North Pacific quotas as well as changes in quotas or resources in

other parts of the world such as Russia or Japan.

Natural resource risk: We rely almost totally on the scientific information provided

by the National Marine Fisheries Service relating to the status of groundfish

resources in the Bering Sea and Gulf of Alaska. The Alaska Department Fish and
Game provides equally valuable information relating to the history and status of

salmon, crab and other shellfish resources. We also depend on the Halibut

Commission for history, quotas and trends in the halibut fishery. Direct information

is obtained from the fishermen which may provide an early indicator of trends withi]||

certain segments of the industry.

Regulatory risk: In this regard, we must not oniy understand the current

promulgations of the Council and the Secretary, but must ako anticipate and
understand the direction of future regulatory changes. Both lenders and direct

participants in the industry are better equipped to deal with regulatory change on a

gradual implementation schedule.

Environmental risk: We must be prepared to consider the impact of ecological

issues which face the entire industry, including increased areas of restricted fishing

due to declining bird and marine mammal populations. But we also must be aware

of ecological consequences of utilizing various gear types and the opposition from
within segments of the industry where a specific gear type is considered ecologically

damaging to other non-targeted species. We must understand the economic

consequences to certain segments of the industry resulting from "ecological

improvements" such as the goals of full utiUzation and full retention.

Collateral risk: In the past we primarily looked at fishing vessels, inventories,

receivables and personal guarantees as coUateral. The most difficult issue was
valuation of the vessels. This remains a problem because the real value of the vesse

is based on the cash flow it produces from operations over the useful life of the

vessel, not its original or replacement cost. If we are to finance a vessel over 10
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years, we must have some certainty that the cash flows will be sufEicient to repay the

debt. We now must consider the value of an Individual Fbhing Quota as collateral,

and estimate the resulting decline in collateral value of the vessel at the time an IFQ
is granted to the owner of the vessel. But the cash flow needed to repay loans,

secured either with vessel mortgages or EFQ, is still based on the operation of a

fishing vessel which may already have significant debt service requirements. I will

comment further on this issue later as it relates to the halibut and sablcfish program.

Ownership and Management risk: This remains one of the most important, but

subjective, assessments that a lender makes. It is a combination of credit history,

experience, competence and integrity that comprise our analysis of this risk.

Financial and cash flow risk: I would like reiterate that the primary source of

repayment for seafood and fishing credits is cash flow from operations. A bank's

worst fear is attempting to satisfy defaulted obUgations through foreclosure of

collateral. Unfortunately, in the past few years many vessel operators saw their

operating cash flows decrease due to reduced fishing days which in some cases

resulted in the inability to make debt payments. Most lenders facing this dilemma
must either restructure the debt payments or foreclose on the collateral (with market
values of the vessels significantly lower because of the reduced cash flow potential).

With the above framework for viewing risk from a banking perspective, I would like

to comment in a general way about the regulatory changes proposed in your bill.

SEC. 110. REGIONAL FISHERY MANAGEMENT COUNCILS. A very large

concern of lenders is the possibility of regulatory changes which are weighted heavily

in favor of one segment of the industry at the expense of another. This may be a

result of dominance in representation at the Advisory Panel level or at the Council

level by a particular segment of the industry. This may include allocative issues

between "at sea" and "shore bjised" processors or quota sharing among gear type

groups. In this regard, a "negotiation panel" may offer a more expeditious alternative

to the existing structure. However, I am confident that irrespective of the clashes

within our industry, the Council and Advisory Panel have better served the industry

(perhaps with more moderated results) than any alternative I can imagine. I would
like to see language in the bill which would create assurances that the AP comprises

a reasonable representation of all segments of the industry.

It is difficult to visualize a Council operating in the best interests of the country, or in

the best interests of the industry, if financial conflicts of interest distort normally

predictable voting positions. However, at the AP level, where we expect

representatives to support either their ownership interests or their employer's

interests, it is important to have representation relative to the actual segments of the

industry. This will insure that "negotiated" advice is reaching the Council.
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SEC 111. FISHERY MANAGEMENT PLANS.
(f) Individual Transferable Quotas. I would like to simply endorse a move to

an ITQ system as soon as possible. I believe the crab industry has been hurt the

most with the existing system, particularly as the opilio quotas have been coming
down and the owners and crews arc forced to maximize production within decreasing

operating days. The safety of my friends and associates should not be a statistic. In

addition to safety considerations, the cost of operating a vessel is much higher where
one or two day$ of lost operations may create a loss for the season. The costs

include higher levels of maintenance including spare parts which must be carried on
board, higher crew costs and processing wages, and much higher insurance costs due
to the increased accident rates.

The proposed guidelines for establishing an individual transferable quota system

addresses some of the concerns raised by the banking industry. Paragraph

(f)(2)(A)(iv) in particular would seem to insure that no significant allocative changes

from where wc arc today would be considered. Although the industry is in some
degree of economic stress, there are still successful operators within most of the

segments of the industry and future allocative changes should be avoided. We also

appreciate subparagraph (v) which calls for a national lien registry system which will

eliminate the confusion and potential fraud related to the sale or transfer of ITQ and

will give the lenders a better method of perfecting their security interests in the event

ITQ shares are pledged and assigned to banks as collateral.

However, this type of registry is of little value to a lender if as contained in

paragraph (f)(2)(D) a penalty could include revocation of the ITQ shares. It is my
recommendation, in the event of a revocation penalty, to include either a provision

for buyback of the quota by the Federal government or auction to third parties with

first priority of proceeds to satisfy debt obUgations secured with the ITQ shares.

Further, if as described in paragraph (f)(S), the Secretary can terminate an ITQ at

any time without compensation to the holder, then the ability to borrow money to

acquire additional ITQ is lost because a lender has no assurance of the continuation

of the benefit. This will have a detrimental impact on anyone needing financial

assistance to participate in the fishery.

Because financing of ITQ shares has become a reaUty in the halibut and sablefish

industry, I would like to comment on the experience the banks have gained in their

analysis of risk related to this endeavor. There have been some complaints from

within this fishery that the banks have not been responsive to the requests for

financing IFQ shares which have now been provided to the participants. It should be

understood, that even with a national lien registry (which we strongly recommend and

support) a credit secured with EFQ shares may still be limited to 20% to 30% of the

estimated vahie of the shares.
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The reasons are as follows:

1) The shares relate to a percentage of the quota, with a potential risk of

reduced poundage in the future if quotas are reduced (as projected for

halibut). This is a natural resource risk. The vahie of a cod quota

percentage in Eastern Canada has little value today.

2) The market price which is based on today's values may drop drastically due

to changes in the market (e.g. large increases in halibut coming from

Russia).

3) There is a current risk related to our ability to perfect the security through

a lien registry device.

4) Finally, and perhaps most importantly, the cost of financing the quota

purchased must be added to the operating costs of the borrower. Most

operators will have to reduce the crew share percentage related to the

additional fish caught with "purchased" quota in order to have sufficient

cash flow to repay a debt over 10 years supporting a 25% increase in

quota.

Hopefully, the banking industry can provide continuing comment to the Council and

the Secretary as the process for reviewing various Fishery Management Plans is

developed.

SEC. 118. NORTH PACIFIC FISHERIES CONSERVATION Although the

objectives found in this section are stated as waste reduction, the impact of

implementation is an economic cost primarily to the relatively small bottom trawlers

that process and freeze their catch. However, understanding the national concern for

improved utilization of all fish caught, the stepped approach to improving the

percentage of retained catch is preferable. We will have to depend on the Council to

create incentives which will offeet some of the cost to this segment of the industry.

For example, if longer fishing seasons or larger quotas are made available to those

participants who meet the objectives, we can probably bet on improvements by the

fishermen. Positive reinforcement for desirable fishing behavior will probably be met

with little opposition. However, the plan to ultimately reach full retention and fuU

utilization is a serious blow to the smaller vessels using bottom trawl gear. It is

interesting to note that the estimated biomass for many of the flatfish including sole

and especially arrowtooth flounder are considered underutilized but with increasing

pressure against use of bottom trawls due to bycatch, theses species may remain

undenttilzed.

The portion of Section 118 dealing with full observer coverage and assistance from

industry in improving the weight measurement capabiUties are economic costs but

should not create material negative economic results to viable operators.

I would like to thank the Committee for this opportunity to provide my comments.
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Senator Stevens. Thank you very much. Senator Gorton?
Senator GrORTON. Bob, your long Hst of comments on the bill lead

me immediately to my question. 1 think I will just start with Joe
and have each of you across the table answer this one.

With respect to S. 39 in the form in which it has been intro-

duced, give me your one or, at most, two changes that vou think
are most urgently necessary in the bill as it exists rignt now. I

know you have more, and that is all in your testimony, but I want
you to grade them. As we go forward in this bill, what one or two
changes are most urgently needed from the perspective of each of

you? Joe, why don't you start?

Mr. Blum. Thank you. Senator Grorton. No. 1, the issue of com-
munity—or fishery dependent communities need to be dropped. If

what the committee is seeking is fully identifying CDQs as accept-
able, I think the bill ought to be very specific about that, but to

broadcast it as fishery dependent communities flies in face of what
the Magnuson Act is all about, which is national piece of legislation

that does not discrimination against people from different States.

That is No. 1.

No. 2, we would like to see the measures that you have put in

with firm timelines for the North Pacific Council to meet to be
dropped in recognition of the fact that the North Pacific Council is

already doing all of those things with its own timeline, and that
ITQs ought to be in there, too. That is two and a half.

Mr. Curry. Senator, I guess Joe is iust two and a half, so I will

point to one that I think deserves modification. On the section that
deals with negotiation panels, I think that we should not—the "will

use" language probably should be dropped. I think its appropriate
for that system to be used, but I do not know that mandating it

is going to help the process in the long run.

Senator Gorton. It ought to be permissive then?
Mr. Curry. Permissive, yes. That would be the one that I would

focus on. Joe is two and a half. I will give you one. Mr. Blum: We
are working together.

Senator Gorton. Bob.
Mr. Alverson. Senator Stevens, Senator Gorton, I would ref-

erence to your Page 42 in regards to the requirement of an IFQ
program having been mandated to provide for an open entry fish-

ery and then having it retrofitted based on the comments on Page
43 within 3 years. I am talking about the Halibut/Sablefish Pro-
gram. The savings clause that the Kodiak Longline Vessel Owners'
Association has put forward involves both of these guideline prob-
lems for us.

Senator Gorton. You get one more.
Mr. Alverson. I get one more?
Senator Gorton. Yes.
Mr. Alverson. OK. On Page 44 in regards to adding processors

and other citizens to being holders of IFQs, our program was de-

signed such that when the second generation of sales, those would
be basically dominated by what they call bona fide crewmen. That
would evolve into an owner-operated type of fleet.

We are concerned with this wording here if "may" is not put in

amongst this list of potential holders, someone could argue that the
program requiring an owner-operated system such as the Alaska
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License Program might infringe upon a corporation of rights or

that cannot go out under common property rights. So, that is why
we would ask for rewriting.

Senator Stevens. What page is that?

Mr. Alverson. Page 44, Lines 14, 15, and 16, "may include."

Senator Gorton. John.
Mr. BuNDY. From my perspective, I would love to see a provision

that says the Councils are encouraged and directed to develop mar-
ket driven management systems that properly align economic in-

centives with conservation concerns to accomplish an enhancement
of the value of the resource and reduction of discards.

Senator Gorton. Mr. Alberda.
Mr. Alberda. I think I would simply ask for an increased provi-

sion for procedures upon revocation of ITQs that would give the

lending industry comfort that there would be a market available

and that their lien rights would be tied to an economic return for

the amount of loans that they have given.

The second thing I would like to comment on which was not in

my testimony but was at an earlier testimony relating to a two
thirds vote of the Council in terms of conflicts of interest; in watch-
ing the Council over the past number of years, I believe that re-

questing a two thirds majority vote on just about anything would
create real loggerheads. I do not think anything woula ever get ap-

proval. So, I think the system we have got is about as good as we
can get if we are going to have industry people involved.

Senator Gorton. You bring up one other issue that I want to ask
about. That is, how do we deal with the constant criticism of con-

flicts of interest. Some have set very strong rules with relation to

who could be appointed. Others have said disqualification or

recusal of members in certain cases. Others have talked about two-
thirds votes, to which you have commented. I suppose a final way
would be to increase the authority of the Secretary to overrule

Councils.

A quick comment from each of you. Is there no problem at all,

as it seems Mr. Alberda would seem to say, with the present sys-

tem, or is one of these other proposals favorable with you?
Joe?
Mr. Blum. Senator Stevens, Senator Gorton, there is a problem.

I think the first thing we need to do is make the Council members
subject to the same provisions of financial disclosure that other
boards, commissions and top level employees in the Government
are subject to.

Right now they are exempt from that. That makes no sense. That
history needs to track itself when decisions are being made, and
then if that does not work—I would think that would be the first

step—if that does not work, then look at something like two thirds

majority or an efficient recusal process.

But first, let us identify where the conflicts really are, have that
follow the decision, and have the Secretary weigh that when he or

she is accepting or rejecting a plan.

Mr. Curry. Senator Stevens, I think there is not really a realis-

tic problem in terms of the way the system actually works. Earlier

at the first panel someone said there is a public perception. I think
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the perception flows out of the fact we have some significant alloca-

tion battles. Things are said that cause this perception to occur.

You have outlined your recusal mechanism that is pretty well de-

fined. There needs to be a quick decision made at the time that the

Council is involved during discussions of things like allocations.

People are either out of that decision or they are in, whichever way
the mechanism is effective. Then the Council needs to go forward

with their job of managing the fisheries. I would say there is not

a major problem.
Mr. Alverson. Senator Gorton, Senator Stevens. After sitting on

the Council for 6 years on the North Pacific Council, I have a some-
what different philosophical opinion. I believe that the governed
have a right and an obligation to participate in advisory panels

such as the Council. I get distressed when I see professional man-
agers in the academic community, who largely receive their income
from the Government, come up with artificial restrictions on, in

this case the fishing industry, in terms of participating on a Coun-
cil.

I think the primary problem here—and I would agree with Joe
Blum in terms of the need to have your financial disclosure out
there—^but the biggest problem, I think, of Coimcil coming under
fire is what happened in the New England Council, a complete re-

source failure.

In this case, the chairman of that Council or all the Councils had
been required to sign a letter on the quotas that they were rec-

ommending and that went to, in this case, Rollie Schmitten, and
then he signed it, and signed the head of NOAH signed that letter,

all authorizing the harvest levels. That is what accountability is

about.
There is no accountability at the top levels of our Government at

NOAA or at National Fisning Service. These two positions have
been held by academic and professional managers. Yet, there is no
accountability of what happens when a resource fails. Everybody
looks at the Council, but they are advising these people. These peo-
ple—these two people have the responsibility to stop the Council
when the Council proposes to put harvesting-rights registry re-
gimes.
Mr. BuNDY. I pretty much agree with the comments that have

been made. I believe that the decisions that are made that govern
the fishery and the important forum is the Council and I would like
to see judicial review of the Council.
This leads to your other, which is—and Senator Stevens' issue

—

which is, can we reduce litigation? I would support that, too. I

would be really supportive of anything that keeps us out of courts.
If there is a way that we can have principled quick resolution of
these disputes perhaps by arbitration or something apart from the
court system, I would certainly be supportive of that, too.
Senator Gorton. You triggered that question.
Mr. Alberda. I will give you one more. The banking industry re-

lies heavily on the scientific advice that is coming out of national
fisheries and the same information that is provided to the Council
in terms of the status of the resource and how far ahead we can
look.
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In general, the Council itself, I have not observed anything that
would not be expected as a result of having industry personnel on
the Council. And the biggest conflicts nave arisen from the
weighting of the Council as it relates to a certain sector of the in-

dustry more than I see a personal conflict of interest within a sec-

tor.

When the issues become allocative between shore plants and fac-

tory trawlers, for example, we understand that there are factory

trawler representatives on the Council and there are shore-based
processors on the Council. Those issues I do not believe are ad-
dressed in the conflict of interest wording of the bill.

I think that as a banker, I understand that those positions are
there and I—in my testimony, I have asked for continued aware-
ness to have full representation of all of the sectors on the advisory
panel. I think that is the way we get to a negotiated agreement
going forward, but in general, I think the banking industry has
been very appreciative of the conservative nature of the Council as
it relates to the resource management, and we have fairly high
level confidence in that part of the system.

Senator Gorton. That is all.

Senator Stevens. Thank you, Slade. You know, the first purpose
set out in the Magnuson Act was that we "take immediate action

to conserve and manage the fishery resources found off the coasts

of the United States."

We set out a concept of trying to enlarge the jurisdiction pri-

marily for the conservation and management of the fisheries, but
if you read through the basic Act, the original Act, I think you
would agree what our intent was to try and preserve the species.

Now, I have two questions for the panel as a whole. I think Slade
has a good way to get to these things, so let us just have each of

you respond to this.

I still have not made up my mind on ITQs totally. The reason
is that we have already got a fishery now that is transitioned out

to the 200-mile limit. We have Americanized it, and we have so in-

creased the size and cost of the gear and vessels that it is almost
impossible to participate without either bank participation or in-

vestor participation in your operation.

Now we are going to create an ITQ that has—whether it is a
property right or not—a value and that is transferable, and going

to be sold, and a new entrant into a fishery who has to have the

ability to get the boat and the gear, now has to also buy the right

to the shares.

I am calling particular attention, Bob, to what you asked about
Page 42 about the mechanisms to provide a portion of the annual
harvest for entry level fishermen and small vessel owners who do

not hold transferable quotas.
Have we come to the position that all of the allowable catch in

each region is to be allocated to the point where there is no entr;/

level without going to a bank or without getting investor participa-

tion?
Is it the desire of all of you that the total quota be allocated and

that there be none for the new entrants and the small fishermen,

those people that do not have the over 100-foot boats? Mr. Alberda,

what do you think?
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Mr. Alberda. Well, I think that there were some comments in

the proposed bill that said that there would be some protection. I

think it is important to be a little more specific in discussing the

economic viability of certain communities. I think you could prob-

ably discuss with certain species as was done with CDQ reserva-

tion for certain participants in vessel size for new entrants. I think

that that is a reasonable idea.

Senator Stevens. Mr. Bundy, what do you think?
Mr. Bundy. Senator, in the good old days when the industry that

you know so much about was Americanized and there was a lot

more resource out there then there was fishermen and boats

Senator Stevens. I do not think they can hear you back there.

Mr. Bundy. When we were Americanizing the resource there was
plenty for everybody. We could—the Olympic System frankly

worked pretty well, and it Americanized the fishery in a short

amount of time. We are now to a point where we have way too

much capital invested in these fisheries.

From a business standpoint it seems to me—this is my personal
opinion—that if I were a young person who wanted to get into fish-

eries and wanted to save my money to invest and go to the bank,
if I needed to, I would much prefer a system where basically a per-

son could do some business planning. That means you know what
your costs are and you can go out and buy a boat and get the quota
and you know what you have.
We are long past, I am afraid, the time when anybody can buy

a boat and go out and fish for a lot of these fishermen.
We have moratoriums, already, we have licensed limitation pro-

grams in the works, so on and so forth. So, we are at that point,

yes. We are trying to decide how to manage these fisheries the best
we can.

Senator Stevens. Mr. Alverson.
Mr. Alverson. Senator Stevens, I believe that this is best left to

each Regional Council to deal with; the different social and eco-
nomic characteristics of each Council. The Pacific Council handled
it somewhat differently. They came up with a limited entry pro-
gram. The North Pacific Council, I would hope, and probably would
not do the same thing we did on halibut sable fish for some of these
other more industrialized species.

I do think there needs to be an opportunity, though, for entry
level opportunities. I think the IFQ program that the North Pacific
Council came up with for halibut and black cod through the Block
Program, which essentially—I do not know what the numbers are,
but it is well over several thousand—small quotas under 20,000
pounds are locked in blocks.
They cannot be aggregated. It does not allow someone to come

up and sweep all the small blocks up. We also have an under 35-
foot category for halibut. Big boats cannot come in and buy a quota
out of that category.

I think that Uiose structures are best left up to the Council. The
Council has the authority to do those, and the North Pacific Coun-
cil did do those things to accommodate the small boat fleet, particu-
larly in Southeast and Homer area of Alaska.
Senator Stevens. We did say "including, in fisheries where ap-

propriate, mechanisms to provide a portion of the annual harvest
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for entry-level fishermen or small vessel owners who do not hold
individual transferrable quotes."
You do not think that in addition to the provisions you have

mentioned, it is appropriate?
Mr. Alverson. You mean different species?
Senator Stevens. We said in S. 39 that in providing new en-

trants' opportunities, appropriate fisheries should include mecha-
nisms to provide a portion of the annual harvest for entry level
fishermen and small vessel owners who do not have ITQ. You ob-
jected to that.

Mr. Alverson. I object. We objected, yes. We object because we
have already got a plan, a plan that just started 3 days ago. I think
it is a bit premature to second guess how that program is going to
run. I think the Congress, North Pacific Council are best suited to

let that program run here and see how it works and the Council
has already addressed entry level opportunities in both the sable
fish and the black cod fishery.

On other IFQs or other licensed entry programs such as salmon,
there is no program there, and Alaska seems to do quite well get-
ting the young to the deck to the wheelhouse in the salmon indus-
try. Bristol Bay permits cost $250,000. Under an IFQ program, all

the guy has to do is just buy the quota. We are finding crewmen
just buying the quota and then finding a vessel to ship on. We do
not have to buy the gear because we only use one set of gear, one
set of boats now, so there is an opportunity there from a crewmen
standpoint.
On the skiff side, there is a whole number of under thousand-

pound quotas and thousand-pound quotas that might cost 6 bucks
a pound to get in at that level anywhere from $3- to $6,000 for a
skiff fisherman to start a halibut fishery. I do not think that is un-
reasonable.

That is why we support the Kodiak Longliner's proposal that ac-

knowledges tnat our program already does that, and we would not
have to do redo our program in the next 3 years to accommodate
this. We do see opportunity in rockfish and other species for these
types of programs.

Senator Stevens. Mr. Curry.
Mr. Curry. Senator Stevens, the members of the PSPA and have

always acquired their fish from both large and small fishermen. We
think there has to be a place for people to enter into the fisheries

for new entrants to come in. So, I think it is appropriate for this

sort of language to be in the bill.

One of your first comments was you have not made up your mind
about ITQs. I think you are right. I think in many aspects or many
ways to automate. I know the language on Page 42 talks about the
design suitable systems and it talks about ITQs being applied to

corporate fisheries. That is an important thing for us to keep in

mind, because there really is no ITQ system yet to design and craft

fishery where it is appropriate, maybe fisheries where it is not. I

think that we should be mindfiil of the fact that on ITQs, we are
now finding that there are problems with high grading and wastes.
Those are also problems that need to be addressed as we fashion
our ITQ systems.
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To answer your question, we need a place for the startup fisher-

men. We also need to take a look at the system and see how it

works, because we are now talking about putting it on very large

fisheries. This is a new thing for the U.S. to learn over the next

few years of how well the system is doing.

Senator Stevens. Mr. Blum.
Mr. Blum. Thank you, Senator Stevens. I share with Vince the

pleasure that you are still open minded on ITQs. We like that op-

portunity to be able to talk to you. Senator, and the committee

about them.
I believe, as Bob Alverson said, one size does not fit all. I do not

believe you can legislate each little piece of an ITQ or any other

fishery management plan. You need to leave it to the Councils to

take a look at on a fishery by fishery basis what works and what
does not work. Some things that simply work for sablefish and hal-

ibut simply will not work for pollock and cod and vice versa.

CDQs are one approach for dealing with entry fisheries by com-
munities that have been deprived from that. There are other oppor-

tunities that need to be looked at, and I think you need to make
that a piece of Council's analysis, and we subscribe to that.

Our fisheries, as you know, are not generally the small-scale

entry level fishery. We are talking about high level, efficient, high
speed fisheries. We would like to slow down the speed, as you
would, so there are going to be particular characteristics that will

not fit, but the Council has the opportunity and the place to work
those out and the Councils have shown that they can do that, at
least the North Pacific and Pacific have.
Senator Stevens. One last question. I remember so well the

flight I took from Kodiak up to the Pribilof Islands once in a Navy
Albatross. We counted some 90 Japanese trawlers between Kodiak
and the Pribilofs.

I went back and found that we estimated that take of bottom fish

for those trawlers was over 2-million metric tons—four-billion

pounds of fish. That led me to draft and introduce the first bill to
extend the U.S. zone out to 200 miles and to work with Senator
Magnuson on the bill that finally bore his name.

I find these efforts incongruous with the waste right now in

bottomfish fisheries in the North Pacific. We hear complaints about
the rationale of the 2-million metric ton cap we have, but what
about the waste that is currently going on? Are you all satisfied,
that we, as a nation, can live with this? Do you really think 2-mil-
lion metric ton cap should be changed at this point? That it should
be raised?
Mr. Blum. Mr. Chairman, I again refer you to a document from

the Council. I would suggest that this would be a good question to
pose to the agency, the scientists. The reality is if we were to har-
vest in 1995 what the scientists tell us would be an acceptable, bio-
logical level of harvest in the Bering Sea, it would exceed 7-billion
pounds. It would be almost

Senator Stevens. I am not talking about the harvest, I am talk-
ing about the waste.
Mr. Blum. The 2-million metric tons is the harvest cap against

which all fish that we catch, whether we process them for whatever
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purpose or we discard them, all of those fish count against that 2-

million metric ton cap.

The reality is, the ecosystem, the fisheries in the Bering Sea,
have thrived and grown under the 2-million metric ton cap. It is

extremely conservative. The issue is, what are we going to do to re-

duce discards within that 2-million metric cap.

Senator Stevens. And waste.
Mr. Blum. And waste. And we believe, and we have said it many

times to you, that ITQs are the place to start with that. Between
now and ITQ implementation, we believe giving the regional direc-

tors some flexibility to move the fishers off of hot spot bycatch
areas would be worthy of the Congress and the agency and the
Councils to look at. But the 2-million metric ton cap is a very con-
servative cap, and everything counts against that, and we have had
observers on all of our vessels and on a large number of other ves-

sels, so there is good accounting.
If the New England Council had had caps and had observers that

had scientific management, you would be talking a different subject
with those folks than you are now, but the North Pacific has man-
aged and has met the challenge that you. Senator Magnuson, Sen-
ator Gorton, have given us to conserve the nation's fishery re-

sources.

Senator Stevens. Anyone else want to comment about that?
Mr. Curry. Senator Stevens, I think that the cap has done well

for us. It is sort of like a banker making sure there are reserves
available to us. With regard to the use of the 2-million metric tons
that are available, though, mindful there are two types of discards

of waste.
One is something like PSC, which is mandated, and there are

good reasons for it. The other type that we have is economic waste,
throwing the fish overboard and not using it. That is the type of

waste that we need to put a stop to, and I think the proposals in

S. 39 work a long ways in accomplishing that.

Senator Stevens. Bob?
Mr. Alverson. Senator, the 2,000 metric ton limit cap was a

first attempt by, actually by Dr. Lowly Lowell to the National Fish-

ery Service to have an ecosystem management regime in the Ber-

ing Sea, and the Council adopted that. Out of that comes the har-

vest and is also deducted any waste. I think the waste has amount-
ed to 25- to 40-percent in the past.

I think the North Pacific Council is addressing many of the is-

sues which you bring up in the bill S. 39.

Senator Stevens. Mr. Bundy, a lot of your comments raised that

question.
Mr. Bundy. Again the 2-million ton cap, as I understand it, was

a cap put on by the Council back during the days—and Bob can
correct me if I am wrong—^back during the days when we were
frankly pushing the foreign fleet out because it made it easier to

push them out as we got to the cap.

The cap has been there ever since. It has had a beneficial effect

of providing a very conservative management tool in the North Pa-

cific. Now, I will be frank to say, too, that there is growing evidence

that the cap is actuallv an ecological harm, because if you talk to

Dr. Low Lee Loh and ne shows you his bar chart of flatfish of the
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Bering Sea, you see a steady upward trend year after year after

year, and there is growdng evidence that those flatfish are doing

things Hke taking care of the crab, and many of the crabbers agree

on that, too. So maybe additional fishing needs to be done.

But the point I wanted to make, because I think your question

was directed to waste, is that, as you know, the Bering Sea is a

huge place. Alaska is a huge place. This resource is a huge re-

source. So, even though our bycatch or discard rate in absolute vol-

ume is a huge number, it is really a relatively low rate. If you com-
pare it to the national fisheries that we have, if you compare it to

the sports fishing we have, we have a low rate. We can do better

and we are going to do better. We are doing a number of things.

I could tick off a lot. It is an economic problem. The fishermen

—

we are not stupid. We do things for specific reasons out there, and
discards in the Bering Sea is an economic problem. It needs to be
addressed by economic incentives.

Mr. Alberda. Out of 2-million metric ton cap, 1.2 million is pol-

lock, which is clean fishery as it relates to waste and discards, so

we are talking really about the majority of the waste coming from
the north of the fisheries. It is because these fish are on the bot-

tom. When you are using midwater trawl, it is fairly clean, but the
bottom trawl brings up more of non-targeted species.

I think that everyone understands the impact of economic dis-

cards versus the regulatory discards. And I think that there were
suggestions in the December Council meeting to implement a pro-

gram to reduce the economic discards gradually over a three or 4
year period. I do not know anyone who was against that. I think
it has to be done.
Senator Stevens. I do not want you to misunderstand. I think

we need to continue to put conservation first and preservation of

species first, and that while we need to consider the bottom line for

the industry, we should not have to have a bottom line manage-
ment of the fishery. That is where I think we are getting off* base.

I hope our bill will straighten that out. You may not agree with
me, but I think there is a difference between the management of
the fishery on a bottom line basis and the operation of any fishing
company on a bottom line basis. I accept the latter; I do not accept
the former. Thank you very much, gentlemen.
We are going to go right now into Panel 3, if that is all right.

Our next panel is David Eraser, board member of the United
Catcher Boats, Fishermen's Terminal; David Benson, Director of
Government Affairs, Tyson Seafood Group, Seattle; Tom Casey,
Alaska Fisheries Conservation Group; and Thorn Smith, North Pa-
cific Longline Association, Seattle.
Gentleman, it is nice to see you. Mr. Fraser.

STATEMENT OF DAVID FRASER, BOARD MEMBER, UNITED
CATCHER BOATS, FISHERMEN'S TERMINAL (PRESENTED BY
BRENT PAINE)

Mr. Fraser. Good morning, Mr. Chairman. I thank you for the
opportunity to testify today. I am actually testifying in place of
Brent Paine, our executive director. He was called away on a fam-
ily emergency situation.
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I am a member of the Board of United Catcher Boats. I am also

a skipper of the 86-foot Fishing Vessel Muir Milach.
United Catcher Boats is a group of about 50 vessels, primarily

trawlers, that fish in the Bering Sea in the Gulf of Alaska and also
on the Washing^n/Oregon coast.

I would like to—we have submitted written comments and I

would like to sort of diverge from them a little bit and personalize
my testimony. I would like to first focus on ITQs, because I think
that ITQs provide the key tools that are necessary to meet the ob-

jectives that the rest of Senate bill 39 addresses.
Those objectives relate to accountability for bycatch, accountabil-

ity for waste utilization, objectives of safety. All of those depend on
or can be realized most efficiently through an ITQ system. Tomor-
row morning, I am going to be flying up to meet my vessel and go
out and be skipper on a trip. I talked to the vessel the night before
last. They are fishing yellowfin sole up against the ice edge of Bris-

tol Bay. It was blowing hard from the north, but fortunately they
are in the lee of the ice, so they can keep fishing. The temperature
was 5 degrees; the windchill factor was minus 40.

When they delivered, the fish froze in the bunker of the mother
ship before they made it to the filleting line. They had to end up
h-and-g'ing instead of filleting because of those conditions. I think
that presents a sort of a microcosm of what we have here.

In that situation, "Why do we keep fishing?" is the question that
comes up. The answer is quite simple. We are in a race for the fish.

We may be an 86-footer, but there are 300-footers out there. If we
stop, they are not stopping. We are replaceable. The market we fish

for would be glad to replace us, or there is other vessels that would
be glad to replace us on that market, so we have got to meet the

competition.
Three years ago we were fishing yellowfin sole up in Togiak area

in T-shirts and cutoffs in May and June. This year, our fishery will

be closed before we get there. It does not have to be that way. The
one thing that we do need—that we do not need in the North Pa-
cific—^is further study of ITQs. In New Bedford, they may not be
sold on that idea, but the majority of the fleet in the Bering Sea
is very much sold on the area.

ITQs have been studied to death in our area. They also have
been studied through the deaths of my colleagues and my friends.

I view those deaths as unnecessary. Somebody else might say those

operators made their own choices; they were a little too greedy.

Perhaps they were a little too greedy, but they pushed the edge of

the envelope. They pushed a little too far, and they made the judg-

ments that came out of the incentives for a race for fish. When the

clock is ticking, neither your banker nor your market gives you
much sympathy if you want to shut down.
What the bill can do, and we are encouraged about it, is to set

some standards for ITQs; to facilitate Council for adopting ITQs
where they are appropriate. We need to have authorization for fees.

We need to have ITQs defined as an access privilege. ITQs also

must be based on accountable—they must—operators must be ac-

countable for all removals under an ITQ system to avoid high grad-

ing. Everything you catch, you must count against your quota.
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Apart from ITQs, I want to touch briefly on some other areas of

the Act. One is CDQs. We reaHze that CDQs have been very effec-

tive and created a lot of benefits for coastal communities in Alaska.

That is because they are quota system.

We do not object to the expansion of CDQs. In fact, we think the

burden of CDQs should be snared by all fisheries, salmon, herring,

crab, and groundfish fisheries, but it is appropriate to do so on a
level playing field. CDQs and ITQs should move together hand in

hand.
In other areas of the conflict of interest provisions, again we need

a level plaving field. I think that the standard proposed may be too

narrow. The president of a fishing companv, when he or she sits

on the Council, is accountable to their shareholders. A lobbyist who
sits on the Council is accountable to the members of their associa-

tion.

Both types of interests need to be—^both types of interest need
to be treated equally, those of lobbyists and those with direct finan-
cial interest. Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Brent C. Paine follows:]
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United Catcher Boats

My Mine is David Fraser, skipper of the FA^ Muir Milach, and I am pleased to present to

you United Catcher Boats' views on S. 39 I, like a majority ofmy fellow members, have

worked in the West Coast and Alaska fishing industry for several decades and over the

years made investments into vessels that now compnse the greater portion of the trawl

catcher boat fleet fishing in the Bering Sea and Gulf of Alaska. I currently am a partnfia- in

two trawl vessels^ a Board Member of United Catcher Boats Association and also a multi-

term member of the North Pacific Fisheries Management Council's Advisory Panel. Our

Executive Director, Brent Paine, apologizes for not being able to present our views, as a

situation at home requires his attention.

I would like to begin by presenting to you a little understanding ofmy organization.

United Catcher Boats, then present our views on the current crisis we are experiencing

under the present management regime in my fisheries, and lastly finish my talk to you by

highlighting some of the areas of concern we have in the present draft version on S 39

L Background

L'nited Catcher Boat's is a fishftmnen's nrganization representing over 50 trawler catcher

vessels active in North Pacific fisheries Our members' vessels range in length from 75 to

190 feet, and whiJe they are pnmanly involved in groundfish m the North Pacific, many

also participate in the Alaska King and tanner crab fisheries and some are involved in the

Pacific Whiting fishery as well We are American owned, operated, built and financed

through local lending institutions Most of our members, who are based in Alaska,

Washington, Oregon, and California, began operating in the groundfish fishenes in the late

197U's and early 1980's Collectively, we have harvested roughly half of all the

groundfish caught by Americans in the North Pacific EEZ since the passage of the

MFCMAin 1976
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The members of our organization represent many of the pioneers of the North Pacific

ground fisheries and crab fisheries. We were the actors of the original passage of the

Magnuson Act: we struggled to learn the fisheries, build the vessels and equipment

necessary, develop new markets, risk our lives. In less than twenty years we successfully

gained i.uaUol of our fisheries from foreign fleets, with an annual worth of over $2 billion

After all the work, risk and struggles it took to develop the Alaskan groundfish fisheries,

we stand before you, roughly twenty years later, to once again ask for your help Our

fishery has gone firom boom to bust overnight. We now find ourselves in a panic mode,

not because the resource has been depleted; in fact, the groundfish stocks in the North

Pacific are as robust and hciildiy as they ever have been. Rather we face a dire economic

crisis that was created by ourselves and the management structure established by the

Magnuson Act: open access fishery management.

11. Industry In Crisis

Many of the industry have been advocating to, and working with, the North Pacific

Fishery Management Council since 1987 to address the problem of overcapitalization in

our industry in order to achieve a mnre productive fishery and a more comprehensive and

rational management regime As an aside, these groundfish fisheries are the largest fisher\'

in the U S both m value and in total tonnage

Over the past five years, the Council has not addressed the problem of overcapitalization

and the ensuing "'race for fish." In 1992 the Council established an Inshore/Offshore

allocation scheme as a four-year interim bandage measure, hoping that four years would

allow them to develop a rational system of fishery management. Yet here we are today,

with the Council poised to recommend extension of the Inshore/Offshore allocation
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because it was unable Lo do its -work in a timely manner The Council has also attempted.

for the past five years, to establish a Moratonura to new entrants into the North Pacific

fisheries, a tool we strongly recommended many years ago. Has a Moratorium been

implemented? No We are told "soon".

Meanwhile, the uvercapiialization spiral continues unabated in all sectors Rational

management has retreated fijrther than ever over the horizon, while the Council has

attempted to bail out a sinking ship with a leaky bucket. The industry is taking the hit:

the rare for fish causes us to waste fish and minimize the value of each fish This is

approximately an annual $300 million loss to the fleet Nine bankruptcies have occurred

withm the past two years involving $300-5400 milhon in capital. Lives are being lost due

to being forced to fish in unsafe weather conditions because fishermen are faced with

choosing financial ruin or risking one's life

Our orgamzation is committed to working with the NPFMC to develop and implement a

quota based system as rapidly as possible. We realize tliis work is properly addressed at

the Council level, but due to years of gridlock and extensions of existing management

measures within the Council, we see that the Council's solution, that of a License

Limitation program, as not addressing the root of the problem.

The crisis in the North Pacific will not be resolved until there is a reduction in the

overcapitalization that results ft'om the "'race for fish'. Freezing the number of licenses

will not reduce or even fi^eeze capitalization, because it does not, end the race for fish In

fact, the capacity of the fleet will inevitably incrpjise a.s harvesters find wavs to circumvent

attempts to regulate inefficiency. This response, known as "the catch-22 of license

limitation" or "'capital stuffing", has been expenenced in every fishery ihrouyhuut the

world where license limitation has been adopted.
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Under either open access or license limitation, the incentive is to maximize the production

per unit of time, not to maximize the potential value per unit offish. The impacts of the

race are that it undermines the ability of the industry to produce value added products,

seasons continue to grow shorter and shorter, quality suffers as does our ability to have

control of the marketplace because all the product arrives in a pulse fashion

Bycatch is another causaUty ofthe race for fish. We firmly believe that reduction of

byratrh ran and should occur in our fisheries. Though we support Senator Steven's

concept of reducing bycatch in our fisheries, we feel that the methods outlined in S 39 are

not optimal, are costly to the industry, perhaps impossible to implement and enforce, and

fiirthennore will not result in the desired results. We propose a more direct, simpler

solution to the problem: a system of individual incentives . Currently, the bycatch of any

given vessel is a cost ^vhich is bom hy the fleet as a whole No individual has any reason

to clean up their performance, especially if doing so will slow down the harvest rate of

their catch. Under an Individual Iransferable Quota (ITQ) system, each vessel will be

assigned quota for any species it harvests, including bycatch. If it exhausts its quou of

incidental species it either (1) buys or leases more of that species' quota; or (2) returns to

port with unused directed species quota, foreclosing its opportunity to harvest the balance

of its pnmary target quota. This is the simplest and most powerful of all possible

incentives for an individual harvester to fish as responsibly as possible, and it is intrinsic in

an ITQ system. It also allows for the Council to determine the level of acceptable

bycatch, and allows for the Council to easily 'ratchet" the bycatch levels down over time

as the fleet leams to fish more cleanly

ITQs also provide the opportunity for the industry to consolidate itself at optimum levels,

a sort of 'industry buy-back' program with no federal assistance or allocation of buy-out
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funds Under an ITQ system, those who choose to remain in the fishery bcai ihe cost of

buying out those who leave. While we are concerned that there should be some limits on

consolidation of quota to prevent monopoly control of the resource, some degree of

reduction of effort is ah<jnliitely essential We prefer this form of 'industry funded

buyback' over Senator Stevens" proposal for several reasons. The first is that it will not

cost the taxpayers any money. Secondly, fishermen should be responsible for the demise

of a fishery, not be "rewarded" by receiving a federal subsidy. Lastly, and perhaps most

importantly, we have yet to witness a single buyback program that has resuhed in a

reduction of effort.

.An additional concern that has been raised relates to the privatization of a public resource.

We want to stress that what we seek from an ITQ management system is a long term

access privilege to harvest fish, not the privatization of the underlying public resource.

Therefore, we are before Congress requesting language in the Act that will encourage the

Council to consider an ITQ system for North Pacific groundfish and crab, (jranted this is a

contentious issue You wiU no doubt hear from others who do not share our point of

view However, I can say that over 85 percent of the harvesting capacity in our fisheries

arc overwhelmingly in support of an ITQ program

UCB has been working hard over the past year with other industry members and with the

NPFMC on development of a fair and equitable ITQ system in our groundfish and crab

fisheries In so doing, many of the finer details of such a program have been debated and

wc wuuld be happy to present to you or your staff this information at a later time rather

than use up the Committee's time today.
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1 have some suggested draft language you can con«dcr that would advise the Council to

consider more seriously the magnitude of the present day problems the industry is facing

and encourages the Council to work aggressively in solving the problems I've presented

earlier.

m. Specific CommenlA ou S. 39

A. Individual Fishermen's Quotas

We are concerned with the proposed guidelines and review requirements beginning on

page 4 1 of S 39 Other than the ideas of a lien registry program and fees, we do not see

the benefits for the proposed guiddinc^. They will serve to just delay consideration of any

reasonable ITQ proposal in any U.S. fishery The Magnuson Act already had detailed

criteria for limited entry in Section 303, in addition to the National Standards in Section

301 that apply to all conservation and management measures.

B. Community Development Quotas.

With respect to the issue ofCDQ's (community development quotas) our members

recognize the important role they can play in helping rural communities break into the

fisheries. As you are aware the North Pacifir Cnuncil has included as part of the

Inshore/Offshore allocation CDQ's in the BS.AI pollock fishery and also CDQs in the

sablefish and halibut IFQ program It is our view that if we are going to pursue CDQ's

for societal reasons, the cost of this program should be spread among all the fisheries, not

just the pollock fishery All fisheries, like salmon, crab and halibut, ought to contribute

ilieir fair share to helping fishery dependent communities

We also have concerns about the lack of federal standards or guidelines for this program

As you know, the North Pacific Council gave the Governor of Alaska the authority to
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distribute CDQ's as he sees fit. There are no guidelines, no standards, no checks and

balances Last year CDQ's were valued in excess of $20 million. We believe that the

Councils or the Secretary should have a bigger role in assuring that CDQ's are distributed

to the neediest and most deserving communities We also think that rongrt»«<i ought to

incorporate into the law some guidance as to the purpose of this program.

Finally, we think that CDQ's should be incorporated into a broader market based quota

share system for the rationalization of the fisheries. As I mentioned earlier, UCB has

steadfastly supported the adoption of an ITQ management program for groundfish We

support hnking a CDQ program with an ITQ program Implementing a stand-alone CDQ

program gives preference to certain groups at a cost to others and also allows for increase

in capacity of the fleet in a time when we are struggling to reduce eflfort

C. Bycatch, Discards and Waste

UCB is proud of the efforts our members have taken to address the issue of bycatch over

the past few years at the council level, including 1 ) the shift in accounting for halibut PSC

from handled fish to mortality offish and reducing the total allowable halibut PSC cap, 2)

better accounting methods for counting and/or estimating bycatch, 3) voluntary programs

like the SaJnion Rcscajch Foundation where our fleet has contributed hundreds of

thousands of dollars annually to fund research to assist us in reducing the incidental catch

of salmon PSC and in determining the effects of bycaught salmon to streams of origin; and

4) gear modifications to reduce unwanted portions of the harvest, such as mesh size

regulations and grid sorting devices. I would estimate that the NPFMC has spent more

dmc and tanergy on issues conttaning bycatch than any other issue. These programs I

mention are just but a few programs implemented over the years by the Council. This is a

good start.
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UCB agrees with Senator Stevens about the need for reduction in the current levels of

bvcatch We believe that this would be an appropriate indication by Congress about the

importance of reducing bycalch nationwide. However, as mentioned earlier, we would

like i(j work with you on some improvements to the current language in S 39 and have

provided some suggestions in our legislative proposals. Some form of 'Individual

Bycatch Quotas' should be considered along with the bill's language of incentive fees or

harvest preference. In addition, the timeline required in the draft bill for the NPFMC may

not be doable, given the recent cuts inNMFS staff and budget and a potential moratorium

on iuiy new federal regulations.

With regards to waste, we believe that any program to reduce waste should be applied

nationwide UCB members participate in some of the "cleanest" fisheries in U.S. waters

We believe that if you compared our performance to other fisheries around the country,

you will sec what we mean. Decauac our vohimes of harvest are so large, very small

percentages of bycatch tend to be big numbers But they represent fi-actions of the

biomass. While other fisheries may appear to have low levels of bycatch, when compared

to the overall size of the stocks, it is significant. This is why we be]ie\'e any effort to

reduce waste should be nationwide And as I stated earlier in my testimony, UCB believes

ihe most efffective way to reduce waste is through an ITQ program, where each captain is

responsible for his vessel's performance

n F.«<ential Fishery HabiUt

New language in the bill amending Section 305. Ecosystem Management imposes a new

requirement on the Councils to describe essential fishery habitat and prescribe

maiiagemeiit measures to minimize adverse impact on the habitat caused by fishing We

support efforts to protect valuable fishery habitat because our future literally depends on
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u However, we think the proposed definition of essentia] fishery habitat is overly broad

and could encompass the entire ocean. Further, we believe the Councils currently have

adequate authority to protect important fish habitat. We are already doing this in the

North Pacific, therefore, do noi support the requirement that they must include measures

in every plan to minimize impact on the habitat UCB recently worked hand in hand with

the North Pacific Council in designating a no-trawl zone around the Pribilof Islands in

order to protect key juvenile blue king crab habitat We've already talked with your staflF

about this and want to continue to work with you

E. Confidentiality of Data

The confidentiality of data section as drafted seems overly broad, particularly as it applies

to bycatch UCB has worked for a number of years to get the council to adopt regulations

which provide for the publication ofbycatch data on a vessel by vessel basis. Those

regulations were finally adopted last year and provide the basis for the only real functional

programs for individual accountability for bycatch, programs designed and managed by

industry based on peer pressure, but dependent upon access to mdividual bycatch data

This is a public resource and those who abuse it shonlri not he allowed to hide behind a

veil of "data confidentiality" Public access to data on removals of a public resource is the

comer stone of accountability.

We are also concerned that this section could present vessel uwueis IJroni having access to

catch data fi'om their own vessels when they are operated by a hired skipper.

Confidentiality should apply to commercial data, such as products, markets and

aistomers, not to public resource removals When Weyerhaeuser harvests trees on public

land, whether they make pspet or 2x4 's and To whom they sell those products is their

business. The when, where and how they harvest the trees, by clcai cuuing oi selective

harvest, is information the public has a right to know so too with fish.
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Senator Stevens, Thank you, very much. Mr. Benson?

STATEMENT OF DAVID BENSON, DIRECTOR OF GOVERNMENT
AFFAIRS, TYSON SEAFOOD GROUP, SEATTLE WASHINGTON
Mr. Benson. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, Senator Gorton. My

name is David Benson. I am director of government affairs for

Tyson's Seafood Group. I am here this morning because Mr. Brown
was unable to make it, so I am presenting his testimony for him.
Tyson's Seafood is an American company widely diversified in

the North Pacific fisheries. We operate America's largest fleet of
fishing and processing vessels skippered by Americans. We operate
several processing plants in the coastal communities of Oregon,
Washington, and Alaska.
Our primary business objective is rather simple; to use American

fish to supply wholesome, user-finendly products to the American
consumer at the best possible price. We are a company forever com-
mitted to the sustainability of our fishery and resources. Our in-

vestment in the seafood industry is large and growing and with it

grows our investment of the health of the resources.
While we are a company of real people, your constituents, as a

matter of fact, we are often reduced in the press to a faceless multi-
national giant anxious to vacuum up the very last fish. To the con-
trary, put in very simple business terms, our company's presence
and ftiture viability demands a strong resource conservation ethic.

Frankly, Tyson's Seafood and all the people who work in our
boats and in our processing plants have far more at stake in the
sustainability of our fisheries than anyone, including the environ-
mental community. We did not commit to this industry our people's

futures, or the investments of our shareholders in order that we
might destroy the resource and with it ourselves.

I ask you to listen carefiilly. What we are about and what fishery

conservation is about in the North Pacific has nothing to do with
what happened in New England. What happened in New England
had nothing to do with big boats or big companies or even ITQs,
as some would like you to believe.

There is a strong conservation ethic within the North Pacific in-

dustry Council and States. Our region has led the Nation in suc-

cessful fishery conservation and in our many efforts to reduce
bycatch. Attached to my testimony, you will find a summary pre-

pared by the North Pacific Council outlining the truly extraor-

dinary conservation and bycatch achievements we have made.
Let us keep the record straight and not allow anyone to confuse

those facts in order to thwart our efforts to further rationalize our
management program and make further progress on bycatch. We
have some general points to make on bycatch which relate to legis-

lation of S. 39.

First, we believe that bycatch management is a national priority.

It is a priority of "Tyson Seafood and it must be a priority of our
industry. We support the establishment of a new national standard
on bycatch which makes it a simple straightforward policy to, No.

1, minimize the harvest of fish that we cannot utilize; No. 2, mini-

mize the mortality of those fish that are caught that cannot be uti-

lized such as prohibited species that are required by regulation to
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be returned to the sea; and No. 3, maximize the utilization of those

fish that are caught other than prohibited species.

We beheve this approach is preferable to asking Congress to an-

ticipate every complex contingency and every dynamic fishery by
developing micromanagement or regional specific provisions within

the Act. Instead, a national standard declares a policy for all Coun-
cils to implement while preserving their prerogatives to tailor fish-

er-specific bycatch solutions which are practical and which will

work. We ask that you will consider this approach as an alter-

native to a very detailed approach taken in S. 39.

This is not just rhetoric. Tyson's Seafood has adopted our own
proactive approach to the bycatch problems. For example, in order

to minimize the harvest of fish we cannot utilize in rocksole fish-

ery, Tyson's has voluntarily increased the mesh size in our nets to

allow smaller, unutilized fish to escape. Already we have realized

a 42 percent increase in rocksole retention compared to 1993 by
this method alone.

Further, in order to increase the utilization of cod bycatch in the
Bering Sea Rocksole fishery, we now transport the cod to our new
plant in Kodiak for further processing into fillets. These are fish

that were nor previously utilized because the open access system
forces us to commit our entire shipboard process capacity to process
rocksole. None of this was required by law, but it shows what a
company serious about bycatch can do.

Which brings me to the final issue of ITQs, an issue that has a
great deal to do with bycatch management. In fact, I would venture
that a properly designed ITQ program for the North Pacific

groundfisheries and the individual accountability such a program
would establish—could have more of an impact on bycatch and dis-

card production than traditional methods. I would be very pleased
to explain that statement in some detail if requested.

It is popular to equate in some circles—it is popular in some cir-

cles to equate ITQs with Tyson's, but it would not be fair to take
credit for the idea as much as we might like to. No, Tyson's did
not invent ITQs and we certainly are not alone in embracing the
many benefits a properly designed program would bring to fisher-

men and processors, to resource and bycatch conservation, to the
safety of life at sea, and to the American consumer.

In fact, as the understanding of ITQs increases and fear sub-
sides, ITQs are supported by a rapidly growing community that in-

cludes big boats, small boats, Seattlites and Alaskans, offshore
processors, onshore processors, scientists and managers, and some
of the more enlightened within the environmental community, in-

cluding the well respected Environmental Defense Fund.
Yet still there remains concern that companies like Tyson will

gobble up all of the quotas and force small-boat fishermen out of
the fisheries. I would simply say that no consideration of North Pa-
cific ITQs has failed to include quota share ownership caps and
limits to transferability to address this very issue.

Perhaps proof lies in the Halibut/Sablefish ITQ program which
Alverson spoke of, which contains extensive provisions to prevent
excessive consolidation and to preserve the basic character of the
fishery. Given this, we simply ask you to reconsider using the legis-
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lation not just to guide, but to facilitate the Council's ability to put
ITQs into place where appropriate.
Tne provisions of S. 39 are very extensive, and we are concerned

there may be more to deny or slow down our ability to rationalize

the fisheries than to enhance it. Thank you very much for your con-
sideration of these views.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Roy Brown, presented by Mr.
Benson follows:]
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Mr. Chairman, Senator Gorton, I am Roy Brown, President of Tyson Seafood. We are

an American company widely diversified in the North Pacific fisheries. We operate

America's largest fleet of fishing and processing vessels skippered by Americans. We

operate several processing plants in the coastal communities of Oregon, Washington and

Alaska. Our primary business objective is rather simple— to use American fish to

supply wholesome, user-friendly products to the American consumer at the best possible

price.
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We are a company forever committed to the sustainability of our fishery resources. Our

investment in the seafood industry is large and growing, and with it grows our

investment in the health of the resource. While we are a company of real people— your

constituents as a matter of fact— we are often reduced in the press to a faceless,

multinational giant anxious to vacuum up the very last fish. To the contrary— put in

very simple business terms— our company, its present and future viability, demands a

strong resource conservation ethic

Frankly, Tyson Seafood, and all of the people who work on our boats and in our

processing plants, have far more at stake in the sustainability of our fisheries than

anyone— including the environmental community. We did not commit to this industry

our people's futures or the investments of our shareholders in order that we might

destroy the resource and with it ourselves. Please hear what I am saying. What we are

about, and what fishery conservation is about in the North Pacific has nothing to do with

what happened in New England. And, what happened in New England had nothing to

do with big boats or big companies or even ITQs.

There is a strong conservation ethic within the North Pacific industry. Council and

States. Our region has led the nation in successful fbhery conservation and in our many

efforts to address bycatch. Attached to my testimony you will find a summary prepared

by the North Pacific Council outlining the truly extraordinary conservation and bycatch

achievements we have made. Let's keep the record straight and not allow anyone to

confuse those facts in order to thwart our efforts to further rationalize our management

program and make further progress on bycatch.
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We have some general points to make on bycatch which relate to the legislation, S. 39.

First, we believe that bycatch management is a national priority. It is a priority of

Tyson Seafood and it must be a priority of our industry. We support the establishment

of a new National Standard on bycatch that makes It a simple, straightforward National

policy to—

1. minimize the harvest of fish we cannot utilize;

2. minimize the mortality of those fish that are caught but cannot be

utilized, such as prohibited species that are required by regulation to be

returned to the sea; and

3. maximize the utilization of those fish that are caught other than

prohibited species.

We believe this approach is preferable to asking Congress to anticipate every complex

contingency in every dynamic fishery by developing micro-management or region-

specific provisions within the Act Instead, a National Standard declares a policy for all

Councils to implement while preserving their prerogatives to tailor fishery-specific

bycatch solutions which are practical, and which will work. We ask that you consider

this approach as an alternative to the very detailed approach taken in S. 39.

Lest our words ring hollow, Tyson Seafood has adopted a proactive approach to our

bycatch problems. For example, in order to minimize the harvest of fish we cannot

utilize in the Rocksole fishery—Tyson has voluntarily increased the mesh size in our nets

to allow smaller, unutilized fish to escape. Already we have realized a 42% increase in

rocksole retention by this method alone. Further, in order to increase the utilization of
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Cod bycatch in the Bering Sea Rocksole fishery, we now transport this Cod to our new

plant in Kodiait for further processing into fillets. These are fish that were not

previously utilized because the open access system forces us to commit our entire ship-

board processing capacity to processing Rocksole. None of this was required by law, but

it shows what a company serious about bycatch can do.

Which brings me to the final issue of ITQs — an issue that has a great deal to do with

bycatch management In fact, I would venture that a properly designed ITQ program

for the North Pacific groundfisheries— and the individual accountability such a program

would establish— could have more of an impact on bycatch and discard reduction than

traditional methods. I would be very pleased to explain that statement in some detail if

requested.

It is popular in some circles to equate ITQs with Tyson, but it wouldn't be fair to take

credit for the idea— as much as we might like to. No, Tysons didn't invent ITQs and we

are certainly not alone in embracing the many benefits a properly designed program

would bring to fishermen & processors, to resource and bycatch conservation, to the

safety of life at sea, and to the American consumer. In fact, as the understanding of

ITQs increases and the fear subsides, ITQs are supported by a rapidly growing

community that includes big boats and small boats, Seatlites and Alaskans, offshore

processors and onshore processors, scientists and managers, and even some of the more

enlightened within the environmental community including the well respected

Environmental Defense Fund.
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Yet still there remains concern that companies like Tysons will gobble-up all of the

quotas and force small-boat fishermen out of the fisheries. I would simply say that no

serious discussion of North Pacific ITQs has failed to include quota share ownership caps

and limits to transferability to address this very issue. Perhaps proof lies in the

Halibut/Sablefish ITQ plan which contains extensive provisions to prevent excessive

consolidation and to preserve the basic character of the fishery.

Given this, we simply ask you to reconsider using the legislation not just to guide but to

facilitate the CounciPs ability to put ITQs into place where appropriate. The provisions

of S. 39 regarding ITQs are very extensive and we are concerned that they may do more

to deny our ability to rationalize the fisheries than to enhance it.

Thank you for your consideration of our views. I would be pleased to respond to any

questions.
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Senator Stevens. Thank you very much. Mr. Casey?

STATEMENT OF TOM CASEY, ALASKA FISHERIES
CONSERVATION GROUP

Mr. Casey. Good morning. My name is Tom Casey. I represent
the people you see on the second page of our handout, 34 Bering
Sea Crab Fishermen and Vessel Owners.
We are growing at the rate of about 7 percent a week mostly be-

cause of the revulsion many people feel in Seattle against ITQs.
People that join our group join because the other crab association

is devoted to ITQs. They feel that those privileges will end up in

the hands of a minority of people.

More than anything else, the people who joined our group and
have been roughlv 15 to 18 since we testified to Don Young, telling

us overwhelmingly that they want us to stop ITQs. They think it

is a mistake and they want to go back.

Are you folks aware when you hear all the doom and gloom
about the crab fisheries in Alaska that in 1980, the greatest year
of king crab abundance and harvest, we earned about $240- million

during that king crab season? Yet in the last 60 days or less, a fleet

of comparable size has earned more than this, harvesting Opilios.

I ask you to trust your eyes. Look around this room and tell me
how many peasants you see. I knew most of these people when
they lived in duplexes and trailers. Now, you know, they live in

brick mansions on Brown Point; they live in Magnolia; they live in

Edmonds in houses rarely under 3,000 to 4,000 square feet.

Wherever Senator Magnuson is right now, I hope that the cre-

ator of everyone of us is taking good care of him, because him and
you, Ted and Don and Jerry—talk about economic development.
You know, I hoped when I came out to Alaska in 1970 that I would
be able to earn several times the minimum wage. Beyond my
fondest dreams, when I got into the Alaska fisheries and then into

deep sea in the Pacific, I do not dare tell the people I grew up back

East, because they are making several multiples of the minimum
wage.
Look around the room. What is the average price of a suit in this

room? Here is a lawyer that earns several hundred dollars an hour,

does a hell of a good job for his clients, and is an expert, but he
will not work for free. He will only work for the income from these

fisheries.

So, I ask you to trust not the text, but trust your eyes. There is

great prosperity here. Where did it come from, sir?

It came from open access sea fisheries. Senator, I cannot help to

say that this week mv wife is going to Oregon, and I ate the fish

sticks from her father s company.
I know a lot of them are made from Alaska pollock caught under

open access. I think your family flourished under open access in

the fish business. I hope when people come to you and say that,

"Slade, things are terrible and we need you to jump ship on open

access," that you will just think about how your family succeeded.

Senator CJorton. General Mills owns that company now.

Mr. Casey. Yes, sir, but who made it desirable to General Mills;

your father and grandfather under open access. I would like to

point out to you, our membership is growing very fast because they
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are against ITQs. When it comes to overcapitalization, whatever

the value of the boats was before March 15th in the halibut and
black cod fleet, did we not just add several $100-million worth of

capital to these permits? Did we not increase the overcapitalization

problem by going through this artificial creation of new wealth to

these folks?

To my knowledge, 42 vessels control half the black cod fishery

now. I would like the same deal in crab. We have almost 42 mem-
bers. We would like half the crab in the Bering Sea; equal treat-

ment under the law.

You know that Caterpillar Tractor recently ended up with ITQs
in a financial transaction. That really worries us. Just for a short

time the lawyers had control over it. What makes us worry is all

these "doo dans" in the regulations can be overcome.
If I could turn your attention to Page 5 of our handout and very

quickly tell you these are the reasons we are against ITQs. You
know that Northwest Mariner and Entrance Point had problems in

the Bering Sea Opilio fishery this year. No one questions that the
people—the seamanship or the people on the Northwest Mariner,
they were there sometimes decades and they were very careful

men, but you would not believe how quickly vessels ice up and how
quickly you get behind the 8- ball in 30-foot seas. Everyone in this

room mourns for those men, but we are against using that as a po-
litical football to convince you to go for ITQs.
My time is up. I will just tell you. Senator, here are 1,000 signa-

tures from Kodiak, Alaska which we have delivered to your office,

Frank's, and Don's 2 weeks ago. ITQs are highly controversial. A
lot of people still do not want them. Do not believe the guys in the
$400 suits who say it is over. Thank you, sir. I21[The prepared
statement of Mr. Casey follows:]
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Alaska Fisheries Conservation Group
MEMBERSHIP ROSTER FOR MARCH 18, 1995

P.O. Box 910 Woodinville. WA 98072

(206) 488-7708 Fax (206) 823-3964

I . Alaska trojan (or)

3. ALICIA JEAN (AK)

5. ARCTIC LADY (AK)

7

.

CONTROLLER BAY (WA)

9. EXITO(WA)

I I . ICELANDER (AK)

13. KDS(AK)

15. KODIAK QUEEN (WA)

17. LADY ALEUTIAN (AK)

1 9

.

MYSTERY BAY (WA)

21. NOWITNA(WA)

23. PATRICIA LEE (AK)

25. POLAR LADY (WA)

27. REBEL (AL)

29. SIBERIAN SEA (OR)

3 1

.

TIME BANDIT (AK)

3 3

.

TRIDENT SFDS (WA)

P.O. Box 11-1748 Anchorage, AK 99511

(907) 346-3145 Fax (907) 346-3154

ALEUTIAN BALLAD (OR)

AMATULI (WA)

BRITTANY (WA)

8. CORNELIA MARIE (WA)

10. HANDLER (AK)

12. ICY BAY (WA)

14. KISKASEA(OR)

1 6 . LADY ALASKA (AK)

18. LADY KODIAK (AK)

20 . NEW VENTURE (OR)

22 . OCEAN BALLAD (OR)

24. PINNACLE (WA)

2 6 . PROSURVEYOR (AK)

28. shaman (wa)

30. Sultan (wa)

32 . TRAILBLAZER (OR)

34 . YARD ARM KNOT (WA)
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Good morning, Senator Stevens and Senator Gorton, my name is

Tom Casey and I represent the owners of thirty-four Bering Sea and

Aleutian Islands crab vessels from Washington, Oregon, Alaska,

California and Alabama.

Most of us have known Ted Stevens since the initial passage of

the Magnuson Act in 1976, when he, Warren Magnuson, Don Young,

Gerry Studds and President Gerald Ford generated the greatest

domestic prosperity ever experienced in Alaskan fisheries' history.

By creating an opportunity in law and in fact for us to reverse

the foreign domination of Alaska's offshore fisheries, you made our

lives and our families' lives better than we could have ever imagined

back then.

You never let us thank you, Ted. But we want to do exactly

that now because so many of us that benefited from your work are

here today. So whether you can stand it or not: We thank you

sincerely for all that you have done for fishing families in the

Northwest and Alaska. We were very lucky to have you, Maggie, Don
and Gerry on watch twenty-years ago when our fate was being

decided.

You folks created an "opportunity-society" in the Alaskan 200-

mile zone that today should inspire the leaders of the U.S. House of

Representatives who want to establish that same principle nation-

wide.

Our primary concern today is ITQ's. We oppose them

unanimously in the BSAI crab and groundfish fisheries. We are wary

of them in the halibut and blackcod fisheries and we think years

should go by before there is any new Secretarial approval of ITQ's in

any other Alaskan fisheries.

What's wrong with a 3-5 year moratorium on new ITQ's? Both

the Pacific Council and the North Pacific Council voted last year to

delay further implementation of ITQ's in their areas because of social

and political reactions to them.

We find little if any enthusiasm for ITQ's on the East Coast and

the Gulf Coast.
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Ted, neither you nor Maggie ever intended to unleash a fishery

management process (ITQ's) upon us that divides the fleet and the

industry into "Have's and Have-Not's."

Your gift to us back then was Opportunity, not a Bureaucratic

Guarantee (ITQ's).

You and Maggie united us in prosperity. ITQ's will divide

Alaskan and Northwest families for generations to come and the

billion-dollar-per-year legacy that you and Maggie bequeathed to all

of us will soon be cornered by the wealthiest few and their clever

lawyers.

We ask you not to let well-meaning (?), self-certain social-

engineers take us down that road. History's greatest societies have

been fueled by innovation, energy, opportunity and enterprise; not

by monopolies that excluded competition and cornered the market.

People will come before you today and ask you to protect them

from competition, to guarantee them fabulous wind-fall profits, to

insure them from financial operating losses and to calm the seas so

that every day is flat calm.

Please remind them, Ted, that was never your intention.

Make us work for our pay. Use simple incentives to reduce

bycatch and waste. Promote innovation and let the NMFS bureacrats

know that you are closely monitoring their spending on these

dubious social experiments (ITQ's).

And ten years from now, when The Magnuson Act is re-

authorized again, we'll still have a vibrant fishing economy in Alaska
that profits many households not an oligopoly that profits just a few.

The tide has turned throughout America. People want

1. less government, not more;

2. less central planning of their lives and businesses,

not more;

3. more competition, not less;
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4. lower food prices, not higher ones;

5. more opportunity to prosper as individuals and

families, not less:

6. wiser use of our natural resources, not waste.

As a nation, this is the direction we have chosen to travel.

But listening to the ITQ-salesmen you'd never know it.

Please include in the Sustainable Fisheries Act at least a 5-year

moratorium on ITQ's.

In 1976, you gave us new prosperity in Alaska's 200-mile

zone. In 1995, please don't let federal bureaucrats and wind-

fall profiteers steal it away from us.

Thank you.

Our Technical Recommendations are listed below and our

critique of ITQ's is included in the Appendix.
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Technical Recommendations

1. SEC 111

Section 303 (f) (2) (E) Page 43

We oppose federal auctions of fishing privileges in Alaska

because wealthy corporations and individuals will end up

cornering the supply through paper-partners and frontmen.

2. SEC 118

Section 313 (2) Page 71

This seems to require total catch measurement by January 1,

1997. "Such conservation and management measures
shall ensure the accurate enumeration of target

species, economic discards and regulatory discards.

"

One of the keys to minimizing the bycatch mortality of

juvenile and female King Crab and Tanner Crab in the Bering

Sea crab fisheries is to handle them intelligently and to

minimize their time out-of-water on deck.

It does not make sense to weigh these juvenile and female

crab before returning them to the sea. We predict that

handling mortality will rise dramatically if this sentence is not

changed for the Alaska crab fisheries.

3. SEC 118

Section 303 (f) (3) Page 71

By simply inserting the words "and between" after the word
"within" on Line 23, maximum bycatch reduction can be

accomplished fastest. These two words will create powerful

incentives for groundfish fishermen to clean-up their acts, as

the American public expects them to.
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Appendix:

I T Q Critique
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ITQ Recommendations

We recommend that S 39 discourage ITQ's

for at least the following reasons.

1. ITQ's do not assure vessel safety on the high

seas. But seamanship, continuous vessel safety

training/drilling and extreme caution by the

s lei

p

per and the crew can reduce the odds of

fishing vessel accidents.

Indicator

A. The past Bering Sea Opilio Tanner Crab fishery (January 15-

February 17) was marked by record high ex-vessel prices, \

very cold weather and a rampaging ice-pack that constantly

threatened to destroy gear on the best "hot spots".

Ironically, the same fate almost befell two different vessels,

one that fished the treacherous open ocean and one that was

sheltered at anchor.

On opening-day of the very stormy and cold Opilio

Tanner Crab season last January in the Bering Sea, the FV
NORTHWEST MARINER, operated by an experienced and

safety- trained skipper and crew, capsized and sank with

all hands lost

On February 7th, the crabber ENTRANCE POINT,
was sheltered in the lee of St. Paul Island in the

Pribilofs.' It was nearly lost when advancing ice trapped
it against the shore. The USCG evacuated the crew
because the risk of grounding became unacceptably high.
Luckily, a nearby tug boat was able to free the crab

vessel from the ice and tow it to harbor.

Conclusion: ITQ*8 are unlikely to reduce the high
risks of winter fishing in the Bering Sea.
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.-ilBIT 2

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Adminislrallon
NATIONAL MAfllNE FlSMe«l£S ScKVlCE
Nonncasi Rc$*on

One Blacubuni 0>nx
Clewccswr. UA OISM

Surf Clan/Ocean Quahog ITQ Cvaluacion

Based on Interviews wich Capcains, Owners and Crevj^

By

Kennech L. Beal

Interviews with NMFS Port Agents and surf clam and ocean quahog
fishermen, skippers and vessel owners were conducted in fishing
ports in Maryland and New Jersey on February 10-13, 1992. The
primary points which we focused on were the acceptcLblilty of the
cage tags currently in use and Che perception of whether
enforcement has changed as a result o£ Amendment 6 to the Surf
Clam & Ocean Quahog Fishery Management Plan. Most of the people
interviewed offered additional coaments on other aspects of
Amendment 6, although these comments were not solicited. For
purposes of reporting all observations, I will first address Che
key issues, followed by general comments.

Under the previous provisions of Che FMP, with severely
restricted fishing hours and days (6 hours every 1 weeks 1.

had to 90 fi-«;>linfl '" ^^'^ woarhoT- nj- 1 r»go rhai j- Hay /tt was hoped

>'"-'^'-g

/

and weather is noc a consideracion. So boats are often forced co
go fishing in bad **eaCber, or lose Che connection wich chat
processor. Two vessels which sank in lace 1991 (the John Marvin
and the Valerie E) were caught in a rapidly-building storm. The
crew from the Valerie B were lose, but the crew from the John
Marvin were re'^rii^ >>y rho rnagr n^ard. rFianv people mentioned
these sinkings as an indication of no change in the safety
factor.]
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2. ITQ's destroy coastal community
jobs.

Indicator

A. Comparative Kodiak Halibut Fishing Strategies

Vessels Skippers Crewmen Total Jobs

1994 Open-Access 5 5 2 2 5

1995 ITQ Regs 1 1 4* 5

1995 Net Job Loss (2 0)

* These "crewmen" are all former skippers

and quota share owners.

Source: Proposal by several Halibut Quota Share-Holders to

Bill Alwert

P.O. Box 1711 Kodiak, Alaska 99615

Phone (907) 486-5511

B. Kodiak Island Borough ITQ Resolution
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InuOOucod by: Aiawrttiy

RtQuettad by: Ais«rnO>y

Orarted by: OarK li Community
Oev«iopm«nt Oiicaor

Intfoouced; n/03/94
Adopted: n/03.'94

KODIAK ISLAND BOROUGH
RESOLUTION NO. 94-37

A RESOLUTION URQINQ THE ALASKA MUNICIPAL LEAGUE
AND ALL COMMUNITIES TO SUPPORT

THE LAWSUIT AGAINST INDIVIDUAL FISHING QUOTAS

WHEREAS, the Kodiak Island Borough Assembly believes that Individual Fishing

Quotas (IFQs) will lead to corporate-ownership of the North Pacific

fishing industry; and

WHEREAS, this will have an adverse impact on tax bases and community structures;

and

WHEREAS, IFQs would result in financial loss to both the public and private sectors

of the economy: and

WHEREAS, the Kodiek Island Borough has contributed $30,000.00 to support the

lawsuit against IFGs;

NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED BY THE ASSEMBLY OF THE KODIAK ISLAND
BOROUGH THAT the Alaska Municipal League, concerned communities, and

individuals financially support the lawsuit against Individual Fishing Quotas.

ADOPTED BY THE ASSEMBLY OF THE KODIAK ISLAND BOROUGH
THIS THIRD OF NOVEMBER, 1994

KODIAK ISLAND BOROUGH

mU <

Jerome M. Selby, Boroughl

Mary A.-lClonroe, Presiding Officer

ATTEST:

iSlIX-

Donna F. Smith CMC, Borough Clerk

Kodiak Island Borough. Alaska Resolution No. 94-37

Pafla 1 of 1

1
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.

ITQ*s breed acute social and

community dissension

Indicator

Kodiak fishermens' wives fight over

halibut and sablefish Quota Shares in

the check-out line at Safeway.

FRIDAY^NOVEMBER 25, 1994—KODIAK DAILYMlRJ^bfe^

PttbHc saflfctyJ^

blotter:^

jim^ «iii «4ft

Ayoi

coat-fofscveral hours was

lursday in the Lilly Lake area.

gut^his $S0 and complete eight hours qf

community service for t^eft. l^ii^

Johrr 1, Jr.. 21, hais.toi'pay

A woman had her finger broken ||$250 and sb(ve three;dayvin'jail

Thursday when another woman mof refusing aVeath tesL^flvl^'^'v:

assaulted her at Safeway. « ^^

1

1
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4 • ITQ's guarantee higher food
prices to American consumers for

decades to come.

Indicator

A. BC-export halibut prices under ITQ's

B. Homer fishermen's plan to

"coordinate" with Canadian ITQ-fishermen

to establish and maintain highest

possible U.S. consumer prices for halibut

C Honor Thy Supplier article

1 2
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NEWSNFT

VANCOUVER, BC

B.C. Halibut Ends Upbeat

The
weather was rough

for British Columbia

longliners making

their last halibut deliv-

eries of the season;

but overall, it was smooth sail-

ing for these fishermen whose

quota share system aUowed

them to pick their fishing days

and capitalize on market condi-

tions. The preliminary end-of-

season totals ran to 9,897,000

pounds for Canada out of a

quota of 10 million pounds

(compared to 44,957,000

pounds for the U.S.). Virtually

all of Canada's fish were

caught and sold fresh into a

market which has expanded

from 300.000 pounds per week
several years ago to 600,000

pounds per week this year.

B.C.s halibut season saw

excellent prices with few fluc-

tuations, according to Eric

Wickham, past president of

the Pacific Coast Fishing Ves-

sel Owners Guild, which repre-

sents most of the halibut

industry in B.C. "I had a great

year. 1 fished the first of the

season and got just over

C$4.00/lb. (U.S.$2.60/lb.) and

I thought that would be the

best all season. In fact, it got

better and fluctuated at just

over CS4.00/lb. most of the

time." said Wickham. He
added that he heard reports of

some fishermen receiving over

CS5.00/lb.

In large part, the high

prices and lack of fluctuation

were a result of the Depart-

ment of Fisheries and Oceans
(DFO) hot line, said Wickham.
'It is a real good service which

hasstopped the gluts." This

service provides information

to fishermen about landings

throughout the province,

allowing them to spread out

deliveries and help prevent

glutted markets that cause

downward price fluctuations.

Wickham explained that hal-

ibut fishermen have had to

learn how. when and where to
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market their fish so they get

the best value and avoid flood-

ing the market "It used to be it

was 99% fishing and 1% mar-

keting. Now it is 70% preparing

the market and 30% fishing.'

he said.

Where halibut was once

caught in short derby fisheries

and debvered at the dock to

large processors, the quota

share system has favored

smaller, leaner buyers who
tend to specialize in these fish-

eries. In fact, said Wickham,
there is one buyer who pur-

chases about one-third of the

weekly poundage. "He is a guy
with three phones attached to

his head and some employees

to drive trucks, and he special-

izes in halibut for eight months
of the year. The big companies

can't match that kind of opera-

tion." Wickham said. The rest

of the quota is spread out

among a number of buyers,

some operating out of single

trucks and delivering to a

small network of customers.

When asked how Canadian

Alaska IQs

spoil high prices

in B.C.?

fishermen were

preparing for the

U.S. shift to indi-

vidual quotas.

Wickham said.

They aren't,

and it has me
"H worried." Ken

Erikson. presi-

dent of the Pacif-

ic Coast Fishing

Vessel Owners
Guild, said. "I

brought it up at

several advisory

board meetings

but there didn't

seem to be

much interest in the issue."

The main reason for this.

Erikson believes, is that Cana-

dian fishermen have been told

by processors that if the price

drops below CS3.00. it will be

worthwhile freezint

ibutt lnat pnce is still signifi-

cantly higher than prices were i

before the introduction of IQs

in the Canadian halibut indus- ^
Tso there may be little impe-

tus to examine the upcoming
impact of fresh American hal-

ibut on the markets which B.C.

fishermen have been supply-

ing. A measure of how little

concern there is over the

prospect of competition from

American quota shareholders

next season is the fact that the

price of Canadian halibut quo-

ta has risen to about CS 15.00

per pound.

Still, Erikson believes B.C.

fishermen should be examin-

ing and reacting to the upcom-
ing change, preparing them-

selves for a price drop and

market gluts. Wickham added
that the Americans could enter

the fresh market with reduced

impact on all concerned if they

learn from the Canadian expe-

rience. He said Canadians

have built up their market

because they have learned

how to smooth out the gluts.

•The distributors want a con-

stant amount ... If the Ameri-

cans try dumping 3 or 4 mil-

lion pounds one week then

none the next week, they will

glut the market and drive the

price down. Then we will have

to live with it. But if they sup-

ply the distributors with {con-

sistent amounts of] fresh fish

every week, then we could

build the market."

In
the meantime. DFO contin-

ues to review the use of IQs
in general in Canada and. as of

yet. have not made them per-

manent. Given the amount of

investment that most fisher-

men have in their quota pur-

chases, however, it seems
unlikely that IQs will be

reversed.

On the international front,

the International Pacific Hal-

ibut Commission had not yet

set 1995 quotas as this issue

went to press. These will be
set during meetings of the

IPHC in Conference Center,

downtown Victoria, January
23-27. The shift to IQs in Alas-

ka is not expected to have any

impact on these negotiations.

Said IPHC biologist Gordon
Peltonen. The IPHC will con-

tinue to set the overall alloca-

tions. How the catch is divided

up is a domestic issue."

At press time, stock assess-

ments tor next year were not

yet available. In general, how-

ever, Peltonen said. The stock

has experienced a gradual

downturn over the past few

years." He added that the

slock was not threatened and
"we have seen these kinds of

cycles before."

—T.J. Doherty

1 3
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Drew Scald ofHomar, owni Um 63-

foot Anna Lane. He Ioq^dm tar halibut

and blackeod, fiahei crab and tenden

salmon in the ronuner. ScaU, too, waa

encouraged bj SingletonliitraQg message

and said of opposition funding, The
money would be better qient kgring long-

line IFQ than paying it to an^ngt,l___^^

As a fiahiTr"*". *>• -JdAha wnleomag

^ the opportunity to deKrw fiah when the

market ia right iWeH look at the mar-

kets, talk to the canDeqr and see what the

best time to deliver ii^' he sail

The next challenga tor the fleet ia to

mftTimiM the ndue of the fisheiy under

the new management stmcture. And
that, Scald aaid ia going to take *a lot

morejrork/JOnejob wiD be to coordinate

deliveries in both Canada and Alaaka to

ensure that theiiill market benefits ofthe

new plan can be realised by the fleet

Scald added that the fleet diould take a

conservative, k>ng-tam appfoodi to set-

ting quotas, and "pnaoA a stnoger Grant

to the North Padfie Rsheiy Management

Council to limit bjfcatch.*

The court battles may be over, he

said, but^the work for what he termed

the new 'owner-etewards" ofthe resource

has only begun, r

, ne

med A

oroe
J

4

1 4
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Honor thy Supplier

Iwas
juM oui of fuheries school at th« University

of Rhode Island, working wholesale seafood in the

New York meiro area. Thrilled uiih it all. I was.

and as I approached (he grizzly old timer out on

that dock in Connecticut, it was with a sense of power.

I was going to talk to him about doing business with

his dock-aboui maybe letting him ship nte some fish.

He wouldn't ulk to me. He looked ai me. but he

wouldn't talk to me I felt like a ghost -like (he guy in

the movie Choa when he's Hrst dead and hasn't figured

out yet that nobody can see him or hear him.

It took me a couple of years and a couple of knock-

downs until I figured u out. This guy had great (ish-

day-boai flounder and cod-«nd

k was spoken for. Sure, there
—.—^—

were times when he had too

much fish and he could have

used another customer or two,

but then what would he do

when bad weather came along

aiul he had to piece (he fish

out? No, this old-timer knew

what be had and he didn't need

new customers, especially the

kind that didn't get the picture.

That was then and this is

now. Everything's changed and

nothing's changed. That dock

in Connecticut is probably a ^___________
marina now, but good shippers

are still good shippers, and

there are still folks out there who don't get the picture.

There's a company in Ecuador that ships fresh

mahi-mahl, sword, waiioo and mako that's so fresh

you'd swear It was local. Think he needs new cus-

tomers? He could sell twice what he produces. The peo-

ple he does sell to know what they've got-gold-«nd

ihcy display iheir loyalty every day. They gi^c (air

Theft's less aod less seafood available on

the world market dnd more and mofe

demand (or iL Ibis makes ^ood suppliers

more valuable than ever before.

returns for whai they've received: they communicate

any difficulties they're hiving (claims, soft markets)

instantly: and they pay (heir bills on iime.

Seafood supplier are iijihi. Don'i kid yourself. And
I'm no( talking jusi Nonh A(lan(ic cod, euher. I'm talk-

ing shrimp, scallops «nd salmon-the horses that pull

the wagon. Atlantic sjlinon didn'i go in (he tank this

fall as expected And ii^irr >hnmp never j;o( cheap. Sea

scallops are priced like L715 shnmp. and sure, tiicrc

are some inexpensive Chinese scallops around, but

how long will (hey la:>i?

Fac( is. our indusir>' is maturing: production is

smoothing out, and world demand for high-qualiiy

seafoods is nsing rapidly. Third"""""^ World nations are going Firsj

World in a hurty-«nd they lovt

seafood. Witness China's alnMMI

overnight uansformation from

shnmp producer to shrimp con-

sumer.

There's less and less seafood

available on the world trurket

and more and more demand (or

It. This makes good suppliers

more valuable than ever before.

Those that realize it are strength-

ening their alliances in the world

of production and positioning

^^^^^^^^ themselves for the future. Those

that don't Hill find a rough road

ahead, for (he days of pla)-ing or^t produ cf f Jg^ip"

anoiher are drawing to an endJSupply is King. \

A consultant ipt<ializin^ in rsioMuiiing and upgrading

itajood linn /or broadline and chain diunbution centrn,

Phil Walih hoi b<cn buying and telling uujoodjor 20
yean.

M SEAK>OD LEADESJanuaiy/Fcbruaiy 1993

1 5
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5

.

ITQ's undermiiie the "Opportunity
Society" of the 104th Congress.

A. Creates Expensive Bureaucracy

1

.

Blanket Onboard
Observers

2. Blanket At-Sea and
Landing Enforcement

3. Ultra-Regulation
(1995 ITQ Halibut Regs)

B. Oligopoly favors the richest

citizens and companies.

C. Oligopoly discourages

innovation compared to Open-
Access history

1 6
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Rough Estimate of Initial Windfall Value for U.S. Fishery ITQs
(Based on 1993 U.S. Harvests/Ex-vessel prices)
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U.S. COMMERCIAL LANDINGS

U.S. DOMESTIC LANDINGS. BY STATES. 1992 AND 1993 (1)

Alabama
AlasKa
Callfotnla
Connecticut ....
i:)ol.iw.iiu

Rloi Ida
J«orgl4
Hawaii
lUnoll

Indiana
Louisiana
Main*
Ma I y land
MASOAchuflatto. .

.

Mlchluan
Mlimuuotii
Mlualnulppl
Naw HAmpBhIt tt. . .

Jomvy
Naw YorK
North Carolina.

.

Ohio
ogon

Pannny Ivanla. . .

.

Rhodu Inland. . .

.

South Carolina.

.

Texas
Virginia
Wa.<ihlngton.
Wla isli:

Totml.

j.1,689
i, 637. 9.17

302.380
19,634
6, '><,t

rj2, 169
17,620
27,893

187
1, 3S8

l,OI3.i7S
201,217
S7,067

274,269
IS, 057

26'i

187. 614
10, i:b

204, 360
SO, 112

154, 03S
4,9eS

256.912
485

Ul. !,'<',

11.212
96, 125

630, 521
121,512

a, 4R4

9,637,303

15,566
1,577,421

136, 306
62,672
4, 207

154. 889
22,957
70, 209

36 7

2, 550
294,986
163, 341
36,4 24

280, 589
10, 117

101
11, 34H
11, 503
97.500
53,985
57,458
2,555

76,240
395

85,681
25,621

IHl, 153
90,500
104,960

5,914

3.677,935

22,093
5,905.638

281,476
17, 398
7, 191

178, 751
15,743
34,582

194
1, 596

1, 292,893
236,406
84,938

219, 166
16,861

171
181. 339
10. 971

196. 101
54,340
164.883

5. 332
210, 246

230
120,756
18,843
90,573

728, 345
362, 344

7, 295

14,242
1,429, 536

119. 749
50.885
4.628

208,813
21,231
69,082

275
2, 294

261,822
181, 136
53, 3 99

232. 101
9,3 16

1 18
29, 416
11 ,81t.

96, 288
54, 161
57, 890
1,711

61,132
171

76, 320
25,843

152, 755
108, 117
111, 779

5, 110

1973
1993
1936
1930
1953
1938
1927
1993

1984
19S0
1890
1948

1981
1916
1992

1957
1965
1960
1990
1941

36
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East Coast Fisheries Federation, Inc.

NEWSLETTER MAY 1994

ROLLIE SCHMITTEN HAS TAKEN AN ENORMOUS STEP IN RESTORING A MORE
HONEST AND OPEN NMFS BY RELEASING THE SECRET SURF CLAM REPORT.
Copies are available at the office, and It'B intereeting reading.
In short, the ITQ system ie a ugly joke in almost every way.
Enforcement ia poor, boats and plants collude to hide landings,
hundreds of jobs are gone, the resource is in the hands of two or
three companies, nobody knows who "owns" the resource. Worst of
all, vessels and lives have been placed in jeopardy because the
ITQ holder now has such power over the fisherman.

THERE ARE MORE QUESTIONS RAISED THAN ANSWERED in the report. The
biggest one is whether an ITQ system can ever be free of those
problems, given the usual catch-up game that government plays with
industry, especially the wise guys. See the Atlantic City Presa.

BUT THE REPORT IS A TWO-EDGED SWORD, because it can definitely be
used to demonstrate that there are huge costs associated with
regulating an ITQ system. Count on Administration testimony during
MagnuBon Reauthorization to that effect, asking for user fees.
Here's hoping that our elected representatives realize that if

money goes from the industry to Silver Spring, it costs jobs,
plain and simple.
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UNITED STATES DEPAOTIVIErjT OP COIVKVIEPCE
Nacional Oceanic and AcmoapHeric Adminiacration
rsiATior^Au N/lASiirvE FiSnEOiES SERVICE
"335 East-Wes:: Mg-.way

S've- Ssr-—g. MD soaio

MEMORANDUM FOR THE RECORD:

FROM: Rolland A. Schmitten ~C3=^

SUBJECT: Review of the Effectiveness of Our Administrative and
Enforcement Obligations Under the Surf Clam/Quahog ITQ
Plan

This is to certify that the attached subject document (except for
page 12 which lists the names of the individuals interviewed) is
no longer considered CONFIDENTIAL or CLOSE HOLD. With the
exception of page 12 (omitted from the attached copy) , it can now
be distributed to any interested persons.

A
THE ASSISTArMT ADMIMBTWATOn

FOf=i FisHeniES
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\y
r Z^^ ' UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF COMMEHCC

.f-r^ ' National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration
'•,]~^ ..'

I
r;A;ioi;AL i.-ARinn FiiiHrnirc CE'=v!Ci

I One eijckourn Drive
Glouccsier. MA 01930

February- 25, 1992

a,^..^ CONFIDENTIAL

I-IEMORAiroUM FOR: Richard Roe
Jon Rittgers

FROM: Ed MacLeod, Chairman Surf Clam/Quahog
Review Connnittee

SUBJECT: Review of tJie Effectiveness of Our
Administrative and Enforcement Obligations
Under the Surf Clam/Qualiog ITQ Plan

In addition to the comments and recommendations made in the
attached individual reports, I personally would like to emphasize
the following in executive summary:

1. It is apparent that each fishery has its own
peculiarities and that each fishery that is
being considered for an ITQ must have the
amendment or plcin suited to that particular
fishery. This is a Council responsibility.

2

.

Although there may be a split in those
harvesters that favor an ITQ system and those
that oppose it, there is unanimity in their
real fears of a monopolistic control of the
fishery in the relatively near future.
Monitoring should be provided by the Councils.

3

.

Based on observances and conversations held
last week in the field, I would suggest that a
full review be conducted relating to the
economic and social iiif>act that has resulted
through the acceptance of an ITQ amendment to
the surf clam/quahog plan. It is an issue
chat will surface in all future discussions iu
the proposals for ain ITQ amendment. A
proposal similar to that proposed by Dr. Wang
(attached) will prepare the Regional
Office/Center for the debate.

4. This field trip has reenforced my belief that
the right to charge resource rents should
accompany an ITQ amendment. The cost of

administration and enforcement has to be

increased considerably . Without enforcement
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there caimoc be proper managemenc of any
marine resource. The wholesale value exceed
$75 rrdllion. I realize it will reqxiire a
legislative act to provide us with the
authority to collect resource rents.

5. My participation in conversations concerning
the stock status of surf clams and qxiahogs has
been limited. I have always been under the
impression that the stocks have been, and are
in excellent shape. However, in my recent
field trip to Maryland and New Jersey several
fishermen commented that quahogs are playing
out in southern New Jersey and that operations

' would soon shift to the northern New
Jersey/New York bight area.

6. It became apparent during our conversations
that there is a by- catch but it is treated as
"shack". It is recommended that the Council
revisit the issue.

7. Data requested in am application for a permit
must be reviewed ajid revised. There is a real
need to know the identity of major
stockholders. This issue is being addressed
currently.

8

.

Another material should be used for the cage
tags in order to avoid the breakage problem.
The Committee has discussed several options,
and feels that a tag made out of Tyvek, a
flexible plastic material as thin as paper,
yet exceedingly strong, with the code numbers
imprinted upon it twice in such way that one
strip can be peeled off and placed directly in
the vessel logbook, and the second strip
removed later at the processing plant and
placed in the processors logbooks would be
ideal. The tag itself would be attached to
the cages in a manner similar to the new
luggage tags in use at major airports now,
with self -adhering panels.

9

.

We recommend that enforcement agents step up
visits to the processing plants to check on
cage tags as the most effective method of
policing the fishery. Visible periodic visits
to the waterfront should be increased, also.

10. We recommend that an analysis be conducted on
the current practices of quota treuisfers.

11. We recommend that statistical reports be
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prepared frcm the ccmpucer dacax)ase in a
timely fashion, either monthly or quarterly,
including, but not limited to analyses of
landings and transfers of quota.

12. Maxiy weaJtnesses were identified in the current
logbooks. We recommend a small committee be
formed to evaluate complaints and suggestions,
and to develop improved logbooics for both
vessels and for processors

.

13

.

Required CclLI ins for vessel departures and
call ins will be met by substantial
opposition.

14

.

NOAA Counsel should nocify Che Council of NMFS
procedures to be followed if allocations are
seized.

15

.

Many complained that fishermen who used the
federal/state line illegally to their
advantage were rewarded in distribution of
quota. Although there has been a decrease in
that activity, it is still talking place.

Attached you will find reports from the following individuals:

Exhibit 1: Bob Ross's summary on the interviews he conducted with
the processor segment of the surf clam/quahog industry in the Mid
Atlantic Region.

Exhibit 2: Ken Beal's summary on the interviews conducted by Ed
MacLeod and him with boat o%«iers, dock operators, captains and crew
members in the surf clam/quaiiog fishery in Maiyland and New Jersey.

Exhibit 3

:

Joel MacDonald's overview of the existing surf
clam/c[Ucihog ITQ plan for a Counsel's perspective.

With reference to Joel's suggestion in his last paragraph, the

Fishery Management Operations Division is prepared to assign the

task suggested to an individueLl. However, the Division has to be
advised as to the information that should be provided, the

frequency of issue, aind to wh(»i the reports should be submitted.

Exhibit 4: John McCarthy has presented an overview of the existing

surf clam/quahog ITQ plan from a Law Enforcement Special Agent's
perspective . With reference to John' s comments on page 2 in the

paragraph entitled Intelligence Base, the Fishery Management

Operations Division is prepared to cooperate and communicate as

requested. However, Law Enforcement must be specific as to the

data it requires, and the frequency of the reporting that it

requests. A meeting between John or his designees and senior staff

of the Fishery Management Operations Division can resolve this

element

.
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Exhibit 5: Combined ccnrcenns from Myles Raizin, Policy Analyse,
and Hannah Goodale, Resource l-lanagement Specialise, who are the NER
staff personnel who have the responsibilities of monitoring the
surf clam/quahog ITQ plan.

The ownership issues that they raise should be addressed by NOAA
Counsel. The data issue can be resolved by periodic meetings
between the responsible parties in the Regional Office and the
Northeast Science Center.

Exhibit 6: Dr. Stanley Wang's general comments on the ITQ plan
from an economists perspective as well as a brief outline on this
proposal for an economic review.

This report is in its final fonn. Members of the committee have
reviewed the draft package that was submitted. Any substantial
additions, deletions, or revisions were discussed and attended to
in accordance with a majority concurrence. Minority opinions were
discussed and proponents were notified that their comments would be
included if they so desired.

Finally, members of the committee were notified that this report is
to be treated as an "eyes only," "inhouse" report. It is not for
public distribution or discussion without the consent of the
Regional Director.

I, also, would like to extend my sincere gratitude to the active
members of the committee for giving me the utmost cooperation in
fulfilling the request of the Regional Director in a timely manner
while fulfilling their other job responsibilities.

We are most grateful to the Port Agents who did a commendable job
in lining up the schedule and interviews. We assured those
harvesters interviewed that no names would be mentioned in filing
our reports. We Ccin state emphatically that they talked openly,
and periodically vented their anger. It was difficult, if not
impossible to keep the conversation confined strictly to the
tagging system and enforcement as you can see from our reports.

Submitted on behalf of the Review Committee:

By U^^U^P' ;%^^0^Vg^
Edward J// MacLeod, Chairman
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GOI-Q-UU^.Y: GTTRF CLA>^ ITQ rMPL^lEMTATION- PROCESSOR ErV7tI.U7vTIOtr

.

by

Bob Ross, F/tJEO Fisheries Analysis Division

Amendment: n8 to the Surf Clam/Ocecin Quahog Fishery Mcinagement Plan
(F>IP) included the first implementation of an Individual
Transferable Quota (ITQ) system under the Magnuson Act. The ITQ
cam be fished, sold, bought, leased, given or held by the
designated allocation holder. The following report is an attempt
to represent issues from the viewpoint of processors actively
involved in the surf clam FMP.

>>MONOPOI/Y ISSUES : Reail concern that one major firm will acquire
a controlling percentage of the allocations (GCNE)

.

>Caji there be a limit placed on ownexsliip of aJ.locations?
>Use It or Lose It: Concerns that allocations axe being acquired

beyond levels needed to meet market demand (hoarding)

.

>Owner6hip Disclosuxe: Require an accounting of major Dealer or
Processor shareholders as part of annual Permit renewal.

>>PROCESSOR LOGS : Most processors did not have problems with logs.
>For accountability, procedures should be established to require

designated company officials signoff on logbooks/transfers.

>>TAGS : Most processors did not have problems with tag breakage.
>Tag breakage was reported at 2-5%.
>Procedures should be established to provide clear guidance on

tag storage and disposal. (GCNE and F/EN3)~"

»FOREIGN OWNERSHIP ; Some processors ajre worried about a well
fincuiced effort to gain control of allocations.

>Ownership Disclosure: Require an accounting of major Dealer or
Processor shareholders as part of Annvial Permit Renewal.

>>VESSEL CALL-IN : Most processors objected to pre-departure call-in
requirements for greater inventory control and safety reasons.
>Altematives suggested landing only during designated times -and

calling in prior to landing/unloading.

>>MINIMnM SIZE REGULATION : Most processors felt the end-user market
demanded larger clams and with unlimited fishing time, vessels can
target beds with larger clams and larger yields, so the minimum
size is no longer an issue.

>>REDISTRIBtmON OF SEIZED ALLOCATIONS : Allocations can be seized

by government agencies for MFCMA violations or non- fisheries

related seizures like bankruptcies or drug related activities where

allocations were ill-gotten gains from laundered monies.

>Processors would like to know the NMFS procedures if allocations

are seized.
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DETAIL RJETVIEW: STJRF CLAM ITQ IMPLg-tDrrATION PROCESSOR EVALUATION.

MONOPOLY CONCERNS

:

The n\amber one concern from processors, large and small, was
control" of a majority of the clam allocation by one major
processor. The issue of control verses ownership is important
here. Many vessel owners do not own enough allocation to
profitably run their business without acquiring (leasing/renting)
more from allocation holders with excess. Processors with
allocations can rent/lease their allocation in exchange for
exclusive rights to all landings by a given vessel owner - in
effect the vessel becomes a company controlled vessel. To ensure
consistent supply, processors without allocations have to use other
incentives to encourage exclusive rights to all landings- These
incentives add to the cost of the raw material and include; pay
more per bushel at the time of purchase, pay a premium per bushel
at the end of the year, offer vessel services (fuel, dockage, gear
storage etc.), or offer business loans (vessel mortgage, line of
credit, etc. )

.

Most processors felt the industry was close to control by one
processor already. Large blocks of allocations may reportedly be
available in 1992, enough to influence supplies of raw materials.
Opinions on ways to prevent a monopoly varied, and suggestions
included; holding the industry to where it is now, setting a cap of
25-50% maximum ownership by one party, and creating a non-quota
Research and Development allocation in deep offs"hore waters. The
consensus was that by the time any controls were implemented, it
would be too late to prevent a takeover if one were planned. At
any rate, the industry is heading rapidly towards consolidation of
control of the clam allocations into a few large controlling
owners

.

-Initially it appears that allocation acquisitions are primarily to
control resource, not a direct attempt to raise prices. -The
emphasis here is to limit competitors supplies, since most
processors rely on independent vessels for at least a part of their
raw material supply.

-Supply pressures appear to have set up a two- tier system of
pricing: market price if the allocation is vessel owned and
purchased by a processor without any allocation, and market price
minus the lease/rental fee for allocation that is leased to the
boat by a processor with a surplus allocation.

-Independent processors are concerned about a lack of access to
resource as independent vessel owners are bought out by large
national or multinational corporations with larger financial
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assets.

-vessel owners without allocations are turning into compajiy boats
to meet payments

.

ALLOCATION ^ USE IT OR LOSE IT:

-The majority of the processors feel strongly that the allocations
holders should be required to fish or otherwise use their resource
allocation.

-If the allocation is not fully used, the allocation holder should
provide NMFS with justification for non-use.

-Obvious ' efforts to "hold" allocation, with the intention of
reducing competitors' supplies, could require: the re -evaluation of
un-used resource allocation, loss of unused aJ.location, etc.

-Processors waoit some appeal mechanism to ensure that allocations
which were not used for justifiable reasons are not revoked. The
allocation may not be harvested for market reasons, i.e. if
consumer sales are off or if inventories are high. If a vessel
owner has vessel repairs, or other unforeseen problems, he should
not lose allocations.

VIOLATIONS / ILLEGAL ACTIVITIES

:

No processors indicated any enforcement irregularities in their own
plant, but often they were willing to provide potential scenarios
of violations by other processors. With landing restrictions
removed, vessels are literally unloading around the clock, and
monitoring of the unloading and tagging operations at the vessel
level are more difficult. Processors felt that violations were
common but had decreased from earlier times when effort limitations
were in place and potential allocation numbers were being
established.

NON-TAGGED CAGES:
-The most likely location for using non- tagged cages would be in
areas where the processor has a dock and processing plant at the
same location.
-Processors have mentioned situations where 2 tags were found on
cages, and some tags on cages during my visit appeared old as if

they may have been recycled for more than one load.
-One individual mentioned a practice of only tagging the last 4

cages in a tractor- trailer truck capable of holding 14-16
cages/load to pass in- transit spot checks of loaded trucks by
enforcement agents

.
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KON- REPORTED LANDXNGS:
-Several processors had current NMFS FOIA data on the clam
industry and questioned the NMFS records. Not all vessels known by-

processors to" be fishing in a given time frame were identified as
fishing on the NMFS records, which indicated not all tags were
being reported.

IKSHORE VS OFFSHORE HARVESTS:
This practice involves the use of state issued clam tags to harvest
clams found in waters under federal jurisdiction (offshore) . Due
to various quality emd meat yield factors, inshore clams are worth
less than offshore clams.

-Fishing offshore and tagging with inshore (state) tags was felt to
be a common practice, especially since many processors reported
overall meat yields are down amd most processors felt supplies will
run out before the end of the year.

-Proposed requirements for vessels to report before departure were
universally rejected by the processors. In addition to the safety
concerns, the impact of 24-48 hour notice before departure would
seriously impact the processors ability to manage their raw
material supplies.

-There were no objections by processors to call in requirements
prior to vessels leinding clams, including reporting harvest
locations as part of the reporting requirements.

NON-UNIFORM CAGE SIZES:
Under Amendment #8, one tag corresponds to a "standard" 32 bushel
wire cage. It was mentioned that in practice cage sizes have
reportedly been increased deliberately to increase yield. In this
case fcollusion between the vessel and plant is needed.

TAG REOUIREMENTS

:

Most processors have a daily login sheet by the unloading area of
the plant which is filled out as/after the cages are unloaded. At
the end of the day/week, the data is conpiled and entered onto the
federal logbooks . Several processors have the tag numbers entered
onto PC's, often as part of an inventory or meat yield analysis
process.

-The mechanics of the federal tagging requirements (the processor
logbook) were not viewed as a major problem for most processors.
Issuing and keeping tag numbers in a numerical series is identified
as an ongoing effort in discussions with vessels. Tags in numeric
series help speed up the data entry process if using a PC or when
filling out the processor logbooks.
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-Most processors did not feel tag brea-hage was a major problem for
them. Processors felt they averaged about 2-5-» breaJ-iage (2-5 tags
per 100 cages received) on incoming cages. Most reported the
missing tags could be located if necessary (on the dock, on the bed
of the truck', in the plajat) but most didn't go to great lengths to
locate so few tags.

-Some Buggestions were voiced to Improve/eliminate the tags,
including;
>> Replace the current tags with stronger tags made of nylon or
metal which are harder to break

» use re-enfor-ced fiber paper tags such as those used by the
airlines on luggage with peel off allocation nvunbers to stick on
the vessel log . axid processor log to ease record keeping
requirements. If the fiber paper tags can be written on, other
information could also be included

-

>> a hand held credit card/scanner system which would store a given
number of allocations cuid electronically reduce the allocation as
cages are landed or sold or transferred to another allocation
holder.

>> use an Honor System similar to that used in January 1992 when no
tags were availaljle to allocation holders.

>> The idea of serial numbers on cages was mentioned but rejected
since most processors rely on several vessels for supplies, cages
are often not returned to the same vessel-. It would be difficult
to ensure a cage would be returned to the correct allocation
holder.

-TAG -STORAGE IS A PROBLEM. Almost all processors are unclear as to
how long they should keep their used tags. Often the tags are
taped together as they come off the truck or vessel, or they are
taped together at the end of each day and then boxed. With som3
processors going through 400-500 cages a day there can be a large
volume of tags in storage. Record keeping and inventory controls
over the used tags vras routinely poor, and it would be difficult to
normally locate a given tag within a reasonaible time frame.

-Processors have been told conflicting information related to
holding tags. Information has varied between enforcement agents,
NMFS statistics agents, and different NMFS regional office
personnel

.

PROCESSOR LOGBOOKS

;

-Processor logbooks are not a significant problem for most medivim
and large processors with adequate clerical staff. Small
processors with minimal staff or generally poor record keeping
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procedures voiced complaints over the time and effort it took to
conrplete the logs. Small processors often receive supplies from
several sources "which also increases reporting recruirements since
many different vessels may be involved and tags were often not in
numerical series

.

-Medium and large firms generally felt one more person was hired to
maintain the logbook reporting requirements (part to full time
depending on the volume of clams processed) .

-Responsibility ajid accountably for correctly completing tlie

logbooks should be more clearly defined. In many cases it is the
clerical help that conpletes and signs the logs often with minimal
verification of the details by upper management. To encourage
accountability there shoiiLd be some procedure to identify a
designated number of con^Jciny officiaLLs (in upper management) with
signoff authority for the logbooks.

ALLOCATIONS

;

The vast majority of the processors had problems with the way the
resource was initially allocated, whether they actually received
any allocation or not.

-A routine comment stated that "the vessels with the most
violations received tlie most allocations". There was a general
feeling that landings were inflated for the logbooks, vessels
violated the fishing time provisions of the FKP, and inactive
vessels were reported as fishing to maintain the vessel permit.

-Several processors felt that the Mid-Atlantic Fisheries Management
Council acted too quickly and did not listen to the Industry
Advisory group recommendations before Amendment #8. Most agreed
the plan development process had been going on far too long, and
felt that initially the industry was not working effectively within
the FMP process. By the time Amendment tt8 was passed, many felt the
industry was working more effectively together as a group, but
recommendations were ignored. Interest is keen aind there is strong
support for the creation of a new Industry Advisory Panel

.

-Several processors felt the addition of Ocean Quahogs in the Surf
Clam ITQ allocations process was a mistake based on poor
statistical data. There were complaints that processors were not
kept adequately informed as the FMP developed and changes, like the
addition of quahogs, were not fully discussed.

-Processors questioned existing procedures if allocations were to
be held by government agencies under various circumstances.
Two examples mentioned were:
>If a vessel were to be found in violation of the MFCMA and the
allocation was reduced or forfeited by NMFS, how would the
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allocation be rediscribuced?
>If the allocation holder lost his allocation to a government
agency <as ill-gotten gains) for drug violations, how "would the
allocation be redistributed?

-Processor concerns about potential shortages of supply as
allocations are consolidated into fewer owners. This is discussed
under Monopoly Concerns aiove

.

-Processor concerns about allocations owners who do not actively
fish or allow their allocations to be fished. Tl.is is discussed
under Allocation - Use it or Lose it above.

ENFORCEMENT OF AMENDMENT #8;

Most processors noted a drop in the frequency of plant site visits
by NMFS Law Enforcement officers since Amendment #8 has been in
effect. Prior to Amendment #8, processors indicated weekly visits
were routine, while most processors indicated that visits occur
once every 2-3 months now.

-Enforcement agents have checked all aspects of the plan pertaining
to processor compliance with Amendment #8 including;
>> stopping company owned trucks in- transit to verify all
accessible cages are tagged,
>> watching trucks unload at the plant receiving dock with tagged
cages,
>> verifying tag numbers are properly assigned to the owner of
record, "
>> verifying that a specific days plant receipts are in order and
agree with vessel records for the same day, and
>> checking storage procedures for the used tags.

-There was a consensus opinion that smaller processors were more
concerned with enforcement issues, while the larger processors felt
they have more adequate internal controls in place, less financial
incentive to violate current regulations and more to lose- if
violations are identified.

KEGUIATIONS '.

CLAM MINIMDM SIZE ISSUE:
-Most processors felt the miniimjm size requirement is not needed
mainly because market forces require larger clams anyway. Vessels
are frequently paid on meat yield and smaller clams provide less of
the valuable foot meat, are more time consuming to shuck and
process, and can have negative quality characteristics, with the
fishing effort restrictions removed, vessels can afford the time to
locate beds of larger clams and thereby increase yields and ex-
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vessel revenues.

VESSEL CALL-m PROPOSALS:
-Proposed requirements for vessels to report before departure were
universally -rejected by the processors. In addition to the safety
concerns, the impact of 24-48 hour notice before departure would
seriously impact the processors ability to manage their raw
material supplies.

BETTER PROCESSOR INVENTORY CONTROLS:
-Processors felt Amendment #8 allows them to better control
inventory to match market demaxid. Prior to Amendment #8,
processors had to pack when vessels had their fishing day and hold
finished inventory in the plant- Now processors can plan out
supplies 'and work with allocation holders to schedule fishing
effort when needed. This reduces the amount of capital that has to
be tied up in finished product inventory, and allows for other cost
savings by scheduling for such things as down time for employee
vacations, equipment maintenauice , plant improvements, etc. without
worrying about a vessel which has to fish 6 hours within a three
week period.

EXPERIMENTAL MAHOGANY CLAM ISSUE:
Most Mid-Atlantic processors felt the clam had little impact on
them and the end product was targeted for a different end- users
market. There was little outward concern over the issue, unless
the inclusion of the Gulf of Maine resource impacted existing
allocation holders.

FOREIGN OWNERSHIP CONCERNS

;

Several processors voiced concern over foreign ownership of the
allocations. With the transferability of the allocation, a wealthy
foreign party could acquire a controlling interest of the industry.
Since segments of the industry are currently eacperiencing financial
difficulties, if a large conglomerate or wealthy investor groups'
long range goals outweighed short term losses, large blocks of
allocations could be acquired. Since dealer/processor permits are
issued annually, disclosure of ownership requirements may be useful
as part of the application renewal process.

-Processors felt more concern over possible foreign ownership than
over a possible monopoly by a U.S. corporation. Nationalism was an
issue with a feeling that this is a U.S. resource and only U.S.
citizens should own it.

RAW MATERIAL PRICES SINCE AMENDMENT #8;

SURP CLAM PRICES:
-Surf clam prices have remained fairly stable since Amendment #8
was approved. There are various payment mechanisms involved in

8
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establishing market price for surf clams. Meat yield is a key
factor with ercpected yields for offshore (EEZ) clams averaging 12-
14 pounds /bushel while inshore clams average 5-10 pounds/bushel.
Tied in with yield is the fishing location where the clams were
harvested, ciiid whether the beds are densely packed which in effect
reduces individual clam size and lowers yields.

-Several processors commented that yields are down this year and
they felt the allocation would be fully harvested by the end of the
year.

-Tied in with reduced yields, most processors expected clam prices
to rise by year-end a^ allocations were exhausted and processors
used up remaining carryover inventories.

EZ-VESSEL SURF CLAM PRICES:
-Ex-vessel raaxket prices for surf clams vary by processor but
currently (2/92) range from $8.00-8.50 per bushel for offshore
clama auad $6.50-7.00 per bushel for inshore clams. Some processors
have contracts with allocation holders which includes a per bushel
year-end bonus if all clams are sold exclusively to the one
processor for the entire year. These price incentives can be up to
$0.25 per bushel.

SALE OF SURF CLAM ALLOCATIONS:
-Surf clam allocations have reportedly gone from initial values of
$13.00 - 15.00 per bushel in late 1990, to $18.00 in 1991 and are
now reportedly selling at $20.00 per bushel. Processors expect to
see the sale of several blocks of allocations' in 1992 as the
industry continues to consolidate ajid cash- flow problems force
sales of allocations by over-capitalized allocation holders.

LEASE OF SURF CLAM ALLOCATIONS:
Surf clam allocations are currently being leased to vessel owners
for $3.00-4.25 per bushel, with most leases xiinning $4.00 per
bushel

.

-There has reportedly been manipulation of the leasing of olam
allocations to reduce the ex-vessel price paid to the boat (known
as the boat share) by the vessel owner or use "creative accounting"
techniques to improve corporate profits for tax purposes, i.e. the
owner receives $8.00 per bushel from the processor, but only pays
the vessel on $4.00 per bushel because the owner is deducting the
cost of leasing the allocation from the processor. The vessel
owner may actually own the allocation but claim it as a lease to
the boat or more likely, he may trainsfer a like share to the
processor to create a paper lease trail for tcix purposes.
Depending on use of general accounting practices for income tax
determination, the money used to "lease" an allocation may be taxed
differently from the vessel "owned" allocation. (see vessel
section of this committees report for more details on the leasing
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issue)

OCEAN QUAHOG PRICES

:

In contrast with the surf clam, ocean cjuahog prices have risen
sigmificantly since Amenojaent #8 was approved. As with surf clams,
there are several factors which establish the market price. Meat
yield is a significant factor in determining the price and yields
are dropping. The industry reportedly averaged a standard 8-10
pounds per bushel, but as productive beds are overworked, yields
are running 7-8 pounds per bushel now. Locatxon of harvest is aua

important factor in pricing quaihogs. The quality of the meat,
amount of sand, size of quahog, amount of trash, etc. vary
depending on where the vessels are fishing. Quahogs have continued
to gain market share both as an acceptable substitute for some surf
clam products, and for use in a wide range of new quaihog end
products. Health concerns about raw shellfish have also reportedly
improved the market for cooked clam products

.

EX-VESSEL OCEAN QUAHOG PRICES:
Ocean quahog prices have risen significantly since Amendment #8

was approved. In late 1989 average quahog prices were $3.00 - 3.15
per bushel. After Amendment #8, prices rose quickly to average
$3.35 to $3.50 per bushel, and even with processor resistance,
prices continued to strengthen and increased again in 1991 to an
average of $3.75 per bushel. With declining yields, prices are now
running $3.75-4.00 per bushel for quaihogs harvested from preferred
locations. These are average prices and do not include trucking to
the processor. Quahogs caught off Ocean City, MD average $4.00 per
bushel, quaiiogs caught off Atlantic City, NJ average $3.75 per
bushel, and quaiiogs caught off Long Island, NY and Virginia average
$3.50 per bushel.

SALE OP OCEAN QUAHOG ALLOCATIONS:
Ocean quahog allocations are reportedly selling for $4.00-6.00 per
bushel, with most averaging $5.00 per bushel.

LEASE OP OCEAN QUAHOG ALLOCATIONS:
Ocean quaiiog allocations are currently being leased for $0.25-0.50
per bushel, with most averaging $0.40-0.50 per bushel. There has
reportedly been some manipulation of the lease of quahog
allocations - see "Lease of Surf Clam Allocations" discussed above.

IMPACT OF IMPORTS

:

Most processors felt that Imports would have little impact on
domestic supplies in the near term, even if supplies continue to
tighten. Processors did not feel there was a good substitute for
the surf clam, and none indicated auiy effort to explore non-U. S.
substitutes at this time. Processors did identify potential

10
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foreign substitutes for ocean quahogs (Iceland and Norvay were
mentioned) , but again there had been no reported effort to contact
foreign suppliers.

11
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Atlantic Surf-Clam Report wishes claims that market
forces caused fishermen to take high risks to maximize
the value of their quota-shares.

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
National Oceanic and Almosphrric Administration
NATIONAL l.tAfiiNE FiSmEPiES ScS.iCE
Nonn^asi fleg'On

One 8"*chD«"i O'l-*

Gloocesw. MA 01930

Surf Clam/Ocean Quahog ITQ Evaluation

Based on Interviews with Captains, Owners and Crew^

Ey

Kenneth L. Eeal

Interviews with NMFS Port Agents and surf claun aind ocean qpaahog
fishermen, skippers and vessel owners were conducted in fishing
ports in Maryland and New Jersey on February 10-13, 1992. The
primary points which we focused on were the acceptaiblilty of the
cage tags currently in use cind the perception of whether
enforcement has changed as a result of Amendment 8 to the Surf
Clam & Ocean Quahog Fishery Management Plan. Most of the people
interviewed offered additional comments on other aspects of
Amendment 8, although these comments were not solicited. For
purposes of reporting all observations, I will first address the
key issues, followed by general comments

.

CAGE TAGS

Plastic tags, each with a consecutive number, are issued to the
holder of the individual transferable quota, and may be kept
aboard the vessel, at home or elsewhere in a safe place. Tag
numbers are recorded in the vessel logbooks axid'in the processor
logbooks. The theft of tags is not a major concern, as the tag
numbers would have to be recorded in the logbooks, and the thief
would be easily identified. However, when quotas are
transferred, this information is not reported to NMFS, so NMFS
Port Agents are not aware when boats are fishing on a purchased
or leased quota.

Tags are attached to the 32 -bushel cages when the cages are
unloaded from the vessel. Previously, tags were attached aboard
the vessel, and this practice was both unsafe and resulted in
greater tag breakage. BreaJcage of the plastic tags is generally
caused when two cages rub together. Since the cages are fairly,
rigid steel frames with wire mesh, the tags are sheered off,
normally breaking just behind the locking mechanism. When a cage
without a tag arrives at the processing plant, the plaint notifies
the vessel owner and a search for the broken tag begins. Tags
are usually found in the truck, on the wharf, amd elsewhere in
route. ~ L -
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aaocher macerial such as a more flexible plascic. It has been
suggested that a thin, tough, flexible plastic, as used in
Federal Express mailing bags could be used. We have not
investigated the cost of these various options.
Failure to use tags does not appear to be a problem with the
independent vessel owners, as their catch is normally trucked to
the pl£Lnt, and the likelihood of an enforcement agent being
present at the plant is greater than seeing the agent at the
wharf. On the other hand, the potential for landing untagged
cages is greater if compemy vessels are landing at company
processing plants. It should be noted though, that we £.re not
aware of any such illegal actions, and in fact we were assured by
some captains that they would not expect a plamt to engage in
this practice.

Overall acceptjuice of the tagging requirement is good. The
record-keeping adds einother layer to the workload, but the
documentation of the catches is quite accurate. The NMFS Port
Agent in charge of surf clam and ocean quahog statistics feels
that the discrepaincies between vessel logbooks, processor
logbooks and weighout data is only about 3V annually. It would
be desiraible, though, to analyze Ismdings statistics on a regular
basis. Perhaps a short report could be prepared monthly or
quarterly based on the computer data.

ENFORCEMENT

In all instances, captains, crew and owners reported that law
enforcement officers are seen less frequently since Amendment 8
was approved. This is understandoLble since the"primary tool for
enforcement now is the cage tag. Furthermore, since the tagged
cages are destined for a processing plant, a law enforcement
agent could be more efficient by visiting the plants, rather than
the wh'arfs. Agents must still check vessels for the presence of
the fishing permit and other regulations, but they do not have to
police the fishing hours and days. The primary reason for a
recent visit by one enforcement agent was to explain new
regulations. We routinely heard comments from the industry that
the law enforcement agents were fair and did a good job. One •

skipper mentioned that he has seen agents at the wharf at
midnight and even at 2:00 and 3:00 a.m. We did not hear any
criticisms of the agents or how they enforce the regulations.

Certain individuals alleged that New Jersey vessels will fish for
a portion of their catch in the EEZ, and also fish inside the
state's waters, then claim all the clams cajne from state waters.
This practice would "save" their federal quota until needed.
Those complaining of this practice also allege that an informant
broadcasts on the ship- to- shore radios when the U.S. Coast Guard
helicopter takes off for a fisheries patrol, and boats working in
the EEZ then dash into the state waters. However, others stated
equally emphatically that this practice is not done. It should
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be noted Chac IJew Jersey has a cruoca on the harvest of surr clajiuj

within their waters, too. Furthermore, processing plants control
whether they want inshore or offshore clams, based on the yield.

OTHER COMMENTS ON AMENDMENT 8

Overall, there is a split in opinion whether Amendment 8 is a

success. Some feel that giving a public resource to a select few
is wrong. Many boats did not receive a quota equal to their
fishing record and tough decisions had to be made whether to

continue in the fishery or not. Another conrolaiut involved
vessels which intentionally violated the previous regulations,
fishing before or after hours, or on wrong days, for instance.
Whether or not these violations were detected, the landings were
added to the vessel's record, and the ITQ for the vessel was
automatically inflated by these illegal landings. In effect, the
outlaws were rewarded for their dishonesty.

Some boat owners have had to lease or purchase quotas from
others . Purchase prices for surf clam quotas is about
$20/bushel, while purchase price for ocean quaJiogs is about
$5/bushel. While this approach is possible if financing is
available, small operators without adequate funding have often
sold out. Some processing plants have been concentrating cjuotas,
axid some family fishing companies have begun an aggressive
approach to buy quotas, too. Partnerships have been formed with
several vessel owners, mainly to concentrate the amount of quota.
Another approach taJcen by many operators is to concentrate quotas
onto fewer vessels, and sell or convert the excess vessels to
other fisheries. One operator reduced effort by" putting the
quotas from 17 boats onto 3, and a family operation with 9 boats
has concentrated Cfuotas onto 3 boats. At amother dock, only 5

boats are fishing out of 18. Unfortunately, many of the older
boats from which the quotas have been taJcen are unfit to be
converted to other fisheries. One owner said he has given a
vessel away, and ainother said one of his was now an artificial
reef. Overall, an estimate has been made that about 75 boats are
fishing out of 175 permitted in the fishery.

The impact on fishing vessel crews has been significant in many
ports. As a result of the concentration of quotas onto fewer
vessels, many men were laid off and have been unaible to get
cinother berth on a clam vessel. Some were adDle to fish in other
fisheries, and some have shore -side jobs; but still others are
unemployed.

The docks ide value of surf clcuns and ocean quahogs has not
changed apprecicLbly. Clams are now selling for $8.00/bushel
(same price as pre-Amendment 8), and quahogs for $3.85 (up
slightly from $3.50). However, the crew shares at settlement
have not improved as a result of Amendment 8. Since many of the
vessels currently fishing have purchased quotas, the cost of the
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"rxcra qvoca is asced co ocher operattr.a coses, a-nd crew share is
reduced i. zccrcir.ciy. The r.onr^l practice is for cperacors to
assign a value cf ;4.00/tushel co Che leased quoca, and this is
subtracted from the dockside price of $8 . 00/bushel . Obviously,
crew share as less, aad one owner of several vessels estimated a
crewman earns aibout $20,000 less per year now. Some boats have
cut crew size from 5 co 3 . Host crews are working harder, and
earning less.

Under Che previous provisions of the FMP, with severely
restricted fishi:::g hoars a^cd days (S hours every 2 weeJt*i.,__bQaLS_
had to go fisH-ing in haH wp;^t-hg>r nr 1 ogp rhoif Hay ^'- <="= hoped

fthac Amendinent 8 would eliminate this damger, but unfortunately
' this has not happened . /Processing plants now tell captains when
they want a rudil uf ul<Sms. Their demands are based on markets,
cind weather is not a consideration. So boats are often forced to
go fishing in bad weather, or lose the connection with that
processor. Two vessels which sank in late 1991 (the John Marvin
and the Valerie E) were caught in a rapidly-building storm. The
crew from the Valerie E were lost, but the crew from the John

f
Marvip were rescued hy rhc rnaf^r Guard. / Many people mpnrinnpd
these sinkings as an indication of no change in the safety
factor.!

^

' r-
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RECOI-JyEiroATIONS

By

Kermech L. Beal

CAGE TAGS: Another material should be used for the cage tags in
order to avoid the breaJcage problem. The Committee has discussed
several options, and feels that a tag made out of Tyvek, a
flexible plastic material as thin as paper, yet exceedingly
strong, with the code numbers imprinted upon it twice in such a
way that one strip can be peeled off and placed directly into the
vessel logbook, and the second strip removed later at the
processing plant and placed in the processors logbook would be
ideal. The tag itself would be attached to the cages in a manner
similar to the new luggage tags in use at major airports now,
with self -adhering panels.

E^TFORCEMENT : We recommend that enforcement agents step up visits
to the processing plants to check on cage tags as the most
effective method of policing the fishery.

TRANSFERABILITY OF QUOTAS: We recommend that an analysis be
conducted on the current practices of quota transfers, and the
potential for monopolistic concentrations of quotas.

IMPROVED DATA REPORTING: We recommend that statistical reports
be prepared from the computer database in a timely fashion,
eithe'r monthly or quarterly, including, but not limited to
analyses of landings and transfers of quota.

REVISIONS TO LOGBOOKS: Many weaJcnesses were identified in the
current logbooks. We recommend a small committee be formed to
evaluate complaints and suggestions, and to develop improved •

logbooks for both vessels and for processors.

V
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U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration
OFFICE OF GENERAL COUNSEL
One Blackburn Drive

Gloucester. Massachusens 01930
Tel (508) 281-9211
FTS. 637-9211

February 14, 1992
CONFIDENTIAL

SUBJECT: Individual Transferable Quota (ITQ) Management
System

By

Joel G. MacDonald, Regional Counsel

We recently embarked on a project to check the integrity of our
management of the ITQ system implemented under Amendment 8 to the
Fishery Management Plan for the Ocean Quahog and Surf Clam Fishery.
All of us are of the opinion that an accurate tracking of ITQ
harvests and transfers is imperative if the annual quotas for these
species are not to be exceeded.

You asked me if there are any legal deficiencies in the ITQ
management system that might be remedied through a change to
existing procedures, the regulations and/or Amendment 8. The short
ajiswer is no. The Seav»yatch International v. Mosbacher and the
Pearson v. Mosbacher lawsuits argued that there were numerous legal
deficiencies that warranted a judicial finding that Amendment 8 was
arbitrary and capricious amd not otherwise in accordance with law.
The Court's finding in our favor dispelled the notion that there
are any legal deficiencies in Amendment 8.

There is an issue that still remains to be addressed. In the
prealnble to the final rule implementing Amendment 8, we advised the
public that we will monitor periodically the amount of ITQ owned by
each person. If it appears that one individual has am "excessive"
(whatever that means] amount of ITQ, we will advise the Department
of Justice (DOJ)

.

Some of the attorneys in GCF met with Department of Justice Anti-

trust Division attorneys to discuss the implications of

allocations, particularly the inshore/offshore allocation system
under consideration. The surf clam and ocean quahog ITQ system
also was discussed. The DOJ attorneys were unsure of whether the

surf clam and ocean quahog market was a "market" within the meaning
of the Shermcin Anti- Trust Act. They are looking into the question.

Conceivably, if the Sherman Anti-Trust Act does not apply to

control of the surf clam and oceaji quahog market, the issue of

excessive ITQs is moot.
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Regardless of Che outcome of the DOJ incmiry, we should do a
periodic report as to the amount of ITQ owned by each allocation
holder. I am sure that the report will be of interest to the Mid-
Atlantic Council. This report is best done in conjunction with the
issuance of revised allocation percentages and cage tags towards
the end of each year. Whether we need a report on a more frequent
basis is open to question since the ITQs do not appear to change
hands on a permanent basis very frequently.
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SUBJECT: SURF CLAK/QUAHOG ITO REVIEW

By

F/EN3 John J. McCarthy

The follottfing is updated and condensed from a report filed by
F/EN3 with our Washington Headquarters in December, 1991. All
material is the resxilt of direct input from field law enforcement
personnel in the mid-Atlcintic area who routinely work with this
fishery. Any and aJ.1 references to open or ongoing
investigations auod/or specific individuals or companies
associated therewith have been deleted from the original version
of this report. For the same reasons, certain date, location, or
other identifiers have been deliberately protected within certain
remaining material. Hereinafter, references to the surf
clam/ocean quahog fishery at issue will be abbreviated as SCO.

Overview: One of the (many) obstacles to effective enforcement
in this fishery is the obviour additional enforcement burden the
ITQ system imposes in the exact geographic area where the
Northeast Area is currently most seriously understaffed - New
York, New Jersey cind the Delmaxva Peninsula (Delaware, Maryland,
Virginia) . In the six states between the Rhode
Island/Connecticut border and the Virginia/North Carolina border,
F/EN3 has a grzLQd totaul of five field law enforcement personnel
(four Special Agents and one (new) Fishery Enforcement Officer)

.

Most of the SCO fishery is contained within this same geographic
area. The other Fishery Management Plans in effect in the
Northeast (and their attendant regulations) and various other
laws under our jurisdiction, both civil and criminal, have not
disappeared from our responsibility by mere adoption of the ITQ
system for the surf clam fishery, ^^proximately 75 vessels are
involved in the SCO fishery. It would be disingenuous to
represent that there are enforcement "tactics" in active effect
in this fishery, due to its numerous informational and regulatory
shortcomings, understaf fing notwithstanding. Specific details on
these points follow. Suffice it to say that, at present,
enforcement personnel cam do little more with the current system
than examine and compare logbook reports aind entries against
observed offloadings, when and where those offloadings can be
observed or otherwise documented (i.e., via informants).

Page l of 6 ''^^S!^^
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Enforc-amenc personnel also examine federal permits and check
"cages" (che 22 bushel medium of offloading in this fishery) for
proper tagging whenever possible. We need not elaborate on the
sorry state of affairs regarding the suitability, security (or

more recently, even availability) of the tags themselves.

USCG helicopter overflights are regularly used between October
and NJay, the period during which inshore waters (0-3 miles) are
open for surf clam harvest in the state of New Jersey. These
overflights ser-ve to ndLnimize the claims of federally permitted
vessels alleging harvest from state waters (not subject to
federal quota) when Che harvest actually occurred in federal
waters, thereby resulting (unless proven otherwise) in under-
reported -federal quota figures.

Processing Sector/Shipping : With the exception of tagging
requirements, the transportation of surf clams is only minutely
applicable to existing pertinent regulations for this fishery
(see 50 CFR, part 652) ; carriers do not share the same regulatory
responsibilities of the vessels and processors. Processors are
periodically checked (see item 1) to ensure that product received
is properly tagged and recorded and that empty cages with tags
affixed are not simply used over again without proper reporting.

Intelligence base : Information documenting enforcement efforts
is maintained by Law Enforcement, for internal (F/EN3) use only.
The Northeast Region's Management Division (F/NER) has provided
little information to Law Enforcement personnel regarding
allocated c[uotas, the issuance of tag numbers t"b vessels,
transfers of individual vessel quotas to other entities, status
of individual vessel quotas during the year, or any other
pertinent, information. In the absence of this information, the
limited prospects for successful enforcement efforts are evident.
Internal (F/EN3) reports and occasional informant contact from
disgruntled competitors constitute the totality of F/EN3's
information/data base.

Enforcement emphasis : There is not an ongoing enforcement
emphasis within the Surf Clam fishery's ITQ system, given the
inadequacy of existing regulations, absence of necessary
operating information and/or sufficient enforcement personnel
resources to use it. Violations have nonetheless been documented
and filed. It is also vitally necessary and relevant to point
out that only as recently as December 2, 1991 (Federal Register,
12/02/91, pages 61182-61184) was an offloading notification
requirement added to the pertinent regulations (50 CFR, part
652.9(a) to facilitate enforcement, in spite of repeated F/EN3
identification of this necessary measure as a critical
enforcement component since before the inception of Amendment 8

(October, 1990 effective date) . In short, this

Page 2 of 6
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particular enforcement component of the regulations went into
place over a year later than the initial regulations. Almost
iinnediately thereafter, the notification requirement was
elixainated entirely. The negative impact of this action upon
enf orceaibility was immediate and obvious. The state of New
Jersey has also recently expressed NJ support of a notification
system. Enforceability shortcomings aside, F/EN3 has numerous
other (more enforceaJale) regulatory responsibilities, coupled
with personnel resources averaging less than one enforcement
representative per state in the mid-Atlantic area.

In ******** ^ F/EN3 became aware of ******** collusion among a
vessel, trucking firm and processor. The possible (potentially
criminal) conspiracy was apparently designed to harvest,
transport and process surf clams without completing required
documents or tagging the clams at issue. This practice would
obviously "extend" the vessels quota since untagged cages would
not be recorded. Further comment on ein open investigation would
not be appropriate in the context of this particular
correspondence. The point here is merely to address inadequacies
in the current system without compromising open investigations.

Forelcm investors : Special Agents have obtained and examined
corporate papers cind articles of orgamization for ******
significant processors in the mid-Atlantic area. One *****
corporation has (3) Japanese names among its corporate directors,
representing (2) different Japanese companies, but F/EN3 does not
presume filed corporate papers to be conclusively indicative of
the presence or absence of foreign investors in any instance.
Another corporation was known to have been sold to a multi-
national corporation with roots in ******** and *******, but the
latter corporation subsecpiently resold its ownership interests to
a wholly owned (on paper at least) U.S. company.

Fleet operation : There are approximately 75 active vessels in
the mid-Atlantic area. Some processors either own, operate or
lease company owned vessels for the harvest of surf clams/ocean
quahogs. Other processors do not have compamy owned vessels and
purchase clams from independently owned vessels . Contrary to the
wishes of some captains in the fleet, processors in fact dictate
the size, amounts, price and timing of harvest by each vessel.

It is important and relevant to aclcnowledge the fact that the SCO
fishery is decidedly unique in the Northeast, with or without
ITQ. It would be presumptuous, indeed naive, to attempt to
somehow "extrapolate" the suitability and/or enforceability of an
ITQ system to other regulated fisheries in the Northeast. For
example, there is a finite (and limited) market for surf clam
products and a finite (and limited) array of dealers/processors
even able to physically offload and/or process this product.

Page 3 of 6
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These faces and circumstances are not the case in anv other
fishery in the Northeast (lobsters, scallops, groundfish, tuna,
swordfish, etc.). In addition, dealers and processors literally
control the SCO fishery, irrespective of ITQ; there is no option
for the fishermen to "take their business elsewhere"; an option
universally available in any and all of the other previously
identified regulated fisheries in the Northeast. The geographic
range of the SCO fishery operations is finite and distinctive
within the Northeast, unlike most of the other identified
fisheries. Finally, SCO vessels are unique hydraulic dredge
rigs, ill suited to multi- fishery conversion and use. Vessels in
other fisheries (scallops, groundfish for example) can readily
convert their gear and harvest, thereby substantively
complicating any potential ITQ monitoring process for enforcement
personnel. In short, few, if any, generalized or comparative
conclusions could be reasonably drawn from an examination of the
ITQ system in the decidedly unique Surf Clam/Ocean Quahog
fishery; application to other Northeast fisheries would indeed be
very much an "apples and oranges" comparison without validity.
Given the sudden, if unsubstantiated, appearance of (and interest
in) ITQ as some sort of potential universal panacea in fisheries
management, this point must be made and clearly understood. This
is not New Zealand, nor do we share or practice that country's
unquestioned and unrestricted government control of the industry.

Effectiveness : An ITQ system (and any other regulatory regime)
must seriously take into account realistic enforceability before
implementation, preferably by way of direct consultation with
those on whom actual enforcement responsibilities will fall. The
surf clam fishery ITQ process at issue in the Northeast has (to
date) failed to do so, as outlined in foregoing parts of this
document. There is currently, little effectiveness, efficiency
or accountability in the present ITQ "management" program of this
fishery. F/EN3 has endeavored to point out in the Northeast that
adequate enforcement of any law or regulation requires that
sufficient personnel resources and practicable regulatory
language be identified from the very beginning planning stages,
in order to provide for a realistic prospect for
successful/enforceable implementation. In the particular SCO
fishery at issue here, cooperation in routinely providing real
time quota data and other relevant information is obviously
another necessary component to compliance success. For the
record, F/EN3 remains completely willing to provide experienced
field personnel to participate in the regulatory process, asking
only that any such requests be processed through this office in
Gloucester.

To date, F/EN3 experience with ITQ in the SCO fishery can be
briefly summarized as another lesson in "the politics of fish."

Page 4 of 6
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We look forward no extensive fucure improvements; soecific
recommendations to repair the inadequacies of the current regime
follow. Since we have identified a number of specific problems
herein, we ailso propose a number of equally specific solutions:

1. Defined offloading times or "windows" (as currently e>d.st in
the sea scallop fishery) in addition to reestablishment of
recently deleted notification requirements. Such an additional
measure would facilitate efficient enforcement, without any
hardship or particular inconvenience to those impacted.

2. Addition of a prohibition against "false statements to an
authorized officer". Such prohibitions are specifically
addressed and included in other federal fishery regulations, but
are conspicuously aisent from existing SCO regulations.

3. Refinement of the definition of "landing" in the SCO
'

regulations in order to specifically require that logbooks be
completed before return of the vessel to port for offloading.
Due to the 32 bushel cage units generally used in this fishery,
vessels know exactly the cpaantities in their possession long
before returning to the dock to offload. This requirement would
be an inocuous and reasonable addition which would help
discourage "forgetful" reporting, "spontaneous", reporting, non-
reporting, or other related fraudulent activity currently
occasionally observed.

4. Addition of carriers/transporters to those required to
complete and maintain accurate logs and records" of product
handled. Such an addition would create another level of "cross
check" documentation which could facilitate enforcement, increase
accountability and, presumably, provide a further disincentive to
"forgetful" (or entirely inaccurate) reporting. Non-compliance
could enhance exposure to criminal prosecution for conspiracy;
presumably a possibility imposing its own deterrent effect on
would be violators.

5. Last, but certainly not least, would be the routine inclusion
of informed, experienced, knowledgeable law enforcement personnel
in the development of regulations only thev will be reqpaired to
enforce and only they have to deal with in the field after the
paper process of Federal Register entry. It is counter-
productive for this process to occur without the knowledge,
experience and input of the people with routine, first-hand
contact with the various components of the fishery. The process
should not continue to occur without the benefit of knowledgeable
law enforcement input if there is to be any realistic prospect (s)

for iiny degree of success. A good start in the particular SCO
fishery at issue would be routinely providing F/EN3 with the

Page 5 of 6
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necessair/ information a-ad details specifically itemized in
section (3) preceding, without which no effective or credible
enforcement effort can be launched. Without further belaboring
the point, we need additional personnel in order to effectively
iitiplement enforcement efforts in the first place.

It is with regret that F/EN21 reports on the sorry state of
affairs in the SCO fishery's current ITQ system from a law
enforcement standpoint. It is currently an ineffective system
from £. law enforcement point of view. Additionally, it is a
system from which the limited F/EN3 personnel resources have, tc
date, been "left out of the loop. "

Paoe 6 of 6
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OWNERSHIP ISSUES

GC/I'IE has suggested that it may be necessary to monitor ITQ
ownership because of anti- trust concerns. We believe that the
current administrative system cannot be used to reliaily
determine ITQ ownership because many of the allocations are held
in vessel or corporate names. Working with the allocations
reveals some ownership patterns, e.g., Warren and Mema Alexander
own allocations as Alexander & Pearson, Palex Inc., and Southern
Clam Co. However, other than sharing a common mailing address,
our records do not show this. We can examine our data±)ase for
duplicate mailing addresses, but there are several allocations
which are managed by seafood dealers so Che address would falsely
indicate common ownership. This may pose a problem in producing
any summary of legal ownership (unless a unique name is a
separate owner for legal purposes)

.

The inaibility to identify owners poses a greater problem as far
as allocation transfers are concerned. Permajient and temporary
transfers of a".location are processed upon receipt of a form
which is to be signed by both parties to the transfer. However,
we have no way to verify whether or not an individual is
authorized to submit a transfer. There is no way to kxiow what
signature should be associated with an allocation, particularly
if it is held in a corporate or vessel name. Since these
transfers deal with a valuable commodity we need a way to
identify legal owners or authorized agents, otherwise it is only
a matter of time until we encounter a circumstajice where a
transfer is submitted by an unauthorized person and processed.

Contributing to our concern is the fact that the permits
themselves are distributed as public information so anyone can
receive the information required needed to complete a transfer
request. The only suggestions we have are either to require a
signature card like that kept by banks or to require the transfer
form to be notarized or both.

There has been some debate aJbout whether or not there is a need
for tags to be used to track the allocations, and this potential
problem is a good reason to keep the tag requirement. Our
concern about the possibility of fraudulent transfers would be
much more serious if the tags did not exist. As long as we
require tags to be used, a false transfer is prevented from
becoming actual theft of an asset because it is not usaible
without the tags to go with it.
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V.'e wish to reicerate che need for close ccoperacion with the
Norcheasc Science Center concerning data collected under the
majidatory report requirement for the ITQ system. Because there
are two users of the data, the Center and FMO, we must work
closely to see that the data satisfies the needs of both users,
ajid that modifications rr^ide to the system by either party are
coordinated.

•lEMPORARY TRAN'SFERS

We have noticed that several allocation holders have been leasing
their quota to their own vessels. While this practice may aid
enforcement in tracking tags, there may be tax issues involved.
We suppose that it is legal if the vessels are registered as
separate entities, however, it may be worthwhile to investigate
its implications regarding tax laws.
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Surf Clam/Ocean Quahog ITQ Progran Evaluation

Stanley Wang, Ph.D
Supervisory Economist

It is a conunon knowledge that fishery management systems
generally impose constraints on fishery operations and alter
producers' strategies in exploiting the fishery resource. The US
Atlantic surf clam and ocean quahog fisheries are the first US
fisheries which have been managed under a vessel ITQ management
system. Prior to 1990, these fisheries were managed with overall
quotas and a vessel moratorium program coupled with a set of area
closures and trip regulations and gear restrictions. This was a
very complex management system for maintaining a year-long
fishery and meeting various social and economic objectives. This
complex management system had evolved over time and was in place
for a period slightly longer than 10 years. During this period,
various arguments and counter-arguments were forwarded with an
intent to change or maintain this complex system. Finally, the
system was replaced vjith a vessel ITQ system in 1990.

AS the first US fisheries to be under an ITQ management system,
the US Atlantic surf clam and ocean quahog fisheries are unique
for studying industry behaviors under different management
regimes. Our preliminary analysis of the behaviors has revealed
some interesting findings. In the Northeast Regional Office,
Dr. Stanley Wang has been charged to evaluate the industry
performance under different management systems. While his study
has been under way, it is to emphasize the evaluation of the
industry (hairvesting and processing sectorial) behaviors and
strategies under the complex management system prior to 1990 and
the ITQ system after 1990. Several criteria will be adopted in
his analyses and include industry concentration, market share
control, pricing, price spreads, fishing patterns, fishery
productivity, capitalization, labor employment (fishing crew and
related industries) , and optimal combination of input (capital
and labor) . Economic theory of firms and industrial organization
as well as statistic theory will be vigorously applied. Relevant
statistical tests will be also conducted in the study. Some
concerns, arguments and counter-arguments during the development
of the ITQ system will be selected for detailed examination and
evaluation.
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Senator Stevens. Mr. Smith?

STATEMENT OF THORN SMITH, NORTH PACIFIC LONGLINE
ASSOCIATION, SEATTLE, WASHINGTON

Mr. Thorn Smith. Thank you, Senator Stevens. I welcome both
of you. My name is Thorn Smith. I am with the North Pacific
LongHne Association. I represent freezer-longhners that fish for
gproundfish off Alaska and process their product at sea.
As you are aware, Senator Stevens, a number of these vessels

are owned and operated by Alaskans. Before I get into my testi-

mony—I was talking recently with some NMFS officials who are
quite concerned about downsizing as it may affect the National Ma-
rine Fishery Service. I would just like to remind you folks that this
national treasure that we have enjoyed the benefit of in Alaska is

there because the Council and the National Marine Fishery Service
have been able to set quotas, reasonable quotas; they have been
able to monitor these quotas in season so we do not overfish; they
have been able to monitor bycatch caps and shut us down when the
time comes.

If we had not been doing that, we would be in the same cir-

cumstance New England is in, and we hope that you folks do as
much as you can to see that NMFS gets financial backing to con-
tinue its critical role.

I would like to talk about a few issues that we think might be
improved in S. 39: Bycatch, discards and waste; conservation is-

sues; procedural issues—^that is, open appointment of advisory
panel members; emergency rules; fishery-dependent communities;
standard ofjudicial review, and ITQs.
With regards to bvcatch, discards, and waste, the fixed gear fish-

ermen-longliners—the cod fishermen—certainly catch their fish

one-at-a-time. We are able to carefully release them for that reason
before they even come on board the vessel. I have a little video

here to demonstrate that, if I can make it work. I am not very good
at this, but I will give it a try.

You will see here a halibut coming aboard. This is in a longline

survey in the gulf of Alaska. We prepared hundreds of these tapes

and passed them out to the fleet so people could learn to release

fish carefully in this manner. You will notice when this halibut

comes up, that they will get the hook with the curve of the gaff,

allow it to pull up against the roller like this. The hook is going

to snap out straight and the fish falls off. They will then recover

the fish. You will see that there is only a small exit wound behind

the lip. This is the way to release fish. We can do this with other

bycatch. In this video they are not because it is a survey, and they

are retaining everything so the biologists can tell what is out there.

This is a technique we use on all of our bycatch. There is language
in your bill that suggests
Senator Stevens. Once you pull them on board, you just dump

them out of the net? That is what you are showing us, if I am cor-

rect?

Mr. Smith. Yes, sir. They are bringing it in to show you that

there is just a little exit wound. You will see when he goes back
in the water, he takes off like a shot.
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There is language in the bill suggesting total catch measurement
of both catch, bycatch, and full retention and utilization. All our

longliners could certainly measure our catch, because we keep it.

Where bycatch is concerned, it does not make any sense to bring

it aboard, kill it, weigh it, and throw it back in the ocean. We need
to release it this way, and the way to estimate our bycatch is to

have observers estimate it and extrapolate by sampling, just as

they do with halibut and other prohibited species.

The same thing goes for full retention and utilization, so I do not

think those concepts should be dropped with respect to fixed gear
fishermen, including pot fishermen. I have given you each a copy
of that video, so that you could continue to watch it, if you wish.

There is some very interesting additional material there.

Open Council meetings for advisory panel appointments. You
suggest negotiation panels. I think we agree with Judith Freeman
that we are pretty much operating that way now. We also agree
with Dale Alberda that we need fair representation of all the inter-

est groups on these panels. Our Council, for whatever reason, has
taken to appointing its industry advisory panel in closed meetings.
We do not think that bodes well for fair representation. Both the
crabbers and the freezer-longliners were recently kicked off the
panel in favor of other groups at a closed meeting. We have offered

some specific language which would make these meetings open so

we can at least speak our piece at the time the Council is making
these appointments.
Emergency rules. The bill proposes to raise the length of emer-

gency rules to 90 to 180 days. We think for renewal—for a biologi-

cal emergency, we think that is fine. However some emergencies
are of an economic or social nature. They are allocated—by defini-

tion, they are not going to allow all the analysis to see what the
impacts are going to be on these folks. If it is not a biological emer-
gency, it ought to be limited to 90 days.

Fishery-dependent communities. You suggest that a national
standard suggesting that the Council should implement manage-
ment measures that would address these questions or the needs of
these folks, but you have not been very specific about just what it

means. Does it mean CDQs? Does it mean inshore/offshore? I can
understand that given the rapidity with which our fisheries were
developed, perhaps overdeveloped, there may have been some de-
serving would-be participants who were left out.
We may need to address that for them. Maybe we can do some-

thing for them, but we do not think we have to have a blank check
for the whole country. We think that it is important that the stat-

ute include guidelines. Who participates; how does it work; how
does the money get spent; ana most important, what is the cap or
limit on the amount of fish used for these programs. I would ask
to you consider that these fisheries have been developed by people
under the law and under the policy established in the Magnuson
Act. Most of the ITQ—or the TAC's are fully subscribed. If we take
a significant chunk and give it to somebody else, we are going to
be pushing some of these folks off of the table.
Standard of review. I am a former NOAA attorney. I have been

on both sides of this issue for years. I do know we have the rational
basis test in the Magnuson Act which is the lease searching stand-
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ard. I firmly believe we need to move to a preponderance of the evi-
dence.
the Councils now are able to ignore the record. They often do.

They make decisions which may be very inimical to someone's in-

terest. The decisions get rubber stamped at the Department of
Commerce, they get into Federal Register. We go to court, get
thrown out of court, no relief I do not think it will increase litiga-

tion. I think if we go to that standard, we are going to have the
Secretary of Commerce taking a hard look to do what Judith Free-
man said, make sure there is a rational basis for these things.
We are going to recognize that brings lawsuits. But the record

as created now, if I may so, is so off the wall that attorneys come
up with all sorts of theories. We have got about 15 theories. I think
we will effectively reduce it if we adopt a high standard.

Finally, ITQs. I think it was Mark Twain who said, "I would
have written you a short letter but I didn't have time."
We testified a year ago in ITQs. You have seen this transcript,

I am sure. If not, we will provide you a copy—we put about 250
pages in there. We think it is very interesting stuff.

At the recent hearing on the House side, Rollie Schmitten sug-
gested there are three ITQ plans in place now: The Surf Clam
Plan, the Wreck Fish Plan, and the Sablefish/Halibut Plan. He
went out of his wav to emphasize the Sablefish/Halibut plan is the
test of ITQs for tnis nation; the test. We absolutely agree with
Rollie. All those who have read the Surf Clam report, which we ob-

tained from he office of Senator Stevens, know that the Surf Clam
Plan was a disaster.

Sablefish/halibut, we are advised by one of our Council members,
is the largest ITQ plan ever attempted in the world. We support
that plan. We think that plan should be implemented very care-

fully, administered very carefully, enforced very carefully, and that
NMFs should have all resources to do it right. At the same time,

we think we should take a hard look at the results of that plan be-

fore we look at more ITQ programs. We really think the jury is out
on ITQs.
We would support a moratorium on the development and imple-

mentation of new ITQ programs until after such time we develop
such program and had a chance to see how this one really works
empiricafly. There is a lot of theory out there. We do not have a
lot of real experience.

Finally, one thing that sort of bugs me or gnaws at the back of

my mind is the mention of auctions in your bill. There was a Wil-

liam Safire article which I have included for your review Thursday
evening in the New York Times, and it talks about auctioning off

the broadcast licenses instead of, as he said, giving them away as

political favors, and of course they were auctioned for $8- billion re-

cently. There is a lot of discussion how much they were worth.

Senator Stevens. That was my provision.

Mr. Smith. I know, sir. You are familiar with this issue. The dif-

ficulty I have is that the rationale here is so compelling—that you
just substitute "fish in the sea" over broadcast bands, or whatever.

I do not know how long it is going to be before public interest

groups, or whomever, is going to come after us on this kind of

thing. It is logically compelling. We have got folks saying, "Gee, we
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have to have a market here." And others saying, "Fine here is your

market, come up and pay for it " I think our ^ys wo-M not^b^ab^^^

to compete against the big boys m that kmd ot circumstance.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Smith follows:]
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TESTIMONY OF THORN SMITH, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR

NORTH PACIFIC LONGLINE ASSOCIATION

COMMITTEE ON COMMERCE, SCIENCE, AND TRANSPORTATION

MARCH 18, 1995

THE SUSTAINABLE FISHERIES ACT

Senator Stevens, Senator Gorton, my name is Thorn Smith.

I serve as executive director of the North Pacific Longline

association, with offices here in Seattle. Our association

represents owners and operators of freezer-longliners that fish

for cod and other groundfish off Alaska with hook-and-line gear,

processing and freezing their catch at sea, Freezer-longliners

are owned and operated by Alaskans as well as citizens of

Washington. We very much appreciate the opportunity to comment

on S.39, the Sustainable Fisheries Act.

Freezer-longliners engage in what has come to be known as

"conservation-oriented fishing." We catch fish one-at-a-time, on

hooks. Our gear is species selective and size selective, to a

degree. We do not harvest anything like the volumes taken by our

trawler colleagues, nor do we have bycatches of similar

magnitude. Our bycatch is released before it comes aboard the

vessels using careful release technigues - shaking, hook

straightening, gangion-cutting. Time out of the water, which is

the most critical element in bycatch mortality, is reduced almost

4209 21st Avenue West. SuttB 300, Seattle, Washington 98199

TEL 206-282-4639; FAX: 206-282-4684
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to zero. The carefully - released fish have an excellent chance

to survive. (Please see NPLA video on careful release.) A full

description of conservaiton-oriented fishing with references to

all of the scientific, academic and descriptive papers on the

topic in English may be found in TRANSFERABLE QUOTAS UNDER THE

MAGNUSON ACT . Hearing Before the House Subcommittee On Fisheries

Management, February 9, 1994, Serial No. 103-82.

We would like to offer comments on the following aspects of

Magnuson Act reauthorization:

FISHERY HABITAT

We are not aware of any serious habitat problems affecting

the federal management of fisheries off Alaska. We have been

advised that identification of essential fish habitat in FMP's

will serve to notify federal and state agencies of habitat

concerns, and to prevent adverse actions in those areas.

BYCATCH. DISCARDS. AND WASTE

During the House Subcommitee hearings on H.R.39 last month,

Representative Studds remarked that in order to restore fish

stocks and reduce effort we might have to use hook-and-line and

pot gear. Happily we are not in the position of having to

"restore" many fish stocks off Alaska, but the advantages of

fixed gear fishing should be recognized.

S.39 states that FMPs shall have measures to reduce bycatch,

discards, and waste - including harvest preferences for clean

gear and other incentives. We approve of such measures, and have

developed an elaborate careful release program to reduce halibut

bycatch mortality in the longline fisheries (please see attached
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regulations, careful release video, and TRANSFERABLE QUOTAS UNDER

THE MAGNUSON ACT , pp. 184-187). Preferences and incentives

should not be applied only "within" gear groups, however.

Councils need authority to provide incentives within and between

gear groups, if we are to achieve these conservation goals. The

language on page 71 of S.39, subparagraph (3), should be amended

accordingly.

On the same page the bill mentions measures to ensure "total

catch measurement." As explained above fixed gear operators

(longliners and pot fishermen) are able to return unwanted fish

to the sea immediately, maximizing their chance of survival. It

would be nonsensical to require that they bring unwanted fish

aboard, kill and weigh them, and throw them back into the sea.

Observer sampling and extrapolation to determine discard levels,

which is now practiced for prohibited species, is quite adequate

for determining levels of bycatch and discard in the longline

fisheries.

The same facts should be recognized where "full retention

and utilization" are concerned. It is far better to return

unwanted fish to the sea in good condition than it is to kill

them. The Act should be amended to reflect these realities of

fixed gear fisheries.

OPEN APPOINTMENT PROCESS - ADVISORY PANELS

S.39 provides for the establishment of "negotiation panels"

to assist in the development of conservation and management

measures. since the selection of members of such a panel can

determine the direction of its policy recommendations, the
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selection process should be conducted during an open council

meeting with public comment and participation. This will help to

assure fair representation of all interest groups. Recent

selection of an industry advisory panel during a closed meeting

of the North Pacific Fishery Management Council resulted in the

disenfranchisement of significant elements of the Washington's

fleet (please see attached materials and proposed amendment

language) . Such occurrences impugn the credibility of the

council process.

EMERGENCY RULES

The bill proposes to extend the life of an emergency rule

from 90 to 180 days, with an extension of another 180 days. This

provision should apply only to biological emergencies certified

as such by the Scientific and Statistical Committees. Emergency

rules are potentially allocative, and are promulgated without the

full evaluation, cost/benefit analysis, and further scrutiny

otherwise afforded regulations. Without these analytical

protections, emergency rules could be adopted and be in place for

as much as one full year with no serious analysis and at

considerable potential detriment to a given sector of the

industry.

"FISHERY DEPENDENT COMMUNITIES" AND CDO'S

The bill proposes a new National Standard which would "take

into account the importance of the harvest of fishery resources

to fishery dependent communities." There does not appear to be

any clarifying language as to just what management measures are

contemplated. We can understand that the rapid development of
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our fisheries may have left some deserving participants behind,

and that adjustments may be necessary to serve their interests -

but we all need to know exactly what is contemplated in this

regard.

If this language anticipates the reservation of a portion of

the total allowable catch for the use of "fishery dependent

communities" (CDQ's), the bill should spell it out. No such

authority should be open-ended. Careful guidelines should be

drafted to specify just how any such program might work, who

qualifies, and how the money is spent (accountability) . A

specific cap should be set on the amount of fish involved.

It should be recognized that most of our fisheries are fully

developed, perhaps overdeveloped. Following the law and national

development policy set out in the Magnuson Act, individuals and

companies have invested in harvesting and processing capacity.

Dedication of portions of fully-utilized TAC's to CDQ programs

could put some of these people out of business. If larger

communities such as Seattle are excluded, long-term participants

could be disadvantaged in the allocation process. Such a

priority could ignore the fundamental principal that the resource

is a national one. It could also weaken National Standard 4

which prohibits discrimination among residents of different

states.

Finally if the new National Standard is aimed at

perpetuating inshore/ offshore, that purpose should be made clear.

Freezer-longliners are not a preemptive threat, and should not be

included in any such program.
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STANDARD OF REVIEW

The standard of judicial review prescribed by S.39 and by

the Magnuson Act is the least searching - the "rational basis

test." Under this standard, the Secretary of Commerce and the

courts can approve any management action which has any support

whatsoever in the administrative record. Relevant facts may be

ignored, politics may reign supreme. We propose that the

standard be raised to "a preponderance of the evidence," the

standard for civil actions. The councils, the Secretary and the

courts would be obliged to follow the administrative record more

closely. The council system is unique in American government, a

new departure in administrative law. A more searching standard

of review is appropriate. Please see attached materials.

INDIVIDUAL TRANSFERABLE QUOTAS

Our views on ITQ's are set out at length in TRANSFERABLE

QUOTAS UNDER THE MAGNUSON ACT .

During the recent House hearings on Magnuson Act

reauthorization, Rollie Schmitten of NMFS stated that we have

three ITQ programs in the U.S. today - the Surf Clam Plan, the

Wreckfish Plan, and the Sablef ish/Halibut Plan - and that

"Sablefish/Halibut is the test for this nation of IFQ's."

We agree with Rollie. A NMFS internal report, "Review of

the Effectiveness of Our Administrative and Enforcement

Obligations Under the Surf Clam/Quahog ITQ Plan", makes it clear

that the plan was an abject failure. The Sablefish/Halibut Plan

is reportedly the largest ITQ program ever attempted in the

world. We support the careful implementation and enforcement of
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that plan. Our President, Don Iverson, sits on the industry

implementation committee for the Sablef ish/Halibut plan. He

supports it, but honestly questions whether NMFS has the

capability of implementing it effectively. He seriously doubts

NMFS' ability to implement a wider plan at this time.

We propose that the Sablef ish/Halbiut Plan be implemented

carefully, and the results studied extensively before any

additional ITQ plans are developed or implemented. We favor a

five-year moratorium on the development and implementation of

further ITQ programs. During the interim period careful

guidelines can be prepared, based on actual experience under the

Sablefish/Halibut plan.

Meanwhile the councils should concentrate on reducing

bycatch, bycatch mortality and associated waste in our fisheries.

Human nature being what it is, it is unlikely that these issues

will receive adequate attention while potential windfalls are

dangled before industry.

This concludes our testimony, and I will be happy to attempt

to answer any questions you may have.
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North
Pacific

Longline

Association

- FAX TRANSMISSION -

DATE: December 15, 1994

TO: All Freezer-Longliners

FROM: NPLA - Thorn Smith

SUBJECT: FIS Longline Industry Bvcatch Monitoring Program

PAGES

:

5

ATTACHED PLEASE FIND INSTRUCTIONS AND A SIGNUP SHEET FOR THE
1995 FISHERIES INFORMATION SERVICE BYCATCH MONITORING PR0GR7VM
(JANET SMOKER) . LET'S ALL PJOtTICIPATE - PLEASE I !

!

THE PROGRAM AND ITS BENEFITS ARE DESCRIBED IN THE ATTACHED
INSTRUCTIONS. OUR ASSUMED HALIBUT MORTALITY RATES AND OUR FALL
FISHERY WILL BE DEPENDENT ON HOW WELL WE PERFORM IN THE FIRST
TRIMESTER OF THIS YEAR. THERE WILL BE NO LOOKING BACK - IT'S DO
OR DIE.

PLEASE FAX THE REGISTRATION FORM TO JANET RIGHT AWAY, AT
(907) 789-5580. SHE CAN BE REACHED AT THE SAME NUMBER, IF YOU
HAVE ANY QUESTIONS. I CAN BE REACHED AT THE NUMBERS BELOW.
JANET ESTIMATES THAT THE NUMBER CRUNCHING WILL COST ABOUT $20 PER
BOAT PER WEEK. THE ONLY ADDED EXPENSE WILL BE THAT OF FAXING OR
TELEXING THE SUMMARIZED DATA TO YOUR COMPANY OFFICES. JANET WILL
BILL YOU MONTHLY.

THE INTERNATIONAL HALIBUT COMMISSION HAS LOOKED AT OBSERVER
REPORTS FOR BOATS REPORTED TO HAVE HIGH HALIBUT BYCATCH AND
MORTALITY IN 1994. WE HAVE TALKED TO LOTS OF FISHERMEN. HERE IS
OUR ADVICE:

1. IF YOU ARE IN HALIBUT AND/OR SAND FLEAS. MOVE RIGHT
AWAY . MOVE EVEN IF COD FISHING IS GOOD;

2. CAREFULLY RELEASE EACH AND EVERY HALIBUT BY
STRAIGHTENING THE HOOK, CUTTING THE GANGION, OR SHAKING CAREFULLY
WITH THE CURVE OF THE GAFF - IT'S THE LAW. SLOW THE ROLLER IF
NECESS7URY;

3. EMPLY ONLY EXPERIENCED ROLLERMEN . MAKE SURE THEY KNOW
THE CAREFUL RELEASE PROGRAM, AND CAN COMMUNICATE ITS DETAILS TO
THE OBSERVERS;

49(7? 91st Avpniio Wesl. SuHs 300. Seollle. Woshlnaton 98199
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4 • WORK COOPERATIVELY AND IN A FRIENDLY MANNER WITH YOUR
OBSERVER ; HAVE A TALK WITH HIM OR HER BEFORE THE VOYAGE, BO YOU
KNOW THE DRILL; AND

5. SEND YOUR OBSERVER DATA TO FIB PROMPTLY EACH WEEK . SO
YOU WILL KNOW WHAT YOUR OBSERVER IB REPORTING.

THIS REALLY IS OUR LAST CHANCE TO ESTABLISH AN ASSUMED
HALIBUT MORTALITY RATE THAT WE CAN LIVE WITH - AND IT WILL LAST A
LONG TIME, AFFECTING OUR FISHERY FOR YEARS TO COME. IT'S WORTH
MANY MILLIONS TO US AS A FLEET, SO LET'S GO FOR IT!!!

50 CFR Ch. VI

§676.7 Prohibitions.

In addition to the greneral prohibi-
tions specified in §620.7 of this chapter,
it is unlawful for any person to do any
of the following:

(m) With respect to halibut caught
with hook-and-line gear deployed from
a vessel fishing for groundflsh, except
for vessels fishing for Pacific halibut in

accordance with part 301 of this title

—

(1) Fail to release the halibut out-

board a vessel's rails;

(2) Release the halibut by any meth-
od other than;

(i) Cutting the gangion;
(ii) Positioning the gaff on the hook

and twisting the hook from the hali-

but; or
(iii) Straightening the hook by using

the gaff to catch the bend of the hook
and bracing the gaff against the vessel

or any gear attached to the vessel;

(3) Puncture the halibut with a gaff

or other device; or

(4) Allow the halibut to contact the

vessel, if such contact causes, or is ca-

pable of causing, the halibut to be
stripped from the hook.
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KODIAKLONGLINE
VESSEL OWNERS' ASSOCIATION

HALIBUT

326 CENTER AVENUE. P.O. BOX 13

KODIAK. ALASKA 99615

(907)486-3781 FAX(907)486-247(

SABLEHSH • PACIFIC COD • CRAB

Fd)nury 17, 199S

Honorable Don Young
U.S. House of Representatives

2331 Rayburn House

Washington, D.C. 20515

RE: Magnuson Act Amendments

Congressman Young:

We would like to have you review and consider the following proposed amendment to the Magnuson
Act.

To amend Section 302 under Procedural Matters by adding a new subsection 0) W, "Each Council

shall appoint members of committees and advisory panels during an open meeting at which public

testimony on the appointments shall be heard."

We understand that this has become an issue with segments of the industry who are not currently

being represented fiiirly on the Advisory Panel to the North Pacific Council from the state of

Washington.

By having the appointment of committees conducted in a closed process, it does not provide the

public an opportunity to fully participate in the process. This is a problem, especially when we see

lopsided appointments being made on an industry advisory panel.

We believe that putting this process in a more public forum will help to alleviate some of the concerns

that industry has expressed to us.

We appreciate the consideration you will give our proposal. Please don't hesitate to contact us ifyou

need infonnation or ciarificatioa
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January 11, 1995

Mr. Richard B. Lauber, Chairman
North Pacific Fishery Management Council
604 West 4th Avenue
Anchorage, Alaska 99510

RE: ADVISORY PANEL COMPOSITION

Dear Rick:

Yesterday Washington State fixed gear representatives
and Council members met to discuss the makeup of the
Washington delegation to the Advisory Panel. Present were
Bob Alverson, John Bruce, Kris Fanning, Thorn Smith, Arni
Thomson, Morris Barker, Dave Fluharty, Al Millikan and
Wally Pereyra.

For the second time fixed gear representatives
expressed their deep concern regarding the removal of two
fixed gear representatives from the panel, a freezer-long-
liner and a crab fisherman, and their replacement by two
trawl gear representatives. The Washington Advisory Panel
delegation of six now includes includes four trawl gear
representatives. Fixed gear representatives emphaeized
the very real need of the different competing gear groups
for representation on the Washington delegation in 1995,
when many serious management issues will be decided.
The Council members agreed to ask for an executive session
of the Council to address this issue.

The GUIDELINES FOR COUNCIL OPERATIONS/ADMINISTRATION,
at 50 CFR 605.23(d)(3), require that "balanced
representation" should be maintained on the A. P. The
Council's SOPP states that "The Council will attempt to
appoint as broad a spectrum of interests as possible,
including the various fisheries around Alaska. . .emphasizing
fair representation of all fishing interests." It also
specifies that the A. P. members " serve at the pleasure of
the Council ." (emphasis added)

Elimination of significant competing interests will
seriously inhibit the ability of the A. P. to reach useful
industry consensus.

It is our sincere hope the Council will take action
now to rectify the imbalance on the Washington delegation
to the A. P.

^^Thank you, for your attention to ti^s mattery y

Arni Thomson, ACC ThOjPft-^arttvJ' ""' '

John Bruce, DSFU ^^ Bob Alversoon, FVOA
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Proposed Amendment To The
Magnuson Fishery Conservation And

Management Act

. Section 302(j), PROCEDURAL MATTERS (16 U.S.C.

1853) , is amended as follows:

(1) By adding a new subsection (j) (4) , "Each council

shall appoint members of committees and advisory panels

during an open meeting at which public testimony on the

appointments shall be heard," and

(2) By redesignating current subsection (j) (4) as

(j)(5), current subsection (j)(5) as (j)(6), and current

subsection (j)(6) as (j)(7).
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Proposed Amendment to the

Maanuson Fishery Conservation and Management Act

Purpose of the Amendment

Section 303 of the Magnuson Act sets out certain
requirements to which regional fishery management councils must
adhere when developing fishery management plans. Management
plans are the basis for fishery regulations promulgated by the
Commerce Department,

The proposed amendment would require that provisions of a
fishery management plan be "based upon a preponderance of
evidence in the record." The thrust of this change is to de-
politicize council actions, requiring actions to be based on
scientific, including biological, data. The council process
includes public hearings, support from scientific and statistical
committees, and industry advisory panels. However, nothing in
the Act requires councils to base their actions on a

preponderance of the evidence submitted. The purpose of this
proposed change is to do just that.

Need for the Amendment

Many councils are now facing highly controversial
conservation and allocation issues. Some of the measures being
considered have the potential to change drastically and forever
the way in which we manage our living marine resources. It is
time to establish a more searching standard for analysis and
review - every management action would benefit from this
increased scrutiny.

Conflict-of-interest on the councils has been at issue. At
the time the Magnuson Act was promulgated, it was assumed that we
would need the specialized knowledge of fishing industry
participants in management. We can retain this aspect of our
system, while making it difficult if not impossible to pursue a

conflicted agenda - by requiring substantial evidence on the
record to support council actions.

In the original Act the councils' decisions were merely
advisory - the Secretary of Commerce held decisionmaking power.

The Act has since been amended to give most of the decisionmaking
power to the councils. A more searching standard of analysis and

review of council actions is required.
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Proposed Amendment To The
Magnuson Fishery Conservation And

Management Act

Section 303 (16 U.S.C. 1853) is amended as

follows:

(1) By striking the word "and" at the end of

subsection (a) (1) (B) ; and

(2) By adding a new subsection (a) (1) (C) , "based on a

preponderance of the evidence in the record; and", and

(3) By redesignating current subparagraph (a) (1) (C) as

subparagraph (a) (1) (D)

.

SEC. 303. CONTENTS OF FISHERY MANAGEMENT PLANS 16 USC 1853

95-354, 99-659, 101-627
(a) REQUIRED PROVISIONS.—Any fishery management plan

which is prepared by any Council, or by the Secretary, with
respect to any fishery, shall

—

(1) contain the conservation and management measures,
applicable to foreign fishing and fishing by vessels of the
United States, which are

—

(A) necessary and appropriate for the conservation
and management of the fishery to prevent overfishing, and to
protect, restore, and promote the long-term health and
stability of the fishery;

(B) described in this subsection or subsection (b)

,

or both

;

(C) based on a preponderance of the evidence in the
record: and

(D) consistent with the national standards, the other
provisions of this Act, regulations implementing
recommendations by international organizations in which the
United States participates (including but not limited to
closed areas, quotas, and size limits) , and any other
applicable law;
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Senator Stevens. Slade?
Senator GtORTON. We have got an interesting and lively discus-

sion of ITQs here, and I think perhaps I would like a specific com-
ment. You invited it, Mr. Benson, with the remarks of your presi-
dent to the effect that an ITQ or good ITQ program would have a
more positive impact, I think is what the thrust of the testimony
is, on bycatch and discard production and other methods. Go ahead
and tell me why, but then I want to hear from Mr. Eraser on that
and maybe even a little bit more on safety, and I might say it

again, Mr. Casey, you took exactly the opposite point of view. I

want your commentary, not from an economic standpoint, but from
the standpoint of the race for fish and safety of fishing in the ice

of Alaska.
Mr. Smith, you on that subject said, well, let us wait until the

experiment is over. I would like you to comment further on that
and especially how long the wait is that you want. So, let's us start
with you, Mr. Benson.
Mr. Benson, Thank you, Senator, for the opportunity to elabo-

rate on this. In the interest of saving time, if I may submit for the
record several pages of response to this question. I will just briefly

touch on some of the points, and there are two primary points.

The first one being the same rationale that we use for a new na-
tional standard on bycatch and waste being more appropriate be-

cause we feel it is better to deal with at the Council level since they
are more familiar with their own regions.

The same holds true for individual accountability under ITQ Sys-
tem. As a former skipper who has been involved with many fish-

eries in Alaska over a period of 13 years, I can tell you that as hard
as I tried and some of the other skippers that I know tried to clean

up their bycatch, it did not really matter because in the end there
was a handful of the greedy fisnermen that shut down an entire

fleet.

You basically have two quotas. You have got a quota for target

species or you have a quota for prohibited species, halibut, salmon,
et cetera, to sustain that quota, and many times it is often bycatch
of the prohibited species that actually shut down the fisheries, and
we leave a lot of fish on the table, and nobody talks about that

waste of the actual target species.

Under an ITQ system, if you can get X amount of fish, then you
can slow the pace of your fishery down. You can take the time to

experiment with gear modifications, different mesh sizes, you can
move away from bycatch. You can time your seasons to avoid the

bycatch that you know is going to be there, for instance, the sea-

sonal migration of halibut, the deep and shallow season. It is really

the skipper who is on the front line that is best equipped to make
these decisions, and there is a lot of options available to him, and
I do not think it should be somebody. Congress or the Council, tell-

ing him exactly what is the best way to do that.

The other thing is that under an ITQ system, we have all, I

think, pretty much all agreed that we are going to have to pay a
user fee of some kind for that. Given that user fee is going to be
applied for total catch, not what are you retaining. So, it creates

an economic disincentive to discard those fish because you are pay-
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ing for it. So, without taking up any more time, I will submit the

rest of my comments for the record. Thank you.

Senator Gorton. Mr. Fraser.

Mr. Fraser. Thank you, Senator. I echo what Dave has said, and
I would like to touch on something that relates to this and that no-

body else has mentioned on this sector of the Act here: Confiden-

tiality provisions on data. Under open access, we all share a com-
mon bycatch cap, and as Dave said, when it is reached, we are all

shut down together. So, there is no incentive at all for me to be
good; I think he is being bad or vice versa.

The only thing we have right now as a tool is to get published
the individual bycatch rates of individual vessels so that at least

there is peer pressure if nothing else, and that is really all that we
have at this point. The confidentiality provisions, as I read them
here, would make it more difficult to get that information out, so

I just wanted to point it out, and we have written comments about
that.

But if you shift to an ITQ world, you have the ability to start

taking advantage of the information technology that is out now. We
are starting to develop a data base of history of fishing. You can
start to use that knowledge to figure out the times and places you
ought to be fishing, but if you are under a common quota, either

for your target species or your bycatch cap, as I said, I could be
fishmg in May for yellow fin sole in Kodiak area and have very lit-

tle bycatch of any PSC species, but we will be closed very likely be-

fore we get there. And that is

Mr. Casey. We are not changed the opening day. We have done
that. We are not pushing it into May.
Mr. Fraser. Without getting into the details of that, we try to

time—we keep moving our seasoning openings around and timing
them, but as seasons compress, they get faster and faster. You
have to keep changing the opening date every year in order to end
up straddling the best window of opportunity, tnerefore

Senator Stevens. I am compelled to say that in days gone by,
there was a group that fished one species, a group that fished an-
other, and group that fished a third species. Now we have vessels
that fish all three of those and probably four or five more during
the year, and what has happened is that many of the small fisher-

men who were involved in the three are gone. ITQs look to me like

they are going to push everybody else that is small out of the busi-

ness. They are all going to oe investor-owned before long, and I do
not see anything that says that they are not going to be.

Somehow or other we have got to have some concept of freedom
back into the fisheries. The total North Pacific Fishery is going to

be investor-owned by the year 2000, unless we do something about
it.

Mr. Fraser. The only answer is that I am probably the smallest
vessel operator in the trawl fleet or one of them. We have got an
86-foot vessel. I am the skipper, owner/operator. I am not afraid of
ITQs. If somebody wants to sell their birthright for a mess of pot-
tage, so be it. If the initial allocation does not create big winners
or big losers and treats people fairly, and I get a fair share, I am
going to work that share.
Senator Gorton. That is
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Mr. Fraser. I think the safeguards that have been built into the
halibut program have their parallels that can be built into other
crab or groundfish programs to make sure that there are portions
of quota that when you sell or transfer your quota, you might have
to be forced to only sell some portion of that to a bona fide crew-
man.
You know, you can create ownership caps. I do not want to see

a corporate fishery. I do not want to see Caterpillar; I do not want
to see General Mills owning this fishery at the end of the day. We
can build those safeguards in, and I think that there is a sensitiv-
ity on the Council that shares those concerns, and we should build
those safeguards.

Senator Gorton. Mr. Casey, it is your turn now, and I am par-
ticularly interested in the safety of this race question; whenever
you open up the season.
Mr. Casey. You know that the Northwest Mariner and the En-

trance Point are members of the Alaska Crab Coalition. It is a lob-
bying group here in town. They lobbied the Alaska Board of Fish-
eries in the last years to move the king crab fishery from Septem-
ber to November. Do you know how rough it is in November in the
Bering Sea? Because they thought they would get more crab, so
they took it—a pretty easy-going fishery in September and moved
it further into the winter.
They chewed our butt because we wanted to fish crab on Novem-

ber 1, instead of January 1. They wanted to push it further into
the winter in the icing season, wnen vessels were likely to ice up
and roll over. They are the ones that did that, not us. We wanted
to fish king crab in September. So, you can survive. Why rush to

get back with your wife? They really came down on us hard about
fishing day in November. We knew we could get in and out without
ice, so we took it.

So, I am telling you that the way you handle that safety problem
is to go to the Alaska Board of Fisheries and ask them to change
the season date. If it is too dangerous to do on January 1, why do
we not start on March 1, get it out of the icing season?
But Senator, you know what is going on here. Everybody smells

windfall profits on black cod and halibut. Can you imagine what
the pollock ITQs are going to be worth if there are hundreds of mil-

lions of dollars now in the pockets of guys who receive them free

in the mail, fi-om newts, to halibut, to black cod? Several people

were telling me that their net- worths tripled when they got one
piece of paper in the mail. Now there are 65 factory trawlers, so

65 checks are going out. 65 mailboxes. You are going to have a real

increase in the capital in this fishery.

So, if you want to deal with the safety, move the seasons into the

months where there is not ice, and I ask you again, it was not us

that pushed this fishery into the winter. It was a predominant Se-

attle group that did that. They have no place to hide on that. I

want to repeat that those men on the Northwest Mariner are the

best operators in the fleet. No one questions their seamanship, but
they are victims of greed.

Their own organization wanted to open this fishery further into

the winter. We did not want to do that. Thank you.

Senator Gorton. Mr. Smith, how long an experiment?
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Mr. Smith. I will get to that, if I may. We are kind of in the mid-

dle on this I guess, frankly. We have individuals in our organiza-

tion who had a whole spectrum of views on ITQ.

Most of them share the concern with Senator Stevens in regards

here about being taken over by larger corporations. Our guys have
boats that cost a million to perhaps $6- or $7-million, and that is

not a big-time deal.

We are small businessmen. Most of the guys I have worked for

are fishermen themselves, worked their way up to the deck then
got to the pilot house, then they got enough money together to get

into freezer-longliners. A couple of them own factory trawlers.

When I was managing a factor-trawler company I was involved
with a multinational fish company, and I was told by my superiors

there that there were other large multinational fish companies and
large agri-business companies basically out there circling in the
skies, waiting to come down and scoop up the American fisheries.

Our guys have sat down with a proposals for ITQ initial distribu-

tion and have figured out that maybe they get half of what they
need or something like that to keep their boats going and to stay
in business. They do not do anything else. They are going to have
to go on the market and buy shares to keep going. They do not
think they are going to be able to compete. They think that the big-

ger people—and you know who I am talking about—are going to

come in and pay whatever it takes to buy those shares, and it will

be gone, and they sincerely believe that.

We have seen what happened in the Surf Clam plan. It frightens
the heck out of us. A big company came in from Canada, we re ad-
vised, went broke, shares went to a British bank, the fishery col-

lapsed, and that has been going on for 4 vears.
The whole purpose of the Magnuson Act is to get foreigners out

of fishing and processing, and we have been successful. There are
people who are really concerned that this ITQ system may come
right back and bite them.
With respect to the race for fish, ITQs are not going to change

the way we prosecute fisheries. As one Council member has told
the House Committee, freezer-longliners—if it gets really rough

—

we just stay out and fish. We have not sunk one yet. We burned
a couple up on the dock. Most of the fish taken in the Bering Sea,
particularly, are taken by very large boats. I think the only factory
trawler that ever sunk, sunk in calm waters. Allegations of neg-
ligence in its operation surround the sinking. It is not a big safety
issue.

As I said, our pattern is not going to change. We fish slowly. It

takes all year to take our quota basically. The trawlers like to con-
centrate their fisheries on spawning stocks. We have questioned
whether that is a good practice, and there is a lot of argument
about that on both sides, but I am not sure it is going to change
the race for fish by trawlers, because I think they are going to
want to fish on spawning stocks, and may all be out there doing
it just as fast as they are doing it now. I do not know.
What we have said is we have apparently the world's largest pro-

gram being implemented right now. Our president, Don Irishman,
sits on the Industry Implementation Committee. He firmly favors
ITQ management. He is a significant beneficiary of this plan. He
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told me day before yesterday—we had a board meeting—said,
"Look, we have got so many unanticipated problems here, and I am
not sure the National Maritime Fishery Service is capable of imple-
menting the Sablefish/Halibut Plan, even though they have got
wonderful people working hard to do it." We have encouraged
them. We are not sure they can do it. He says he is absolutely cer-
tain that they could not do it and enforce the wider plan any time
in the near future.

We are saying we have got this huge ITQ plan out there. Do it

right. Take a good look at it. See what shakes out. Let us see if

people like Caterpillar are coming in and doing something, what-
ever they may be doing. It is alleged that, you know, stacks of
shares of ITQs are being faxed to Japan as collateral for loans that
are pretty large. If there is default, the Japanese may end up own-
ing all of these things. I do not know.

It is all hearsay, as far as I am concerned, but we would like to
know about all that stuff. The only way to do that, in our view, is

to try this thing out, see what happens. But just to race forward
and do everything all at once frightens us. I am not saying it is

the right way. I am not saying it is the wrong way. We are saying
we are scared that we are going to fast.

Senator Gorton. One more quick question if I may, Mr. Casey.
Mr. Smith raised a word, and it creates some real horror in the
field. I take it you would not go for auctions?

Mr. Casey. Senator, 20 years ago Senator Stevens let Bart Eaton
and I into his House and his wife let us eat in their home. We told
him what had—we had no chance against the big boys. They would
buy it out from under us, and we would be sharecroppers. It is the
first time I have seen, in legalese, that auction stuff in S. 39. Ev-
eryone in our association knows it is there, and we wish we could
take it out and bury it. We lose. The game is over and we lose on
auctions.
Senator Gorton. Quick comment from the two of you.
Mr. Eraser. Senator Stevens, Senator, if we were starting at

ground zero when the Magnuson Act was authorized, auctions
would probably be good public policy. At this point, what we have
on the East Coast is a $30-million Federal buyout for the fishery

proposed where nobody is making money. No taxes are being paid
as a result of fishing profits because the profits are nonexistent. We
are going in that direction.

I did not pay much taxes last year or the year before. I used to

pay good taxes, and I did not mind doing it and would not mind
doing it in the future. Under ITQs, I will pay some taxes, I would
anticipate. That is a public benefit. If you want to tax the transfer

of shares, if you want a fee system on shares, those are some ways
to get rents back to the public.

But an auction, I a^ee with Tom, starting out going bidding

straight against Matsui or General Mills or whomever, it would be

a different playing field, for sure.

Senator Gorton. Mr. Benson, you are the big boy, what do you
say.'

Mr. Benson. Well, I still think that the quota-share system is

best because I really feel you have to give some credit to the his-

tory that the folks have in this industry, and I think, you know.
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it was one of the charges of the Magnuson Act originally to Ameri-
canize these fisheries, and it was done quicker than anybody imag-

ined and with some financial risk, risk of lives, and I think that

should be recognized. I do understand the fears of those other folks

that feel they would be disadvantaged. I ^ess if there is anything
close to an auction system right now, it might be CDQs.
Senator Gorton. Well, we are unanimous on this.

Senator Stevens. We have a provision in S. 39 for recommenda-
tions concerning other options to deal with allocations, one of which
would be the auctions as well as non-transferable quota programs.
I have not recommended auctions for the offshore fleet yet.

In the provision that was adopted finally after three congresses
for the FCC, the total it takes so far is $12 billion, and they have
only auctioned a small amount of the spectrum. Incidentally, we
have set aside spectrum for police and fire and safety and for small
communities, et cetera, so there is protection already similar to

what we are trying to do with ITQs.
I am not sure you can measure the ocean in exactly the same

way, though, and we will have to look and see what suggestions
there are and whether it is possible to allocate and transfer quotas
by auction rather than by right.

Quotas going out there now are theoretically not a property
right, but in fact we all know they are because of the way the law
will provide that you can transfer them and obtain a payment for

them, and because the IRS is probably going to own some of them
due to bad seasons, which is something you do not want to get me
started on. That is another matter.
Let me ask you—by the way, before I do this, Mr. Smith, I thank

you for that and thank you for doing this. I think it was very re-

sponsible for some industries giving this kind of information.
Under our bill, I believe that if vou are taking this halibut off

the hook before they come on board, you would not have to weigh
them; you would not have to account for them. If you do not bring
them on board, you do not have a problem.
Mr. Smith. Would you tell that to NMFS, please.
Senator Stevens. I think they should encourage not bringing

fish on board, so long as they are returned to the sea alive.

That is the basic problem, and we want the accounting of those
that are brought in and are returned dead primarily. That to me
is waste, but in any event, we will discuss that later.

Let me turn to another thing though, because I think time is a
problem. Slade asked you all about the time of the ITQ for halibut
and black cod, and that really is a substantial experiment for the
system,
Mr. Smith, I did not hear you say how long it would take that

test to be rim.
Mr. Smith. In our testimony, sir, we suggested 5 years. Our rea-

son for that partly is as far as I know, the Surf Clam Ocean Qua-
hog plan has been around for about 4 years. I think it is still a
mess.
Senator Stevens. Let me ask you all this. I came up with the

idea of the Regional Councils. The idea was we would transfer a
portion of the Federal authority to a new—what I call a new level
of government—and the States would have a portion of authority
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at that level of government. They do so by their governors appoint-
ing people to represent them.
We have a situation here where, if you think about it, is still sort

of an experiment. I do not know where we are going in terms of
these quotas under the system. Mr. Smith mentions he is not sure
that NMFS has the capability to do what we have already asked
them to do. We have overloaded them, no question about it, and
they have the power of the Federal Government notwithstanding
the fact they might get reduced slightly. The National Oceanic ana
Atmosphereic Administration is still getting about $2 billion, I

think, NMFS gets over $250 million of that, but the Regional Coun-
cils are probably still underfunded.
They are without real funding, and yet you have a series of sys-

tems, ITQs or whatever else, and we are going to load off of these
Councils now much more authority—regulatory, taxes, but we call

them fees, scientific investigation—all on very small units of a
newly created form of government.
How much of a workload can they take, and how much are you

going to maintain your ability to rely on them if we turn them into

what I would call massive bureaucracies? ITQs are going to give

them more work. The whole system that we are talking about here
in terms of allocation g^ves them more work. Are they going to be
capable of doing this in your mind? Are we wrong to think—we can
shift to that smaller form of government and give them that kind
of authority in the North Pacific or the Pacific Council? Will the in-

dustry—will the participants have real confidence in this svstem if

we expand it the way these concepts are going to with the demands
of ITQs, and other methods of allocation? Will they be able to fairly

allocate and monitor and keep track of the system that we are look-

ing at which is basically a quota system for all fisheries in the fu-

ture? Is that really within the range of possibility that we can

maintain confidence in this new system under those conditions?

What do you think, Mr, Fraser?
Mr, Fraser. Senator Stevens, whether or not we have ITQs, we

have a reality of a fishery that has matured and is fully subscribed

and we are forced into more and more micromanagement and we
do not have staff to do it, whether we do it under open access or

not. As Tom suggested, we should adjust the season. For bycatch

reasons, it drops off the Council agenda.
You cannot have real time management, because there simply

are not the personnel NMFS or the Council staff. Here is an issue.

You can have a $million of benefits somewhere. If you are lacking

one staff person, then you cannot do it; ITQ or open access. I think

that there
Senator Stevens, You do envision that there be ITQs for almost

every species in North Pacific, do you not?

Mr. Fraser. Right, and I think there is so much potential for

getting more value out of the fishery and through groundfish and

crab, so much potential for value to be added in that kind of man-
agement environment. I think—^you have heard the industry

—

those that think ITQs are a good idea.

We are more than willing to pay the cost of that. I do not expect

the public to be—I do not know why—we are in a welfare system

where we are welfare recipients. The public is subsidizing the man-
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agement of fisheries and not getting back the benefits they are en-

titled to.

Senator Stevens. We do not have these monstrous management
plans yet. The thing the Councils are doing now is setting the opti-

mum yield concept and allowable catch. That is basically what was
envisioned in the Magnuson Act. Now on top of that comes all

these regulatory devices as to how you allocate that catch, species

by species.

Now, I do not know how many species there are in the North Pa-

cific. I never counted them, but I would seriously question whether
the management resources are there now to add two or three ITQ
species and do it right. Do you disagree?

Mr. Eraser. I think we are willing to pay the cost of doing it

right, and it can be done right. There are several things that have
come together. One is an oDserver program. Could not have done
an ITQ program without the observer program. That has come to-

gether. The industry has accepted the idea of full observer cov-

erage. We need to wait or accurately determine what the removals
really are. That is coming together, and the other thing that can
come together through this bill is the ability to fund that kind of

management by extracting the fees where you have that kind of

management.
Senator Stevens. I have a friend from agriculture country. I am

obviously not from agriculture country. My friend from agricultural

country tells me, what happens to the farm community in this

country, once so stable, is that it finally dies when there are more
people on the part of agriculture regulating farming than there
were farmers. You want that with fishermen?
Mr. Fraser. Mr. Chairman, I think we are facing

micromanagement either way, and that we see allocation games
being played in the Council arena. Tom mentioned setting back the
season to try and get one group getting the fish as opposed to an-
other. We have played these games and we all suffer that way. I

want a market system of
Senator Stevens. I want to pick on Mr. Benson now.
Mr. Benson. I would be happy to respond, Mr. Chairman.
Senator Stevens. I think yours is a very responsible company

and worthwhile. I appreciate what you said about the volunteer
ratings. You have tried to deal with waste. I still have some serious
questions, however, of our ability to turn over to the Regional
Council the capability to regulate companies of your size, and at
the same time, keep track of things with regard to basic fairness
of very small skiffs and on up to where you are. I am not just sure
we have got that capability in these Regional Councils.
Mr. Benson. Thank you for that comment. Senator. I would sav

again that fisheries are vastly different and the halibut/sablefisn
fishery involves somewhere in the neighborhood of 5,000 small
boats, and that is much different than approximately 200 trawlers
that are chasing pollock in the Bering Sea, and you have to do this

by a fishery-by- fishery basis.
Mr. Blum mentions pollock industrial fishery. It is really an in-

dustrial fishery. So again, it is case-by-case, but in response to your
first question, I see that once the Councils get through the hurdle
of designing an ITQ program such as these already done for hali-
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butysablefish of doing that for other groundfish fisheries, that a lot
of the allocation fights are going to go away, and that is taking up
a tremendous amount of time right now.

In addition, my comments about individual accountability, I

think, will also reduce the workload, because you will not be so
concerned about the setting of the, seasons and the areas.
Again, if the individual skipper is more accountable for his own

actions, I think some of the workload is going to go away. There
is no question that the Council will still be very involved in the set-
ting of the TAG and the ABC and the monitoring. ITQ fisheries are
probably the key, knowing exactly what everybody is catching so
there is still going to be plenty of work besides allocation.

Senator Stevens. Those statistics are going to be very expensive
in the North Pacific. I do not see our ability to get that money from
the Federal Govemment. It is going to increase manhours for
science in the North Pacific.

Mr. Benson. We are willing to pay.
Mr. Casey. Twenty-six different groups on the Council for inno-

vative regulations. ^1 26 were swept off the agenda because of the
time consumed by ITQs primarily. None, for 26, were considered
because there is no staff time.
You are right. People who say we will pay for it must think there

is a lot money in this business that you can spread out to create
a brand new bureaucracy while tne rest of the country is

downsizing Government.
Mr. Smith. Thank you, Senator. Tom was absolutely correct

when he says that the Council for the last many years has actually

been almost entirely concerned with allocative issues rather than
on conservative issues.

We have had to beat the tambourine for 2 years to get any issues

raised which finally led to a division of the cod TAG in the Bering
Sea. Having said that, the allocative issues are there. We do not
have anythmg like the resources we need to deal with now, nor as

Dave pointed out, we do not have the resource to deal with continu-

ing micromanagement of fisheries.

We are now monitoring all sorts of bycatch caps and what not.

It is important that we do that, but NMFS needs resources to do
that. This is even before we get to the collection of ITQs. They need
more resources to do just what they are doing now under an open
access system period. They do not stand a snowball's chance of

doing any of this other stuff unless they get a whole lot of other

resources, and I do not think they can continue to do the pretty

good job unless they get more resources.

I am not arguing for or against ITQs at this level. I am just say-

ing they need more resources. They have got a hiring freeze; they

have got people absolutely worked to death. When I went to Ju-

neau as an attorney in 1985, there was one lawyer there. I was
lawyer No. 2, and now there are 6, and they are screaming, be-

cause they cannot get the work done. I was chief of fishery oper-

ations for vear. I had maybe six or 8 people. Now they have got

three whole divisions of people, armies of them, trying to keep

ahead of all this. They are still having a hard time. I know those

people well enough, see staff or Council staff, I can see personal-

ities are fraying and cracking, people worrying about their mar-
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riages, and that and they work all the time, and they are wonder-

fully dedicated people, but you need more resources period. What-
ever you do.

Senator Stevens. Senator Gorton knows my job a Chairman of

the Rules Committee was to reduce the staff of Senate committees

by 15 percent. We seem to be now intent on reducing the size of

the agencies by about the same amount. NMFS is going to face a
reduction of staff at the time when we want them to provide more
capability to the system.

Mr. Smith. Is the point they cannot administer and monitor
these quotas—that has got nothing to do with ITQs—or something
else?

Senator Stevens. I am not mentioning the bad word. It might
be interesting. Some of you here who testified might drop us a line

and tell us if there is any way we might privatize any part of this

with basic fairness to all concerned.
I do not know how we can get the money even under the current

budget restrictions. The money that comes in will be subject to

budget limitations. You know that.

Mr. Smith. Interesting enough, Senator, if I may. I just attended
a board meeting recently, and actually in a sense we are
privatizing some of these, say, bycatch monitoring things. Our asso-

ciation started a program of monitoring, and it was receiving ob-

server data by radio from the boats.

She does calculations, in real time, sends the information back
to the boat, so they know what their halibut mortality and bycatch
rates are. NMFS cannot do that. It takes them 3 weeks. We can
do it inside of a day. I think David Frasier's program updates and
works the programs exactly like that in various trawl fisheries.

So there is an increasing trend for us to use our own private re-

sources without being told to do so by the Council without anybody
commanding any statutes or anything else, just so we can keep
going, and I think I anticipate more of that.

Senator Stevens. I should not give away ideas how someone
could make money, but I think we might be able to privatize the
concept of lien registration. I do not see any reason why that has
to be a government fimction, and some things do not have to be
government functions. I am not sure that an allocation could be
done outside the Council process, but I would like to have anyone's
ideas of how we might do this.

My basic problem is I see demand, and all of us are talking about
more £md more staff to keep track. Even you, Tom, would have
more and more staff involved, but less capability of getting that
staff on the Federal level or finding a way of affording them, unless
we go to teixes or fees of the size to really have a serious impact.
In New England, they want a 5-year moratorium, which could real-

ly be costly.

Let us take a little recess. Let us take a recess for 10 minutes
and come back for the fourth panel. Before we go, those who are
in the audience who want a chance to express their opinion for the
record in one of these mikes, please come see the staff during this
break and they will allocate the time left after this next panel to
that process. [Recess]
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Senator Stevens. Then we have 16 people that have indicated
they want to talk. If we list those people and give them roughly
3 minutes a piece, it will be about time to wind up and talk indi-
vidually. Others have told us they want to talk to us personally,
individually is what I mean, so that will be the plan. We will listen
to each of you and have a couple of questions, to each 3 minutes
a piece. Sorry about that, but time is a commodity here today, and
I hope that meets with your approval.
At this time, let us start. Who is the first one? Mr. Libby?

STATEMENT OF TOM LBBBY, GENERAL MANAGER, POINT
ADAMS PACKING COMPANY; BOARD MEMBER, WEST COAST
SEAFOOD PROCESSORS ASSOCIATION
Mr. LiBBY. Senator Stevens, Senator Gorton, my name is Tom

Libby. I am general manager of Point Adams Packing Companv,
Monmouth, Oregon, her parent company is California Shellfish,

and board member. West Coast Seafood Processors Association. I

am speaking on behalf of the association today.
Our group, is composed of all major shore-based processors of

seafoods harvested in the exclusive economic zone off of Washing-
ton, Oregon, and California. We were established to look at the in-

terests of shore-based processors in those States and communities
of which they are a part. Our members not only process fish, but
they are also involved in distribution and retail sales, and some
own vessels. Most important, however, is the fact that they are
often a major economic component of their communities, through
payroll and goods and services and taxes, they contribute $millions

each year to those communities.
Legislation such as this, good or bad, that affects us also affects

thousands of other Americans that we live and work with. We have
a number of detailed comments on S. 39 that are included in our
written statement and with that I will summarize it here.

One general difficulty we have with the bill is your extensive

change to the structure of the Act. Senator Stevens, all of us in the

fishing industry have been living with the Act as you and Senator
Magnuson originally wrote it. We are confused as to why the struc-

ture needs to be changed now. This is especially true when we find

substantive changes within the structural changes.
For example, your new language on confidentiality of data could,

we believe, force fishermen and processors to reveal sensitive busi-

ness information that NMFS has no need to know. We hope you
will reconsider this extensive rewrite of the bill.

On the issue of ITQs, please understand that we are not in favor

of them. However, if thev are going to be used, we prefer the ap-

proach taken in your bill, establishing moratoriums and then put-

ting guidelines in place. We certainly appreciate your inclusions of

shore-based processors as qualifying for ITQs.
We hope you will also make clear that the advisory committee

developing guidelines should include shore-based processing. If we
have ITQs, we are willing to pay reasonable fees as long as they

are returned to the fisheries from which they were collected, and
are not used to pay administrative overhead.

We also ask that you make sure where both processors and fish-

ermen hold ITQs, the fees are shared. In regard to the Councils,
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we strongly support the Council system and do want to see it

bogged down in unnecessary procedural reauirements. We also did

not support mandating seats for any special interest, whether it be
fishermen, processors, Indian tribes or environmentalists. Council

members should be chosen on the basis of their qualifications, not
who they work for or where they live or what tney represent or

what interest they represent.

On conflict of interest language, we prefer the standard for deter-

mining conflicts that is in the House bill. We think that standard
is more precise and understandable, and will lead to less confusion

when conflicts are determined, while still ensuring that nobody
gets to line their pocketbook.
On overfishing, we are opposed to your changes to the definition

of optimum yield and to National Standard 1. We are also con-

cerned that your expanded emergency authority gives the Secretary
far too much power without an adequate chance for public involve-

ment. We generally support your habitat language, however. In
whatever form you finally adopt, please make sure the Council is

not called on to do more than they are capable of.

Councils should not be forced to get involved with local land-use
planning because salmon have to spawn in a given area.

Economic assistance is not something that we that are involved
in the Pacific Council particularly need. If you feel a need for it in

the New England area, that is fine, as long as fishermen and proc-

essors in the rest of the country do not have to pay for it.

Further, we suggest that any assistance be equally available to

all parts of the fishing industry. Vessel owners, skippers, crew,
processing plants, and plant workers.

Finally, I would like to call your attention to proposal that was
advanced in the House which falls in line with what you suggested
with privatization. Due to funding constraints, we often suffer from
lack of data on the West Coast. Major trawl surveys are conducted
only once every 3 years. In fact, even NMFS admits that the stock
assessment needs to be refined. They have announced their intent
to redo them this year. We are trying to set up a trial program,
involving fishermen, processors, and the environmental commu-
nities that would allow us to use more frequent vessel charters to

f

provide data for stock assessment with an arrangement that will

et the fishermen that participate in the charter, then sell their
catch or otherwise be able to offset their lost fishing time. If that
proposal is adopted by the House, we hope you will agree to it in

conference.
Finally, let me thank you for taking the time to come to see us

today. We appreciate our elected representatives spending time
with those of us who work full time in the fishing industry every
day. We look forward to working with you as you refine your bill.

Thank you.
Senator Stevens. Thank vou. No comment. I hope you will send

us some recommendations u)r those places you woula like to have
the language changed. I do not disagree with what you said.

[Prepared statement of Mr. Libby follows:]
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West Coast Seafood Processors Association
2130 SW 5th Avenue, Suite 240

Portland, OR 97201
phone: (503) 227-5076

fax: (503) 227-0237

STATEMENT OF TOM LIBBY

BEFORE THE SUBCOMMITTEE ON OCEANS & FISHERIES

ON S. 39, THE "SUSTAINABLE FISHERIES ACT*

SEATTLE, WASHINGTON

MARCH 18, 1995

Mr. Chaimuin, members ofthe Subcommittee, n^ name is Tom Libby. I am the General

Manager ofthe Point Adams Packing Conq)any in Hammond, OR, a subsidiary ofthe CaUfomia

Shellfish Co., but I am appearing today on bdialfofthe West Coast Seafood Processors

Association (WCSPA). Our parent con^any is a board member ofthe Association, which

represents the major shore-based processors offish harvested in the Exchisrve Economic Zone ofif

the coasts ofWashington, Oregon, and California. WCSPA members also process fi^ caught in

State waters and are involved in every &cet ofthe fishing mdustry, including harvesting,

processing, distribution, and retail sales. Our members en^loy thousands of local workers in the

communities where their &cilities are located, and provide milhons ofdollars to local economies

through payroll, payment oftaxes, and purdiase ofgoods and services.

Before addressing the ^ecific issues raised in your letter of invitation, I would like to

make a general comment about S. 39. For reasons we cannot understand, the ^onsors ofthe bill

have decided to make ggnificant dianges in the structure ofthe existing Magnuson Act. Not only

1
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does this make the bill confusing, but we have also found included in those structural changes

some substantive changes to the Act's provisions. For exanq)le, section 402 ofthe Act, as revised

by your bill, includes the provisions ofexisting sections 303(d) and (e). It also changes the

provisions of existing section 303(d) vAdch deal with the confidentiality of data in a way that we

beUeve could adversely affect the routine business operations ofthe fishing industry. We don't

know what "significantly impm the commercial interest" of a conqpany means, but we e?q)ect that

NMFS will define it by regulation and force fishermen and processors to reveal sensitive business

information.

Mr. Chairman, we've lived for 20 years with the structure ofthe origmal Act as written by

you and Senator Magnuson in the Senate and your colleagues Congressmen Young and Studds m

the House. We don't see any reason to make these wholesale structural changes m the Act,

especially when there may be other changes that cause us problems.

In regard to the specific issues that are mentioned m your letter, I will take them in the

order identified and finish with some comments on other parts ofthe bilL

We are generally satisfied with the way that you have handled bycatch issues m your bill,

insofar as they affect areas outside the North Pacific. Because our Association does not deal

specifically with issues affectmg the fisheries under the jurisdiction ofthe North Pacific Council, I

will defer to the witness fiom the Pacific Seafood Processors Association in regard to those

issues. One general comment is m order, however: we all need to recognize that there is not a
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single fishery in the world - commercial or recreadcHul - that has zero waste or bycatch. While

we all need to take steps to minimize waste and bycatdi, please make sure that what you requiie

can in fact be accomplished. This was a problon that we identified with the House bill and

commented on during the hearings held by the House Resources Committee.

Your definition of "Individual Tnmsfefrabk Quota" is generally accq)table to us and we

appreciate your recognition ofthe need to extend ITQ systems to seafood processors. The

Association does not particular^ &vor the use ofITQs in our fidieries, but ifthey are going to

exist, we think they should be available to all paiticq>ant&

We also &vor the approadi taken in your bill to estabHsii a moratorium on, and develop

guidelines for, ITQ systems. We asked the House to adopt this approadL We do have some

technical concerns with the way the moratorium and guidehne language is structured and the

Association has directed our Executive Director to work with your staffon solving the technical

problems. For exanq)le, the moratorium has no ending date; the national hea registration system

would work better as a separate statutory provisian; and some ofthe guideline language is more

applicable to specific fisheries, rather than as general language. We also want to ensure that

processors are mvolved in the advisory committee that is estabHdied to develop the guidelines.

Although your letter does not request comments on fees, I think this is an appropriate

place to do so. We are not opposed to reascmabk fees bemg assessed on those wiio receive

ITQs. However, the fees should only be used in die fineries where they are coUected in order to
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ofiEset the costs of conservation and management. We would oppose fees being collected in

Alaska and used in New England, or vice versa. We also believe that fees should not be used to

pay the adnnmistrative overhead ofthe National Marine Fisheries Service. Fmally, m a fishery

vs^ere both fishermen and processors have ITQ shares, some mechanism must be found to share

the fee burden. Otherwise, the processor will be forced to pay double and will have to pass that

cost on to the consumer, which in many fisheries will make our products too expensive for the

market.

In regard to conflict of interest and Coimcil procedures, we note that the Senate and

House bills are similar. As we testified m the House, we prefer the Senate approach of

establishing guidelines for conflicts, rather than rules. However, we beUeve that the standard for

establishing a conflict that is used m the House bill is more precise and understandable to the

general pubUc and Council members. We also do not agree with the Senate provisions that allow

appeals on a conflict ruling after the action has taken place, nor do we support requinng a Council

member to siate how he or she would vote if otherwise allowed. Fmally, we note that the Senate

does not apply conflict of interest and disclosure requirements to the proposed new tribal member

ofthe Pacific Council. Not only do we strongly oppose designatmg a seat for a tribal member or

any other specific interest, but we are greatly disturbed that the tribal representative has no

accountability for his or her actions. Treaty tribe representatives have sat as regular Council

members on the Pacific Council since its inception and they have had no problem complying with

existing conflia of interest rules. Ifthe Senate, m spite of our opposition, establishes a new tribal

seat, then the occupant ofthat seat should be treated like every other Council member.
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Finally, as a general conmient oo this issue, our Assodatioo stnngly believes that the

Councils are the backbone ofthe fisheries managonent process. To the extent that you change

the Councils by inq)osmg impossible r^ulatoiy burdens mi them, by denying Council seats to

those who are knowledgeable and expoienced in the fisheries, or by turning them into forums for

fecial interests by designating seats for those interests, you are hurting fiidieries conservation and

management in this country. We urge that you make only the niinimal dianges necessary to the

Coimcil system so that they can continue to opoate.

We support inclusion ofa new national standard r^arding fishery dq>aident communities.

Our members are an integral part ofthe communities in wfaidi they operate. We dq)end on those

communities, and often those communities depend (m u& For exanq>le, one of our members'

plants is the largest ea:q)loyer in Westport, Washington. The fidung industry, including our

members' facilities, is the most qgnifipjiit economic fi>rce in many communities on the west coast,

especially during the winter when there are few tourists to be finrnd. However, we suggest that

you careftilly refine your definition in legislative histoiy so that it becomes neither so inclusive as

to be meaningless nor so exclusive that it ignores those areas^oe fishing is extremely important

but not the sole economic base.

In regard to overfishing
^ we are indined to support the House qiproadi over that taken by

the Senate. We strongly oppose your change to die definitirai of"optimum yield", especially by

your inclusion of language that begins to mix the provisions ofthe Magnuson Act with those of

the Marine Mammal Protection Act, the Endangoed ^>ecies Act, and the Migratory Bird Treaty
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Act. We also strongly oppose your change to National Standard number 1, which deletes a

^ecific provision designed to recognize the inq>ortance ofthe United States fishing industry.

Finally, your modified section on emergency actions gives the Secretary extraordinary authority to

close fisheries in response to overfishing, without any opportunity for pubhc comment. We

believe that this undermines the fisheries management system >\1uch currently exists and provides

no protection to fishermen and processors from the arbitrary actions of federal bureaucrats.

In regard to essential habitat, we believe that both the Senate and the House have taken

reasonable steps to address the issue. We would only caution you to make sure that you do not

inq)ose iiiq)ossible financial or regulatory burdens on the Councils, or involve them m local land-

use activities. The Councils have enough work to do as it is. Further, we don't think it

appropriate that any Council have authority over State or local actions occiuring himdreds of

miles inland.

On the subjects ofbuy-backs and economic assistance, we suggest that you ensure that

one segment ofthe fishing industry is not taxed to pay for the Mhire of others. Further, ifpubhc

money is being used to buy out or otherwise assist individuals and companies, make it available to

all parts ofthe industry similarly affected, mchtding crew members, processing &cilities, and

processmg plant workers.

I would now like to address some a^ects ofyour bill that were not highlighted in youi

letter of invitation. The House biU addresses CouncU member conq)ensation; the Senate bill does
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not. While we have no opmion regarding the level ofCoimcfl conq)ensation, as a technical matter

the federal pay scales no longer inchide a rate ofGS-16, vdiicfa is specified m the Act. Some

change needs to be made.

We are concerned with the new section 302(i) whidi authorizes negotiation panels.

Negotiation, pubUc involvement, and pubUc comment are already accon^lished through the

Council process; we question w4iy this new section is necessary.

We support your addition oflanguage in section 303(a) to make conservation and

management measures oiforceable and in section 304{j) to establish a time fi^me for review of

regulatory amendments.

Our members have had a mixed reaction to your new language on gear evaluation and

notification of entry in amraded section 30S(d). None ofus want to see some new technology

suddenly enter a fishery and have it dedmate the stocks. On the other hand, there are advances in

gear use that occur fi-equentfy wiiidi make fiishing more economically efficient. Further, as new

fisheries are developed, different gear may be needed The Pacific Council has handled these

situations by allowing Umited e}q>erimental fishing permits to be issued. Your bill seems to leave

this process to the Secretary. Given the experience that our fiiends in the GulfofMexico have

had with NMFS and TEDs, I'm not sure we want to give the Secretary this responsibility.

We also have concerns with your new prohibition on '%iterferaice" with data collectors.

7
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On the west coast, most data collection and enforcement is conducted on shore in our plants.

Processors and their eiiq>loyees make eveiy effort to cooperate with designated State and federal

officials. Further, any sort ofphysical assault occurring in a processing plant would subject the

offender to State criminal law. Since it is unclear wiiat may constitute "mterference", we oppose

the potential ofhaving a S 100,000 fine irq)osed on a plant worker for some unidentified action.

One additional issue that is not addressed in the bill is a parochial one involving stock

assessment on the west coast. We have a problem in this area due to the kck ofresources

available to conduct regular surveys on iiiq)ortant commercial stocks in the Pacific. When our

Association testified before the House, we proposed a pilot project involving vessel charters, with

the fish harvested on those charters being used to pay the cost. A number ofHouse members

have expressed interest in the idea and I expect that the bill reported by the House Resources

Committee will contain appropriate language. We hope you will look favorably on this proposal

when you meet to reconcile the House and Senate bills.

Fmally, Mr. Chairman, I would like to congratulate you, the other members ofthe

committee, and the stafffor the hard work you have done m trying to produce a cooqirehensive

bill which addresses the many issues facmg our nation's fisheries. Although we agree with you on

some a^ects ofthe bill and disagree with you on others, we believe that those disagreements can

be resolved in a constructive fashion and in the best interests ofthe fisheries, including the

resources and those who utilize theia Our Executive Director has been charged with this

8
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re^onsibOity on behalfofour Association and will be available to work with you and your staff as

necessaiy. Thank you for taking the time to come out here to the west coast and Ustening to vs^at

we have to say.
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STATEMENT OF BARRY FISHER, PRESIDENT, MIDWATER
TRAWLERS COOPERATIVE

Mr. Fisher. Thank you, Senator Stevens and Senator Gorton.

My name is Barry Fisher and I am president of Midwater Trawlers
Cooperatives, which is an association of roughly 40 boats, who pri-

marily land their fish in Alaska to shore plants. They also land on-

shore in Washington and they land also at sea at the processors.

I would like to restrict my testimony to only a few topics. First

of all, let me state the board of directors and myself have read the

drafts and read S. 39 and think it is a first-class piece of work. It

shows that somebody has been doing a lot of listening.

However, we are somewhat alarmed about an issue that you al-

luded to earlier: Where is the money going to come from to pay for

this? and second: Where is the staff going to come from in the re-

gional fishing management Councils?
They cannot keep up with the workloads that they have got now.

Oftentimes if there is anything that comes along to complicate it,

you wind up as you do in the North Pacific allocation, almost the

exclusive issue and very little attention to other things.

If we start in having the Councils to find fishing, calling for

plans to ensure that the overfishing does not occur and the bycatch
is reduced, I am quite sure they are not going to be able to do this.

There are some ways—the other things we are very concerned
about £md Tom Libby has already pointed out is the paucity of

management data that drives Council decisions and NMFS deci-

sions.

The law says we will use "the best management information
available". The amount of data now that is being used is inad-
equate. I doubt if there is enough people in time to process data.
We also know that there is some 12 to 14 years from Alaska trawl-

ers sitting in cardboard boxes, log books in the cellars of various
buildings, that have never been looked at.

We would like to see somehow or another that we break this

crutch. Tom has alluded to the approach we intend to take to do
it, simply a system of giving an experimental fishing permit to

NMFS to allow the vessels to go out and catch fish on well de-
signed scientific surveys, the scientists designed that deserve sup-
port, but that the vessels time will be paid for out of the fishing
catches and/or a provision of a few more tons out of the LY. That
will work.
We will also do another thing that we think—it will tend to pull

together practical fishery information for the scientists. Oftentimes
scientists, in their desire for independent and dependent variables
of certainty, will build complex models, and they are far more con-
cerned at times of the form, the model than they are the substance
or data. We think adherence to such a scheme will bring about a
close marriage in both fishermen and scientific effort where we
think it should be.

Our biggest single concern is something I think that happened
to this administration to a greater extent other than before, and
that is the overturn of fishery management recommendations by
NMFS and by the Secretary of Commerce in a fashion that does
not stand with the law.
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The law clearly says Council to do recommendations, forward to
regional office, they go off to Washington. If the Secretary feels he
has to overturn them, he does so, but he is also supposed to point
out to the Council why he has done that, and give them an oppor-
tunity to correct, and above all, give them the time to correct. This
is not what is being done now. Aiiother example is, the moratorium
and entrance into the groundfishery and crab fishery in Alaska be-
fore the North Pacific Council in June 1992, we pushed a morato-
rium through. In the regional director's desk, it sat for almost 2
years, and then was turned down. We do not think you intended
this sort of behavior when you wrote this in May.
The other thing, and I want to be very clear on this, it is not an

association position, but it is a position of the directors and most
of the members. We think that the time has come to make a seri-

ous cut of bycatch work. We want full retention. If we have to re-

tain everything we catch, then you are going to get a damn good
idea of what we are playing with in terms of numbers, which is

only a guess.
You are also going to create a very motivated bunch of people to

perfect their gear, their strategy, and their tactics, cut down on
wasted hull space. Most of us want full retention. NMFS has not
lived up to any of the promises and obligations that it made in Feb-
ruary 1992 in National Fishermen's Conference on bycatch. The
then director, Mr. Fox, made specific commitments. We have not
seen these commitments fulfilled.

[Prepared statement of Capt. Barry Fisher follows:]
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U.S. Senate Conmittee on Coninerce, Science and Transportation
Attention: Larry Pressler, Chairman
Washington DC

Dear Sir:

Midwater Trawlers Cooperative thanks Senators Pressler and
Stevens and the Conmerce Conmittee for this opportunity to
testify on S 39 The Sustainable Fisheries Act. Midwater
Trawlers Cooperative is an association of owners and operators
of groundfish trawlers who sell their fish primarily to
shoreside processing plants in Alaska, and in Oregon and
Washington. Members also sell some of their fish in certain
fisheries at sea to floating processors.

I would like to restrict my testimony to a few tcpics and I

will not attempt to cover all the issues raised by the
Senator's letter of March 8, 1995.

First let me state that I and my Board of Directors and many
rtembers have read the drafts of the prc^osed legislation to be
included in the reauthorization of the Magnuson Fisheries and
Conservation Management Act. This draft was entered into the

Congressional Record by Senators Stevens and Kerry.
PACIFIC CHALLENGER

Without qualification MTC endorses and ascribes to every point
raised in that draft legislation. We think it an excellent
piece of work and we vere struck by what was included in the
way of knowledge of the Nation's fisheries problems, and,
proceeding from this understanding, cogent reitedies were
proposed. We are indeed grateful for this proposed
legislation.

PACIFIC FUTURE

PACIFIC RAM
PEGASUS

PERSEVERANCE

PERSISTENCE

PIONEER

RAVEN

ROSELU
ROYAL AMERICAN

SEADAWN
SEEKER

VANGUARD

WESTERN DAWN

However we are somewhat alarmed at the added degree of work and
effort v*iich this proposed legislation would entail v*ien one
asks questions of "Hiere will the funds come from to carry out
this extra work on a regional fishery management area basis?"
In our opinion the regional Fishery Management Councils are
already not adequately funded. Simply put, v*iere is the money
going to cone from to fund these extra activities?
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We do not believe in a program of user fees which would disappear into the
General Fund. Nor do we believe in giving the authority to determine the
level of the fees and the direction of the fees to the National Marine
Fisheries Service or any other organ of the Department of Catmerce. These
offices would be under no compulsion to be cost conscious.

We would rather like to see the question of user fees, if there are to be
any, and/or the ability to raise funds directly from the fisheries to be
centered in each regional Fishery Management Council.

VAiile we are on this topic we ask the question as to whether or not the
proposed legislature could include directives to allow necessary fishery
research and management information acquisition to be funded by the fish
reserves in each Council's area. This is not a new idea. It has been
used several times in this country and in other fisheries nations of the
world. It works very simply. If, for example, better management
information . is required to assess the stocks, population dynamics and
other needed biological data of Pacific codfish, the experimental design
or research program would be first described and fishing vessels in the
fleet would be allowed to bid, based on their abilities not fees, to carry
out that work. All fish caught during the surveys would be kept by the
vessel and sold in the normal market place. This would probably not cover
the entire costs of the survey. Ihe vessel coitpleting the work would also
be given a certain number of tons of the target species, in this instance
Pacific codfish. The tons awarded could be either inside or outside the
normal quota to cc«tpensate the vessel and crew for the work performed.

Any anxxmts of fish offered to the survey vessel would be very, very
minute in caiparison to the overall stock strength of the species we
manage, and above all in such a system would be well within the confidence
limits associated with the survey of each species.

MTC believes that there needs to be much better fishery managenent
information associated with the conservation and management of our
renewable marine resources. Ihe PCMA of 1976 talks about the managanent
of resources based upon "the best information available". It is our
feeling that the best that is currently used is not good enough, is not

comprehensive enough, and may lead us into seme precarious days in the

future. The reverse is also true.

In the Pacific whiting fishery fishermen long pointed out to NMFS that we

believed the whiting biomass cited by NMFS was much smaller than the

biomass that we reckoned based upon our fishing experience. We informed

NMFS that their surveys did not go deep enough and far enough. NMFS

finally sent survey vessels to areas pointed out to them by the fishermen

and then the biomass or total number of vAiiting in the ocean doubled in

magnitude.

Utilization of the fishery management information acquisition as I have

outlined would also bring about a closer marriage of knowledge and

experience between the scientists and the industry which is badly needed.
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Fisheries scientists ofttimes try to rule cut all uncertainties or

independent variables in their calculations of stock strength and
dynamics. In so doing they oftentiites focus far more upon the process or

the viability of the computer models used than they do the actual
substance, which is the amount of authenticity and accuracy of information
regarding the species being measured or estimated.

It is with scxie small bitterness that I note to you that these ideas have
been proposed to the current administrator of the NMFS several times in

both oral and written form and I have never had the courtesy of a reply.

I am not so sure that all the welccroe new ideas contained in Senator
Stevens' and Senator Kerry's draft are enough to improve our performance
under the Fisheries Conservation and Management Act. I am extremely
disturbed by the way this Administration has administered the law through
its appoint^ Conmerce officials. In our opinion the Department of
Commerce through NOAA cind NMFS is dictating its own policies to the
Regional Councils rather than following the standards of the law which
state that Fishery Managanent Plans shall be evolved by the Regional
Councils and their reccntnendations made to the Secretary of Conmerce. The
Secretary of Connerce then is to approve the reccntnendations and direct
the National Marine Fisheries Service to see that these plans are carried
out. If the Secretary of Connerce does not ^prove the plans because they
do not square with the intent and standards of the PCMA he or she should
then return them to the appropriate Council in a timely fashion with
reasons given succinctly for the rejection of the reccmmendations. This
then gives the Council benefit of the opportunity to rework its
recommendations and resubmit them to the Secretary of Comnnerce.

This system has been shortchanged in the Pacific Fishery Managanent
Council Area by the National Marine Fisheries Service on at least five
occasions. NMFS has dictated its own policy and programs and put than in
place rather than Council recommendations. I am not talking about
preliminary management plans but rather normal Fishery Management Plan
recomnnendations vAiich the Secretary of Commerce has rejected, has not
returned the recommendations in a timely fashion, and/or in almost every
instance NMFS has interjected its own policy and programs as fait
acccxiplis.

We are glad to see that the proposed legislation includes the
specification of a time period by vAiich the Secretary of Commerce must
return recommendations. This would prevent such incidents as in the
Alaska Region vAiere a Council reccmmended moratorium on new entrants into
the crab and groundfish fisheries was reccninended in January of 1992 and
the NMFS regional director made no protest at the time that the
recommendation didn't square with the FCMA. It languished on this desk
for almost two years. It was then summarily rejected.

I believe the intent of Congress is quite clear, that the fisheries were
to be managed on a regional basis by the Councils. NMFS was to have the
regulatory and enforcanent responsibilities to carry out Fishery
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Management Plans recommended by the Councils and approved by the
Secretary. No where in the law did it state, in our opinion, that NFMS
was to be a policy setter, nor did the law accord that primary
responsibility to the Secretary of Cotmerce.

MTC urges that the Senate Connerce Committee recognize these inequities in
the administration of the Act. The final issue we want to address is
bycatch. We note this is an extranely controversial subject but we also
note that there is little being done in this Region and the Alaska Region.
There are a very small number of projects underway but there is no
conprehensive plan, there is little direct involvement of the National
Marine Fisheries Service, industry and academia in conprehensive structure
programs.

Until such time as there are meaningful progranmatic and structural
standards in place that mitigate against the current fishery practices
which are wasteful we do not expect much change will occur. I would
caution you that not all of my members agree with the next statanent, but
many do and so do the Directors of this cooperative. The fastest way to
bring about a reduction of bycatch and econcmic discards is to adopt a
policy of full retention of all species caught.

Full retention of all species would give you an extremely accurate method
of how great the bycatch actually is. Having to devote hold space to
product with low or no value would be the greatest possible motivation for

fishermen in all fisheries to reduce their bycatch by changing fishing

gear, tactics or strategy.

Thank you Mr. Chairman. This concludes my testimony.
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Senator Stevens. Thank you very much. Mr. Easely?

STATEMENT OF JOE EASELY, ADMINISTRATOR, OREGON
TRAWLERS COMMISSION, PORTLAND, OREGON

Mr. Easely. Mr. Chairman, Senator Gorton. First let me thank
you for the opportunity to testify on S. 39. My name is Joe Easely,

and I am administrator of the Oregon Trawl Commission, and first

thing I would like to do is apologize for testimony I turned in writ-

ten. I did not have much time to do it. In fact, I did it just before

I went back to Boston for the seafood show, and I got back last

night. I proofread it this morning. I was a little disturbed.

Senator Stevens. You can submit whatever you want.
Mr. Easely. The points—I will try to get some of the point you

raised specifically in the request, and we certainly back the provi-

sion requiring assessment reduction of bycatch, as long as it is

something that can be reasonably done. We are instituting a pro-

gram in Oregon this year that will amass sea-data-gathering analy-
sis that will go on for 3 years. We are committing what to us is

a sizable chunk of money. To do that, we really do not have the
data base that you have in Alaska not having all the onboard ob-

servers, much smaller fisheries, smaller vessels, but we think it is

something that needs to be done, and we certainly are going to try

to look for solutions where we can.

Your definition guidelines for individual transferable quotas, do
not fit most of the groundfish fisheries very well, or ITQs where
you have got a multiple-species fishery, we would certainly encour-
age some guidelines for ITQs that would be in the national inter-

est. We do not think they are going to go away, unfortunately, but
they are another form of limited entry and they are being used, in

my opinion, for a lot of other things and what they intended for in

the first place. It is mislabeling.
The conflict of interest and recusal, I would have to agree with

Tom Libby. We prefer the approach that the House took where
NCAA general Council makes a decision at the meeting and you
either vote or do not according to the general Council's decision.

The national standards, we would just assume the national
standards stay the way they are. However, the standard that
would deal with fishery dependent communities, your new stand-
ard, we think that would fit in very well with content of plans
should be there, no doubt. We are very interested in what is going
to constitute a fishery dependent committee. We think we have
some in Oregon, but depending on the definition, they could fall

through the cracks. The definition provision to protect against
overfishing, in our opinion, is a little bit overkill. If the Councils
are following the guidelines that are put out by the Secretary, they
do have a definition for overfishing and the Pacific Council has one
for every plan it has. We are very well aware of it, and it is fairly

conservative definition in my opinion, but it is something we live

with and something we supported, the final draft of that definition.
I think the Secretary had the power and authority to stop what

went on in New England, but did not for various reasons, and I do
not really see where that part of the law really needs to be changed
if it is just enforced.
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The provisions requiring assessment of essential fish habitat
looks like a hell of a big task. I do not know where the bucks come
from to do all of that, and we are talking about a lot of square
miles and an awful lot of area, and not a lot of knowledge in a lot

of cases. The part that is done has been on land, a lot of that has
already been done and a lot of regional studies and so forth. In au-
thorizations for vessel permit buyback programs, we would encour-
age a provision that would allow associations to set aside money if

they wanted to buy back permits in a limited entry program, if

there is a limited entry.

The authorizations for economic assistance, we are not looking
for it, but we think a lot of disaster relief programs that are in the
Government could be cleaned up a little bit and do good work.
Thank you.

[The prepared statement of Mr, Easely follows:]
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OREGON TRAWL COMMISSION
P.O. BOX 569 - 655 W. MARINE DRIVE

ASTORIA, OR 97103

PHONE (503) 325-3384

FAX (503) 325-4416

March 18, 1995

TESTIMONY ON S. 39

"Sustainable Fisheries Act"

Before the Subcommittee on Oceans and Fisheries

U.S. Senate

Mr Chairman, Members ofthe Subcommittee, I appreciate this opportunity for the

Oregon Trawl Commission to present its views on reathorization ofthe Magnuson Fishery

Conservation and Management Act (MFCMA).

My name is Joe Easley and I am the Administrator of the Oregon Trawl Commission. I

have been involved most ofmy life in the fishing industry. I spent 25 years as a fisherman, vessel

owner/operator and have been involved in many aspects ofgovenmient as it concerns the fishing

industry I was an advisor to the U.S. State Department in the old bilateral days and served on

the Pacific Fishery Management Council for 1 1 years, two ofthose years as Chairman of the

Council. I will not bore you with any more personal detail but would be glad to provide it, if

asked.

The Trawl Commission is a commodity commission formed under Oregon State Law and

is under the Oregon Department of Agriculture. We have as members all the trawl fishermen,

draggers and shrimpers, who land their harvest in the State of Oregon There are about a total of

200 trawl vessels that land in Oregon each year. Each shrimper provides a economic impact of 33

fiill time equivalent jobs (FTE) Each groundfish dragger provides an economic impact of43 FTE

jobs and each trawler in the shore based whiting provides an economic impact of 1 35 FTE jobs
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for the State of Oregon The economic impact ofthe fishing industry, measured in household

income tops 20% of the household income in some of our coastal counties many years. The

impact to the State of Oregon will reach 6 to 7% of the household income in the State on good

years.

The trawl segment of the Oregon fishing industry lands over 80% of the seafood landed in

Oregon each year The trawl segment of the Oregon fishing industry has accounted for 55% or

over, of the ex-vessel value for the last ten years. While the sahnon fishery has many difficuhies

in Oregon at the present time, we continue to set new landing records for seafood in the State,

with landings in excess of225 million pounds a year the last three years. The landings for 1994 in

the State of Oregon were about 250 miUion pounds.

I give all this background to point out that the fishing industry is an unportant part ofthe

economy of the State of Oregon, it is of particular importance to the coastal economy. We are

concerned that any changes in the Act, do not make it impossible for the fishing industry to

continue to contribute to the well being of our coastal economy. Not only is an important part of

our coastal economy it is an important part of our coastal heritage. Most ofthe owners and

operators, who are most ofien the one and the same, are third and fourth generation residents of

the State. Our industry has fought for better science and has been in favor of a conservative

approach to the harvest of our resource. However, with all that said, it must be pointed out that

the fishing industry is largely made up of small businesses. We as an industry cannot afford

lengthy and costly legal battles in the court systems. Like many others, we operate with skinny

margins so that we may compete with other protein products and the rest ofthe world for a share

of the seafood market.

We think that while much of what appears to be the objectives of the amendment are
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something worth pursuing, we have a voy large concern with the way the proposed amendments

are constructed. We find much ofthe language to be confusing and probably unnecessary. We

believe that much of it will lead to costly l^al battles that would end, tieing up the fishing

industry and taking it out ofthe food production busness. There are many examples of this

happening in natural resource based industries in recent years. The western part of the US. has

been the brunt ofmuch ofthe activity ofthe so caOed environmental community, with many

battles still going on. There is not one s^moit ofthe natural resource based industries that we

know of that is not being chall^iged. In many cases the objective ofthe challenge is to stop the

activity altogether. We all have to exploit some natural resource based products to just exist.

Without agriculture, fishing, forestry and mining, none of us could survive for very long. H.R. 39

the House bill for reauthorization ofthe Magnuson Act appears to be much cleaner and to the

point. We believe that it would be nuch hardo' to mount a court challenge to the actions ofthe

Councils or the Secretary under what the House has proposed.

We are opposed to amendment of the national standards. We would not make the

amendment to the first National Standard. Ifthe present standard is followed by the Councils and

the Secretary there would be no need for rebuilding of overfished stocks. The amendment to

National Standard no. 5 is tinkoing, we do not see how it would change what NOAA general

counsel is recommending what the Coundls have to amdyze in this area.

.

As for a new National Standard no. 8, we have no objection to taking imo account the

needs of dependem communities. We think, a better place for this type of consideration would be

under SEC. 303 (a) of the Act, contents offishoy managemem plans. We do have some

questions about dependent communities. Who wiD be considered a fishery dependent community,

where will the line be that will establish who is and who is not? Whatever you do with it, we hope
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that there will be a good legislative history on the subject ofwho is a fishery dependent

community, and what needs to be considered in making the determination.

We are opposed to the amendment of SEC.302 that would designate one of the seats of

the Pacific Fishery Management Council as a seat to be held by one fi-om a Indian tribe with

Federally recognized fishing rights fi-om California, Oregon, Washington or Idaho There is a big

difference in our minds between treaty rights that were bestowed by a treaty negotiated between

the U.S. government and a given tribe and the rights that were given by Congress to many tribes,

to take fish for ceremonial and subsistence purposes. All the interests that want to participate in

the Council process have had the opportunity to do so.

We see no need for the amendment to SEC.302 that would allow for a Council in

consultation with the Secretary, estabUsh a negotiation panel to assist in, etc. The Councils now

have the power to appoint such panels on an ad hoc basis, and it has been used by the Pacific

Council in the past, without any need to set if forth in the law. If fact in allocation areas the

Pacific Council's Groundfish Plan gives weight to industry agreements.

We prefer the House approach to the conflict of irrterest issue with one notable exception

We think the Senate requirement for the estabhshment of guidelines is preferable to having the

Secretary establish rules for conflict of interest.

In SEC. 1 1 1 of the bill the provisions for considering safety at sea are would be better if it

just said to, the extent practicable consider safety at sea. When language is added such as •and

to the extent practicable without adversely affecting conservation efforts in other fisheries or

discriminating among participants in the affected fishery—* it opens up all kinds of legal

challenges.

SEC. 1 1 1 of the amendment, in paragraph 10 what you have added sounds reasonable.
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however, it is not always possible to specify with objective and measurable criteria what

overfishing is, at a reasonable cost. This ongoing ^ort to provide an definition of overfishing

surely needs to be done on a fishery by fishery basis and not some unyielding definition sent dovm

fi-om above. There is all kinds ofoverfishing. In a mixed stock fishery it may be not be possible

to provide for a MSY level of all species, some may be bdow that level ^i^Me some are above it.

That doesn't mean that those species diat are undo' the MSY level will be driven to the point of

extinction, or even economic extinction. The more effort that is put into trying to provide a

definition that will describe overfishing, the greato' the threat ofending up in a legal battle and the

greater the threat of shutting down even healthy fisheries.

We believe that paragraph 1 1 it the way to go on the bycatch issue. Incentives tend to

work better in the long run than punishment. We agree that every practicable effort should be

made to reduce bycatch. However, it needs to be realized that all fisheries have bycatch and the

possibility of doing away with it entirely in any fi^iery does not exist at this time.

The provision for the Secretary to prepare a fishery management plan strikes us as rather

odd We have seen cases where the Secretary has been very reluctant to have the Council prepare

a plan and would be just as happy ifthe state or states did the management. While it could be

appropriate for the Secretary to request a Council to prepare a plan, we have trouble with him

having the authority to prepare a plan, while he can reject any plan that any Council prepares and

then prepare his own, and substitute his judgement for the Councils, without really giving it any

real consideration. Some ofthe most hard fought battles with the bureaucracy in our area has

been with the Secretary substituting his judgonent for the Council's judgement, in policy issues.

Ifwe are going to have ITQs, and we think the issue is not going to go away, the

establishment of guidelines as outlined in the i^islation would be a very good idea. We would be
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more than happy to take part in the process that would establish what the guidelines would be.

When it comes to fees, we have some very definite thoughts. We believe that any fees that

are collected fi-om any fishery should be in a ftind that could be used for that fishery only The

fiind should be able to be rolled over without going through appropriations An advisory panel

fi-om the fisheries should be appointed to advise NMFS on how the money should be spent.

Congress should review how the money is being spent on some set schedule.

Under SEC 1 12 Plan Review and Implementation we agree with the proposal for action

by the Secretary after receipt of a plan. We especially agree with the part that deals with action

on regulations

Under SEC. 1 13 ofthe amendment, (b) Fishery Recovery Effort. (2) The time should not

be spelled out in the law. The language above •'The time period shall be as short as possible,

taking into account the status and biology of the overfished stock offish, the needs of fishery-

dependent communities, and the interaction ofthe overfished stock offish within the marine

ecosystem.* covers it. Some ofthe long lived species in a multi-species fishery could not be

rebuilt in ten years, even ifthe whole fishery were shut down.

We believe that the section dealing with Gear Evaluation and Notification ofEntry is gross

over kill and should be junked. We would be glad to work with staffto reach some reasonable

objective, if it exists for this burdensome language. It appears that it could stifle many creative

efforts to come up with a better mouse trap, that could help alleviate bycatch for instance. A

better approach is the experimental fishery section ofthe Pacific Council's Groundfish Plan. While

the Plan does have gear restrictions for the fishery, it allows the use of experimental gear under a

permit process.

We believe that the Secretary has all the power he needs at present to take an emergency
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action in the case of any legitimate conservation concern. We do not think ail this is needed. It is

the Secretary that does not like to use the emogency action. The Secretary's representative on the

Council has instructions to abstain or vote no on any emergency action, so that the Secretary

retains all his options, and can go a different way than the Council.

The tone of the amendments to contained in SEC. 1 17 Enforcement, gives us some

concern. While we think the law should be oiforced, it appears that the cost will not only go up

for fishermen judged guilty, but it appears that fishermen will have to be concerned with anybody

they come in contact with, who might turn them in not only for fishing violations but any marine

violation. A fisherman already needs a Philadelphia lawyer on board to keep up with all the

regulations that have come down in the voy recoit past.

SEC. 118, North Pacific Rsheries Conservation seems overiy restrictive to us and we are

concerned because ofthe precedent that may very will be set. While most fishermen I know

would favor fiill retention and fiill utilization if asked, it is a much more complex subject than it

would appear on the surface. Bringing some species in for which there is no market will add to

the cost of doing business. Fish meal plants and such that could utilize some of it are a expensive

road to go down. They may make money some years, and lose money others.

Instead of the buyout program envisioned in the biU, we would suggest that in any fishery

with a limited entry program, fishery associations or cooperatives be allowed to buy out permits

and retire them fi-om the fishery, until a Council detomined number of vessels are left in the

fishery The Council should develop the numbo* ofvessels for a fishery as an amendment to an

established fishery management plan, or include it in the development of a new fishery

management plan.

It seems to us that there are many federal disasto' reUefprograms that could be turned to a
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bona fide fishery disaster What is needed is a better delivery of any disaster relief in our opinion.

It appears to us that way to much ofany disaster relief is spent in administration, and not on

disaster relief It also appears, to come much to late to do the kind of good it should

Then you have something called fishery monitoring and research This appears to be a flat

out grab for the power to control each and every fisherman no matter where is It smells of

nothing but big brother to us

The section on research wiD be hailed by many, but how are you going to pay for it The

fisheries cenainly are not able to fi)ot the bill that would result Al least not without a sizeable

increase in the price of seafood We think there can be no doubt that the consumer will not go for

the kind of increase it would oitail

To sum up, we think that the language needs major work to make it clearer and less

subject to legal challenge. Some parts ofthe t»ll, we do not &vor at all. We would be willing to

work with staff to try to meet your concerns with what we considCT a major piece of legislation

Thank you again for the opportunity to testify today
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Senator Stevens. Mr. Leipzig?

Mr. Leipzig. Thank you.

Senator Stevens. You are the Fishermen's Marketing Associa-

tion. I failed to explain who you are. Director of the Fishermen's
Marketing.

STATEMENT OF PETER LEIPZIG, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR,
FISHERMEN'S MARKETING ASSOCIATION

Mr. Leipzig. My name is Peter Leipzig, and I am the executive

director the Fishermen's Marketing Association. I want to thank
you for the opportunity to present comments concerning the reau-
thorization of the Magnuson Act.

The Fishermen's Marketing Association was founded in 1952 and
represents groundfish and shrimp trawl fishermen from San Pedro,
California to Bellingham, Washington. Our association has been ac-

tive with the Pacific Fishery Management Council since its estab-

lishment. Members of our association have served on numerous
committees of the PFMC, and I currently sit on the Council and
serve as vice-chair.

Our association believes the Magnuson Act and its Council proc-

ess does work. We support the reauthorization of the Act with a
few changes which will strengthen the Council's role for Fisheries
Management. I hope the Act can remain a framework within which
Councils can develop management plans which suit their needs and
interest.

I hope the Act can avoid broadbrush mandates, because the one-
size-fits-all approach to fisheries is not proper. Today I will com-
ment on four issues addressed in the bill: Vessel buybacks; conflict

of interest; bycatch; and overfishing.

First, the issue of vessel buyback, or permit buyback, is intro-

duced in the sustainable fisheries section. I believe the establish-

ment of a buyback program should not be limited to only those
fisheries which are overfished or soon to be overfished as specified.

I feel strongly that Congress should authorize the establishment of
vessel buyback, or permit buyback, programs in sections 303(b) of

the law, which identifies the discretionary actions which are avail-

able to the Councils. Buyback programs should be initiated by a
Council rather than by the Secretary and developed as an FMP or
an FMP amendment.
The Pacific Council has developed and implemented a limited

entry plan for groundfish. These stocks offish are generally consid-
ered to be healthy, rather than overfished. They are managed with
annual quotas and gear regulations. To achieve the management
goal of providing a year-round fishery, trip limits restrict the
amount of fish that any fisherman may land during any 1 month.
Since the total of amount of fish which will be removed on an an-
nual basis is fixed and will not increase, the industry has an inter-

est in the establishment of a buyback program to reduce the cur-
rent fleet size and thereby improve the economic benefit for those
remaining in the fishery.
We envision a system where the industry pays a fee based on the

value of the landed catch. These funds would be available to pur-
chase permits from willing sellers, permits which are purchased
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through such a system would be destroyed thus permanently re-
moved from the fishery.

Second, conflict of interest by decisionmakers can be a serious
matter, but in my experience, both on and off Pacific Council, I

have not witnessed a problem. I believe it would be wrong for any
Council member to line their pockets as a result of a Council deci-
sion. I feel that your language which links actions to benefits de-
rived by an individual, which are greater than those shared by oth-
ers in a similar situation, is the proper approach. I understand

—

as I understand this wording, this would not impact a Council
member from voting on most issues, including setting season dates,
selecting quota levels, or making allocations between gear groups.
Third, the term bycatch is one of those words difficult to define

because it means different things to different people. It generally
is used in a negative sense and often carries with it allocated impli-
cations. The concern you should have about bycatch is the wastage
of the resource. Congress should not attempt to legislate a solution

which will work in every case.

Management Council should be encouraged to develop regula-
tions which tend to reduce wastage. To do so. Council must look
to the cause of the wastage. Dead fish, which are not retained are
discarded either for regulatory reasons or economic reasons. Stock
assessment should account for discard mortality,

The new language in the bill addressing "bycatch" should be
qualified with the phrase "to the extent practicable assess the level

of bycatch occurring in the fishery." The section should also make
it clear that the methodologies for the collection of these data and
the level of precision and accuracy of the estimate must be made
by each Council and their SSC and advisory committee. Each
Council should be allowed to determine how best to collect data for

their fisheries, balancing the cost of data collection against the po-

tential benefits.

Last, overfishing is a terrible thing. However, in the real world,

things are not always black and white. The environment can frus-

trate the situation, and the state of knowledge can confuse the

issue. Changes in the environment can lead to declining fish stocks

in the absence of all fishing. When this occurs, it is truly a mis-

nomer to label declining stocks as overfished, but this is what oc-

curs. All the good intentions and regulations in the world will not

restore these populations until the environmental conditions are

right for strong survival and good recruitment.

In other cases, the historical data are poor. We truly do not know
how much fish of some species has been caught. Pacific Ocean
Perch is an example. This stock is considered to have been
overfished 30 years ago by the Soviets. When in fact, the fish which

were caught, may not have all been perch. I believe that Councils

need flexibility in determining when action should be taken to cor-

rect an overfishing situation. Requiring stocks to be rebuilt within

10 years is dangerous. If rebuilding is determined to be the best

course of action, then the schedule for rebuilding should be based

upon the biology and the environmental factors which control the

growth of the species. Thank you.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Leipzig follows:]
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PETER LEIPZIG, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR

Thank you for this opportunity to present comments concerning the reauthorization of

the Magnuson Act. The Fishermen's Marketing Association was founded in 1952 and

represents groundfish and shrimp trawl fishermen from San Pedro, California to

Bellingham, Washington. Our association has been active with the Pacific Fishery

Management Council since its establishment. Members of our association have served

on numerous committees of the PFMC, and I currently sit on the Council and serve as

its vice-chair.

Our association believes that the Magnuson Act and its Council process does work.

We support the reauthorization of the Act, with a few changes which will strengthen the

Council's role and improve fisheries management. I hope the Act can remain a

framework, within which Councils can develop management plans which suit their

needs and interests. I hope that the Act can avoid broad brush mandates, beacsue the

"one size fits all" approach to fisheries is not proper.

Today I will comment on four issues addressed in the bill - Vessel buy back. Conflict of

Interest, Bycatch, and Overfishing.

• The issue of vessel or permit buy-back is introduced in the sustainable fisheries

section. I believe that the establishment of a buy-back program should not be

limited to only those fisheries which are over-fished or soon to be over-fished as

specified. I feel strongly that Congress should authorize the establishment of

vessel or permit buy-back programs in section 303(b) of the law, which identifies

the discretionary actions available to the Councils. Buy-back programs should

be initiated by a Counci,! rather than by the Secretary, and be developed as a

FMP or FMP amendment.

The Pacific Council has developed and implemented a limited entry plan for

groundfish. These stocks offish are generally considered to be healthy rather

than over-fished. They are managed with an annual "quota" and gear

regulations. To achieve a management goal of providing a year round fishery,

trip limits restrict the amount of fish that any fisherman may land during any one
month. Since the total amount of fish which will be removed on an annual basis

is fixed and will not increase, the industry has an interest in the establishment of
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a buy-back program to reduce the current fleet size and thereby improve the
economic benefit of those remaining in the fishery We envision a system where
the industry pays a fee based upon the value of the landed catch. These funds
would then be available to purchase permits from willing sellers. Permits which
are purchased through such a system would be destroyed and thus permanently
removed from the fishery.

Conflict of Interest by decision makers can be a serious matter, but in my
experience both on and off of the Pacific Council I have not witnessed a
problem. I believe that it would be wrong for any council member to "line their

pockets" as a result of a council decision. I feel that your language which links

actions to benefits derived by an individual, which are greater than those shared
by others in a similar situation is the proper approach. As I understand this

wording, this would not impact a council member from voting on most issues

including setting season dates, selecting quota levels, or making allocations

between gear groups.

The term bycatch is one of those words which is difficult to define because it

means different things to different people. It is generally used in a negative

sense and often carries with it allocative implications

The concern that you should have about bycatch is the wastage of the resource.

Congress should not attempt to legislate a solution which will work in every

case Management Councils should be encouraged to develop regulations

which tend to reduce wastage. To do this Councils must look to the causes of

waste Dead fish, which are not retained, are discarded either for regulatory

reasons or economic reasons. Stock assessments should account for discard

mortality.

The new language in the Bill addressing bycatch should be qualified with the

phrase
"
to the extent practicable assess the level of bycatch occurring in the

fishery". This section should also make it clear that the methodologies for the

collection of this data and the level of precision and accuracy of the estimate

must be made by each Council and their SSC and advisory committees.

Each Council should be allowed to determine how best to collect data for their

fisheries balancing the cost of data collection against its potential benefits.

Overfishing is a terrible thing. However, in the real world things are not always

black and white. The environment can frustrate the situation and state of

knowledge can confuse the issue.
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Changes in the environment can lead to declining fish stocks in the absence of

all fishing. When this occurs it is truly a misnomer to label declining stocks as

overfished, but this is what does occur. All the good intentions and regulations

in the world will not restore these populations until the environmental conditions

are right for strong survival and good recruitment.

In other cases the historical data are poor. We truly do not know how much fish

of some species have been caught. Pacific Ocean Perch is an example. This

stock is considered to have been overfished thirty years ago by the Soviets.

When in fact the fish which were caught, may not have all been POP.

I believe that Councils need flexibility in determining when actions should be

taken to correct an "overfishing" situation. Requiring stocks to be rebuilt in 10

years in dangerous. If rebuilding is determined to be the best course of action

then the schedule for rebuilding should be based upon the biology and
environmental factors which will control growth and survival of the species.
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Senator Stevens. Ms. Mormorunni, you are representing Ocean
Ecology and Greenpeace.

STATEMENT OF CRISTINA MORMORUNNI, NORTHWEST FISH-
ERIES CAMPAIGNER, GREENPEACE OCEAN AND ECOLOGY
CAMPAIGN
Ms. Mormorunni. Mr. Chairman and members of the committee,

on behalf of the Greenpeace and our 1. 5-million supporters in the
United States, I would like to thank you for the opportunity to
comment on the reauthorization of the Magnuson Fishery Con-
servation and Management Act. As stated, my name is Cristina
Mormorunni, and I am the Northwest Regional Fisheries Cam-
paigner for Greenpeace Ocean and Ecology Campaign.

In this capacity, I have been working on the fisheries issues with
the Native American fishing conservation and labor communities
along the Pacific Coast from Northern California to the Canadian
border.

Greenpeace's three major issues in this year's reauthorization
and the goals of our platform are to prevent further overfishing
and encourage expedited movement to rebuilding overfished stocks.
Our second goal is to reduce all forms of bycatch. Our third goal
is to prevent legislative authorization of individual transferable
quotas. In the interest of time, I will focus m^ oral testimony on
an issue of grave importance, ITQs or individual transferable
quotas.

Certain sectors of the industry are touting ITQs as a revolution-
ary fisheries management paradigm which were apparently solved,

pressing problems evidenced in U.S. fisheries. That is the problems
with bycatch, the problems with overcapitalization, the problems
with overfishing. Nothing could be further from the truth in our
minds.
ITQs are largely driven by economics and the desire to maximize

profits for a failing sector of the industry, that is the factory trawl-

er fleet. Having failed to convince the North Pacific Fisheries Man-
agement Council to bail them out through an ITQ program, the fac-

tory trawlers have set their sights on Congress. We urge this body
to consider the ITQs as a theoretical system which may carry

heavy ecological, social, and economical costs. I would also like to

add that there are other forms of limiting access in fisheries, which
may not have these associated costs.

I would like to go now and enumerate a few of these costs for

you. Greenpeace recognizes that there may be a need to limit ac-

cess in certain fisheries in order to improve the conservation and
also to improve the management of those fisheries, yet we do not

feel that ITQs are a much needed conservation measure.
On their own, ITQs would do nothing to prevent overfishing. The

prevention of overfishing ultimately can only be only be assured bv
studying and enforcing ecologically sound and sustainable total al-

lowable catch levels. It also involves protecting critical habitat and
restricting nonselective and destructive gear types.

Prospects for the longterm sustainability of an ITQ program

looks dim if one looks and considers how the TAC for the halibut^

black cod ITQ was set in 1995 as compared to 1994. Under this

program. Area 2A increased 16 percent; 2B TAC was decreased 12
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percent; the 2C 6 percent; the 3A 19 percent. And all of these in-

creases flew in the face of the declining halibut biomass and also

are surpassing scientifically acceptable exploitation rates. One can

only hope this is not what lays in store for U.S. fisheries should

ITQs go forward.
Second, ITQs did not address environmental impact of wasteful

fishing practices. Specifically, the problem of bycatch and discards.

Under the status quo, it is next to impossible to lower the amount
of bycatch. How would we be able to lower it under ITQs? It has
been said over and over, slow down the race for the fish, and the
bycatch problem will be resolved. It is interesting to note the fac-

tory trawlers, the sector of the industry, which in 1993 threw over-

board over 550-million pounds of fish in Alaskan waters. That
made a stain in their mantra. It is this small sector of the industry
who are rewarded most greatly under an ITQ system. Furthermore,
it is recently said we should respect historical participation in the
fishery. I question respecting this type of wanton waste.

It is also interesting to note that some of the most wasteful but
lucrative fisheries, for example, the rock sole roe fishery occurred
during the limited biological window of time for which the "race"

cannot be slowed down. In addition, the ITQ will provide a greater
incentive to high grade; that is, to discard fish which are not the
right size, sex, or quality to be desirable for market maximum prof-

itability. Therefore, the bycatch problem would be exacerbated.
Third, through the transferability of ITQs, fishery resources

which could easily become concentrated into the hands of large cor-

porations, which can afford to by up quota shares. The consolida-

tion process would force individual fishermen out of business and
threaten community-linked fishing operations. This scenario has
played itself out throughout the world in the Alaskan, New Zea-
land, and Canadian halibut fishery.

Finally, ITQs take what is presently a resource belonging to all

people in the United States and transform it into private property
belonging to few individuals or select corporations. Once the Na-
tion's fisheries are privatized, fishing will no longer be a privilege,

fish will become private property and fishing a property right; tne
public effectively shut out of all fishery management.

Finally—I know the red light is on—given the heavy ecological,

social, and economic costs associated with ITQ programs,
Greenpeace opposes this form of fishery management. In our view,
ITQs are a total distraction from the conservation improvements
which must be made in this year's reauthorization, and we would
encourage you to look at these conservation needs more clearly.

Thank you very much.
[The prepared statement of Ms. Mormorunni follows:!
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On behalf of Greenpeace and our 1.5 million supporters in the
United States, I would like to thank you for the opportunity to
present our organization's views regarding the reauthorization of
the Magnuson Fishery Conservation and Management Act of 1976
(Magnuson Act) . My name is Cristina Mormorunni and I am the
Ocean Ecology campaigner for Greenpeace's Northwest Regional
office. In this capacity, I have been working with the fishing
and conservation communities along the Pacific Coast, from
Northern California to British Columbia, seeking to develop
sustainable systems of fisheries management.

A^ an organization, we are pleased to see that the Magnuson Act
reauthorization is a top priority for this committee and urge you
not only to continue on your expedited schedule, but also to mcike

the necessary legislative changes so that further overfishing is
prevented, overfished stocks are rebuilt, bycatch is reduced and
privatization through Individual Transferable Quotas (ITQs) is
not authorized.

Greenpeace has worked with members of this subcommittee for
many years in the battle to ban large-scale high seas driftnets
that were being used by fishing fleets from Japan, Taiwan, South
Korea, France and Italy. It was the continual passage of
progressively restrictive legislation, by this committee, that
put the United States in a position of leadership in the fight to
ban this indiscriminate gear. The commitment of this body toward
ending the use of driftnets successfully culminated in the
passage of the United Nations resolution calling for the current
moratorium on their use on the high seas.

We are pleased to report that two years after the moratorium
was put in place, the North Pacific seems to be free of
the large-scale driftnet fleet that once numbered more than 550
boats and used 20,000 kilometers of fishing net every day. The
news from the Mediterranean, however, is not so positive.

The 600 Italian boats using large-scale high seas driftnets
continued to fish in 1993-1994. Dismissing the law passed
by this body, the Administration refused to certify Italy as a
driftnetting country. Despite U.S. inaction, there was a glimmer
of hope in late 1994, as the Italian government, responding to
pressure from other European governments, began a program to buy
back these driftnet boats. We are hopeful that this program can
serve to rid the high seas of the last significant driftnet
fleet.

GREENPEACE'S FISHERIES CAMPAIGN

By 1986, it became clear, that as an organization, Greenpeace
needed to become involved in fisheries management on a broader
scale. We recognized, at that time, the tremendous potential to
work with sectors of the industry that shared our common goal of
sustaining fisheries for future generations. We believed that
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continued overfishing (the catching of more fish than can
naturally be replaced) and increasing bycatch levels (the
catch of non-target species) were two of the biggest obstacles to
sustainable fisheries management. Therefore, prevention of
overfishing, the rebuilding of overfished fish stocks, and the
reduction of bycatch, became our top priorities.

To achieve those goals, the organization began working to reform
the New Zealand fisheries policy, the Common Fisheries Policy in
the European Community and the Magnuson Act during its
reauthorization of 1989-1990. Additionally, we undertook work at
the United Nations, International Convention for the Conservation
of Atlantic Tuna (ICCAT) and the Inter-American Tropical Tuna
Commission (lATTC) to address fisheries in international fora as
well. Currently, we are working within the framework of the
United Nations Conference on Highly Migratory Species and
Straddling Stocks.

In 1992, after unsuccessfully attempting to amend the Magnuson
Act in 1990, Greenpeace helped form the Marine Fish Conservation
Network. This unprecedented network of 80 environmental and
commercial, recreational and sport fishing groups united around a
common agenda for changing U.S. fisheries management.

In 1994, the Network drafted a comprehensive package of
amendments that were embodied in H.R. 4404 introduced by
Congressman Wayne Gilchrest (R-MD) . This package, which included
amendments on overfishing, bycatch, habitat protection, fishery
management council reform, protection of large pelagics and
enhancement of enforcement and monitoring, was co-sponsored by 90
members of the House (45 Republicans and 4 5 Democrats) . We
encourage the Senate committee to continue to look at these
amendments, and urge you to incorporate these changes into the
final committee bill.

For Greenpeace, our priorities remain to: prevent overfishing,
rebuild depleted fish populations and reduce bycatch. We also
urge the committee to remove language which would legislatively
authorize Individual Transferable Quotas (ITQs)

.

THE NEED FOR A CONSERVATION-ORIENTED ACT

Since the passage of the Magnuson Act in 1976, U.S. fisheries
have experienced a major transformation. Nineteen years ago, the
fisheries along U.S. shores were being exploited primarily by
foreign fleets. Today, the "Americanization" of U.S. fisheries -

a primary objective of the Magnuson Act - has been achieved.

However, the success of "Americanization" and the development of
a the U.S. commercial fleet has brought new challenges. Instead
of competing with foreign fishing fleets plying off the coasts,
U.S. fishermen are now competing with each other. The familiar
cry of overfishing and concern^ about excess capacity and
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destructive and wasteful fishing, are now being said by U.S..

fishermen about U.S. fishermen.

As the Magnuson Act allowed for the rapid economic development of
the U.S. fishing industry, conservation issues were put to the
wayside. The result is clear. The problems facing our national
marine fisheries are more severe today than during the tumultuous
years prior to the Magnuson Act, and the status of fisheries in
this country has worsened. In 1972, it was deteihnined that 39
stocks were over-utilized. Today, the National Marine Fisheries
Service (NMFS) believes that 64 of 153, or roughly 43%, of the
known managed fish stocks are over-utilized. An additional 25%
of the known stocks are considered to be fully-utilized.

Now that most major fish stocks in' the United States are either
,

fully- or over-exploited, policies that once promoted the growth
of the U.S. fishing industry mUst be replaced by policies to
contain the capacity of modern fishing technology and conserve
fishery resources. Consideration must be given to the effects of
fishery removals on the future viability of the fisheries and of
the marine ecosystem as a whole.

As we have recently witnessed in New England, there are both
strong economic, as well as environmental eurguments for taking
this approach. If not apparent before. New England has
demonstrated that the health and survival of the fishing industry
and fishing communities depend on the long-term sustainability
of fish stocks.

We remain concerned that unless dramatic improvements are made
in the conservation aspects of the Act, that no region in the
United States will be safe from the threat of overfishing or the
tendency to over-exploit the marine .environment. We point out
that "Americanization" did not alter the behavior of fishermen or
the National Marine Fisheries Service to better conserve the
resource. And, while the regions of the North Pacific and the
North Atlantic are incomparable with respect to status of the
fish stocks, we remind the committee that there is currently
little in the Act to prevent a groundfish collapse from
occurring in the waters off Alaska.

RESOLVING THE BYCATCH PROBLEM

Dycatch is the general term used to describe the catch of
unwanted fish and other marine species taken during fishing
operations. Typically bycatch is discarded overboard dead or
dying. Due largely to unselective fishing practices, vast
quantities of fish are caught and wasted each year. The reason
fish are wasted is because they are the wrong sex, the wrong
size, or the wrong species for the target fishery. The level of
bycatch is different from fishery to fishery, from gear type to
gear type and even from vessel to vessel. In most fisheries,
bycatch is unwanted and discarded due to regulation or because of
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low economic value. It is important to understand, however, that
one vessel's bycatch may be another vessel's target catch.

Many of our nation's fisheries are allowed to continue
irrespective of the wasteful manner in which they are prosecuted.
For instance, in 1993, in the groundfish fisheries of the North
Pacific, over 740 million pounds of fish were discarded.
Approximately 76% of this figure wa^ contributed by the factory
trawler sector alone. In our view, bycatch is one of the
single greatest threats to the long-term viability of our fish
populations. Yet the Magnuson Act is silent on bycatch.

Conservation and management measures should focus on preventing
bycatch. We, therefore, urge Congress to amend the law not only
to define bycatch, but to include a new national standard to
reduce bycatch in all fisheries, and tighten requirements under
fishery management plans (FMPs) to ensure that bycatch reduction
programs are established, and the goal of reducing bycatch is
achieved. Furthermore, so as to address bycatch comprehensively,
the definition of bycatch in S. 39 needs to be broadened to
include seabirds, and reference marine species, the taking and
retention of which is prohibited by other statutes

.

Since all FMPs are judged against the riational standards, the
elevation of bycatch to a national standard would send a clear
message from Congress to the councils that all bycatch must be
reduced if the United States is to have truly sustainable
fisheries. Greenpeace urges the committee to incorporate the
following national standard into S. 39:

"(9) Conservation and management measures shall reduce
bycatch to the lowest level practicable and avoid unnecessary
waste of fish."

The bycatch reduction program proposed in S. 39 prioritizes
reductions in economic discards, processing waste, regulatory
discards and lastly, other bycatch. This prioritization scheme
will result in little or no action being taken to reduce other
forms of bycatch (i.e. species not managed under an FMP,
seabirds, and marine mammals) which play an integral role in
sustaining the marine ecosystem. Presently, there is little or
no data regarding the impacts which current removals of other
bycatch would have on commercially valuable fish stocks or the
ecosystem of which they are a part.

In addition, Greenpeace believes that processing waste should be
deleted from the list of priorities. Economic and regulatory
discards and other bycatch are clearly bycatch; processing waste
is not. In fact, Greenpeace believes that the inclusion of
processing waste will wrongly sanction full retention and full
utilization as a solution to the bycatch problem.

We strongly caution against the implementation of programs such
as full utilization as a method to reduce bycatch. Full
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utilization will not alter fishing practices, in effect, all
that full utilization will achieve is the creation of markets for
low value fish products. Instead, greater consideration should
be given to programs which seek to avoid the catch of unwanted
fish. Efforts must be made in the area of gear selectivity in
order to improve the types of fishing gear used, as well as
fishing methods.

One such approach would be to develop a harvest priority system
which would provide incentives to promote clean fishing. For
example, fishermen would agree collectively on a bycatch rate.
Those who fish cleanly would be rewarded with an extra fishing
season, or perhaps an extra allotment of fish. Those fishermen
who did not fish cleanly would be penalized by not receiving this
additional opportunity to fish. The intended goal is to provide
a system whereby fishermen design a better way to fish, improving
the selectivity of gear or method to catch the target species and
avoid the non-target species.

Another critical element in the fight to reduce bycatch is to
improve the information we have about our fisheries. We agree
with the language in S. 39 that speaks to the need to assess the
levels of bycatch and specify the effects on the fishery and
associated stocks of fish. We urge the committee to direct NMFS
to analyze the wealth of data already collected in the various
regions of the country. As you know, the North Pacific boasts
the most comprehensive data collection program, carried out by
certified biologists (observers) . These data are available and
should be analyzed in order to move forward with a bycatch
reduction plan. Moreover, ,NMFS must be directed to develop and
implement similar data collection and analysis schemes in other
regions.

THE NEED TO PREVENT OVERFISHING

One of the primary goals of the Magnuson Act, as originally
authorized, was to halt the overfishing of U.S. fish stocks. As
noted above, the law, to date, has largely failed in this regard.
In fact, as written, the law does not prevent overfishing.

In S.39, we commend your efforts at redefining National Standard
5 to "consider" rather than "promote" efficiency. We believe
that the term "efficiency" in the Act has been misused to justify
indiscriminate types of fishing which focus only on short-term
economic return. Clearly, a sustainable fishery must have the
long-term viability of the resource as its primary goal. The
modification in S. 39 is a small first step toward placing the
Act's conservation mandate at least on par with its
responsibility for economic development.

Greenpeace also supports the addition of a new national standard
which takes into account the importance of fisheries to fishery-
dependent communities. We believe that communities have a very
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significant stake in maintaining viable marine resources over the
long-term. We support the consideration of communities when
developing FMPs. In addition, Congress should direct the
Councils and NMFS to solicit and consider input from a broader
spectrum of affected groyps in the development and implementation
of fishery management systems.

A critical problem affecting conservation of fish resources is
that fish stocks are currently" managed to provide "optimum
yield." Optimum yield is defined with an emphasis on economic
benefits to the nation which often results in catch levels being
set higher than Maximum Sustainable Yield (MSY) . MSY is
dependent on fisheries science being sound. Fisheries science is
far from that. Our methods of counting fish, estimating natural
mortality rates, and our knowledge of their life cycles are still
very limited. . Due to these kinds of limitations, the level of
catch that would result in the overfishing of fish stocks is an
estimate at best. Therefore, we believe that the definition of
optimum yield should be changed to allow for a greater
conservation buffer in the face of scientific uncertainty.

Moreover, the concept of MSY assumes that each fish stock biehaves
independent of other fish stocks and other species in the marine
ecosystem. Recently, scientists have begun to focus on the
importance of better understanding marine ecosystem dynamics in
order to more effectively conserve fish stocks. Greenpeace
believes that efforts should be made to move away from
single-specieis fisheries management and instead focus on a more
holistic ecosystem approach.

Finally, the yield of a fishery must be defined in tends of long-
term sustainability. Since marine ecosystems are dynamic and
fish populations are subject to natural fluctuations and
environmental variability, fisheries management must err on the
side of conservation when determining levels of fishery removals.

Greenpeace supports language in the Magnuson Act which would
define optimum yield as follows:

"The term optimum, with respect to yield from a fishery,
means the amount of fish

—

A) which would provide the greatest overall benefit to the
Nation, with particular reference to food production and
recreational opportunities, and tedcing Into account the
protection of marine elcosystems;

B) which is prescribed as such on the basis of the
sustainable yield from such a fishery, as lowered by any relevant
economic, social or ecological factor;

C) provides for rebuilding of depleted and overfished
fishery resources to a level consistent with providing
sustainable yield."
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Given the limitations of fisheries science, the sustainable yield
levels determined for a given stock must be the ceiling beyond
which further exploitation is prohibited. The luxury of
developing fishing fleets and expanding catch levels irrespective
of the ecological limits of the fish stocks and the marine
ecosystem, is a practice we can no longer afford.

LIMiTING ACCESS IN OUR NATIONAL FISHERIES ^

The majority of fisheries managed in federal waters are conducted
under what is termed "open access" systems. Under open access,
any vessel may participate in any fishery as long as the vessel
has a valid fishing permit. In concept, open access was
completely compatible with the desire to "Americanize" U.S.
fisheries and develop a globally-competitive fishing fleet.
However, as there is no limit to the number of participants in a
fishery, open access has resulted in overcapitalized fisheries
and competition between vessels, racing to catch as much fish as
possible. This system has also exacerbated overfishing and
increased bycatch and waste.

Presently, the debate over open versus limited access is focussed
on a highly controversial management scheme known as Individual
Transferable Quotas (ITQs) . Under an ITQ system, each vessel
owner would be permanently granted a percentage share of the
fishery's overall annual quota. Quota shares would be based on
the vessel's catch history for a given time period, and once
allocated, could be bought, sold or otherwise traded. The only
way for new participants to enter would be through the purchase
or rental of existing quota shares.

In order to understand the current pressure that is being exerted
to legislate ITQs during this current Magnuson Act
reauthorization, it is important to look at the history that
brought us to this point. In the mid-1980s, a joint
industry-government task force was convened to develop a plan for
the future of groundfish in the North Pacific. Their report,
issued in 1988, recommended among other things, that entry in the
fishery be limited. However, with numerous new vessels under
construction, the North Pacific Fishery Management Council was
unwilling to recommend cut-off dates for entry, and no sector or
individual was willing to limit its own participation.

As a result, between 1986-1992, the number of 200-400 foot
factory trawlers increased from 12 to over 60. Many of these
vessels came on-line after the report was issued. These boats
were built on the basis of a ten month fishing season, but in
1995 will fish barely two months. This part of the fishing
industry, the main proponents of ITQs, is failing financially.
Therefore, having failed to convince the North Pacific Council to
bail them out through an ITQ program for North Pacific
groundfish, the factory trawlers have set their sights on
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Congress

.

While Greenpeace recognizes that there may be a need to limit
access in certain fisheries in order to improve conservation and
management, ITQS would not achieve this goal. On their own, ITQs
would not prevent overfishing. In New Zealand, the Orange Roughy
stock has been seriously depleted since the implemtation of an
ITQ program in 1983. While ITQs may reduce the number of
participants in a fishery, they do nothing to reduce fishing
effort. In fact, "capital stuffing" is a common problem with ITQ
schemes

.

Additionally, ITQs would not address the environmental impacts of
wasteful fishing practices, specifically the problems of bycatch
and discards. Indeed, ITQs would provide a greater incentive to
discard fish which are not the right size, sex or quality
desirable for maximum profitability, further exacerbating the
bycatch problem.

Due to the transferability of ITQs, fishery resources would be
concentrated in the hands of large corporations which can afford
to buy up quota shares. This process would force individual
fishermen out of business, and threaten community-linked fishing
operations.

Moreover, in most cases, ITQs would be granted only to vessel
owners. As a result, many long-standing captains and crew
members would not be granted a quota share, and may no longer be
able to participate in the fishery.

Under ITQs, monitoring and enforcement would become far more
complicated and costly. As you know, there has been considerable
controversy regarding the inadequacy of the enforcement regime
established for the North Pacific Halibut-Sablef ish ITQ program.
You are likely also aware that it is generally accepted that ITQ
enforcement regimes would cost two to three times more than
present fishery management systems.

Finally, ITQs would fundamentally change the nature of fishery
resources. ITQs would take what is presently a resource
belonging to all U.S. citizens and transform it into private
property, belonging to a few, select individuals or corporations.

Once the nation's fisheries are privatized, fishing will no
longer be a privilege—the fish will become private property and
fishing a property right. In doing so, the public would be
severely limited in its ability to participate in or affect
fisheries conservation and management decisions.

Given the heavy ecological, social and economic costs associated
with ITQ programs, Greenpeace opposes this form of fishery
management, and we strongly urge the Congress to forbid the
development and implementation of any new ITQ systems.

r\r\ Ao:^ nc
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While we understand that the intent of S. 39 's ITQ language is to
provide strict guidelines for the development and execution of
such programs, we are extremely concerned that S. 39 's approach
will serve only as a catalyst for ITQ implementation. Whether
intended or not, by singling out ITQs for the development of
guidelines, the result will be the widespread use of ITQs over
other limited access mechanisms ii^ich may not have the adverse
social, ecological or economic consequences of ITQs.

At a minimum, the committee should strike all language relating
to ITQs from its bill. If ITQs eure to be employed in U.S.
fisheries, their effectiveness should be debated in regional
fishery management councils where the discussion can be fishery
specific, regionally-focussed, and allow all affected parties in
that region the opportunity to peirticipate

.

CONCLUSION ' - -

In 1975, when the U.S. fishing industry Ccime to Congress asking
for an end to overfishing by foreign industrial fishing fleets
off the coasts of New England, Congress rose to the challenge
with the passage of the Magnuson Fishery Conservation and
Management Act of 1976 which did, among other things, end foreign
overfishing. In 1995, with the closure of Georges Bank in New
England, the Red King Crab Fishery in Alaska and declining
catches around our coasts, U.S. fisheries are once again in a
state of crisis. If the U.S. fishing industry is to survive.
Congress must enact the comprehensive reforms that will change
the Magnuson Act from its current role of development of US
fisheries to one of long-term sustainability.
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To: The Members of the Senate Commerce, Science and
Transportation Committee

From: Capt. R. Barry Fisher, President, Yankee Fisheries
Gerald B. Leape, Legislative Director, Greenpeace
Cristina Mormorunni, Ocean Ecology Campaigner, Greenpeace

Re: Reauthorization of the MFCMA
Date: March 18, 1995

To follow is a position statement written jointly by Greenpeace
and Capt. R. Barry Fisher, President of Yankee Fisheries. This
document should serve to underscore areas of mutual concern with
regard to the reauthorization of the Magnuson Fishery
Conservation and Management Act. This statement by no means
fully defines either party's position on fisheries reform. The
objectives laid out below are simply illustrative of a common
recognition of the problems plaguing existing systems of
fisheries management and are indicative of shared commitment to
work to resolve said problems. Both parties feel that these
issues must be addressed if the goal of sustainable systems of
fisheries management is to be realized.

COMMON OBJECTIVES FOR THE REAUTHORIZATION OF THE MAGNUSON FISHERY
CONSERVATION AND MANAGEMENT ACT.

* Immediate efforts must be made to dramatically and steadily
reduce bycatch levels in all marine fisheries.

* A multi-faceted strategy must be utilized in order to carry out
necessary reductions in bycatch levels. Funds shall be
specifically ear-marked within the NMFS budget to carry out these
objectives. This strategy should one, call upon NMFS to build a
framework for data collection and analysis — a centralized data
base which would identify fisheries with bycatch problems. This
new information should be quickly assessed, analyzed, and used to
improve not only the knowledge of fisheries but also increase
awareness of which fisheries have contributed most significantly
to the bycatch problem. Two, for fisheries where the bycatch
rate is known, fishery management councils must set acceptable
bycatch levels and an individual vessel accountability program
established; vessels that exceed the established rate shall be
penalized through fishing time restrictions. Three, a harvest
preference strategy must be employed whereby cleaner fishermen
are rewarded through preference in allocation decisions.
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* NMFS should continue to use observers to collect fisheries data
rather than placing observers in enforcement roles. Furthermore,
observer data should be utilized to determine whether or not a
fishermen is fishing cleanly and warrants harvest preference in
allocation decisions. Said determination should be based on
strict criteria developed by regional fishery management
Councils.

* Regional Councils shall specify allowable gears for each
fishery under their jurisdiction and include testing mechanisms,
based on strict ecologically sound criteria, for any new gears
that want to enter into a fishery.

* New gears and methods that reduce bycatch and habitat
degradation should be developed through an enhanced, better
funded, federal research program done in complete cooperation,
from the start, with fishermen in the fishery targeted. Rather
than channeling these monies through the National Marine
Fisheries Service Federal funds should be allocated to and
directed through multiple agencies such as state Fish and Game
Departments, Sea Grant, as well as regional agencies such as the
Pacific States Marine Fisheries Commission.

USER FEES

* User fees under the Magnuson Act should be collected in an
equitable fashion everyone paying their fair share. These funds
should be earmarked specifically for carrying out the costs of
fisheries management

.

* User fees should not be administered by the Federal Government.
They should be collected, if authorized, by the region and put
back into the region in the form of paying the costs of:
observers collecting data, the resources needed for analysis of
these data, and fisheries research required in order to carry out
the effective management of marine fisheries.

STOCK ASSESSMENTS

* Effectively managing fish populations whose status is not known
is an impossibility. The need to rapidly assess these fisheries
population levels is an urgent one. Congress must direct the
NMFS to assess the status of fish populations, both commercial
and noncommercial,- and develop a strict timetable for doing so.
* Stock assessments must evaluate the status of fish populations

within the context of the broader ecological health of the marine
ecosystem and its component parts. Knowledge of ecosystem
functioning must drive the development of new fishery management
systems

.

* Greater use should be made of fishermen in fishing boats to
collect data on status of stocks.
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* Consider the idea of allowing fishermen who meet certain
criteria, i.e. are to maintain low levels of bycatch, to
participate in the collection of data, keep any fish or a
percentage of the fish that they catch as a direct result of this
effort, not counting it against their quota.

HABITAT PROTECTION

* Councils must declare what essential fish habitat is for
fisheries under their jurisdiction and NMFS should be given
Veto authority over federal projects that might impact
essential fish habitat.

COUNCILS

* Council members should be subject to the same federal
financial conflict of interest laws that apply to all other
full or part time federal employees.

* The voice of non-industry, i.e knowledgeable consumers,
academicians. Native Americans and conservationists, on regional
fishery management Councils must be strengthened.

* Where not currently being done, fishery management councils
should be required to direct the NMFS to define overfishing for
fisheries under their jurisdiction and to develop plans to
rebuild fish stocks if depleted.

FUNDING

* Presently, effective fisheries management is hindered by a
general lack of funding. Increased monies must be allocated to
the Councils and the NMFS in order to address the research,
monitoring, management, and enforcement needs associated with
sustainable fisheries management.
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Senator Stevens. Mr. Fonts is from California. I do not have

—

you are a fisherman, I think. You are going to tell us who you are.

STATEMENT OF MR. FONTS, FISHERMAN, MEMBER, GROUND-
FISH ADVISORY FANEL, INDIVIDUAL QUOTA INDUSTRY COM-
MITTEE, AND GROUNDFISH SELECT GROUF
Mr. PoisfTS. Senator Stevens, Senator Gorton, thank you for the

opportunity to come here and represent what amounts to a pretty

good sized group of unorganized fishermen on the West Coast.

In terms of thinking back at a couple of comments earlier, Tom
Casey made reference to look around, there are no peasants here.

I am not sure possibly if I should apologize to the peasants I know
for wearing a coat and tie. I think that qualifies Mr. Casey or any-

one else here. I probably qualify more as one of Mr. Alverson's or-

phan turnips.

Thank you again for this opportunity. I am a fisherman from
California. I started fishing in 1957 when I was a junior in high
school and landed a job in a salmon troller, and I have been a li-

censed commercial fishermen ever since.

In late 1979, I changed fisheries from salmon trolling to

longlining sablefish on the West Coast, and that has been my pri-

mary occupation ever since. My father was a fisherman, my grand-
father was a fisherman, and I have been involved in PFMC regula-
tions and the political activities as a member of the Groundfish Ad-
visory Panel, the Halibut Advisory Panel, and the Individual Quota
Industry Committee, and the Groundfish Select Group since 1982.

So I have been involved in this political process also, reluctantly.

I am going to restrict my comments mostly to ITQs and what
this whole ITQ movement is going to do to myself and people like

myself that are getting rather concerned on the West Coast.
As you know, the North Pacific ITQ program started last

Wednesday, March 15th. When we heard of the North Pacific ITQ
development, fishermen from the West Coast, California, Oregon,
and Washington, went to the PFMC and started requesting an ITQ
progpram here, because we realized right away what the North Pa-
cific ITQs would do to our fishery down here.

In 1991, the Council formed an Individual Quota Industry Com-
mittee, and that committee worked with the help of Council staff

and National Marine Fishery staff and spent 2 years making rec-

ommendations for ITQs for West Coast sablefish. By August 1994,
the Council had decided to go ahead with the ITQ program and to

make their final recommendations for options in October. In Octo-
ber, a letter arrived from Washington D.C. signed by several sen-
ators and congressmen urging that the Council delay implementa-
tion until the Magnuson Act reauthorization was completed and
recommendations were made.

I am heartened by the provisions in Senate Bill 39 to address the
problems of fisheries Council process reform. I can accept the ITQ
guideline requirements. I think they are well considered, and I

think the collection of fees is welcomed by those of us who want
new innovative fishery programs so the public does not have to pay
for it.

My only objection to this reauthorization bill as I see it is what
looks like an open-ended moratorium until the Commerce Secretary
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formulates these guidelines for ITQs. This to me looks like an un-
necessary delay and to some a roadblock for further ITQ develop-
ment.
What this North Pacific ITQ plan has done to people such as my-

self on the West Coast or what it is going to do this year, beginning
this year, is it is going to ruin our viability as longliners and as
sablefish fishermen. Those who have ITQs in Alaska will now be
released. They will be able to harvest their Alaska ITQs at their
leisure in Alaska starting Wednesday.
We will open our sablefish season here August 6, and that fleet

will be reduced—released to come down here and participate in the
West Coast fisherv. Now the West Coast fishery is already subject
to an unreal level of overcapitalization without this North Pacific
ITQ development. Add in the overcapitalization that is coming this
year, and we have got a horrible mess. This year our season is pro-
jected to be about 7 days this year, and if we go back to 1987, if

we go back 10 years—if we wanted to, we could fish 12 months a
year. We made it a 10- or 11-month season just to lick our wounds
and recuperate.
What we are looking at, those of us who fish on the West Coast,

is being out of business and losing our viability. Some of us try to

enjoy every day we have in our homes, because we do not know
how long we are going to keep them.

I will try to summarize. I had lots more. Not much has been said
on conservation aspects. I might mention—referring back to testi-

mony by the Environmental Defense Fund and the very eloquent
testimony given to the House Committee on Merchant Marine
Fisheries in favor of ITQs.

I will skip some of the things I wanted to say and go to a conclu-
sion. In conclusion, I would remove the moratorium provision or

the provision to require Federal guidelines be formulated before

further ITQ programs went into effect. I have seen how the Federal
Government worked. I have been involved in it on lower level fish-

eries management. That is going to take a long time. It will take
probably longer than it would take any ITQ program.

If you cannot do that, make an exception for this West Coast sa-

blefish fishery. Some of us are getting pretty desperate and looking

down the road what is going to happen to this fishery. Nothing
good is going to happen to this fishery unless we can get an ITQ
program such as Alaska's. Sablefish ITQ program is not finished

yet because of some us down here are pretty desperate. We did not

go to Alaska. We do not qualify for ITQs up there. The Alaskan
Council made the trap fishery—or the sablefish pot fishery, made
it illegal in Alaska, so it made anyone who wanted to participate

in that trap fishery had to participate on the West Coast. Now
their viability is ruined, as is all longliners viability financially,

with this new added level of overcapitalization. Thank you.

[Prepared statement of Mr. Ponts follows:]
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Thank you for the opportunity to testify before you on the Magnuson Act

Reauthiorization bill, S-39. I am here to speak for those west coast fishermen who are

in favor of I.T.Q. programs, and specifically the I.T.Q. program which has been

designed for the sablefish fixed gear fleet of California, Oregon, and Washington. I am a

longline fisherman fi-om California and have longiined for sablefish, halibut, rockfish and

ling cod along the entire west coast since 1 979. I have been a commercial fisherman

since 1 957, when I took a job as a crewman on a salmon troller out of Fort

Bragg, California , in order to subsidize my education. My father was a commercial

fisherman, as was my grandfather. I have served on the Groundfish Advisory Panel for

the Pacific Fishery Management Council since 1 983. I have also served on the Halibut

Advisory Panel and the Individual Quota Industry Committee.

As you know the North Pacific Fishery Management Council has developed and

implemented an Individual Quota Program for the Alaskan Sablefish and Halibut

Fisheries. In fact, that I.T.Q. Fishery began this Wednesday, March 1 5th.

When The North Pacific Council began development of The Alaskan I.T.Q. program.

Fishermen fi-om California, Oregon, and Washington began requesting an I.T.Q.

Program for the west coast fishery. Representatives fi-om the fishing and fish processing

industries, along with Pacific Fishery Management Council and National Marine Fisheries

Service staflF began work on an I.T.Q. program in 1 99 1 . Approximately three years was

spent by industry, PFMC, and the National Marine Fisheries Service on this program. In

August of 1 994 the PFMC voted to go ahead with the I.T.Q. program and to make its

final choices among several program options at its October meeting. In October the

council was presented with a letter signed by several U.S. Senators and

Representatives, urging delay of the program pending reauthorization of the Magnuson

Act. This letter was apparently the result of lobbying in Washington D. C. by a small

group of I.T.Q. opponents.

I have read the provisions of senate bill S-39, to amend the Magnuson Fishery

Conservation and Management Act. I am particularly heartened by the provisions to

address the problems of fishery waste, and to reform the council process. I think that

the I.T.Q." guideline requirements are well considered and will help to ensure that any

fijrther I.T.Q. programs will be developed responsibly. The addition of a mechanism to

provide for the collection of fees is welcomed by industry participants. It is generally felt

that the industry is quite willing to pay its fair share of the cost of any management

program which will benefit the resource, and those will profit fi-om it.
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My only objection to the bill would be the requirement to delay any further I.T.Q.

implementation until the Secretary of Commerce completes the development of I.T.Q.

guidelines. This open-ended moratorium will only hamper the further development of

responsible fishery management by the regional council. The west coast fixed gear

sablefish industy will be drastically affected by the delay resulting fi-om the guideline

development requirement of Senate bill S- 39. The implementation of an I.T.Q.

program for the Alaskan sablefish Fishery, in the absence of a similar program for tine

west coast will result in a further over-capitalization explosion. Sablefish seasons have

been intentionally scheduled to coincide in the past so that fishermen were forced to

make a choice between fishing in Alaska, and fishing on the west coast of California,

Oregon or Washington. With the new Alaskan I.T.Q. Program, the vessels fishing in

Alaska can now complete their Alaskan fishery and return to participate in the west coast

fishery. This fishery has, because of past over-capitalization, developed into another

intense derby, much like the Alaskan sablefish derbies.

I have seen the fishery develop in 1 years fi-om a 1 2 month fishery to the predicted

one week derby of 1 995. Derby fisheries such as we are now experiencing have many

negative aspects, as you well know. To me a Magnuson Act requirement to develop

federal guidelines before any new I.T.Q. Programs are approved represents iittie more

than an unnecessary obstacle to responsible fishery management development.

The financial survival of those dependent on west coast sablefish is tied directiy to

whether or not the PFMC is allowed to go ahead and implement the plan they have

developed for the west coast fishery. Without an I.T.Q. plan the fishery will be mostly

a small bonus fishery for the Alaskan I.T.Q. holders and others who will take time out

each year fi-om other fisheries to take part in the resulting derby or trip limit fishery.

Those who have been in the fishery continuously for many years, who have invested

their lives and their capital in it, whose production has supported crew men and

communities year after year, will lose their financial viability and will be ruined by the

lack of an I.T.Q. program to match that of Alaska.

Conservation will be severely compromised by the continued development of the

derby fishery or the other alternative, trip limit management. This is a fishery in crisis

and the only solution seen by those who have depended on it most heavily is the

implementation of an I.T.Q. program as soon as possible. As I have always

understood, the first responsibility of the management councils is to tiie resource. On
this I would refer you to the eloquent testimony presented to the House of
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Representatives Committee on Merchant Marine and Fisheries by The Environmental

Defense Fund, regarding I.T.Q.'S as "The most promising fisheries tool on the horizon."

It provides a convincing argument for the design and implementation of I.T.Q. programs

for the U.S. Fisheries. EDF has studied and evaluated I.T.Q.'S on a resource

conservation basis and has nothing to gain by the adoption of any I.T.Q. program.

They have consistently supported the adoption of the Pacific Coast Sablefish I.T.Q. plan.

My sentiments regarding development of a west coast sablefish I.T.Q. program are not

just my own. Throughout our sablefish I.T.Q. plan development the three significant

fixed gear organizations, namely The Fishing Vessel Owners Association, The Deep

Sea Fisherman's Union, and the Pacific Fixed Gear Association have consistently

supported I.T.Q.'S. Keep in mind, that not all members of those organizations will

benefit directiy from an I.T.Q. program. All agree however, that the only management

scenario which will ensure industry stability, while achieving the best possible

conservation benefit, is the I.T.Q. program.

The options included in the sablefish program will give those who have produced the

most quota shares which will amount to much less than their historical catch levels.. In

my own personal situation, I.T.Q. adoption will mean I will get quota shares amounting

to 30 to 40 percent of my historical catch average. Because of equal sharing options in

the plan, most of the individuals with minimal production history will receive more than

their historical catch average. There are many individuals such as myself who are quite

willing to accept reduced harvest opportunities in the interest of conservation, safety,

and industry stability.

In conclusion, I would like to urge the senate to remove from the proposed bill, S-39

the requirement that I.T.Q. programs are delayed until after an advisory panel

fomiulates guidelines for I.T.Q.'S. The recommended guidelines as stated in the

introduction of the bill by Senator Stevens are quite proper and acceptable as they now
stand. The requirement of fair and equitable allocation is already in the Magnuson Act

under National Standards. S-39 allows fee collection to pay for the added cost of and

I.T.Q. program. Both the Alaskan I.T.Q. program and the west coast sablefish I.T.Q.

program have provisions allowing participation by entry level fishermen. Both programs

recommend strict sanctions for I.T.Q. violations. It seems inconceivable that any further

I.T.Q. development would be done without satisfying the requirements as listed.

If the senate cannot proceed with this bill without requiring an open ended moratorium
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pending guideline development, I would like to request that a specific exception be

made so that the sablefish I.T.Q. program which has been developed by the Pacific

Fishery Management Council is allowed to continue, if the council chooses to give its

final approval. It is a vehicle which has been designed, built, and is ready to implement.

It has been designed for a fishery in crisis and meets all the recommended guidelines.

Without it this fishery will be subject to a greatly increased level of derby or trip limit

management aJong with another ugly surge of over-capitalization. All of this will result in

another round of resource depletion and industry suffering.

Thank you once again for giving me the opportunity to present testimony on this subject

of such great importance.
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Senator Stevens. Thank you. I thank you for coming.

Senator Feinstein mentioned to me that you were coming. Thank
you very much. Senator Gorton?

Senator Gorton. I think we better listen to our other people.

Senator Stevens. I have one comment for you, Mr. Fonts, and
that is, I do not know why you do not get yourself a limited-entry

program. You have the authority within your Council. Do not hang
it on me that you are going to go out of business. You have the au-

thority, and you ought to use it.

I do not want to be too tough with you, Mr. Fisher. You told us

you want to have full retention. You tell me how you can avoid

what happened to the halibut fleet when the pollock fishers caught
more halibut than we—Bob, don't you lay back, because I can get

the year this happened—pollock fleet caught incidentally more hal-

ibut than we were supposed to catch with the halibut fleet, and the

halibut fleet had to lay up for that one quarter of the year or

maybe half year. I am all for full retention, but I think there has
to oe tremendous disincentive for full retention that is uneco-

nomical for fisheries. Do you want to comment, Mr. Fisher?

Mr. Fisher. Yes, sir, I would. The idea for that grew out of the

controls that we had on ourselves on the first bottom fish fisheries

in the Bering Sea which the fleet imposed within the joint venture.

If you wound up with too much of a percentage of prohibited spe-

cies, you took a day off. The company would not buy any fish.

Senator Stevens. We need to figure out a system to fully retain

fish.

We are trying to do that. I think there has to be a disincentive,

a burden on those who waste fish. I do not want to complain. I

think we ought to utilize fish that we take out of the ocean and
cannot get back in the ocean alive. But we have not figured it out

yet.

Mr. Fisher. That is true, but you suddenly see a lot of creative

characters come to forward in order to cut that bycatch. Our point

is that it is not going anywhere the way it is happening now.
Senator Stevens. I see a lot of overtaxed fishermen from my

point of view. You would have to pay something for catching the

other guy's fish enough to pay him to be laid up. That is the great

problem about that.

Thank you all. We are going on now to these other people. We
do have some limitations and we do appreciate your time.

I want to call up here the first group—Bob Wojcik, Harold Hoem,
Per Odegaard, Tuck Donnelly, James Miller. If I am right, I have
got 6—and in addition David Edick. There is room there for each

one of you. I wanted to call each of you and give you 3 minutes
to tell us what you would like us to hear.

Again, let me remind you. You can send a statement to us. We
would like to have it within a week or 10 days. We will print a
record, a full statement. Bob Wojcik, Vice-President of Seattle First

National Bank.

STATEMENT OF BOB WOJCIK, VICE-PRESIDENT, SEATTLE
FIRST NATIONAL BANK, SEATTLE, WASHINGTON

Mr. Wojcik. Here, Senator Stevens. Thank you Senator Stevens.

Thank you for the opportunity to make some comment. My name
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is Bob Wojcik. I am a vice-president of Seafirst Bank. I am a vice-

president with Seafirst Bank, and I currently manage a lending

unit within the bank that specializes in lending to the commercial

fishing industry specifically.

Seafirst has been and still is committed to the seafood industry,

as are several other lenders in the States of Washington and Or-

egon—^Alaska—excuse me. I am personally speaking from a general

lending nature.

I have been in the banking industry for 22 years and want to

make sure my comments reflect more of a general personal nature
than speaking for any coalition or the bank to any great degree.

I agree with the previous comments made by Mr. Dale Alberda
made earlier today. I want to specify and emphasize the need for

a central lien registry that would work for the lending industry as

a whole. I think it is important that the lender be allowed, first off,

to perfect his collateral position in the collateral that they take
when they are lent money and also to be able to realize on that

collateral when necessary.

Currently I believe that the lenders are proceeding cautiously

under the current ITQ program because of three main problems.

One is the ability to establish the range of values for the ITQs as

they have initially come out. Second is the inability at this time to

perfect on that collateral as we take it. Third is the inability to sit

down with our customers, and in this case they are all fishermen,
and have them present us a business plan, which is what was al-

luded to today, that identifies a repayment program within a rea-

sonable number of years for any loans made against the ITQ
shares; and by reasonable number of years, it has to be a length
of time that the bank can live with, but more importantly it has
to be a length of time the fishermen can repay the loan back in the
normal course of business recognizing his other obligations, his

other debts, his crew shares, his insurance, et cetera.

Generally the credit being extended under the current ITQ pro-

gram combines its ITQs with other collateral. The lenders as a
group and as a whole have been taking this approach, which in es-

sence eliminates some of the fishermen that do not have other as-

sets at this time other than these newly issued shares. There is not
enough collateral coverage that allows the bank to say, "This is

great, you have got 100,000 pounds of share quota share; we can-
not lend you the amount of money you need; we need some addi-
tional collateral." Some of fishermen do not have that, and that is

unfortunate.
Whether this is a government or a privatized agency, there needs

to be enough authorization and power for this central registration
agency to be able to perfect the collateral and assist the lenders in

realizing it.

Senator Stevens. I want to assure you on that one, we are work-
ing on that. I appreciate your comments, and we will work out
something.
Harold Hoem, you are a fisherman. Fishing Vessel Owners Asso-

ciation, sir.
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STATEMENT OF HAROLD HOEM, FISHING VESSEL OWNERS
ASSOCIATION

Mr. HoEM. Senator Stevens and Senator Gorton, I appreciate the
opportunity to come before you today. I have been a fisherman and
loneHner for 23 years, both in Alaska and off the West Coast here,
and I guess since I have such a short time, I want to concentrate
on two things: One is safety, and the other is viabiHty of the fish-

ery.

Nothing gets adrenaline going faster than the situation where
you may lose your life or where you may go broke. That is the way
our fisheries were headed. I cannot tell you how nice it is to be tied

up in harbor here in Seattle knowing tnat I could be fishing right
now, but not wanting to shovel two feet of snow off the deck. It is

quite a thing to time when you can go out fishing. I think this is

going to add quite a bit of value to our product and make for a
healthy fishery in general.
The one thing I wanted to elaborate on is what Mr. Fonts was

saying. We have gone through a limited entry program off this

coast. I was the chairman of the Appeals Board that heard over 80
cases here for deciding who was going to ^et one of these permits
and who wasn't. The problem is, it simply is not sufficient. I mean,
everyone recognizes this was not going to do the job.

There is still overcapitalization. There simply is not enough fish

to go around. Even though we have reduced the number of fisher-

men through this program—and I am concerned the language that
I understand is in this bill—a moratorium would stop all of the ef-

fort that we have tried over the recent years here to get an ITQ
program established off this coast as well as in Alaska.

Senator Stevens. For what?
Mr. HoEM. For sablefish and halibut industry as well; halibut

fishing here instead of the Bering Sea, but that program has gone
by the wayside and has been given over to the recreation fishery
for the large part. I am speaking about the sablefish industry off

this coast. When I say they really need an ITQ system down here,
and I hope since this program is already so far in advanced that
it will be allowed to continue and not to be cutoff by a moratorium.

Similarly, I hope that the ITQ system that we have in place now
off of Alaska for sablefish and halibut will be allowed to continue
to have a chance to give people an opportunity to make this thing
work. I do not know where else in your travels you have come
across a group of people that want to pay taxes, but I think you
have heard that several times today. We want this program to

work and we are willing to pay for it.

Senator Stevens. Thank you very much. Per Oldegaard?

STATEMENT OF PER OLDEGAARD, LONGLINER FISHERMAN,
ALASKA

Mr. Oldegaard. I am Per Oldegaard. I have been a halibut
longliner for 28 years. I am a second generation longliner for the
same vessel that I bought from my father, and my uncles and my
cousins have all been longliners in Alaska since about 1927.

I am here to basically ask you to grandfather the halibut sable-
fish ITQ process, you know, the program as it is. It has covered all

the bases. It has stood the suit, and any further, as you said your-
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self, we want to avoid litigation. Any further tampering with it will

only set it up for further litigation, and as far as the North Pacific

Council, you know it is the only body we have that gives us direct

input into the process of our fisheries regulation, and admittedly

it is not perfect, but it is all we have and it should continue as

such.
Senator Stevens. Thank you verv much. We appreciate you

being here. I think I knew your Dad. I recognize the name. It is

nice to see you.
Tuck Donnelly?

STATEMENT OF TUCK DONNELLY, REPRESENTING
NORTHWEST FOOD STRATEGIES

Mr. Donnelly. Thank you very much, Senators Stevens and
Gorton. I represent Northwest Food Strategies, and Northwest
Food Strategies has been small nonprofit which has managed salm-
on bycatch for food bank program for national fishing service for

2 years.

Based on the experience we have had with this program, we feel

that Magnuson Act contains a terrible shortcoming in its failure to

require that fisheries managers at least seek alternates to manda-
tory discard of dead food fish. In the Alaska region alone, roughly
20-million pounds a year of dead fish, much of it has already land-

ed ashore, it is toted up, and sometimes sits on the dock for 12
hours is carted out to sea and dumped, at a point in time when
Federal Government, State governments, and private nonprofits
are seeking adequate resources for hunger relief, particularly high
protein resources.

We feel that this is something that can be addressed by the Mag-
nuson Act which in a way that does not undermine fisheries man-
agement objectives that leaves resource protection priority one, and
I have provided a copy of the Terra Marine Amendment proposal
for the record and for your review, and that is the proposal or lan-

guage similar to that we would like you to support. I would like

to pick out a couple of key elements which I think are important
in this.

This amendment proposal would require—or the amendment
would require—any FMP contain a description of measures taken
to assess and implement means for reducing unnecessary waste in-

cluding wherever possible alternatives to regulatory— that is,

mandatory discard of dead prohibited fish. At the discretion of
Council, alternative means of the disposition of dead prohibited fish

can allow—can include the option to allow or report processing for-

eign contribution to national fisheries services to nonprofit distribu-
tors serving economically disadvantaged, provided that—and these
are the two key ingredients—it is made explicit, I think, wording
that some opponents of this, or people that had questions, not nec-
essarily opponents, wanted to see in this, so we included it in that.
The wording is that the dead prohibited fish provides no eco-

nomic incentive or economic benefits to those who catch, process,
or distribute or utilize fish; and No. 2, every reasonable means of
existing fishery management policy been employed to reduce
bycatch and the mortality of dead fish—of prohibited fish.
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This would give the Councils a mandate to seek alternatives to

the discard of dead PSC, but it would not require they find one. It

would just simply give a responsibility, in light of the mass amount
of discard caused by Federal regulation that require discarded food
fish at a time when one in 10 people in the country, roughly 30-

million, require charitable services for their food.

We have as shown in our salmon program funding—we have
processors; we have the ability to transport, deliver in a forceful

manner, fish to hunger relief organizations. It has the support of

the National Fisheries Service, and we believe that it needs to have
a mandate which only the Magnuson Act can g^ve it to further de-
velop these programs efficiently. Thank you.
Senator Stevens. Mr. James Miller, President of Fixed Gear As-

sociation.

STATEMENT OF JIM MILLER, REPRESENTING FIXED GEAR
ASSOCIATION

Mr. Miller. I am Jim Miller of the Fixed Gear Association. I ap-
preciate the opportunity to comment. I represent 60 boats in the
Pacific area that catch with fixed gear, which is longline as well as
pot gear, and they are from Oregon, Washington, and California.
Our association feels like we are caught between what we see as

a rational management plan in Alaska and the way the sablefish
has been handled in the Pacific region, and we have suffered
through a series of allocation battles that we have lost by close

votes, and we currently are reduced to less than 8 days (we antici-

pate this year) to fish.

We would like to see Magnuson Act mandate that the kind of
fisheries that are species specific and that have low discard mortal-
ity and low bycatch are protected and nurtured at the Coimcil
level. We feel that our fishery style has been sacrificed for the
bycatch needs of the trawl fishery. We have been told we were in-

significant in terms of the bottom line, and that, for us, is a conflict

of interest.

If you look at representation, we have never had a representative
for the fixed gear on the Pacific Management Council. We have
been told by the Governor that we will not have any commercial
fishermen representing this State. We feel that representation
should be based on fairness more than the bottom line. I was
heartened by the comment, Senator Stevens, regarding managing
on the bottom line as a business owner as opposed to managing a
resource as a bottom line. We also see this conflict when it comes
down to managing for bycatch and for caps and for overfishing. We
see the bottom line of the fishennen becomes the bottom line of the
Council, and they manage more to keep the processors working and
the fishermen fishing than they do to protect their resource. We
have seen consistent fishing down of every species that the Pacific
Council has managed in the last 10 years, and we see reluctance
to change when that fishing down comes to the point that the sci-

entists say it is dangerous.
We see reluctance to cut back. We have also found a reluctance

to have observer programs and collect good data to back up man-
agement decisions. We see these as conflict of interest issues that
we would like the Magnuson Act to address.
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We would like to have mandates to the Governors that commer-
cial fishermen have to be represented from the States, and that the

Council does not become the political football of the Grovernors that

are more interested in managing votes than in managing ocean re-

source.
The IQ program would be a rational approach for us. We watch

the Council address other management approaches like the fixed

gear trip limits and accumulative trip limits, and they find they
would not be as good as IQ's. But they cannot do much because of

restrictions at the Council level—I am sorry—at the Senate level.

We are hoping the moratorium on IQs does not go into place.

Senator Stevens. Appreciate your comments. Mr. David Edick?
Mr. Edick. Senator Stevens, Senator Grorton, I appreciate the

chance to talk to you today.

Senator Stevens. You are general manager of Alaska Observers,
Inc.

STATEMENT OF DAVID EDICK, REPRESENTING FISHERIES
OBSERVERS

Mr. Edick. I work with an observer contractor located here in

Seattle, and I first worked as an observer beginning in 1983 in the
foreign observer program in the Bering Sea, and I began working
as domestic observer in 1987 when it was a voluntary program.
Since the inception of the groundfish observer program in 1989, I

have been working at Alaskan Observers.
Observers have been mentioned numerous times this morning by

different people. They are clearly important and fundamental for

the successful management of this fishery, but they are a strangely
unrepresented group. They do not have a voice. Their concerns gen-
erally are not heard by anyone or given much thought. I think the

Magnuson Act would give you an opportunity to address the legal

status of observers, which has been in doubt over the last decade.
It is really not clear whether they have the status of seamen or

not. I have not seen the current language in the Senate version of

the bill, but I have seen the House language, and it tends to center
on limiting circumstances under which an observer might make a
claim against a vessel to those cases where injuries result from
willful misconduct.

I think what is missing is language that addresses what rights
an observer does have vis-a-vis the vessels they work on or vis-a-

vis their employer. Whoever is responsible for insuring them, ob-

servers ought to have the same rights and protections as the fisher-

men working alongside them. They are, after all, assuming the
same risks the fishermen assume. They are doing the Govern-
ment's work, work the Government considers important. In the
North Pacific, they are essential to the mission of the vessel. The
vessel cannot leave the dock without the requisite observer cov-

erage.

I think if we do not see to it that we secure those rights and pro-
tection for observers, what we are risking is creating a group of
second-class citizens on the high seas, and as a result it is going
to be impossible for companies like mine to generate a group of
dedicated and professional observers to gather management data.
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In the end, this will have a negative impact on the quaHty ofthe

data that is available to managers, which will have a negative im-
pact on the quality of fisheries management. Thanks very much.
Senator Stevens. Thank you very much. You have grown sort of

like Topsy. He have done our best with provisions that never went
anywhere before. We will be glad to have your submission as to

what you think should be in the bill.

Move on to the next group. John Bruce, Director of Deep Sea
Fishermen's Union; Paul MacGregor, general counsel for U.S.
Surimi and Factory Trawlers Association; Dan Albrecht, director of

Yukon River Drainage Fisheries Association; Jack Crowley, owner/
operator fi-om Seattle; and Christine Adams Forde, wife of deceased
Northwest Mariner crew member, Bruce Forde.
Senator Stevens. John Bruce, you were first.

Mr. Bruce. Yes, sir. Mr. Stevens, Mr. Gorton, my name is John
Bruce. I am a fishermen of 28 years history and here as represent-
ative of the Deep Sea Fishermen's Union, as well. I am a second
generation turnip, and in defense to my friend Mr, Casey, I have
to admit that I live in a home that is more than 3,000 square feet,

and I say those two things, because I think crewmen under this

program for halibut and sablefish are going to succeed.
I think it is a program that our association initially fought

against because there was no provision in there for fishermen and
deck guys to go up into the wheel house. And through the develop-
ment of the progfram over the years that it has been worked on as
the North Pacific Council put in some safeguards that have been
put there to help fishermen and protect fishermen, and get entry
level into the prognram.
Not only do we have the requirement that you be a certified fish-

ermen, but there is a block proposal, as well, that should give us
some protection and see that fishermen who want to step up into

ownership at least in this small unindustrial-type fishery step up.
We are in fiill support of that.

The only thing that I will speak against as far as the Senate bill

before us now is the provision for revisitation of an open access
portion in this fishery later on down the road during the develop-
ment of this fishery plan, an industry team dealt with issues like

this, and there were a lot of reasons we chose to stay away from
that.

We are privatizing the resource. We are taking a huge step for-

ward in giving this resource to individuals, and at the same time
we are trying to eliminate a lot of the bad things that were in-

volved in open access, and nothing has changed, as far as I am con-

cerned, in the years that we have been doing this that would
maybe change our mind with regard to open access portion.

There is entry-level positions available, ways for people to get
into the fishery, and I think they would rather buy into a healthy
fishery than one that is bankrupt, which is the way we were going
with open access fishery.

Our guys, in the past, were fishing for 6 to 9 months of the year,
and toward the end, I believe last year we fished probably less

than a month total for both the halibut and black cod species we
were targeting.
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One other issue I want to cover quickly is the issue of method
of which we appoint people to our advisory panels in the manage-
ment system in the North Pacific Council, U.S.-wide.

It is kind of a closed system.

We had a very unsettling thing happen in the north Pacific this

last go around where we had two gear groups that were removed
from the process, and it was very unsettling. It is two groups that

have a huge stake in what happens up there. The crab guys and
the freezer longline group both had their representatives removed
from the Council, and I think some of the language you have heard
before from Thorn Smith that would open that system again and
make it more public, would be much more fair ana allow all indus-

try to participate in this process. That is all I have. Thank you, sir.

Senator Stevens. Thank you very much. Appreciate it. Paul
MacGregor.
Mr. MacGregor. Mr. Chairman, my name is Paul MacGregor,

and I am the $200.00 an hour lawyer Mr. Casey referred to earlier.

I loaned my $400.00 suit to Mr. Bruce.
Mr. Bruce. I had to put two of them together, though. [Laugh-

ter.]

Mr. MacGregor. That makes it an $800.00 suit. You can charge
anything you want in the industry representing fishermen. It is

collecting that is the problem.
At any rate, it is been my pleasure and privilege to represent

several different groups before the North Pacific Fishery Manage-
ment Council over the last 15 to 17 years. In fact, I have the dis-

tinct privilege, if you want to call it a privilege, to have attended
every minute of the North Pacific Management Council meetings
since 1978. When I started, I had a fiill head of hair, and I was
six and a half feet tall.

During the first 10 years of that experience, I represented one of

the Japanese fishing associations. The last 8 years I have rep-
resented U.S. companies involved in the offshore processing indus-
try—Factory Trawler Association related companies. I would like

for just a minute to give you a contrast of those two experiences,
because I think it would help shed light on some of the subject
matter we have been discussing today.

In the 10 years that I represented Japanese fishermen, we never
lost a boat; we never had a problem with discards; we never had
an unsolvable problem about bycatch; we never engaged in a race
for fish. What we did have was a very elaborate quota system, a
transferable quota system. It was a quota system that was man-
aged by the Japanese Grovernment, and the associations that rep-
resented the various Japanese fishermen over here. It was a sys-
tem that worked very, very well. It is ironic to me that we now
have a system where the U.S. fishermen who came in and replaced
the Japanese, have to go out and race for fish. A system where we
have wastage and discard problems that are acknowledgedly in

need of correction.

We have people and vessels being lost, in what I believe to be
an insane way of going about managing this fishery. Ironically, it

was in many ways a Tot easier to represent foreign fishermen in
this process than it is to represent American fishermen, because we
do not have the tools to manage ourselves the way the foreigners
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did. That should be an object lesson as you go forward in this bill;

to learn from the fact that we did have an elaborate quota system
at one point in the North Pacific fisheries, but it was the foreigners

who had the benefit of it. With regard
Senator Stevens. You have to realize we were decreasing their

quota every year. That gave the incentive for an allocation system.
Do not forget that.

Mr. MacGregor. That is right, Senator, but for almost 6 or 8
years of the 10-year period I represented them, their allocation

stayed almost the same for that entire period of time, and had the
same quota management system in place from day one. It was the
way the system was set up and the way the Japanese Government
operated. It worked very well, and it was manageable.

If I may make one other comment about another provision of
your bill. It has to do with recusal provisions. I would certainly be
one that would argue that lawyers should have a part in this proc-

ess, but I firmly believe that fishermen are the ones that ought to

serve on the Councils. I am afraid that the way you drafted your
recusal provisions is going to eliminate fishermen from the Council
because thev are the people who have a direct financial interest in

the issues being considered. The effect of that is going to be to

eliminate fishermen and replace them with lawyers and/or lobby-
ists who do not have a direct financial interest in the issues.
Senator Stevens. Send us your language. I disagree with
Mr. MacGregor, I realize that, sir, but the result in that you are

going to have lobb3rists and lawyers and other representatives who
do not have a direct financial interest, and who would not therefore
be subject to recusal—even though they are being paid to represent
a particular point of view or interest.

Senator Stevens. We will keep this in mind. Thank you. Dan
Albrecht, Yukon Fishery Association from Anchorage. What are you
doing down here, vacationing?
Mr. Albrecht. I was in town. Thank you Mr. Chairman and

Senator Gorton. I am Dan Albrecht, Executive Director of Yukon
River Drainage Fisheries Association. I am representing several
hundred commercial salmon permit holders in Alaska and Native
subsistence users along the Yukon River. As you are aware. Sen-
ators, the U.S. has recently signed an Interim Agreement for the
management of Yukon River salmon with Canada. It is a 3-year
agreement. It sets up joint management and conservation of Chi-

nook and fall chum salmon which originate in Canada headwaters
along the Yukon River, and it sets up mutually agreed upon
escapement goals and harvest guidelines for chinook and fall chum
salmon.
One key portion of the agreement is the clause which states that

the parties, i.e., the U.S. and Canada, agree to undertake efforts

to identify, quantify, and reduce marine bycatches of Yukon River-
origin salmon. Both parties have not done on much on the "iden-
tify" part of the origin of salmon caught in the trawl fisheries. The
Council is taking some efforts on chum salmon bycatch reduction;
it recently put in a large block closure for the whole month of Au-
gust during the pollock B season fishery which should significantly
reduce chum salmon bycatch. And our fishermen applaud those
measures. The chinook salmon bycatch issue has been ongoing, it
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appears to be down this year, although that may be a function of

increased efficiency on pollock, but chinook salmon bycatches are

completely uncontrolled and unregulated in the Council right now,

and that is of concern to our fishermen.

With regards to S. 39, many elements of it are a breath of fresh

air to salmon fishermen who often are mere observers in the Coun-
cil process. The habitat language, language on bycatch, particularly

the language on a fee system, is critical.

With salmon, we have had debates how many salmon are really

caught; how fast can they be reported, can you do time-area clo-

sures; are the good boats being rewarded; are the bad boats being
penalized? It is difficult to get a legally defensible system set up
so you have individual quota systems of bycatch, something that

would really reward the good boats.

A fee system may be tne simplest way to solve that system, and
we do have mandatory retention of bycaught salmon right now.
With regard to observer coverage, you have language that says 100
percent observer coverage. I would like to see a definition of ob-

server coverage, but that 100 percent does not mean all the hauls
are observed. CDQ boats have two observers which leads to more
coverage and analysis of all catch. Why the rest of the fleet is capa-
ble of having many people on board and cannot have two or three

observers, I do not know.
Last, several of our fishermen on the mouth of the Yukon partici-

pate in the CDQ program. It has been a great benefit to the vil-

lages and leads to the investment back in the salmon industry in

the villages, and it is helping the salmon industry, as well.

Senator Stevens. Thank you. Jack Crowley, Seattle owner/opera-
tor.

Mr. Crowley. Good morning. Senator Stevens. My name is Jack
Crowley, as you know, and I have been fishing since 1943.

We hear a lot of numbers around here, but this makes 52 years
that I have not missed a season, so I think you ought to listen to

me.
I think the ITQ program, being in the fishery as many years as

I have, the ups and downs and all those things, the ITQ program
is the greatest thing that has happened to the American fishing in-

dustry, and I think it is going to contribute to the greatest manage-
ment we have ever had, it certainly makes a better life for all fish-

ermen, but I ask you to give the system here a chance now.
We are talking about making some changes here. We just got

started a few days ago, so I would ask you not to do anything at
this time. I think Thorn mentioned—what is it—5 years to look at

it before a program for them. I would think up to 10 years would
be an adequate time to look at this program and see if you want
to make any changes at that time, but I am really sad to hear that
there is provisions in there already to make some changes.

I know that you are capable of doing these things, because I first

met you. Senator Stevens, 25 years ago when we were having mer-
cury problem in the halibut. We could not sell halibut over 100
pounds. I was living in Alaska at that time.
You came to Juneau on weekends and spent your time up there,

and apparently you were successful, because Pure Foods changed
their parts per million, almost doubled it, and so we no longer had
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a problem. So, I thank you belatedly, 25 years later as well, as I

am thanking you now. Keep this Magnuson Act with something we
can live with, so thank you for giving me the opportunity today.
Senator Stevens. We do not intend to stop the existing ITQ. If

there is any such interpretation we can change, we will change it.

Now Christine Adams Forde. Am I pronouncing it correct?

Ms. Forde. Forde.
Senator Stevens. F-o-r-d-e.

Ms. Forde. It is the Norwegian way to spell it. Thank you for

this opportunity to speak. Actually, Senator Gorton and Stevens,
we have previously met also in the fall of 1991 when my husband
Bruce Forde and several other men from the Seattle-based Deep
Sea Fishermen's Union went to Washington, D.C. to lobby ITQs
initiation in the longlining industry. Thank you for hearing us then
and acting on that request.
My husband's father and grandfather fished and thrived under

the open access system. In light of today's fishing concerns for safe-

ty, discard, and economics, that system is antiquated. Today I am
here as a widow.
My husband Bruce Forde was a crew member of the Northwest

Mariner, a crabber, which capsized in January 1995, and all 6
crewmen were lost. I represent the invisible but real group of fam-
ily members, wives, children, siblings, and parents whose homes
and lives and beds are now empty. I oelieve this void exists in part
because of current lack of appropriate management of fishing re-

source in the crabbing industry.
The numbers tell the story. In 1993, 18 crewmen died off the

coast of Alaska; in 1994, 13; in 1995, 7 so far, my husband among
them. Since January 1st, 1990, the Bering Sea crab fleet has grown
from 162 to 255 vessels, an increase of 57 percent. Concomitantly,
fishing days on the crab grounds have declined, during that period
from 234 to 72 annually, a decrease of 320 percent. It does not take
a brain surgeon to recognize the adverse safety effects of the dra-
matic reduction of the fishing season.

I work in the health care industry where major transition is also

occurring. Our industry is also becoming increasingly prevention-
focused. Consider a busy intersection near an elementary school
without crosswalks or flashing red four-way stop lights. Month
after month, year after year, children's lives are endangered in

their walks to and from school. How many children's lives must be
forever changed from serious injury or lost until the community
recognizes the inherent safety benefits of the four-way stop.

Wnen regulatory agencies, government, failed to do their jobs ap-
propriately, citizen action groups are born. How can safety not be
an issue in this process? The safety of these men's lives and liveli-

hoods is an issue. In British Columbia where ITQs were enacted,
fishery officials cite the safety as No. 1 outcome.
Thank you for taking the time to recognize the vast research and

organizational groundwork that these diverse, yet for the most
part, collaborative industry groups have placed at your disposal. If

only health care reform were equally as straightforward.
Senator Stevens. Thank you very much. My son is on the beach

now, he is going back to school, but I have watched the statistics

of the North Pacific Crab fleet now for 17 years, because he has
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been a member of it, and every time I hear a report of a vessel

going down, I have a sinking feeling. I respect you for coming, and
thank you very much for your contnoution.

Let us turn now to another panel. Ronald Blake, owner/operator

of the Fishing Vessel Hunter; Paul Clampitt, Jack Knudtzen, com-
mercial fishermen. Fishing Vessels Association; Keith Whittemore,
owner of a Seattle-based construction company; Bob Czeisler, part-

ner of an IFQ fishing vessel, Margaret Lyn, I guess it is; and Chris
Fanning, President of the Alaska Crab Coalition, Glen Spain,
Northwest Regional Director of the Pacific Coast Fishermen's Asso-
ciations.

That is the order in which I have been given the cards, so lets

go that way through. Ronald Blake.

Mr. Blake. That is I. Mr. Stevens, Mr. Gorton, I am a third gen-
eration fisherman from Sitka, Alaska, and I started fishing on my
own boat 5 years ago. My brother and I went fishing and saved
$30,000. We went out and bought a boat and we went black cod
fishing, halibut fishing, fishing for seafood companies, abalone,
gray cod, dungeness crab.

Right now if we were to start fishing, we would not have been
able to buy a boat and go fishing under the current management
plans, because you have got IFQ's for halibut and black cod and
rock fish fishery (which is where we made most of our money).
They cut the quotas in half (that is the current year individual

quota is about half of their average catch). That is the direct result

of the moratorium on dungeness crab, and the trip limits on sea
cucumbers, and abalone because of the sea otters. When you go
fishing on a little boat, you do not have bycatch problems.

If you went black cod fishing with us, you could count the halibut
we catch on one hand the whole season. Because we are not out
there after 100,000 pounds of fish, we are setting the good grounds
because we are getting 15,000 pounds; that is a good trip.

The big boats, they are out to make money, they are raping and
pillaging, and they do not fish because they love to fish. I love to

fish. Under IFQs—they are talking IFQs for all the fisheries. I will

not be able to fish longline. I will have to do something else. I do
not have a college education, and there is lots of people that are
in this predicament.
The little guys in Alaska cannot afford to fly down here and talk

to you guys every time there is a meeting. They just cannot at-

tend—they would go under. Of the IFQs that were issued, the
poundage, 60 percent of the pounds were issued to people who have
not even fished in the last five years. It is a giveaway, that is what
it is, and you should give IFQs to fishermen, and now it is not for

the fishermen but the Doat owners. I guess that is basically it.

[Prepared statement Henry J. and Linda B. Blake follows:!
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Henry ]. and Linda B. Blake

1I04HPR#5
Sitka, AK 99835
(907) 747-0503

Fax: (907) 747-5047

May 5, 1995

If possible I would like to have my testimony on the record regarding the

reauthorization of the Magnuson Act.

I have been involved in the Alaskan fisheries in various capacities since 1962. I have

seen the results of many management programs and proposals. The current ITQ
management is the worst I have seen. It is a dramatic departure from the usual resource

management and sets a very dangerous precedent.

First let me say that the resource is basicaUy in good shape. Right now it is in a slight

cyclic downturn and does need protection.

There has been a tendency to have the fall halibut openings at the time of year when
the weather is the worst of the year. There also has been some conflict because the larger

processor ships have mostiy been kept fishing in the Bering Sea. The weather is worse there

and there is more area to fish. The other parts of Alaska have mostly been reserved for the

smaller boats which fish closer to their local areas. The fish they catch are delivered mostly

to local processors and processed in shore based processing facilities. The large ships mostiy

process their fish aboard and hold them until delivery of the finished product is made. This

can be done on the high seas in International waters.

Because the processor ships are usually run by hired skippers, they are under

pressure from the owners to make as much profit for the shareholders as possible. The
smaller boats are usually owned by the skippers. The small boat fleet is mostly composed
of skippers to whom fishing is more than a job, it is a lifestyle and an occupation they love.

They are the backbone of most Coastal communities of Alaska. The fish they deUver for

processing is the basis on which most of the economies of these communities are based. The
crews that are hired to process the fish, the businesses and employees who provide goods and

services to the fishermen, and the crew members hired by the fishermen are what make up
most of the communities. The smaD boat owners know the local area very well, they can set

their gear where it will catch the most fish of a given specie. They are better able to carefully

release fish they are not targeting, before the fish have been hauled aboard. By nature of
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the business the fishermen are competmg to catch the most fish possible, so the skippers tend

to be independent and self-reliant. This makes it difficult for them to work together and

present a unified voice to make their concerns heard.

The ITQ management has been tried in several areas of the world and has always

resulted in the consolidation of the quotas in the hands of the corporations which have the

money to buy the quotas. It has resulted in loss of jobs to crew members. It has also

resulted in great harm to the resources. In fact, it is the factor most responsible for the

annihilation of the Atlantic Cod fishery in Canada. This fishery had been viable for over 500

years, until it was put under ITQ management.

By the nature of the program, it creates personal property and gives that property to

individuals who own a specific amount of fish each year. There is no bidding on the resource

and no provision for anyone not owning quota shares to catch fish. The shares were given

to the owners of the boats which delivered fish in specific years which began almost 10 years

age. It created a system while it was in the development, which encouraged more vessels to

fish in case they might need to in order qualify to get the quota shares. And still 67% of

those receiving shares have not fished in 5 years, if at all. This system rewards those who

have fished illegally and not been caught, because it is based on the amount of fish sold.

However, the net result is that boat owners are allowed to catch only about half the

fish they were catching before the program. There are also many small boat owners who did

not own boats during the chosen years who do not get quota shares. Some bought their boats

with the belief that the shares would go to the current owner of the vessel because they had

to buy boats with a history of fishing before 1989 (There was supposed to be a moratorium

on new boat entrants in the fisheries.) This means that there are numbers of small boat

owners who have fished up to 5 years and now do not receive any quota shares. Some boat

owners who have fished up to 10 years and now cannot earn a living doing so. Some do not

get any quota and some do not get enough quota to make it feasible to fish their shares.

The results which are already seen are the reduction in income to the crew members
who are lucky enough to even have jobs. Formerly, the usual income to a crew member was

In the neighborhood of 8%-10%, now they may receive 2 l/2%-l 1/4%. Some skippers work

together and fish their quota shares together with no hired crew members.

Additionally, many who would have delivered the fish in the local area take the fish

to Seattle or Canada because they can usually get more money for their fish for doing so.

In addition, there is the problem of those who throw away legal but smaller fish (this is called

hygrading). The larger fish are worth more per pound ($2.10 per pound for halibut over 40

lbs and $1.60 per pound for those under 40 lbs. at a local processor yesterday). My husband

recently witnessed this happening and tried to contact those responsible for enforcement.

And we also see that the local people who work at the processors are not getting the

hours of work that they were used to getting in prior years. Local businesses are also seeing

a decrease in sales. This, is in addition to the fishermen who have lost not only because they

did not get IFQs but have also lost nearly all the rockfish to the IFQ program. Now the

shrimp and other fisheries are getting increased pressure from these fishermen who are

trying desperately to find a way to survive.

Besides these problems with the program, there are some basic issues which have not

really been addressed. The program tramples on the free enterprise system that made our

country great. The constitutional question of requiring vessels to contact local ports in
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Alaska before leaving the state is one question. This is clearly a violation of the

Constitutional prohibition on requiring a vessel traveling from one state to another to clear

claims in one state before going to another state. The enforcement is so expensive and almost

impossible to assure. The Catcher processor ships can easily transfer fish on the high seas

and there is no way to know what they caught or sold.

Additionally, the way the CDQ program is set up is not right . This gives the

processor vessels from the Bering Sea quota in all areas of the state. And at the root is the

basic question of what right does any agency have to virtuaUy give any public resource to any

group of people. In addition, the way the Council and the Commerce Department ignored

the niunerous and overwhelmingly critical comments and letters they received during the

hearings should not have been possible. If the program were just a regular limited entry type

program it would have been better. There were many suggestions about programs which

would solve the problems perceived without the negative and destructive effects of the IFQ
or ITQ management program. We have already seen that the Halibut Commission

biologists recommended a TAC (Total Allowable Catch) reduction from last year's and

because, in part at least, of the pressure the TAC was set at a higher level than the biologists

recommended. Is this a pattern which we should expect to see in the future, with so much
pressure that the TAC may be left at a dangerously high level because of pressure from quota

shareholders?

This program is totally unnecessary, the constitutionality and legality is questionable

at best. It is potentially destructive to the resource and to fishermen who have been fishing

the fisheries. The destruction of the resource results from hygrading and in Canada there

have been instances where loads of halibut were thrown overboard because the price went

down while the fishermen were out fishing. So they wanted to wait to use the ITQ until the

price went back up. The program allows a quota share holder to catch 10% more than the

amount of quota he is supposed to catch. All of this results in a potential catch and kill of

much more than the quota allowed.

The program should be abolished because the way the program is organized it is

extremely expensive and destructive. As to those who have purchased quota shares, it is part

of the program that there are no guarantees to anyone buying or qualifying for the shares.

In addition, the financial harm to them is small compared to the harm to the Alaska

fishermen, their crew members, and to the communities which rely on the income generated

by the fisheries. And those who would be hurt by the system are less able to survive the

damage than those who were able to buy quota shares.

Yours for a fr'ee society.

Linda B. Blake
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Senator Stevens. Thank you very much. I do appreciate your
contribution, and one of the reasons we are taking a look at the

IFQ guidelines are because of the things you have just said.

So to move on Paul Clampitt and Jack Knudtzen. Are the two
of you here? Who is who?
Mr. Clampitt. I am Paul Clampitt. I am a State of Washington

commercial fisherman. I appreciate the opportunity to talk to you
two and to Gorton. I have written you many letters. Maybe you rec-

ognize my name, out it is a real pleasure to speak to you person-

ally.

I would just like to say that I have heard a lot of things here
against this ITQ program and a lot of things in favor, but I guess
my main emphasis is that we should let this program have a
chance to stand on its own feet and see how it works out.

I guess I am mainly concerned about the parts of the bill that
might change our current program. If you want to fiddle with other
people's pro-am before they are implemented, before they were on
paper, that is one thing; but we have worked on this program since

1980.
I am talking about, I started as a deckhand in 1979 and I was

a part of the process that brought about the halibut moratorium,
and that was shot down because it could not be traded. Commerce
department said if you cannot trade, somebody cannot get into fish-

ery—^you cannot have that. We went to a license limitation system
which the Council threw out because they believed it would not
solve our problems. It would not solve our problems of the bycatch.
It would not solve our problems of safety issues.

Finally, 1995, which is 15 years fi"om 1980, we finally have a pro-

gram that has been turned over, and over, and over, and changed
and microscopically looked at. There are enough provisions in tnis

thing, I believe too many, but we are willing to accept the restric-

tions so that we can maintain a fishery that maintains historical

structure. I believe PSPA overstated the changes that are going to

occur.

When you have a 1 percent ownership cap, in some areas halibut
ownership cap, if you sell quota, if you sell it, the next generation
has to be on board to fish that quota. I do not see Rainier Pacific

buying this thing out so the president of the company has to fish

on board this boat and own 0. 5 percent. I do not believe that is

going to happen.
I am concerned about the provisions in the Magnuson Act that

might make any changes in our program before it has gotten a
chance to really work.

All it is going to do is bring up more litigation. It gives the law-
yers a chance to say hey, you guys did not look at this thing care-
fully enough. We are going to have to bring this in front of the
courts again. And we just passed one bill through the courts, and
we have another one to go through. At least this program should
have a chance to go forward without being tinkered vnth it. Let us
see how it works, and I do not want to chance any more lawsuits
to be brought against it.

Senator Stevens. Do you have comments?
Mr. KNUDTZEN. Senator Stevens, I am in the same Fishing

Vessels Owners Association in Seattle. Last year we had a com-
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bination black cod and halibut opening on September 12th in the
Gulf of Alaska. First day was not bad, but the second day was 60,

70 miles an hour. We participated in a mayday capsized boat went
down, but there was no loss of life, thankfully. In the year before

we had a halibut only in the western Aleutians.

We were pass fishing that night in 60-mile an hour winds with
the current running up against to 30-foot sea, seas coming from
every which direction, but it was the only shot we had the entire

year. Point being, we should not have been fishing, but fishing

being what we are, the only chance we had, we have to go for it.

I have been doing that for 42 years, and it just does not make
sense any more. People should not have to fish in that kind of
weather. I got my start fishing the old-fashioned way. I fished with
other people for a number of years, saved my money, when my dad
retired, I bought his boat a quarter at a time. In those years we
fished anywhere from 8- to 10-month seasons, I would put out a
longline, come home for a week, but you cannot do that. Those days
are gone forever.

It was not too many years ago we could black cod fish for 12

months a year in southeastern Alaska. Last year the entire cod
season for the entire Gulf of Alaska was 12 days, the derby system.
Maybe Greenpeace likes it, maybe Tom Casey likes it, but I think
it is a mess. If you got a bunch of people and sat them down for

a couple days, you could not come up with a worse system than the
derby system. Just poor quality fish, the safety factors, all the gear
left on the ground.
One other thing I would like to comment on is the conflict of in-

terest. We have got especially one newspaper in Seattle editorial-

izes once a week about what a horrible thing it is and a huge con-

flict of interest on the North Pacific Fisheries Management Coun-
cil. They like to point out at one time there was as many as four

vessel owners serving there, but what they failed to point out,

these people represented different gear types and different species,

and to put it mildly, we were not the best of firiends.

Senator Stevens. See what they say about me. Do not take it to

heart. Jack. [Laughter.l
Mr. Knudtzen. I have been doing it for 42 years. I g^ess I am

losing patience. It is really hard to deal with new people who show
up and say well, I do not know what you are doing, but I am just
here to learn. To me, it is important to have people who are in-

volved on the Council. I think conflict of interest is way overblown.
The important thing is balance, so what if you have four vessel

owners? They are not going to send each other Christmas cards.

The only thing they have in common is that they are vessel owners.
As long as that balance firom all facets of the industry, that is the
important thing. Thank you.
Senator Stevens. What do you do about balance if this young

man from Sitka has not been fishing in the past 5 years and is not
entitled to get an allocation under your plan because his historical

catch does not figure in?
Mr. Knudtzen. I first testified on limited entry halibut in 1978

and 1984 black cod. This is the most well advertised, prolonged
program. We almost had a moratorium in 1983.
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Senator Stevens. Historical catches do not count the last five, 6

years, do they? Do they, or do they not? They do not.

Mr. Knudtzen. Up until the last 5 years, they do not.

Senator Stevens. For the people involved in the last 5 years, you
put them on the beach. All we sav in our bill is, within 3 years you
have to comply guidelines for ITQs, sort of like national ITQ stand-

ards. That is the only thing that impacts your ITQ plan—that one

f)rovision says within 3 years, you have to comply with these guide-

ines. What is wrong with that?

Mr. Knudtzen. Are you saying that when we consider any kind
of limited access—any kind of limited program, we should wait 20
years to implement it?

Senator Stevens. I have been around for 20 years. We did not

overturn this plan. Several people say we overturned the plan.

Read the bill again.

Keith Whittemore?
Mr. Whittemore. That is me. Thank you. Senators. I am a com-

mercial fisherman and boat builder. Today I am here as an owner
of Seajack Marine, Seattle-based fishing vessel building company
for the past 2 years. I am here actually in support of CDQ program
and continuation of it.

For the last 2 years, we have been working with Aleutian Pribilof

people and Yukon Delta people on a 2-phase program. First is de-

sign and development of small inshore fishing fleet for the commu-
nity members to operate. The second is a training program to train

them to maintain and repair actual new construction of the vessels.

The program has two phases; One, apprentice program here in our
shop in Seattle; Second, in support of construction program of

Avtech in Seward.
Clearly on a new construction basis, we have—it is good business

for us in a time when there is very little new construction. It has
been a wonderful influx of capital and labor hours, and work for

our guys and Seattle communities businesses that support us.

As far as the whole program, I have worked with these people
with 2 years. It is my belief that opportunities of the CDQ program
for training, fishing, and employment will have long term benefits
for everyone, and should continue. Thank you.

Senator Stevens. Thank you. Mr. Czeisler?
Mr. Czeisler. My name is Bob Czeisler, and I am on the board

of the Independent Fishermen for Fair Quota, and I am also a part-

ner in the Margaret Lyn and the Ocean Phoenix. Margaret Lyn is

a 98-foot fishing vessel that started fishing, delivering groundfish
in Kodiak. She started the groundfish fishery. She also helped de-

velop, through the Alaska development foundation, the flatfish fish-

ery off of Kodiak, and we are very much in favor of fishing quotas
for individual boats based on historic participation, and we are so

because we feel that safety issue is a major factor and concern to

us.

We fish for at-sea processors and are pitted against factory trawl-
ers. With 98-foot boat we have to fish. The pollack fishery starts
January 26th in the wintertime, and that is the spawning season.
That is the high value fish. Every year there is a 10- to 15-day pe-
riod of time when the weather gets to the point where there is icing
spray and dangerous conditions, yet if that stormy period of time
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is during that 24-day period of time, we are forced to fish in ter-

rible weather. It is unsafe at times, and yet we are forced to do so

because of the competitive nature of the fishery.

We are pitted against much larger boats, so we are concerned
and want to have individual fishing quotas so we are not forced to

do that. The spawning season is roughly 65 days. We would then
stay in a safe harbor and not fish for that 10 or 15 days of stormy
weather and instead would wait that storm out but still be able to

take our quota during that 65-day period. Now, instead we are

forced to fish during those terrible winter storms.
There was an earlier speaker on factory trawlers. We are not a

factory trawler; we are a 98-foot boat. We feel we can maintain our
share better if we were to get a quota share against the factory

trawlers. We see quota shares based on historic participation as a
way to prevent factory trawlers from having an even larger share
of fishery.

Also I wanted to comment about the increased value of the fish

and whether or not we should have a moratorium. Right now CDQ
is a fonn of quota share. Factory trawlers competetively bid for the
right to harvest and process these quota shares. Each winning fac-

tory trawler gets a quota share and then can fish whenever it

wants. For that right, that vessel is willing to pay more for

uncaught fish that is still in the water than what we as fishermen
get for catching and then delivering the fish at sea to a mother
ship or at shore to a shorebased processor.

We get less during the derby fishery than factory trawlers are
willing to pay for fish in the water, and that shows there is an in-

creased value to the fishery when there are individual quota
shares. We want that to be expanded, not just the CDQs, 7 percent
of the pollack, but all 100 percent. It is a success story. It has
clearly increased the value, and we want to expand it.

Finally, in terms of just one point of bureaucracy that you men-
tioned, the Canada experience for quota shares is a good model.
Rather than having increased bureaucracy, they have privatized

the administration of the quota shares. They have set up a sepa-

rate corporation that monitors each individual boat's catch and
they have to report daily to this. They put out daily reports how
each vessel has done, and it has worked to the satisfaction of both
government and the fishermen. Then the Canadian fisheries only
sets the TAC and the bycatch, and all of the rest of it is done by
a private corporation which is funded by the fishing community,
and that is the way of going around the hiring freeze, and all that
is to be able to do it—privatize that.

Senator Stevens. We are going to look into that. Mr. Fanning?
Mr. Fanning. Senator Stevens, Senator Gorton, my name is Kris

Fanning. I am president of the Alaska Crab Coalition. Tom Casey
referred to us as the other group. We have been in existence since

1986. We are a conservation-minded group. In response to Tom
Casey, the reason we recommended moving the seasons to a later

date was threefold.

One, the quality of the product is highest at that time of year.

Discards are proven to have a lower mortality rate at that time of

year; and Three, a later crab season allowed us to combine para-
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dise with the crab season in order to reduce discards and mortality

and bycatch.
The ACC represents 60 boats. We support ITQ for a number of

reasons. No. 1 is safety. We are losing too many people. One per-

cent of our fleet sank in our last Opilia season. Actually, in the last

2 weeks of the season in January and February. It was either 7 or

8 lives that were lost; No. 2 is conservation; Tliird reason is IFQs
is better economics; Forth, would create more stability in the fish-

ing industry; and Fifth, the consumer benefits with a fresh product
for a longer period of time during the year.

I own three small crab boats. I had four, but one sank September
1st, 1993, while racing for an opening of a season in bad weather.
Five people were lost. I am in favor of the IFQ program myself We
must stop the race and insane way we are managing the fishery.

Thanks for the opportunity to speak today.

Senator Stevens. Mr. Spain, you are from Eugene, Oregon.
I did not notice that.

Mr. SPAIN. Good afternoon. My name is Glen Spain. I am the
Northwest Regional Director for the Pacific Coast Federation of

Fishermen's Association. We are a federation of 25 different mar-
keting and fishermen's associations collectively representing sev-

eral thousand individual fishermen and fishing families. We are
also the largest organization of commercial fishermen on the West
Coast. Our members deal daily with the Magnuson Act issues. I am
going to perhaps take a refreshing tack here, and not deal with the
intricacies of quotas and bycatch, but look at a much more fun-
damental issue; an issue that unless that is addressed is going to

make most of the rest of these discussions moot, and that is habitat
loss.

You may know that our productivity in terms of all of our fish-

eries all around the country is greatly reduced. More than 75 per-

cent of the landed catch are species that are highly dependent for

some part of their life cycle on near shore, estuary, or inland fresh
water conditions. That is very, very much the case all around the
country.

Certainly salmon is one issue here, but we have Gulf shrimp
problems, problems on the East Coast as well. Let me read a cou-
ple of quotes. This is from the national symposium on coastal fish

habitat, Baltimore, Maryland, 1991: "Over the long-term, nearshore
ocean and estuary fishery habitat, loss is probably the greatest
threat to marine fishery productivity throughout the United States.
Fisheries management will be moot if habitat loss and degradation
destroys the productive potential and the quality of our natural
marine resources."
Another quick quote. This is from a study done by Hinneman

and Safina, two well known scientists in fishing management: "The
increasing loss of fish habitat, to pollution, unwise development,
and other human activities is the single largest long-term threat to

the future viability of the marine fisheries of the United States.
Protection of habitat is the cheapest investment the Nation can
make to sustain productive fisheries."

I have prepared written comments on these issues as well as
some other comments on fishery management issues. I have also
got attached to these written comments language that is going
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around the Hill right now which would improve some of the habitat

language in both your bill, Senator Stevens, as well as your com-
panion oill in the House.
The language I have is actually in terms of the insertion points

in the House bill, but it applies equally well to the Senate bill. You
are going in the right direction with those issues. There is better

habitat language in both of those bills than ever before, but we
really have to move forward in that habitat direction.

The language, by the way, is from a group of conservation orga-

nizations called the Marine Fish Conservation Network. You might
be surprised that we fully endorse that language, so you have bi-

partisan support, which is a very good thing here. I would urge you
to continue moving in that direction.

I have also included a report we prepared for Congress in the
last session. Hopefully, you have received copies, but for the record,

it is a report called Marine Fishery Habitat Protection, a report to

the U.S. Congress and the Secretary of Commerce, prepared jointly

by our organization PCFFA the institute for Fisheries Resources
and the East Coast Fisheries Federation.

[Prepared statement of Mr. Spain follows:]
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My name is Gen Spain I am the Nonhwest Regional Director for the Pacific Coast Federation

of Fishermen's Associations (PCFFA), which is the largest organization ofcommercial fishermen on

the west coast PCFFA represents many of the thousands of hard working men and women ofthe

Pacific coast commercial fishing fleet who create jobs in our comnmnities and put food on America's

tables We are a regional organization with member associations fi'om San Diego to Alaska whose

individual members participate in every commercial fishery on the west coast We have worked with

the Magnuson Act since its inception, and are familiar with both its strengths and its weaknesses We

thank you for the opportunity to present testimony in this forum.

Overall the Act works well Particularly important in the process is regional decision-making in

which all interested parties may participate While there are occasional disputes over the composition

STEWARDS OF THE FISHERIES
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of the Management Councils, and some Councils do a better job than others, these flaws are largely

due to the individual strengths and weaknesses of its members, not to the Council concept itself The

Council process as a whole has been very important in crafting regional decisions which meet the

needs of local communities, and is one of the strengths of the Act.

However, there are also clearly flaws in the fishery management process, some of them serious.

Among these flaws are the following:

/. Noprotectionfor habitat — The Magnuson Act does not adequately protect habitat for aquatic

species. Yet habitat is the very foundation of all marine biological resources Without protection of

fish habitat, there is little point in the rest of the Act, as sooner or later this habitat ~ and the fish

species it supports — will be gone

Both fishermen's organizations and other conservation groups support amendments which would

provide a streamlined process for the protection of essential fish habitat. This can be built on the

fi^amework provided in this bill In particular, we strongly urge the following amendments

(a) a better definition of "essential fish habitat",

(b) The NMFS Habitat Program should be required to develop both general guidance for

identification and conservation of essential fish habitat, as well as specific recommendations for the

identification and conservation of habitat as part of individual fishery management plans,

(c) The individual fishery management plans should require provisions for the identification and

conservation of essential fish habitat,

(d) The Act should encourage the use of other NOAA programs in furtherance offish habitat

conservation, and.
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(e) A meaningful and effective process should be adopted for interagency consultation on projects

which may impact essential habitat.

Our organization has also endorsed proposed habitat protection amendments submitted by the Marine

Fish Conservation Network which are enclosed as (ATTACHMENT A). We urge their adoption.

They are timely and much needed

//. Needfor Reform ofManagement Council Membership and Elimination cf Conflicts of

Interest —

Assuring balance on the Councils: The Council composition does need in many cases to

become more balanced and more representative While we may disagree with some members of the

conservation community on how this should be accomplished, we do support amendments which

would assure more balanced representation on the Councils overall, particularly as between sport and

commercial interests. Even in Councils in which there is in fact an equitable balance, there is often

still the perception of bias or imbalance which causes unfortunate animosities to develop and fester

between interest groups Better numerical designation of appointmem slots may help cure these

problems. We also welcome the appointment of a certain number of public members (i.e., persons

not directiy participating in any fishery), provided those selections are on the basis of actual fisheries

expertise or experience.

However, we urge the Subcommittee to preserve one of the fimdamental points of the original

concept behind the Management Council structure — that the active participation of actual fishermen

in the management process is essential to good fisheries management It is only by their active

participation on the Council that fisheries managemem has the full benefit of their practical experience

and expertise The faa that they are also fishermen should be a qualifying, rather than a disqualifying,

factor In fact, fishermen have the most compelling possible reasons to look to the long-term

sustainability ofthe resource ~ certainly far more compelling than any other member of the general

public - as our lifestyle and our livelihoods depend on the future of that resource
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In spite of some notable failures in the Northeast, by and large the fishermen members of the

Councils have done a aeditable job, particularly here in the Pacific Fishery Management Council, and

have consistently served the long-term best interests of the resource. There are also some "public

members" who have done poorly in those positions Often it is the competence, conscientiousness

and expertise of the individual Council member which makes the diflference, not their affiliation.

Some additiional designation of experience requirements would help assure that competent Council

members are chosen.

Eliminating Conflicts of Interest: The above said, there still is a need to eliminate to the degree

possible any actual conflicts of interest in Council decision-making which might affect the impartiality

of decisions However, mere participation in a fishery should not be seen as a conflict in and of itself

that would disqualify a fisherman fi'om service. If that were the standard, no fishermen could ever

participate in the process, and their expertise would be utterly lost. This would likely result in poorer

management rather than better

As presently written in S 39 (pp 28-31), we are satisfied that pervasive conflicts of interest would

be eliminated by this procedure However, we are also open to other suggested amendments which

would accomplish the same purpose.

///. Conflicts in legal representation between Councils and NOAA — One of the problems that

we saw in this region with the Pacific whiting dispute a couple of years ago is that the Management

Councils are represented by the Office ofNOAA General Counsel - the same legal counsel as NOAA

itself Thus in a situation (like whiting) where there is a procedural dispute between the Council and

the Secretary, they are both advised and represented by the same attorney. This creates a conflict

of interest with considerable repercussions and which can result in inappropriate advice being

perpetuated throughout the regulatory process.

At a minimum, the Management Councils should be funded for and have their own legal counsel
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to work with them on an ongoing basis on these highly intricate and technically difiScult issues.

NOAA General Counsel would then have an independent review over the procedures to assure

compliance, and this independence would help assure that NOAA is not merely reviewing its own

decisions

IV. Prevention efoverfishing — There has been considerable discussion about whether or not the

Magnuson Act prevents overfishing. We would submit that the Act itself adequately provides for

such protections, but in the absence of the political will to take the hard steps necessary (both at the

Council level and by the Secretary) these safeguards are meaningless.

We could not support amendments which would allow the overriding of "maximum sustainable

yield" (MSY) as the biological bottom line. SustainabiUty truly is the bottom line. However, since

MSY is also defined in terms of "optimum yield," some definition of "optimum yield" also should be

adopted in the amendments This definition should also included measures to rebuild overfished

stocks to levels consistent with providing maximum sustainable yield. The fish necessary to rebuild

overfished stocks must be deducted fi-om allowable harvest levels defined as "optimum yield" so that

full rebuilding can be accomplished as soon as biologically possible.

We also see a real need for proactive stock assessment measures designed to detect the potential

for and to prevent overfishing in the first place. No one deliberately overfishes. Overfishing only

occurs when bad management takes place, for it is federal managers (and not fishermen) who set the

seasons Theprimary cause of overfishing, in our experience, has been bad data. Many decisions of

the Council must be made on the basis of data that is less than complete or based on pooriy

conducted sampling Of^en followup studies are incomplete or only barely adequate Thus

"overfishing" often cannot be predicted, but can only be detected after the fact, when it is akeady too

late and the options are then far more limited When harvest levels are based more on guesswork

than hard data, overfishing is inevitably going to occur, simply because bad decisions are going to be

made in spite of the best of intentions
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Therefore we urge the Subcommittee to fully fund the fisheries research and monitoring studies

that are essential to good resources management While uncertainties are inevitable, as they are in

all scientific analysis, the narrower our research makes the error bars, the fewer serious errors will

be made which result in overfishing.

Thank you for the opportunity to comment. We wiB have additional comments at a later date
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Comments of the Marine Fish

Conservation Network on H.R. 39

February 15, 1995

COMMENTS ON CONSERVING FISH HABITAT

The Marine Fish Conservation Network supports the provisions in H.R. 39 that

recognize the importance of conserving the habitat that is essential to the long term

well being of our fisheries. Both fishermen and conservationists support the

amendment of the Magnuson Act to provide a streamlined process for the protection

of essential fish habitat. Recognizing the existence of this common ground, a panel

composed of representatives from the fishing industry, major conservation

organizations, and state and national fishery management agencies has been working

to develop a legislative proposal aimed at better conserving fish habitat. The panel has

attempted to build upon the framework provided in H.R. 39. Our new proposal would:

1) Define "essential fish habitat" somewhat more narrowly than H.R. 39;

2) Utilize the expertise and resources of the NMFS Habitat Program to develop

both general guidance for the identification and conservation of essential fish

habitat, as well as specific recommendations for the identification and
conservation of habitat in the context of individual fishery management plans;

3) Preserve the traditional role of the Councils by calling for the adoption of

provisions for the identification and conservation of essential fish habitat as part

of each fishery management plan;

4) Encourage the use of other NOAA programs in furtherance of fish habitat

conservation; and

5) Create a streamlined and effective process for interagency consultation.

The language that follows represents our collective attempt to address the goals

set forth above.

SEC. 3. FINDINGS; PURPOSES; AND POLICY.

Page 2. Lines 18-23: delete existing text in lines 18-23 and insert the following:

Section 2(16 U.S.C. 1801) is amended -

by adding at the end of subsection (a) the following:

(9) One of the oreatest lono-term threats to the conservation of commercial and
recreational fisheries is the continuing loss of marine, estuarine and riverine habitats

on a national level. Habitat conservation must receive increased attention in the

management of fishery resources of the United States.
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Comments of the Marine Fish

Conservation Network on H.R. 39

February 15, 1995

SEC. 4. DEFINfTIONS

Page 5. Lines 5-7: delete existing text in lines 5-7 and insert the foHowing:

Section 3(16 U.S.C. 1802) is amended -

by inserting after paragraph (5) the following:

(38) The term "essential fish habitat" means anv waters necessary to fish for

spawning, breeding or growth to maturity.

SEC. 8. REGIONAL FISHERY MANAGEMENT COUNCILS.

Page 13. Lines 17-25 and Page 14.. Lines 1-2: delete paragraph (2).

SEC. 9. CONTENTS OF FISHERY MANAGEMENT PLANS.

Page 18. Line 14. insert the following:

Section 303(a) (16 U.S.C. 1853(a)) is amended -

by inserting in paragraph (2) after "location" the following:

"its essential fish habitat,"

Page 19. Lines 1-4: delete existing text in lines 1-4 and insert the following:

by striking paragraph (7) and inserting the following:

(7) identify essential fish habitat for the fishery, the significant threats to the

conservation of the essential fish habitat of the fishery, and the actions which should

be considered to encourage the conservation and enhancement of such habitat."

SEC. 10. AMENDMENTS RELATING TO MISCELLANEOUS DUTIES OF SECRETARY-
SEC. 304(h). ACTIONS BY THE SECRETARY ON HABITAT CONSERVATION.

Page 23. Lines 4-25 and Page 24 Lines 1-8: delete the existing text and insert the

following:

Section 304 (16 U.S.C. 1854) is amended ~

by adding at the end the following:

(h) Habitat Conservation.

( 1 ) The Secretary shall, within one year of the date of enactment of this

Act, establish guidelines to assist the Councils in the identification of
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essential fish habitats in fishery management plans (including the

significant threats to such habitats, and the actions which should be

considered to ensure the conservation and enhancement of such

habitats) and set forth a schedule for the amendment of fishery

management plans to include the identification of essential fish habitats.

(2) The Secretary shall provide each council with recommendations and
information regarding each fishery under its jurisdiction to assist it in the

identification of essential fish habitat, the significant threats to such
habitat, and the actions that should be considered to ensure the

conservation and enhancement of such habitat.

(3) The Secretary shall review other programs administered bv the

Department, and shall utilize such programs in furtherance of the

conservation and enhancement of essential fish habitat identified under

this Act. The Secretary shall assist federal agencies in carrying out their

duties under this subsection.

(4) Each federal agency shall first consult with the Secretary with respect

to any prospective action authorized, funded or carried out by such

agency that may adversely affect any essential fish habitat identified

under this Act.

(5) If the Secretary finds that an action authorized, funded or carried out

by a federal agency would adversely affect essential fish habitat

identified under this Act, the Secretary shall recommend to such agency
measures that can be taken bv such agency to conserve such habitat.

(6) If. after consultation with the Secretary, an agency does not adopt

a recommendation of the secretary under paragraph (5). prior to

undertaking the action it shall make a finding (together with a written

statement of the basis for such finding) that adoption of such

recommendation is inconsistent with other applicable law and that the

action of the agency is consistent with the conservation of such habitat.
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SUMMARY

The nation's 65 billion doOar commercial and sport fisheries have been put at risk as

a result of the continuing destruction of fish habitat in the nation's rivers, estuaries and

coastal ecosystems. This destruction has led to billions of dollars in lost revenue to the

nation, lost employment, lost food production, and lost recreational opportimities.

As habitats are effectively protected from inappropriate development and as

degraded watersheds are restored, we can reverse the loss of anadromous fish and

nearshore-dependent populations of marine fish and shellfish resources. Habitat protection

by the National Marine Fisheries Service (NMFS), the Federal steward of the nation's living

marine resources, can improve fishery habitat, including water qu2ility. If such a program

is vigorously pursued, we would expect at least a doubling of populations of anadromous fish

and other nearshore-dependent marine fish and shellfish of the "lower 48" states. This couid

produce $27 billion in annual economic output and more than 450,000 new jobs.

To accomplish this. Congress should:

Provide full funding for the staff and resource needs of NMFS to carry out its

fish habitat protection mandate;

Strengthen NMFS' stewardship authority, in an amended Magnuson Fishery

Conservation and Management Act, by giving it the power to modify actions

that would damage important fishery habitats; and

Extend the Regional Fishery Management Councils' and NMFS' authority in

the Magnuson Act to designate and protect important fish habitats.

The Secretary of Commerce should:

Require that NMFS provide strong national leadership for the protection of

fish habitats by 1) immediately creating a National Habitat Protection

Progrcun, 2) placing the Regional project/policy review staff and the Science

Centers' habitat research staff under the control of the Director of the

National Habitat Protection Program, and 3) directing that NMFS treat the

protection of stocks and the protection of habitats as the agency's primary and
co-equal missions; and

Direct the leadership of the National Oceanic and Atmospheric

Administration (NOAA) to provide real resource stewardship by focusing its

various coastal environmental quality-related programs on supporting habitat

protection objectives through their research, monitoring, synthesis, and
management activities.
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MARINE FISHERY HABITAT PROTECTION

According to the U.S. Congress: 'The evidence of the decline in the environmental

quality of our estuaries and coastal waters is accumulating steadily. The toll of nearly four

centuries of human activity becomes more and more clear as our coastal productivity

declines, as habitats disappear, and as our monitoring systems reveal other problems...The

continuing damage to coastal resources from pollution, development, and natural forces

raises serious doubts about the ability of our estuaries, bays, and near coastal waters to

survive these stresses. If we fail to act and if current trends continue unabated, what is now
a serious, widespread collection of problems may coalesce into a national crisis by early in

the next century." (MMFC 1989)

Nation-wide, a large proportion of coastal marine species appear to have declined to

vestiges of their former abundance. Hundreds of races of Pacific coast salmon are believed

extinct (Nehlsen et al 1991). Thousands of fishing-related jobs and income have been lost,

and fishing communities are being devastated because of reduced stocks due to both fishing

pressure and habitat loss and degradation. It is important to understand that nearshore

waters, including rivers and streams that drain to the coast, are essential nursery areas for

about 75% of the entire U.S. commercial fish and shellfish landings (as recognized by the

National Coastal Fish Habitat Symposium, Baltimore, MD, 1991), and for 81-89% of the

marine recreational catch of the "lower 48" states (USDC 1992a, USDC 1992b).

Degradation of these areas due to development, agriculture, and land use can destroy fishery

populations harvested far offshore.

Nearshore-dependent fish and shellfish (and their supporting ecosystems) are valuable

national assets. They contribute about $46 billion per yeai to the U.S. economy, support

more than 600,000 jobs, provide recreational pleasure for 17 million anglers, and provide the

nation's healthiest source of food. U.S. commercial fishing supported total economic output

(i.e., direct, indirect, and induced) estimated to be $50 billion in 1991 (NMFS 1992a) and

700,000 jobs (from NMFS 1992b). Since nearshore-dependent fish and shellfish make up

roughly 71% of the U.S. commercial landings by value (from Hinman and Safina 1992), they

should account for roughly $33 billion in annual economic output and 440,000 jobs.

Moreover, marine recreational fishing produces $15 biUion per year in economic output and

206,000 jobs (Fedler and Nickum 1994).

The National Marine Fisheries Service (NMFS) has been the Federal steward of the

nation's living marine resources since 1956. Its stewardship responsibility extends from the

headwaters of drainage basins supporting migratory marine species to the edge of the U.S.

Exclusive Economic Zone - 200 miles offshore. Federal agencies that construct projects or

authorize projects by others (through permit, lease, or license), which affect "waters of the

U.S." or adjacent wetlands, are required by the Fish and Wildlife Coordination Act to

consult with the Federal and state fish and game agencies on the effects of these activities.

NMFS is thus the "frontline" of the nation's defense of coastal ecosystem health through the

protection of U.S. living marine resources.

1
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NMFS* Director has spoken publicly on the importance of habitat protection, as

follows: "My central message today is that the protection of fish and wildlife habitats is a

national problem in critical need of attention—The assigimient of endangered and threatened

status to many species is symptomatic of the cumulative, ongoing nature of broad-based

habitat deterioration...Habitat loss and degradation are the major factors contributing to

endangerment and extinction...The war to conserve fish and wildlife habitats is being

lost...Fish and wildlife agency habitat protection programs are in need of expansion and

revitalization." (58th North American Wildlife and Natural Resources Conference,

Washington, DC, 1993) "...over the long term [nearshore ocean and estuarine fisheiy

habitat] loss is probably the greatest threat to marine fishery productivity throughout the

United States...fisheries management will be moot if habitat loss and degradation destroys

the productive potential and the quality of our living marine resources." (National

Symposium on Coastal Fish Habitat, Baltimore, MD, 1991)

NATIONAL FISH AND WILDLIFE FOUNDATION

"The Foundation believes that an enormous impediment to successful habitat

protection has been the lack of a unified national program...NMFS needs to: (1) establish

a formal National Habitat Protection Program (involving both effect assessment and research

components), (2) develop specific national and Regional strategies to guide the Habitat

Program, and (3) set goals, objectives, and specific program and funding levels for all

involved NMFS elements. Currently, Regional programs vary considerably and research is

pursued largely independent of effect assessment needs... there is far too little coordination

of research to meet the effect assessment information needs. Each regional management
and research component should be working as a team to accomplish jointly determined

activities to address the priority habitat issues of that region."

"The consultation process is one of NMFS' most effective mechanisms to protect

habitat; its use has resulted in the cancellation or modification of thousands of habitat-

damaging activities. Nonetheless, significantly more progress could be made if NMFS'
recommendations were more binding (and if the agency had sufficient staff to fully

participate in all significant potential development proposals)...The Foundation believes

Congress should...consider measures to improve the accountability of other federal agencies

to NMFS' trust resources."

The Foundation recommended that Congress increase NMFS' habitat staff by a total

of 138 (from 260, currently) and by S20 million (from S13.7 million), saying "...without

concerted action to protect and restore habitat, fisheries managers may find that depleted

stocks do not rebuild despite reductions in over-fishing; habitat will be the limiting

factor...Staffing is the primary impediment limiting the effectiveness of the Effect Assessment

component of NMFS' national habitat protection program...Effectively dealing with all

significant habitat issues would require a nationwide staff of approximately 300 biologists and

support staff, compared to the 65 NMFS now has...NMFS has no base funding for any type

of habitat research throughout the Gulf of Mexico and Caribbean, California, the Pacific
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Islands, or the Great Lakes. Moreover, support for almost half of the Program's 300

scientists and their research activities is dependent aimually upon competing for and securing

funding from other agencies. In the case of NMFS' priority research on wetlands functions

and organic contaminants' effects, 70 percent of funding comes from outside sources...The

Foundation's recommendation is far less than the total funding that will ultimately be needed

for habitat research." (NFWF 1992).

NATIONAL COASTAL FISH HABITAT SYMPOSIUM

"The increasing loss of fish habitat, to pollution, unwise development and other

human activities, is the single largest long-term threat to the future viability of the marine

fisheries of the United States...Protection of habitat is the cheapest investment the nation

can make to sustain productive fisheries..." (Hinman and Safina 1992). Recommendations,

later endorsed by the Regional Fishery Management Councils and the American Fisheries

Society, included:

"Add tougher habitat provisions to fishery laws...NMFS should be given regulatory

authority over projects that could severely damage fishery-supporting habitat..Congress must

stand solidly behind agencies charged with stewardship for living resources so that they may
effectively carry out the habitat protection laws Congress has enacted, by giving them the

poUtical and fiscal suppon they need to do their jobs...NMFS is the only federal agency

whose habitat-related funding has not increased over the past decade. In terms of buying

power, its funds have actually been cut in half while the need for NMFS' involvement has

grown dramatically with increased coastal habitat degradation. Under-staffed and under-

funded, NMFS is unable to fulfill its essential habitat conservation and stewardship mission.

Roughly 10,000 development projects are proposed each year, potentially affecting well over

400,000 acres of important habitat. NMFS biologists must review an average of 200 projects

each, making it impossible for the agency to adequately protect the public interest in

habitats. Research, including the critical areas of wetland functions and contaminant effects,

is similarly inadequately funded and staffed. Congress should give immediate consideration

to appropriating the resources recommended by the National Fish and Wildlife Foundation."

"Habitat conservation must be elevated to the highest level within each department

and agency, including...particularly the National Marine Fisheries Service...Create high level

habitat program leadership in NMFS/NOAA, ...elevated in stature to provide effective

program leadership, by establishing...an Office of Habitat Conservation. Its Director must

have full authority over the conduct of the agency's National Habitat Conservation Program,

including both research and management components throughout the agency's field

structure. Moreover, NOAA should create a Habitat Program Director, reporting to the

NOAA Administrator, to provide policy direction and coordinate NOAA's many habitat-

related programs." (Hiimian and Safina 1992)
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INSPECTOR GENERAL, DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE

'There is growing concern about the future economic prospects of industries that

depend on abundant fish and shellfish stocks. Many of the past assessments of declining

stocks have cited overharvesting as the primary reason, but we found that there is growing

concern within NMFS and the fishing industry that overfishing is being overshadowed by an

even more significant threat: loss of fish habitat. These views do not diminish the

importance of properly managing the number of fish caught each year, but emphasize that

many fish stocks are now facing a double jeopardy, not only on the open seas where they

are overharvested but also along the shore where their breeding areas are disappearing."

"Since the loss of marine habitat is perhaps the greatest long-term threat to the

productivity of U.S. fisheries, we believe that a strong habitat protection program -

integrated with habitat restoration and fishery management - is essential for the health of

our living marine resources and the economic survival of the U.S. fishing industry...If the

Department is to play a major role in protecting the habitats of marine resources and in

reversing the current trends of declining fish populations, a national policy, along with

dedicated NOAA leadership, needs to be clearly articxdatcd...NOAA's leadership must be

more involved in marine fisheries issues, ...and NMFS' leadership must provide stronger

national direction." Recommendations included: seek stronger legislative authority,

determine the appropriate staffing and resource levels needed to fulfill existing mandates,

and give NMFS' national habitat program director the authority to oversee regional program

priorities and control of program funds. (USDC 1994)

PACIFIC COAST FEDERATION OF FISHERMEN'S ASSOCIATIONS

"Our biggest disappointment with Magnuson [Magnuson Fishery Conservation and

Management Act], and a major flaw in the Act, has been its lack of jurisdiction over fish

habitat which is critical to the health of many of the nation's marine and anadromous fishery

resources...it is time for more than lip service about conserving and managing our nation's

fisheries. Under Manguson, the regional councils and Commerce were empowered to

regulate and phase-out foreign fishing; they were empowered to regulate domestic

fishermen. But they have been powerless to deal with the loss of fish habitat. If this nation

truly seeks to conserve and manage its fish and shellfish resources ~ and the livelihoods of

fishermen who depend upon its abihty to do so - then fisheries jurisdiction must be

extended to fish habitat...Extending fishery jurisdiction to fish habitat should be neither

onerous, nor burdensome,nor costly. Providing the regional councils, acting through NMFS,
with the same type of consultative authority presently afforded agencies charged with species

recovery under Section 7 of the Endangered Species Act, would be an important first step

in protecting fish habitat and making the Magnuson Act an effective tool for fisbeiy

conserv'ation and management."
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CONCLUSIONS

Initiating a National Habitat Protection Program having adequate staff, funding, and

legislative authority would not only reduce additional losses of habitat, fishery resources,

income, jobs, seafood, and recreational opportunities; it would generate major economic

and social benefits to the nation. Under committed leadership, vigorous operation of such

a program would improve both habitat and water qujility thus increasing marine fishery

populations. In fact, we believe that nearshore-dependent populations of at least the lower

48 states could be doubled as a result of effective habitat protection. By our estimates, this

would produce: SI billion per year to the men and women of our commercial fishing fleets,

$12 biUion in economic output from related industries, and more than 250,000 new jobs;

and nearly a doubling of recreational fishing that generates $15 billion in economic output

and 206,000 jobs (Fedler and Nickum 1994). Full funding of a National Habitat Protection

Program is projected to cost $60 million per year (NFWF 1992). Over the long term, a

sound economy depends on maintaining a sound environment. Therefore, protecting our

aquatic environment is essential to the nation's well-being.

RECOMMENDATIONS

The nation's 65 billion dollar commercial and sport fisheries have been put at risk as

a result of the continuing destruction of fish habitat in the nation's rivers, estuaries and

coastal ecosystems. This destruction has led to billions of dollars in lost revenue to the

nation, lost employment, lost food production, and lost recreational opportunities. The
Congress and the Administration need to make a serious commitment to the protection of

those habitats and ecosystems that determine the futtire productivity of fish and shellfish

resources of the U.S. If this commitment is made, at least a doubling of anadromous fish

other nearshore-dependent marine fish and shellfish populations of the 'lower 48" states can

be expected. This could produce $27 billion in atmual economic output and more than

450,000 new jobs.

To accomplish this. Congress should:

Provide full funding for the staff and resource needs of NMFS to cany out its

fish habitat protection mandate;

Strengthen NMFS' stewardship authority, in an amended Magnuson Fishery

Conservation and Management Act, by giving it the power to modify actions

that would damage important fishery habitats; and

Extend the Regional Fishery Management Councils' and NMFS' authority in

the Magnuson Act to designate and protect important fish habitats.
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The Secretary of Commerce should:

Require that NMFS provide strong national leadership for the protection of

fish habitats by 1) immediately creating a National Habitat Protection

Program, 2) placing the Regional project/policy review staff and the Science

Centers' habitat research staff under the control of the Director of the

National Habitat Protection Program, and 3) directing that NMFS treat the

protection of stocks and the protection of habitats as the agency's primary and

co-equal missions; and

Direct the leadership of NOAA to provide real resource stewardship by

focusing its various coastal enviroimiental quality-related programs on
supporting habitat protection objectives throu^ their research, monitoring,

synthesis, and management activities.
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Senator Stevens. Thank you very much. Slade, do you have a
last comment?
Senator Gorton. This has been extremely productive, and I

know everyone thanks you, Ted, for coming to Seattle.

Senator Stevens. I am glad to come and I am pleased everybody
has shown up. I hear, however, some discordant notes and must
tell you I feel either we get this bill this year or we don't have a
shot at it until 1997. You do not pass bills like these in election

years. There are too many considerations involved. There are some
discordant notes here, and I would urge you to take a look at our
bill again.

I do not think it does what a lot of people here today say it does.

It does not stop the halibut/sablefish ITQ plan. That is in place. It

may require some changes, depending on how the ITQ guidelines
are adopted; but those cnanges would come about any way, in my
opinion. It does not stop the plan. It does not put a moratorium on
it, but it does really mean that we are going to use that plan as

a test bed.
It is a national test bed that has been announced by the adminis-

tration and by Congress, too. We either get this bill in place
though, or by the time we get around it, we will be dealing with
a chain of circumstances in the North Pacific, and we may well be
dealing with some of the situations that are taking place in New
England.
We do not have any overutilized species in the North Pacific

right now. We will have before long if we keep up this race for the
fish and excess gear keeps coming in to our waters to the extent
that it is coming in now. The increase in the number of vessels has
been documented here two or three times today.

I urge you all to take a look at the situation. If we do not get
this bill by the end of the session you will not see a bill until Au-
gust 1997 at the earliest.

Now, those of you who have criticized the bill, however, have said
you want a bill and I do not think a mere extension of Magnuson
Act for another 2 years would be much of an answer to keep us
from being on the verge of New England as far as fisheries are con-
cerned by 1997. I urge your cooperation and thank you very much
for coming.
[Whereupon, at 1:20 p.m., the hearing was adjourned.]
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Material Submitted for the Hearing Record

o RESPONSE TO QUESTION REGARDLNG ITQs AND BYCATCH

INDIVIDUAL accountability REDUCES BYCATCH

The overall key benefit of an ITQ program is that it establishes a system of mdividual vessel

accountability for bycatch.

Under the current open access system, essentially two quotas are set for the entire fishery-

one for the target species and one each for the bycatch species. A season is set, and everyone

races to catch the target species quota as quickly as possible-before the next guy does. While

the fleet is busy catching target species, of course, the total catch of a bycatch species is being

scored against the overall bycatch quota for the fishery. Once the bycatch quota for a species

is reached, the entire fishery is shut down, regardless if one vessel did better on bycatch than

another and regardless of whether the full target species quota was caught. In other, words,

there is no incentive for individual boats to take special steps to minimize bycatch because

everyone wins or loses together

In strong contrast, within an ITQ managed fishery, each individual vessel would hold

individual target and bycatch species quotas. Once a vessel's bycatch quota is reached, then

only that vessel—not the fleet-would be shut down. The penalty, of course, is not being

unable to fully harvest the target species quota share for which that vessel may have paid a

great pnce. The only remedy—to purchase more bycatch quota—would also be expensive and

render the vessel's catch less cost competitive in the market. Thus, each vessel has a very

strong economic incentive to be individually accountable for its bycatch so that it can fully

harvest the target species quota

From a practical, operational standpoint, individual accountability for bycatch under an ITQ

system creates the strong incentive and opportunity for vessels to slow the pace of the fishery

m order to (1) avoid the harvest of bycatch it cannot utilize, (2) reduce the mortality of

fish that cannot be utilized as well as prohibited species required by law to be discarded,

and (3) increase the utilization of the catch (other than prohibited species).

(1) AVOID THE BYCATCH

Bycatch species, such as king crab, halibut or salmon, for example, are often encountered in

distinct concentrations in distinct areas and seasons, while they can be entirely absent in other

areas and seasons. A negative consequence of the open access race to catch target species is

that no one has the time to avoid those concentrations of bycatch species

Vessels cannot take the time to move around the vast fishing grounds to find areas of low

bycatch concentrations because that time directly diminishes fishing time- fishing time that a

competitor boat will be using to catch more of the overall target species quota. Similarly,

vessels cannot delay their fishing until some later date in the season when concentrations of

bycatch species may dissipate and allow for "cleaner" fishing. The consequence of such

highly competitive, "pulse fishing' is to discourage exploratory fishing and exacerbate

localized depletion.

(337)
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Again, because we do not have the time to move or delay our tlshmg withm the season, the

bycatch quota is frequently reached before the target species quota is reached. Thus, the

opportunity to harvest the full allowable quota of a target species is lost for the year at great

cost to the industry This, by the way, is another form of waste we dont hear much about-

wasting the sustainable yield of target species

Conversely, an ITQ system that incorporates individual quota shares for both target and

bycatch species allows all participants to slow the pace of the tlshery—allowing them to move

away trom and avoid concentrations of bycatch species or to wait until such concentrations

dissipate dunng the season. In any case, the result is to reduce the rate of bycatch allowing

for the total bycatch quota to be reduced. It will also provide for the full harvest of the target

species quota.

(2) REDUCE MORTALITY OF BYCATCH

Slowing the pace under an ITQ fishery also allows a vessel to exercise a number of options

with regard to tlshing techniques-such as reducing the amount of tlsh in the cod end through

slower and shorter tows, expenmenting with gear modifications, and changing net mesh

sizes- all of which can substantially reduce the mortality of bycatch.

(3) INCREASE UTILIZATION OF BYCATCH

In the valuable roe tishenes, for example- such as for pollock and rocksole- bycatch

utilization is a particular concern. In these fishenes the season is constrained not just by how
fast the quota is reached, but also by the biological availability of the roe. In the rocksole

fishery, for example, quality roe fish are available for a penod of about 10 weeks

However, under open access the rocksole quota is currently reached in about 4 to 5 weeks,

half the time the roe fish are available Thus, vessels are forced to financially maximize their

operations by committing their entire processing capacity to handling only the maximum
value product- those rocksole with roe All other less valuable fish including small male

rocksole. Cod and Pollock, end up discarded (e.xcept in the case of Tysons which brings in the

Cod bycatch to Kodiak)

Under an ITQ system, however, the same quota of roe rocksole fishery could be taken over a

10 week penod- more than twice the current fishery The result of slowing the pace to a ten

week season is that vessels would have twice the amount of time to process the same amount

of rocksole More importantly, what this also means is that they would have the other half of

their time to process and utilize an equivalent amount of the bycatch that is now currently

discarded
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ROBERT GUDMUNDSON, FISHERffiS MANAGER,

NORTH PACIFIC FISHING INC
,

AND PATHFINDER, USA, INC

COMMITTEE ON COMMERCE, SCIENCE, AND TRANSPORTATION

MARCH 18. 1995

THE SUSTAINABLE FISHERIES ACT

North Pacific Fishing and Pathfinder USA operate the catcher/processor vessels

AMERICAN NO 1 and F/V PATHFINDER which participate in the groundfish fisheries

of the North Pacific. One of these vessels is a trawler; the other is a longliner.

While we are concerned with many of the aspects of S. 39, we wish to confine our

comments here to two issues: 1) the proposed National Standard regarding fishery

dependent communities, and 2) the proposed Magnuson Act provision to measure actual

weight and numbers offish harvested, or total catch measurement, rather than estimated

harvest. (S. 39, page 71.)

Fishery Dependent Communities;

The National Standards, which should be the heart of the Magnuson Act, have devolved

into advisory status. The proposed new National Standard is ambiguous but it appears to

allow preference to some citizens and communities over others. If a preference for fishery

dependent communities is enacted. Congress should define fishery dependent communities

to include:

"all villages, districts, towns, municipalities, regions, or distinct areas

which are dependent on fishery activity regardless of geographic

location, or the race, color, or creed of the residents of the region. A
district or region may be fishery dependent regardless of the economic

activity of surrounding communities."

We are concerned that a district such as Ballard, Washington, which is surrounded by a

large municipality, could be considered not fishery dependent regardless of its long history

in the Pacific Ocean Fisheries.

Any new National Standard should strengthen National Standard 4's prohibition of

discrimination between residents of different states.

Total Catch Measurement

This issue was brought up by the North Pacific Fishery Management Council in September

of 1994 under the name Total Weight Measurement The Council chose to only partially
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implement the proposal. We urge Congress not to mandate total weight measurement for

the same reasons it was rejected by the North Pacific Council.

The following are specific concerns and comments that we raised before the Council based

on the National Marine Fisheries Service Environmental Impact/Regulatory Impact

Review (EA/RIR) prepared for council consideration of the total weight measurement

1

.

The draft analysis prepared by the National Marine Fisheries Service (NMFS)

stated that, "NMFS cannot quantify the accuracy of current catch estimates..." In the

absence of an ability to assess the accuracy of the current system, there is no clear reason

to put a new system into place without reviewing studies of the accuracy of the current

system and comparing it to a proposed replacement.

The NMFS analysis stated that NMFS has several ongoing projects to do exactly that,

including:

a) Testing motion-compensated platform scales as a replacement for the current

hanging scales used by observers, and

b) a comparison of codend (net) volume estimates, volumetric estimates, and in-

line scale weights on the one catcher/processor that has all three methods of sampling

available to it (Draft EA/RIR, page 22)

While these studies may not answer every concern NMFS raised, the results would

certainly provide the Congress and Councils with more concrete data with which to

analyze total weight measurement proposals before mandating them by regulation or

legislation.

2. The NMFS analysis also noted that there was difficulty in achieving total weight

measurement accuracy standards in both shoreside and at-sea processing facilities. While

the analysis reported that Alaskan State weights and measures legislation mandated a 0. 10

percent accuracy standard for harvest weight scales at shore plants (EA/RIR, page 1 9),

this requirement is not practically enforced. The analysis stated that while certified scales

are required to be used by shoreside processing plants:

". . . due to limited resources . . . only scales in major ports are

certified. Many scales in processing plants have never been inspected

or certified .... There arc few shoreplants in Alaska in which all

scales pass annual performance tests . independent, licensed, and

bonded repair services do not exist in Alaska." (EA/RIR, page 9)

The NMFS analysis indicated the difficulties that shore-based processing plants experience

in maintaining accurate scales. Since many plants do not possess properly inspected

scales, it is difficult to conclude that catcher/processor and delivery vessels will have more
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success in meeting new scale requirements.

3. While the council considered increased observer coverage to provide better

monitoring of catch, there was no serious analysis of the cost of providing observer

coverage at all shore plants to monitor 100% of offloads using the existing scales. By

mandating total weight or number measurement. Congress will need to consider

mandating 100% observer coverage of all harvest on all vessels and at all shore plants to

give validity to the measurement. Currently the Act precludes such extensive coverage.

4. Another point of concern is the portion of the analysis that stated:

"Requiring hook-and-line vessels to bring all fish, except halibut,

onboard the vessel to be weighed prior to discard would increase the

mortality rate for any bycatch ..." (EA/RIR page iv.)

New policies that increase the mortality offish by requiring that they be killed in order to

assure their accurate weight assessment could be counterproductive to the conservation

and management of the resource. This would be true for both trawl and longline bycatch.

5 The analysis pointed out that headed and gutted product (H&G) vessels have

higher product recovery rates than surimi vessels, causing the catch weight estimates on

H&G vessels to be much more accurate than those on surimi vessels The Council

therefore understandably decided to require in-line scales only on surimi vessels and not

H&G vessels. This decision was particularly important since the analysis concludes that

the cost of modifying vessels to handle in-line scales would be most expensive on vessels

that are already crowded (Draft EA/RIR, page 37). Congress should be cautious about

overriding this decision.

6. NMFS biologists have indicated that improved accuracy is not necessary for

successful management of the fisheries. At the most, a total weight measurement system

would eliminate an unknown but "controllable source of error." (North Pacific Fishery

Management Council, Scientific and Statistical Committee minutes, April 1994, page 5 )

This error is however less than the error in stock assessments themselves.

While a new system of measurement may be necessary in order to implement individual

fishing quotas, it seems clear that this question of applying greater precision to catch

estimates is demanded in an analysis of the costs, benefits, and implementation of an

individual quota system, not as a separate legislated component of all fishery management

plans.

7. The NMFS Alaska Region already has what is probably the most comprehensive

and accurate system for monitoring fisheries harvest in the world. Given the uncertainty

of improved accuracy that can be achieved by changing from the current harvest

measurement system to a new system, and the lack of study review that assesses this

uncertainty, the Congress does not have the data available on which to base a cost benefit
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analysis of changing the current catch weight measurement system. Congress therefore

has no information with which to assess the value of a new system. We recommend that

prior to amending the Magnuson Act to require a total weight measurement, the Congress

ask the following questions:

a) What specifically is the accuracy of the current system compared to the

accuracy of the proposed system(s)?

b) Given that commercial catcher vessels, which are not equipped with scales

to measure total harvest weight, are used to survey the stocks, what accuracy exists in the

total stock assessment from a lack of scales? How does this impact the accuracy of

NMFS harvest calculations?

c) If a new system is put into place, how much will it improve stock

assessment and management? Is it worth the cost?

d) What would the economic or environmental gain or loss to the nation be

from implementing a scale system for total weight measurement?

As members of the industry we urge Congress to utilize NMFS resources to review the

accuracy of the proposed measurement requirements before mandating the industry's

expenditure of tens of millions of dollars or more in order to eliminate an unknown

problem.

Thank you for your consideration of these issues.

Robert Gudmundson
Manager, Fisheries Management
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FINAL
STATEMEMT OF THE

NATIOKAL OCEANIC AMD ATMOSPHERIC ADMINISTRATION
U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE

BEFORE THE

SUBCOMMITTEE ON OCEANS AND FISHERIES
COMMITTEE ON COMMERCE, SCIENCE AND TRANSPORTATION

U.S. SENATE

FIELD HEARING
SEATTLE, vn^SHINGTON

MARCH 18, 1995

The National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NCAA)

appreciates the opportiinity to present the views of the

Department of Commerce (Department) on reauthorization of the

Magnuson Fishery Conservation and Management Act (Magnuson Act)

and S. 39, the Sustainable Fisheries Act.

S. 39 includes major steps necessary in our efforts to build

sustainable fisheries. The Senate bill contains amendments to

the Magnuson Act that will improve the stewardship of our

Nation's marine resources.

NCAA believes that we must forge strong, even ironclad,

stewardship principles for inclusion in the Magnuson Act to

ensure we not only avoid future disasters but also reap the

maximum benefits, consistent with conservation of the resource,

from the fisheries for the Nation. By wisely managing fishery

resources for the greatest long-term benefits possible, we will

increase the Nation's wealth and, in turn, the quality of life
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for members of the recreational and commercial fishing industries

and dependent communities. Additional benefits of increased

jobs, increased economic activity and greater supplies of safe,

wholesome seafood will also be realized.

It is our belief that NOAA should seek to achieve the goal of

effective fisheries management by concentrating on two areas:

(1) refocusing on developing more and better scientific

information to guide policy development and fishery management

policies and planning, rather than lettipg controversy and

uncertainty drive decision-making, and (2)'- undertaking an

aggressive approach to stewardship of our trustee resources to

rebuild overfished stocks and maintain them at maximum

sustainable levels, thereby avoiding the enormous economic and

social consequences that accompany attempts to repair damage to

resources after it occurs. This means being conservative in the

management of fisheries today to assure sustainable levels of

harvests in the future. It also means the use of management

approaches that discourage both wasteful fishing practices and

the investment in more fishing vessels than are needed to harvest

the availcdile fish.

The first area of action can largely be accomplished through our

current authority. We have improved, and will continue to

improve, our scientific data collection activities, resource

surveys, biological studies, analyses and modeling of fish
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scocka, and advamced fishery predictions. Our proposed Fiscal

Year 1996 budget includes em increase of more than $23 million

for data collection programs, making them a top priority.

Progress in the second area is critical amd will require

amendment of the Magnuson Act, coupled with a refocusing of in-

house efforts, to achieve our goal of sustainable fisheries.

In order to achieve this second area of rebuilding and

maintaining stocks at mstximum sustainable leve^ls, we need the

help of Congress through amendment of the Magnuson Act . Many of

the provisions in S. 39 are major steps in the effort to ensure

effective stewardship. Foremost, we support strong attention to

conservation issues. We enthusiastically support measures that

will result in the termination or prevention of overfishing.

Recpairing action by a Regional Fishery Management Council within

one year of notification that a fishery is in an overfished

condition is a significant measure. Inclusion of provisions for

preventing overfishing and rebuilding programs that emphasize

maintaining stocks at, or restoring stocks to, their maximum

sustainable yield on a continuing basis is critical to ensuring

the long-terra productivity of fishery resources. We caiuiot

afford to continue the current practices permitted under the

Magnuson Ace, by which stocks are legally allowed to be fished

down to, and managed at, the point that overfishing occurs. We

can do better. The Nation deserves better.
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The Department supports strongly the concepts of identifying

essential fish habitat and providing for improved consultations

with other agencies. Regulatory measures alone will not restore

our fisheries. Measures to identify and protect essential fish

habitats will provide Che long-term foundation necessary to

sustain viable commercial and recreational fishing industries.

Any progress we make in addressing the issues of overfishing and

rebuilding depleted stocks will be short-lived if we do not

ensure adequate fish habitat. Given the importance of this

issue, we are pleased to note that representatives of the

conservation community and fishing industry have been working

together with NMPS towards enhancing habitat conservation as part

of this reauthorization. We support these efforts.

We also support the provisions in the bill that deal with

bycatch. Much like habitat degradation, this is a very serious

threat to achieving full benefits from our living marine

resources. Large bycatches of undersized and non- target species

have significantly reduced the populations of many of our marine

fish stocks and other marine organisms. Emphasis on bycatch

through a mandatory requirement for FMPs to contain information

on bycatch is well taken and essential in our view. In addition

to the provisions of S . 39, we recommend that a new National

Standard be included to require all fishery management plans to

minimize bycatch.

/
I

4
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In addition to these amendments, we need to, and will, seek

innovative ways to reduce bycatch. However, measures such as

incentives and harvest preferences must be designed carefully to

prevent "due process" problems. For example, we do not believe

chac such programs could prohibit some fishermen from receiving

allocations of, or access to, fish stocks because of their

individual bycatch levels without also providing for some sort of

administrative hearing in advance of an agency decision.

While the Department supports memy of the provisions in S . 39, it

is opposed to section 107 (h) that prohibits the Secretary from

issuing permits to authorize the catching or harvesting of

Atlantic mackerel or herring by foreign vessels before

December 1, 1999. The provision raises concerns from the

perspective of our international obligations. Additionally, the

provision may prevent establishment of joint ventures between the

U.S. fishermen and other countries for these species, is likely

to affect negatively our Governing International Fisheries

Agreement (GIFA) relationships, and may affect current fishing

agreements between the U.S. and other countries regarding U.S.

fishing in foreign waters.

NOAA supports the concepts contained in S. 39 of transitioning to

sustainable fisheries and fisheries disaster relief. These are

complex issues but we are prepared to work with the Committee to

develop meaningful and lasting solutions.
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NOAA strongly supports the inclusion of user fees associated with

individual harvest share programs as provided for in S. 39.

Establishment of an annual fee on the value of fish allocated

under individual harvest share programs, such as individual

transferable quota programs (ITQ) , would recover costs associated

with this specific form of management. Effective implementation

of ITQ programs requires additional strict enforcement and other

measures to ensure that the recipients of ITQs receive the

benefits that are expected to accrue from such programs. Since

such benefits will accrue directly to the holders of ITQs, to the

exclusion of others, it is more equitable to fund such measures

from fees paid by the beneficiaries of the program rather than

from the general receipts of the Treasury to which all taxpayers

contribute. Costs associated with administering ITQs are

substantial -- $3,5 million per year are estimated for the Alaska

halibut -sable fish program alone -- and should not be borne solely

by appropriated funds.

As part of its Fiscal Year 1996 budget request, the Department is

asking for authority to collect a fee on the value of the fish

authorized to be harvested under ITQ programs, similar to that in

S. 39. We estimate that such a user fee would generate

approximately $10 million starting in Fiscal Year 1996. It is

important that these fees be dedicated to the management and

conservation of marine fisheries, with a large portion of the

funds going back to the region from which they were derived.
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Specifically, the Department suggests that such funds be used for

programs important to, and directly benefiting, the fishing

industry, including: collecting, processing, and analyzing

scientific, social, and economic information; placing observers

onboard domestic vessels; improving enforcement; and educating

resource users

.

The Department supports inclusion of strong provisions that would

address the appearance or possibility of a conflict of interest

on the regional councils. While the provision in S . 39 is a step

in the right direction, we would like to work with the Committee

to develop appropriate language to strengthen this provision.

We urge the inclusion of a nationwide data collection program

similar to that proposed in last year's Administration bill, in

addition to the provision for a commercial fishing vessel

registration system contained in the bill. Current authority is

limited to the voluntary submission of data to individual fishery

management plan recordkeeping smd reporting provisions, or to

individual fishery data collection programs in advance of a plan.

To improve the management of marine fisheries, there is a strong

need to gather data in a consistent form and manner across the

Nation to provide an underpinning for the various analyses of

impacts that the Magnuson Act and other applicable law require.

The intent with such a program is not to increase the reporting

burden on fishermen; rather, it is to simplify and reduce it.
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One sicfnificant benefit of a nationwide program to fishermen

would be to prevent requirements for various logbooks that are

often redundant, complex, and duplicative of the same data in

different formats. This would allow the Secretary to integrate

the current data collection programs of NMFS, other Federal

agencies, the states, and the fisheries commissions into a

comprehensive and consistent nationwide data collection and

management system.

Thank you.
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North Pacific Fisheries Issues— 1995

HV in Congress consider Ae fishery management council as a pivotal mechanism in our national fisheries

managementprogram . . . you are to be the decision makers, you ar^the policy planners, you must evaluate past

performance and make changes ^necessaryfor die better, but you alone will be responsible to the fishermen and
to the ruinon, all people, ail of us. for the proper management of these fisheries resources ...

— Senator Warren Magnuson'

NoKTB PAcmc Fishery Management Council

The North Pacific Fishery Managenieiit CoundJ is one of eight regional councils established by the Magnuson Fishery Conservation

and Management Act in 1976 to oveisee managemenr of the nanon's fishencs. With junsdicnon over ihc 900,000 square mile

Exclusive Econotmc Zone offAlaska, the Council has pnmary responsibility for groundfish management in the Gulf of .-Maska (GOA)
and Bering Sea and Aleutian Islands (BSAi), including axt pollock. Qatfish. mackeral, sablefish. and rockfishspecies harvested

mainly by trawlers, book and line longliners, and pot fishsmen. The Council also makes allocaiive and limited entry decisions for

halibut ihough die VS. - Canada Imeniational Pacific Halibut Commission (IPHC) is responsible for conservation of halibuL Other

'.arge Alaska fisheries such as salmon, crab, and hening are managed primarily by the State of Alaska.

The Coundl has eleven voting mcmbeis, six &om Alaska, diree from Washington, one from Oregon, and a federal representative, the

.ijaska Regional Director ofNMFS. Tbe noo-fedeial vodng lueiiijeis represent state fisheries agencies, industry, fishing communides.
and academia. The Coundl also has four oao-vodng.niembers representing tbe VS. Coast Guard, U.S. Fish and-Wildlife Service, the

Pacific States Marine Fisheries Commission, and the VS. Department of State. The Council meets five to six times each year, four

3ines in communiiies around Alaska, and ooce m WashinglDn or Oregon. The Council's staff of eleven resides m Anchorage, Alaska.

The Council receives advice each meeting from its twenty-two member Advisory Panel (AP) represcntmg user groups,

enwomnentalists. and consumer groups, and from its tweive-meinber Scientific and Statistical Committee (SSC) of highly lespected

scientists who review all information brought to the CoundL

The decisions ofeach Council with respect to afishery managemera plan are, therefore, subject to a very limited

review by the Secretary. Thefactthat the Secretary would have reached a different conclusion on how to manage
a fishery does not justify the Secretary in substituting his judgmentfor that of the Council and disapproving the

plan. The Councils, not the Secretary, are to manage fisheries within their respective areas.
'

Each Council decision is made by recorded vote in public fonmi after multiple oppoitunines for public commenL Fuial decisions are

then rcfeired to the Secretary for a second review, pubhcxomment. and final approval. Decisions must pass a vanety of tests including

conformity with the Act, the Nahonal Environmcmal Policy Act OfEPA), Endangered Species Aa (BSA), Manne .Mammal Protection

Act (MMPA), and other applicable law including executive orders diat require cost-benefit analyses of any proposed regulatory

change. Regulatory changes can take up to a year or longer to implement, pardcularly ±ose that are complex and contentious.

' Comments at the first naaonal conference of regional fishery management councils in September 1976, Arlington. Virginia.
• Report No. 97-438. Oversight Report on the Magnuson Fishery Conservation and Management Act of 1976. By the Committee
on Merchant Marine and Fisheries. March 2. 1982.

February 1995
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Sustainable Fisheries—Pkecautionary Management

.Annual Nonh Pacific groundfish harvests have been sustained

in the 1 3 mmt- 2.0 nimt range (3 - 4.5 billion pounds) for the

past 25 years, and could have been higher if not for prohibited

species - relaied closures and the conservanon-onented harvest

cap on Bering Sea and Aleutians Sshenes. For 1995, the

oiologically safe yield from the fisheries is about 7.3 billion

pounds based on the best scientific information.

Five basic principles have guided the Council's

precaudonary management of North Pacific groundfish:

• peer-reviewed scientific advice , _
"

• defined overfishing levels

• conservative harvest levels

• comprehensive observer coverage

• complete catch reporting

The Council strictly follows scientific advice in setting

annual harvest limits. All scientific recommendations of its

plan teams are peer reviewed by the Council's Scientific and

Statistical Committee (SSQ. An acceptable biological catch

limit (ABC), or biologically safe harvest limit, is set for each

species each year. For all 215 ABC decisions made in 1987-

!994, the Council's ABC exceeded the SSC's recommendation

only once when the ABC was set halfway between the SSC and

Plan Team estimates. Never has the Council set a harvest limit

or total allowable catch (TAC) that exceeded ABC.

Overfishing levels are defined for each spedes. .A recent

Independent review of overfishing definitions aanonwide

concluded that the 23 groundfish stocks off Alaska were not

over- or underfished. ' The defininons were considered

conservative for 20 of the 23 stocks, including ail major

species in tiie Bering Sea and Aleutians, i.e.. recruitment would

act decline until catch is well beyond the overfishing threshold.

Three stocks—sablefish, cod and pollock in the GOA—have

aeuaal overfishing definidons, Le., that recruitment would not

decline until ±e threshold is crossed. No definition was

considered lisky. The SSC condinues to review the definitions.

Harvest limits are conservadve. The 2-million metric ton

cap for Bering Sea and Aleutian Islands groundfish is a good

example. The estimated allowable biological catch for 1995 is

2.8 million mt. Most groundfish stocks, particularly flatfish

stocks, are being underfished now because of the cap.

Removing the cap could cause additional bycatch of halibut and

crab, and could impact Steiler sea lions. To the mdustry's

credit, there have been no recent efforts to raise the cap despite

overcapitalization. The U.S. General Accounting Office

inveshgated the Council in 1990 for keepmg the cap, but it was

maintained despite such pressures. According to the Nanonal

Marine Fisheries Service, no Alaska groundfish stocks are

considered overutiiized.

Observer coverage is comprehensive. As explained on page

4, the groundfish and crab observer programs are the most

comprehensive in the U.S. and the only programs under the

Magnuson Aa that collect fees for other than administering

annual fishing permits.

Monitoring of all catch and discards is the fifth essential to

precautionary management. Off Alaska catch is reported by

the vessels and verified by observers. The directed fishery on

a species is stopped when its harvest (including the amount

discarded) approaches the annual quota. Mormaily, it is

stopped early enough to leave sufficient amounts to cover

bycatch in directed fisheries on other target speaes. Retention

of a species is prohibited altogether when its total catch (in

directed or bycatch fishenes) equals the annual quota.

Growing fleet capacity is kept in check by shorter seasons.

Totai ABC vs Caay (imiiora al pounds)

tor BSAI and GOA GnxindbK rahenea 1980-1995

Halibut and Sablefish IFQs

' Scientific Review of Definitions of Overfishing in U.S.

Fishery Management Plans. 1994. Prepared for NMFS.
Andrew Rosenberg (Convener).

After years of study, debate, and extensive testimony, the

Council in December 1991 approved a sablefish and halibut

limited entry program for the fixed gear fleet The centerpiece

of the program is the individual fishing quota flFQ) wherem

each fisherman receives a quota based on his past history. The

system includes a community development quota program

wherein catch quota is set aside for disadvantaged communibes

in the Benng Sea/Aleunans area, much like with poUock

CDQs.

It has taken the past two years for the rule to be approved and

the aximmiscranve machinery established. A new division

called the Restncted Access Management (RAM) Division was

created within the NMFS Alaska Regional Office in Juneau.

RAM has processed 5,900 applications for halibut shares, and

1,700 applications for sablefish shares. The fishery, under the

new system, is scheduled to begm March 15, 1995. It has

survived one coun challenge in U.S. Distnct Court. That

finding is bemg appealed.

February 1995
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Alaska

Bering Sea

^ GulfofAlaska

NPFMC Councfl Members
Richard Laubcr, Cbainnan

—

Pacific Seafood Processors Association. Juneau, AK
Dr. Waily Percyia. Vice Qiainnaii

—

ProFish Imenuaional Seaale, WA
Cape WiUiam Aadasoa-—17th. Coast Guard District. Juneau. AK
Dr. Moms Barker

—

Washington Department ofFish <t Wiidl^e. Olympia. WA
Linda Behnken

—

Alaska LongUne Fishermen's Association. Sitka. AK
David Benton

—

Alaska Depanmeru of Fish i Came, Juneau, AK
^"illiam Dilday

—

Department of Stale. Washington D.C.

Dr. David Fluhany

—

School ofMarine Affairs, University of Washington. Seattle, WA
Dr. David Hanson

—

Pacific States Mariiu Fisheries Commission. OR
Ronald Hegge

—

Commercial Fisherman. Anchorage. AK
Robert Macs—Oregon Department ofFish i. WiUlife. Central Point, OR
Steve Pennoyer

—

Regional Director SMFS. Juneau, AK
Steve Rideout—i/.5. Fish <t WUtS^e Service, Anchorage, AK
Robin Samuelsen

—

Bristol Bay Economic Development Corporation, Dillingham, AK

'

Cem Tillion

—

Halibut Cave (Homer);AK

'vSV?

British

<, Columbia

f>niralPoint

Advisory Panel

Jonn Bruce, Seattle, WA
Dave Benson. Seattle, WA
.\1 Buich, Kodiak. AK
Bruce Cotton, Lexington. KY
Dan Falvey, SUka, AK
David Ftaser, Port Townsend. WA
Arac Fuglvog, Petersburg, AK
Scott Highleyman, Anchorage, AK
Spike Jones. Sealrock. OR
Stephanie Madsen. Dutch Harbor. AK
Pete .Maloney, Dutch Harbor. AK
Hazel Nelson, A/ichorage. AK
Doug Ogden. Anchorage, AK
Dean Paddock. Juneau. AK
John Roos. Seattle, WA
John Sevier, Kodiak, AK
Harold Sparck. BetheL AK
Mick Stevens, Seattle. WA
Beth Stewart.yune<u<. AK
Robert Wurm; Kodiak. AK
Gary Westman, Blaine. WA
Lyle Yeck. Newport. OR

grifprifii; & Statistical Conur'**'^

Dr. William Aron. NMFS AK Fish. Science Clr - SeattU. WA
Dr. Keiih Ciiddle. University ofAlaska - Fairbanks. AK
Dr. Douglas Eggers. AK Dept of Fish <t Came - Juneau, AK
Dr. Susan Hills, University ofAlaska - Fairbanks. AK
Dr. Doug Larson. University of California Davis - Davis, CA
Dr. Richard Marasco. WMFS AK Fish Sci Ctr - Seattle. WA
Dr. Marc Miller, University of Washington - SeattU. WA
Dr. Terry Quinn H, University ofAlaska -Juneau. .'UC

Phil Rigby, AK Dept of Fish & Came - Juneau, AK
Dr. Jack Tagart. WA Dept. of Fish <t WildUfe Olympia. WA
Dr. Alben Tyler, University ofAlaska - Fairbanks. AK
Dr. Harold Weeks. OR Dept ofFish i Wildlife Portland. OR

Cniinril .<;taf|f

Dr. Clarence Pauizke. Executive Director

Qms Oliver, Deputy Director

Helen Allen, Executive Secretary

Gail Bendixen. Bookkeepei/SSC Secretary

Dairell Biannan. Economist

Jane DiCosimo, GOA Plan Coordinator/Fisheries Biologist

Marcus Hartley, Chief Economist

Jon McOacken. Management Analyst

Linda Roberts. Advisory Panel Secretary

David WidieieU. BSAI Plan Coordinator/Fisheries Biologist
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Comprehensive Obsekvehs for Alaska Fkhemes Observer History Highughts

.\Jaska's groundfish fisheries have one of the most ambitious

observer programs in the United States as a result of a crisis in

observer coverage in the mid- to late 1980s when foreign

nsheries, extensively observed, gave way to Amencaiuzed

risberies thai had little coverage (see History Highlights at

aght). The Council took action in 1989 to require, begmnmg
in 1990, 100% observer coverage on vessels over 125 ft long,-

and 30% coverage on vessels between 60 and 125 ft long, and

on certain shore-based processmg plants. The Council

required each vessel and processor needing an observer to pay

through an independent contractor for that observer. This

program will be replaced paniaUy m i995 and fully in 1996 by

an observer fee program.

The observerfee program has its roots in the late 1980s when

the Council-recognized the need to spread the costs of

observers out over ail fisheries that would benefit from such

coverage. For example, the halibut fisheries benefit through

controls on bycatch ofhalibut in the groundfish fisheries which

are better monitored through onboard observers. Therefore,

die Comxnl requested Congress to authorize it to charge fees to

the fishermen and processors to cover the cost of observers,

.'aiher than having only the gnxmdfish fishermen bear the entire

cost of the program. Until then, the Magnuson Act did not

allow any fees to be collected in excess of the administrative

costs of providing a fishing permit Congress approved the

authonzaiion in 1990, and by 1993, the Coimcil had developed

and approved a fee program to collect up to 2% of the ex-

vessel value of the groundfish. crab and halibut fisheries to

suppon observers. The new system will mainrain the same

levels of coverage under the earlier industry direa-pay

program, and will overiap with that program in 1995. It will

be fully operational in 1996.

Mid-1980s: groundfish observer coverage decreases as

fully Amencanized operanons, with no observers,

displace observed foreign harvesters.

1986: Council requests NMFS to hind S250.000 for pilot

observer program, but no funds are available for 1986.

1987: NMFS provides 3200,000 for pilot program with

four observers.

January 1989; Council petitions Secretary of Commerce
to implement and fimd observer program.

June 1989: Amencan Factory Trawler Association

contributes $100,000 to observer program and pledges up

to $400,000 to match other industry contnbutions. >fMFS
contributes S125,000. Other industry contributes up to

S28,0OO, bringing total to about 5250,000 to support

observers.

Jime 1989: Council approves mandatory comprehensive

observer program to stan in 1990. Industry must pay

directly for their observers.

1990: Magnuson Act is amended to aiuhonze Council to

collect fees to fund observers.

1991-1994: Observer fee plan for groundfish, halibut and

crab fisheries is developed by Council and approved by

the Secretary. Total fee is limitiKi to 2% ex-vessel value

of the fisheries.

1995: Stanup year for fee program.

The Long Path to CoMPHEHENsrvE Rationalization

Overcapitalization is very much in the news these days, not just with

North Pacific fisheries, but on both coasts of the U.S., and aroimd the

worid. Recognizing tbeie is a problem of too many fishermen chasing

too few fish was the easy part. Developing a fair and equitable

solution, acceptable to industry, which is a well documented key to

success, is a long road to traveL The North Pacific Council has been

examining approaches to limited entry ever since the earty 1980s

when it proposed a moratorium for the halibut hook and line fishery,

only to have it disapproved by OMB. Through the 1980s, the pace of

die halTout and gnxindfish fisheries quickened, seasons shortened, and

many in industry called for limited access. Growth in the harvesting

sector developed more lapidly than anyone anticipated, particulariy

!br groundfish. While on die one hand, the groundfish fishery is a true

success story for Americanization under the Magnuson Act, the fleet

has grown so large that it is plagued by high bycatch of prohibited

species and discards and waste.

The Council is taking steps toward comprehensive ranonalizanon or limited access in North Pacific fisheries. Step one is the

individual fishing quota system beginning this year for the sablefish and halibut fixed gear fishery, as described on page 2. Step two
IS to implement a motatonum on new entrants to the groundfish and crab fisheries. The Council first decided this issue in June 1992.

but revisited it in late 1994. The Council's proposal will be forwarded to the Secretary of Commerce in February 1995 and could be

in place for 1996, thus helping to stabilize growth of industry capacity.

February 1995
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NORTH PACIFIC COUNCIL ISSUES AT A GLANCE - 1995

• Limited Access and Comprehensive Rationalization •

S.ihlpfish ami Halihiii Fixed Twjr Inriiviriiial Rshmp Oiinta!!- Fisbeiy caoimeoces March 15 using IFQs. Regulations may be adjusted

for 1996 after this shakedown year. (2)*

Mnmrnniim- The origmal proposal was disapproved by the Secretary. The Council adjusted the proposed moratorium m September and

December 1994, and will submit it to the Secretary in February 1995 for approval and unplemeniaiion by 1996. (4)

rirniiivlfith nnri Cnth I in-ntf I imifarinn- Many alternatives are bemg considered for a poienual license limitation system for groundfish

and crab. Analyses will go to formal public review in March 1995 and Council final action may occur in .\pril (or June). Secretanal

review probably will not begin unnl late summer. If approved, program admimstratioo. noufication. and appeals would be completed in

1996. The system could be in place for 1997 or 1998. (5)

ln<;hnrf>Oflshore PoUock/Cod Pror«'iinf Allocations and Pnllncic CDO Pmfram : Cunent allocations will expu-e at the end of 1995. A
contmuaDOD is being analyzed and will go to pubUc review after the April meetmg. Final decision in June. If approved, insbore-offsbore

and pollock community development quotas would continue for another three years beginning January 1. 1996. (5)

Groundfish and Crah Inriiviriiial Fithmy Diinra^- Study of alternative systems may begin in September 1995 after decisions have been

made on licenses and insfaore-oQshore. Council decisi(]n is likely in 19%. Program administration, notification and appeals would occur

in 1997. and implemoitanoa might occur in 1998. This schedule could vary considerably depending on complexity of program, number

of species covered, and relauonship to the license limitanon program. (5)

Srallnp Fi<:h«Tv Mnrirnriiim - A vessel moraionum. as pan of a fishery managwnmt plan, has been adopted by the Council with an

unpublished control date of January 20. 1993. to be submitted to the Secretary m April, and may be implemented for 1 996. The next step

may be an overall license or IFQ system, with a control date of April 24. 1994.

Demersal Shelf Rockfish [jranw I imirarinn- A separate license hmitatioo program has been proposed for a small rockfish fishery off

Southeast which is managed jointly by the Council and ADF&G. The State of Alaska is performing the analysis which will be uiitially

reviewed by the Council this fall.

• Conservation and Rebuilding •

r>v.Tfi<hiny Defininnn'; - The Comdl's Sdendfic and Soiistical Comminee is reviewing the groundfish overfishing defmitions to determme

if ihey can be unproved. (2)

FrrK«trin'! ManapnTvnr Groundfish plan teams have been developing more comprehensive information on ecosystem management for

uKiusion each jear in the Council stock wsessmeni documents. The SSC will be reviewmg ways to impiove that information durmg 1995.

• >)

Sieller Sea Lions : Stellers are now listed as thieaiened and may be listed as endangered. The Council will hear a stanis report m Apnl
1 995 and then determine how to respond. (5)

Ri-hiiilriinf POP- The Council already has approved a 14-year rebuilding plan for Pacific ocean perch in Gulf of Alaska. Minor

idjustments may be made in 1995 to require bycotcfa-only and not allow any target fishery.

Cipelin Pmhihiiion : Capelin is a forage fish dial is prey to many other fish species and manne mammals. The Council is consideiing a

prohibiuon on any development of that fishery, because of the impoitance of capeUn to Steller sea Uons.

Cnih Rehiiilriiny The Council has estabUsbed a committee of groundfish and oab plan teams to review information on various sources

of crab monality and significant influences on crab abundance that would aid the development of a rebuilding plan for the crab resource.

• International Fisheries •

IVN.ljwnfrtie.Sea: The Council will be monitoring closely activities on Law of the Sea and Straddling Stocks for possible Impacts on

existing regional international agreements. (6)

Refers to page namber wtxre related article can be found in dK accotniwiying pamphkt. FEBRUARY I99S
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• Bycatch, Discard and Waste •

Fiill Reiennnn/Tlrili7annn- An in-depth examinaaon was inioaied in December 1994. Extensive discussion is scheduled for the April 1995

meeting when the Council will determine which alternatives to analyze formally. Retenoon and utilization standards would be developed

and incentives explored. Implementation could occur sometime in 1996 or 1997. (8)

Harvest Prinrirv: Being exammed concurrently with the full reiemionAitilizaiion imuative, this proposed program would grant additional

fishmg privileges to vessels meeting certain "clean fishing" standards. Further discussion and review of legal hurdles are scheduled for

April 1995. (8)

rrnh Rvrjiich: Emergency action was taken m November 1994 to close an area in Bristol Bay to groundfish trawling to protect kmg crab

stocks. In-depth exanunahon of adjustments in bycatch limits for ail species of crab and altemauve closed areas will occur m 1995 for

possible implementation in 1996. Long range rebuilding strategies will also be developed in 1995. Crab bycatch also is limited in the

scallop dredge fishery.

S.ilmnn Rvmtch : Salmon is a prohibited species in the groundfish fishery. In January 1995. the Council approved bycaich Uimts and a

trawl closure to hmit b>caich of chum salmon, to be implemented for the pollock "B" season in the Bering Sea. Final decision on bycatch

limits for Chinook salmon will be made at the April 1995 meeting. (8)

H.ilihiii nrirl SnrTinf • The Council is considering a regulatory proposal to require grids to be placed over fish receiving holds so haUbut

caa be sorted quickly and returned to the sea with increased survival. An ad hoc working group is exammmg the need for observers and

changes in the vessel incentive program and will report back in April. New reguiauons. if approved, could be in place for 1996. but more

Ukely 1997.

Minimum Mesh Size for Trawl Cndends : Minimum mesh sizes for pollock, rock sole, and cod trawl fisheries were approved by the

Council in December 1994. Tlie proposed rule bemg prepared for possible implementation in 1996.

Pnhilnf Trawl rin.sure : Closed area around the Pribilofs to protect blue king crabs and forage for seabuxis was approved by Council in

1994. The Secretary has approved the closure and implemented it in January 1995.

r.irpfii! Hanrllinp/Rflpjiw nf Halihiir The Coimcil approved a regulation requiring careful release of bahbut on longliners. Implemented

imuallyonMay 18. 1993.

• Reporting and Monitoring •

Se.imoimt Fisheries Restricnons : In January 1995. the Council approved requirements for vessels fishing sablefish on seamounis in Gulf

of Alaska to carry NMFS-provided transponders and offload fish before fishing in the EEZ. Regulations under preparation: will be

implemented sometime in 1995.

Oh^ierver Fee Prnyrnm : This will be the starmp year for the observer fee program. Next year it will be fully operational. The Council

will probably make adjustments for 1996 after this fust year m operation. (4)

Tninl Weight Me.^<airemeni! In October 1995. the Council approved requirement for all processors in the directed pollock fishery to weigh

all pollock harvested on a scale. Will be fully implemented m late 19% or early 1997.

• Allocations •

H.tlihnt Charter Bn.it Cap : Tbe Council is considering catch limits for the guided charterboat industry and possibly for all recreational

fisheries. Analysis of opuons will be preseiued in December 1995 or January 19%. (7)

Inshnre^^ffshnre nnri CDOs: As noted above under limited access, the Council will take final action ui June 1995 on rolling over the

inshore-oflEshore allocational spht for pollock and cod. and the CDQ program for another three years. The current program lapses at the

end of 1995. (5)

.Sc.iilnp FMP: A jomt federal/state FMP for this small fishery was recendy adopted by Council for submission to the Secretary in April

1995: unplementation scheduled for 1996. Emergency action was taken by the Council on February 17 to close federal waters as soon

as possible.
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Step three would be a rollover of the insbcre-c^hore ailocaiions for poUoclc in the BSAI and GOA, and for Pacific cod in the GOA,

first implemented in late 199Z The original program will expire at the end of 1995, so the Council is now considenng its extension

for another ihree years. Such a rollover could address problems with instability caused by unbuffered movements of catchmg capacity

between areas in the Gulfof Alaska and Bering Sea and Aleutians, that have the potential to close seasons early for both the otTshore

and inshore fleet secttrs. Inshore processors have voiced ctmccm that when more Itxal quotas arc reached, they have no opportunity

'X) go elsewhere to fish, and thus are put at an unair disadvantage by the ofishorc processing fleet. The Council rollover of the inshore-

ofehorc program likely would include the successful community development program that reserves 7.5% of the pollock harvest for

six commumty complexes on (be Bering Sea coasL Thai progiam is having immense posiave economic consequences for those areas.

.A final decision on inshore-offshore will be rendered by the Council in June 1995, and if approved, implemented in January 1996.

The progiam would lend stability to the major fishing sectors while longer term comprehensive rahonalization approaches are

aeveloped.

Step four toward comprehensive rationalization is a proposed license limitation system now being considered by the Council for the

jroundfish fisheries of the Benng Sea and Aleutians and Gulfof Alaska, and the BSAI crab fisheries. It has taken the Council,woiidng

with industry, two years to develop a wide tanging suite of alternatives. The alternatives and associated analysis will go out for public

xview in Mareh and the Council win be in a posiaon to make a final decision in April or June 1995: If a license system is approved,

:t will likely take until 1997 at the earliest to implement.

Step five lo comprehensive rationalization of North Pacific fisheries may be individual fishing and processing quotas for groundfish

and crab. These may be fashioned after the halibut and sablefisfa IFQ system, diougb the overall groundfish system would be much
more complex considering all the species and gear groups. Such a system may be designed over the next year, and the Council may
cnoose to axldress just one or two of the more important species to start with, and then expand the program later. A final Council

decision could not be made until April or June 1996 at the earliest, and could not be unplemented until 1998.

jTELLER Sea Lions in Stctugbt

Vlarine mamrnal<! are an imponant compooent of the ecosystem of North Pacific waters, and one species clearly is in trouble. Steller

jea lion populations have declined significantly over the past twenty years along die eastern Aleutians and eastward to the Kenai

Peninsula in the Central Gulf of Alaska. The population decline has continued and Stelleis may be placed on the endangered list in

.995. The North Pacific Council is concerned with the plight of the Steller, and has approved protective measures to restrict

ODponunities for umntentional harassment, reduce sea lioir mortality, and mminriTr disturbances and interference with sea lion

behavior, especially at pupping and breeding sites.

For 1992. rollovers of unused pollock ftom one quarter to the next

vere limitEd. and 10-20 mile trawl closures were added. Fot 1993,

pollcx:k harvest in the Gulf of Alaska was restricted to 1 1 1.000 mt,

well below its biologically sale harvest of 160,000 mt, primarily to

protect S tellers.

In .Vovember 1993, the NMFS filed a notice that it was going to

-eview the stams of Stellers for possible listing as endangered. The

'~ouncil has taken note of this and is prepared to take action as

r'.ecessary to protect that species. Incidental lethal takes are

^amated to be about eight animals per year. A more fundamental

onk may be competidon between ±e fisheries and Steller sea lions

:'or prey items like pollock. Direct evidence that this linkage is

.^.avmg significant effects remains elusive. Regardless, the Council

$umds willing to help as much as possible to restore sea lion

populations.

The Council hopes to channel its efforts into actions based on the

most accurate observanons and realistic models that the marine

oiammal scientists can provide. These would most likely entail analyses diat account for overall ecosystems eSeas. draw on, but not

oveneach, databases that are long tenn. and reaJistically depict ecosystems changes, specifically those that likely will impact marine

mammal comnumities, especially Steller sea lions. The Council already is moving ahead with analyzing a ban on fisheries for capelin,

1 prey item for Stelleis. Tbe Council's Scientific and Statistical Comminee is examining ecosystems management and how it may be

better incorporated into Council decisions. Council stock assessment documents also are being enhanced with more ecosystems

mfonnaaon.
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Law of Tbb: Sea: are regional international fisheries agreements in jeofaudy?

The United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea is

picking up steam. It was tiansinitted to the Senate in October

1994 far advice and consem. UNCLOS embodies a number of

important prinaples relating to management of the world's

oceans, including die estabUshment of the 200-inile zones and

rules govemmg fishenes both inside those zones and outside

those zones on [tie high seas. With regard to the high seas, the

convenaon firmly establishes the right for nations to fish there,

and provides general guidance conceimng the need for

cooperation in conserving living maiine resources. Tlie

UNCLOS requires nations party to die convention to be bound

by binding dispute resolution mechanisms, including settlement

by an international tnbunal if necessary.

An offshoot of UNCLOS is ±e Conference on the

Conservation of Straddling Fish Stocks and Highly Migratory

Fish Sttxks which would govern the management of stbcics that

cross FF7 boundaries, such as poUock. A draft for a binding

convenaon has been developed and when adopted, will be an

expanded interpretation of international law. It will require

management inside and outside the t'V-y. to be compatible, and

wiD have dispute settlement provisions of UNCLOS, mcluding

binding dispute settlement by arbitratioiL

Council and other parties in the North Pacific have worked so

hard to develop. The Central Bering Sea Convention on

pollock stocks is a good case in point. Presently, it is U.S.

policy to discourage new entrants into that fishery even after

the Aleutian Basin poUock stocks recover. Reopening that

treaty to include binding dispute settlement, or worse yet

havmg to agree to a binding settlement when six nations have

fiilly agreedhow to manage [he pollock stocks, could erode the

conservation effectiveness of the [reaty.

A second example is the moialorium on the use of high seas

drift nets. This is a voluntary moratorium and it has been very

effective in eliminating high seas fisheries chat ostensibly are

targeting sqmd, but in practice are taking salmon,, many ctf

which may be bound for Alaska waters. For example, it has

been noted in the news that recent coho salmon runs m
Southeastern Alaska have been higher than normal and some

are attributing that to fewer losses on the high seas.

The Council has been assured by representatives of the U.S.

State Oepartment that [he dnftnet moiatorium and regional

mtemational agreements such as the Central Bering Sea

The U.S. would be bound to the dispute resolution mechanisms

of LTVCLOS. If a fishery were to arise that is detrimental to

U.S. interests, and if the U.S. were to take action against the

offending nation usmg trade restrictions or port sancnons, the

fishing, nation could take the VS. to the international tribunal

for binding arbitraoon. The U.S. is in a substantially weaker

position to help shape a positive response [o such binding

arbinanon than under the current regional agreements that the

pollock treaty, will be protected within ±e Law of the Sea

and Che Straddling Stocks conventions. While Che Council

recognizes that negotiators will do their utmost to ensure the

mtegrity of current agreements, the Council wUl continue to

press tor recogniaon of these important agreements in

international negotiations and conventions. The efforts chat

went into establishing those agreements were too great to place

them m jeopardy in any way by recent international events.
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HALmuT Charterboat Management

In May 1993, the Council received a proposal to limit the catch of

halibut by the guided sport industry. It said action was needed

because the recreational fishery was catching increasing amounts of

halibut, thus reducing the amount available to the commercial

fishei7. The Council first addressed this issue in September 1993

and announced a control date of September 23. 1993 for a potential

moratorium cut-off date for the guided sport fishery.

The Council also established a work group to identify potential

altemanves for managing this fishery. It met in 1993 and 1994 and

presented its report ui January 1995. The Council dien developed a

problem statement and initiated analysis of altemadves which

include makmg explicit allocations of the halibut quota between

commercial and recreational fisheries, a moratorium on charter

vessels, and mdividual cransferrable quotas. The Council may set a

recreational cap of 105 to 140% of the 1994 chartcrboat catch as a

cap for the charter industry, and the percentage could vary by arta.

Analysis of the opnons will be presented to the Council in December

1995orJanuarv 1996.

1994 Halibut Removals

Canmenajt 64 1%

Current distnbution of halibut catch.

Bycatch and Waste: a Poucy Issve Whose Time Has Come

Bycatch and waste are very promineni public policy issues for fisheries managers and industry. Congress is very likely to amend the

Magnuson Act this year to require the Secittary and the regional councils to address discards. The North Pacific Council has been

working on bycatch smce 1976. Foreign groundfish fleets had to be restricted from taking tmdidonal species of high US mteresi

such as haUbut. salmon, crab, and hcmng, and later from taking groundfish species that became the targets of the developing U.S.

groundfish fishenes. Many of these same bycatch controls were extended to the U.S. fleet after the foreigners left the FF7 m 1990.

Fish is wasted for several reasons. Regulatory discards occur when fishermen must discard certain fish whenever caught Economic

discards are fish not retained because they are not the right size, sex or quality, or there is no market, or they caimot be processed

econormcally by a particular operation. That decision is up to the fisherman. Both types of discards are prevalent in North Pacific

fisheries. Regulatory discards arc known more generally as ""prohibiird species." a term applied onginally to halibut, salmon and crab,

which could never be retained in the early foreign groundfish fisheries. Groundfish speaes may be assigned to the prohibited species

category to discourage any targeting on dicm if their quota has been, or is about to be. reached.

Re^atorv Discards

The Council has paid greatest attention to controlling bycatches of prohibited species which provide profitable fishenes to other

industry sectors. Halibut, for example, has long provided a highly profitable hook and line fishery for residents from many coastal

communines m Alaska and Washington. Foreign bycatch depressed hahbut sujcks in the mid-1970s, and the Council incorpoiated

closed areas and a prohibition on retentioa m its early groundfish management plans. The Counal subsequendy applied bycatch caps

(prohibited species caps or PSCs) to the foreign fisheries, and most of those restncnons were earned over to domesQc groundfish

fisheries. When atumed, the PSC for a particular gear group closes that group's groundfish fishery This keeps one segment of the

fleet from unpacnng another through bycatch. Bycatch caps now are taken for granted as a management tool, but they did not come
easy. The Council had to show that there was a net benefit to the nation from the caps. The Council msisted that there had to be

protection for the tradidonal fisheries and their target species, and in the end prevailed when its proposed regulanons were adopted

by die Seaetary in the tmd- 1980s.

Today. PSC Umits snll control the fisheries and close down lucrative groundfish fishenes prematurely each year, leaving millions of

dollars of groundfish unharvested. Various provisions have been added to improve handling of prohibited species while on deck to

improve survival, and to give fishermen inccnnve to fish cleanly. The next big step ui controllmg PSC bycatch may take the form of

bycatch quotas for individual fishermea Then each fisherman could fish as he desired without closmg down the rest of the fleet. Such

a system could be very elTecnve. but it also would be very expensive and complex ;o monitor and manage.

The prohibmon on retennon of hahbut (or other prohibited species) m the groundfish fishery often is dccned as a waste of valuable

resource It must be viewed, however, as a less-than-perfea compromise that protects the traditional fishenes while allowing harvest

of the vast groundfish resources. The directed hahbut fishery will be managed under an individual fishing quota system beginning

m 1995 Quotas and die hahbut fisheries vnll take on even greater value, so it is doubtful diat the Council wiU change its present
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system for controUing bycatch in the near future. It should be noted that there appears to be no biological problem with halibut

because of bycatch. Bycatch mortality is deducted before setting the armual halibut harvest quota. Halibut has been well managed

by IPHC sustaining harvests at about 50 million pounds or more annually since 1985.

One thing to watch is the novel experiment with salmon bycatch underway in the BSAI where groundfish harvesters and processors

are working voluntarily on a program that fimnels salmon bycatch, after examination by an observer, to food banks for the needy. In

thelasthalfof 1994, 47 companies participated and 68,780 pounds of salmon were processed, packaged and delivered to an estimated

200.000 needy mdividuals through a network of wel&re organizations. Industry also is paying a voluntary $20 assessment per chinook

salmon into a fund to support research on stream of origin of the salmon and bycatch avoidance lechmques.

Economic Discards

It is the issue of economic discards and profligate waste, rather than regulatory discards, that has most elevated the bycatch issue to

national and inienianonal prominence. Economic discards, as noted earlier, result from fishermen not having a market for a particular

species, or insufficiciu eqmpment, time or inclinadon to process that species. Total groundfish discards for both Bering Sea/Aleutian

Islands and Gulfof Alaska tbr 1993 were 335,759 mt or 16% of a total groundfish catch of 2.099,035 mt. Fifteen percent of the total

harvest in the Bering Sea and Aleudans was discarded, 94% accountable to crawL and 6% lo fixed gear fisheries. In the Gulf of

Alaska, 19% of the total harvest was discarded, 87% accountable to trawl, and 13% to fixed gear.

To place this discard in perspective, it should be noted that worldwide commercial fisheries discards are about 27 mmt, or 26% of

total catth. Shrimp fishery-related discards are particularly flagrant, accoimting for 35% of the discards. The Bering Sea sablefish

pot, Bering Sea rock sole trawl, and Gulf of Alaska flatfish trawl are on the top twenty list. Conversely, among the ten lowest discard

rate fisheries (expressed as a discard rate by weight) is the Bering Sea pelagic pollock crawl. Bering Sea cod pot, and Gulf of Alaska

midwater pollock trawl fisheries. Though most Alaska grovmdfish fisheries have mtermediate or low bycatch rates relative to other

world fisheries, the very high volume of the fishencs yields very impressive discard weights.

Each fishery has a different reason for discards. For example, the BSAI rocksole fishery has about a 69% discard rate, one of the

highest in the North Pacific. The market in the orient is best for the roe in the females, so the males and other speaes are discarded.

For arrowtooth flounder, which is almost all discarded, the flesh turns to mush upon cooking because of enzymadc degradanon. The

species is very abundant off Alaska, and also is a voracious predator on other species, and yet it will not be utilized until inhibitors

are developed to counteract the enzymes. Experiments are now underway to resolve this problem.

One last example is the BSAI pollock fishery. The midwater trawl fishery for pollock is a very clean fishery that has little bycatch

of other groundfish or halibut or crab. The discard rate for pollock is relatively low. In the past it has been in the 9- 10% range

because many juvenile fish were present In 1994 the rate was down to 1.8%, or 21,000 mL This is a considerable reducnon from

the 89.000 mt discarded in 1991. Though this is very "pure" fishery, the discard rates will fluctuate depending on the presence of

strong juvenile year classes. Because of die intermingling, it would be very difficult for harvesters to avoid bycatch. Industry thinks

that the increased retention of pollock in 1994 could be attributed to higher production of fish meal, growth of a pollock year-class,

or larger mesh sizes being used.

Solving the Discard Problem

The Council already has taken steps to control discard of groundfish. Their first uiitiative occurred when a ban was placed on roe-

stripping of pollock in 1990. Roe-snipping became a major problem in the Gulf of Alaska in 1989. As harvesters raced to catch a

limited pollock resource, they found they could increase processing throughput by simply taking the roe (worth S5/pound) fi'om the

female poUock and discartling the remaining flesh and carcass (worth five cents a pound) overboard without further processmg. Most

male pollock also were discarded. The Council responded by banning roe-stripping and seasonally apportioning the harvest so the

fishery would not be concentrated in the spawning period. The Council also has approved minimum mesh sizes for trawls.

The Council now is moving to address waste and discard in a more comprehensive fashion. At its December 1994 meeting, it initiated

an in-depth examination of a potential regulatory change that would prohibit discards of target groimdfish. Retention standards would

be developed and phased in over one to three years, possibly by mid-1996 at the earhesL The goal would be to achieve 100%
retention. There also may be a utilization standard, with a minimum percenuge of 50 to 90% processed for human consumption.

Final action may be taken by the Council in December 1995. Secretarial review and approval would occur during the first six months

of 1996. and the program could start in mid- 1 996. but more likely in 1997. It will concentrate on four fisheries to begm widi: BSAI
midwater trawl pollock, BSAI trawl rock sole. Gulf of Alaska flatfish trawl, and BSAI Pacific cod longline fisheries. When
implemented, it will completely change the way the fisheries are prosecuted. Seasons will be longer, there will be much more product

on the market, and it is hoped that fishermen will become more selective in their fishing patterns.
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